Service Check List for Transistor Radios

- Transistorized Hi-Fi Preamp
- Speech-Music Discriminator for Music Lovers
- TV Receivers with Remote Controls
- Set Your Checker for New Tube Types

35¢
U. S. and CANADA
Serviceman, at this point you are on your own! Your customer holds only you responsible if the picture tube goes bad because it was your selection. If your selection for replacement was a high quality brand, chances are your reputation for quality work wouldn’t be under the gun like this.

When you use Du Mont picture tubes your reputation is backed by the pioneer commercial cathode-ray tube manufacturer of the country. The Twin-Screen Hi-Lite* aluminized picture tube is a product of the finest engineering, design, and production features assembled in 25 years of commercial manufacturing. Your confidence is definitely assured because you know that the guarantee on Du Mont picture tubes is good—as it has always been.

Your reputation for high quality work is established when you use high quality products. You have a reliable partner when you use Du Mont picture tubes.

*The ultimate in aluminized picture tubes

YOU PUT THIS TUBE IN AND... YAP... YAP... YAP... BLAH... BLAH... BLAH...

...AND I MISSED MY FAVORITE PROGRAM

...IT'S YOUR REPUTATION!

It's Dealers Choice

make it...

Cathode-Ray Tube Division
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, Inc., 750 Bloomfield Avenue, Clifton, N. J.
Learn to Service TV Sets—any make or model—Quickly

New ALL PRACTICE Method trains you at home to become a Professional TV Serviceman

You learn the time saving techniques, methods used by top TV Servicemen

This is 100% learn-by-doing, practical training. NRI supplies all necessary equipment, all tubes, including a 17-inch picture tube; and comprehensive manuals covering a thoroughly planned program of practice. You learn how experts diagnose TV receiver defects quickly. You easily learn the causes of defects—audio and video—and how to fix them accurately.

You get actual experience aligning TV receivers, isolating complaints from scope patterns, eliminating interference, using germanium crystals to rectify the TV picture signal, adjusting the ion trap and hundreds of other valuable Professional techniques.

UHF and COLOR Create Growing Opportunities

To cash in on the present UHF and the coming COLOR TV boom you'll need the kind of knowledge and experience NRI's Course gives. You'll get practice installing front-end channel selector strips in modern UHF-VHF receivers. You learn UHF servicing problems and their solution. Mail the coupon now. Discover how NRI's new course in PROFESSIONAL TELEVISION SERVICING meets the needs of the man who wants to get ahead in TV Servicing.

Not for Beginners

If you have some knowledge of Radio-TV fundamentals, or have had some Radio Shop experience or some Radio school training, this course is FOR YOU. Mail coupon today.

Address National Radio Institute, Dept. 6JFT, 16th and U Sts., N.W., Washington 9, D.C.

Please send my FREE copy of "How to Reach the Top in TV Servicing." I understand no salesman will call.

Name: ___________________________ Age: ______

Address: __________________________

City: __________________________ Zone: ______ State: ______

Approved Member National Home Study Council

17" Picture Tube, Components for a TV Receiver, Scope, Signal Generator, HF Probe—all included in introductory price under $200-Easy Terms

If you want to go places in TV servicing, you will act quickly to find out what you get, what you practice, what you learn and how NRI's new course in Professional Television Servicing will help you advance through better technical knowledge and training. See pictures of equipment supplied, read what you practice in book offered FREE to ambitious men with some knowledge of Radio or TV fundamentals. Find out about this ALL PRACTICE Professional TV Servicing Course now.

COUPON BRINGS IMPORTANT BOOK FREE

Get this book and judge for yourself how this course will further your ambitions to reach the top in TV Servicing or help to build a more secure business of your own in TV. Many of tomorrow's top TV Servicemen—men who can service any make, any model, UHF, VHF or Color TV—will be graduates of this training. Mail the coupon now. There is no obligation.
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(Story on page 37)
These experimental prototypes of antennas for use in over-the-horizon communications systems are set up at IT&T's Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, N. J. Marie Grey, of Federal's drafting department, is studying the construction.
Color original by Dean Price.
Handy-Boesser Photographs, Newark, N. J.
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Another great advance in HOME STUDY TRAINING. Let National Schools, of Los Angeles, a practical Technical Resident Trade School for over 50 years, train you at home by Shop-Method, for today's unlimited opportunities in ALL 8 BRANCHES of the Television, Electronics, Radio Industry.

Check all you receive in One Master Course at One Low Tuition:
1. Television — Including Color TV
2. Radio — FM and AM
3. Industrial Electronics
4. Sound Recording and Hi-Fidelity
5. Preparation for FCC License
6. Automation
7. Radar and Sonar
8. Communications

YOU DO MANY PRACTICAL JOBS. You do servicing, circuit analysis and many other down-to-earth experiments. You build a modern TV set from the ground up...with equipment kits we give you, including a new large screen picture tube and professional Multimeter, at no additional charge.

EARN AS YOU LEARN! Many of our students earn their entire tuition and more in Spare Time jobs we show them how to do while learning. YOU GET GRADUATE ADVISORY SERVICE, TOO.

ALL YOURS TO KEEP

L. J. ROSENKRANZ
President of NATIONAL SCHOOLS

This Master-Shop Method course is completely up-to-date. Here in Los Angeles, the TV and Electronics center of the world, we are able to keep in constant touch with the industries' latest developments. As a student, you will quickly master all phases at home...in your spare time. Your earning power will grow with every lesson. Just as thousands of National Schools graduates do every day, you can handle servicing, manufacturing, repairing, hundreds of other jobs, or make good money in your own business. SECURE YOUR FUTURE—NOW. SEND COUPON BELOW.

IN THESE MODERN TV STUDIOS, SHOPS AND LABORATORIES, your Shop Method Home Study Course was developed by experienced instructors and engineers. What an advantage that is to you at home—each lesson is tested, proved, easy to understand. You can master the most up-to-date projects, such as color TV set repair, printed circuits — even prepare for FCC License and industrial electronics without taking a special course. TAKE YOUR FIRST STEP NOW TO A TOP-PAY JOB IN TV, ELECTRONICS, RADIO. SEND COUPON BELOW TODAY.

FREE! Fully illustrated "CAREER" BOOK in TV, Radio, Electronics. AND actual Sample Lesson—yours at no cost, no obligation SEND COUPON NOW—TODAY!

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
4000 S. FIGUEROA ST., LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.
187 N. LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO 1, ILL.
IN CANADA: 811 W. Hastings St., Vancouver, B. C.

GET FAST SERVICE—MAIL NOW TO OFFICE NEAREST YOU!
NATIONAL SCHOOLS, DEPT. RG-96
4000 S. FIGUEROA ST., LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF., OR CHICAGO 1, ILL.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:
BIRTHDAY:

VETERANS: Date of Discharge
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ALL-UHF TV SYSTEM has been proposed by the FCC. Faced with a difficult problem of allocations, the commission has asked for all comments on the proposal by Oct. 1. A major consideration was the usefulness of the lower part of the vhf band to other services.

The FCC report stated, "If suitable means could be found to overcome the difficulties inherent in so major a frequency reallocation as moving television to uhf and if uhf could be sufficiently developed to permit the elimination of vhf channels without loss of service, a number of basic advantages would result. All stations would be able to compete on a much more nearly comparable basis technically ... competitive opportunities would be considerable enhanced ..."

The FCC is also entertaining the advisability of limiting the shift to uhf to the eastern part of the United States.

AIR-DEFENSE COMPUTER designed for use in the Semi-automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) system is about to be installed at McGuire Air Force Base in New Jersey. SAGE represents a supersensitive continental air-defense system.

It starts with a radar ring—on land, Navy picket ships at sea, offshore Texas towers and airborne early-warning planes ranging far out over the ocean. These radars are linked by telephone lines or uhf radio directly to the high-speed computer (see photo). Information about aircraft anywhere within the radar area is relayed continuously and automatically to the computer. The computer digests all the

information plus ground-observer reports, flight plans of friendly planes and weather information as fast as it is received and translates it into an overall picture of the air situation. Hostile planes can be identified immediately and the most effective defense action taken.

The computer automatically calculates for the operator the most effective application of such defensive weapons as guided missiles, antiaircraft batteries and jet interceptors. In the case of intercepting jets, the aircraft is controlled by directions fed by radio directly from the computer to the automatic pilot in the plane. Missiles are controlled similarly. The computer is designed to operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

The first computer, built at Kingston, N. Y., by International Business Machines for later shipment to the air force base, covers 3 acres of ground and contains 58,000 tubes.

INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS made a revolutionary advance with the opening of the Sylvania Data Processing Center at Camillus, N. Y., June 26. An 18,000-mile telegraph network leased from Western Union connects 45 factories, 19 laboratories, 10 division headquarters, the company’s corporate executive offices, 27 sales offices and 17 warehouse to the data processing center, which will provide complete accounting and statistical services to all 10 Sylvania operating divisions through seventy-one stations in 61 cities and towns.

Data messages from any one of the outlying points contain three data rout-

A bit of the great computer. White bars are handles of plug-in units holding 6-9 tubes. Panel contains about 2,500 of the instrument’s 58,000 tubes.
Jack Dempsey says:

"Find Out TODAY How YOU MAY TRAIN AT HOME"

For Great Opportunities in TELEVISION RADIO • ELECTRONICS

Get the Facts FREE from DEVRY TECH

It costs you nothing to find out, and it may mean the turning point in your life. Let DeVry Tech tell you if you have the basic qualifications. Send in the personal rating chart today. Get the free leaflet, " Tân Ways to Earn Money in Television-Radio-Electronics."

Free Sample Lesson

Let us give you without cost a Sample Lesson. See for yourself how easy it is to follow. DeVry Tech's down-to-earth instructions, practical training experiments, the test equipment you build and keep, the exclusive home training films... make learning simple and fast. Subject matter is broken down small enough and clearly enough for you to absorb it.

Get These Added Benefits

Whether you train at home or in our large, well-equipped, million-dollar Chicago Laboratories, you are not tied to a long-term contract... You have the privilege of canceling the program at any time.

Are you DRAFT AGE? Mention it when you mail the coupon. We have valuable information for you.

DeVry Technical Institute
Chicago 41, Illinois

Formerly DeForest's Training, Inc. "One of America's Foraost Electrons Training Centers"

Fill Out This Chart and Mail with Coupon... No Obligation!

PERSONAL RATING CHART

1. AGE—If you are between the ages of 17 and 35, place the numeral 5 in the square at right. If above or below those ages, mark yourself 3. [ ]
2. EDUCATION—If you have graduated from high school, mark 5 in the square at right. If you finished 8th grade, mark 3. [ ]
3. DEPENDENTS—If you are free to come to Chicago, rate yourself 5. If you prefer to study at home and hold your present job, put down the number 3. [ ]
4. ABILITY—If you've had any experience in handling a soldering iron or doing simple home wiring, rate yourself 5. If you feel you can follow simple "How-to-do-it" instructions, mark down 3. [ ]
5. AMBITION—Are you interested in training for a real future in a promising field? Mark down 5. Or do you simply want to prepare for a better job with more money? Put down 3. [ ]

If you are subject to military service, please mark "X" here.

MAIL CHART AND COUPON NOW!

DeVry Technical Institute
4141 Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, Ill., Dept. RE-9-M
I would like late facts about the many opportunities in Television-Radio-Electronics, including the 3 free publications, and how DeVry Tech may prepare me for my start in this billion-dollar field.

Name ___________________________ Age ______

Street ___________________________ Please Print

City ___________________________ Zone _______ State ________

DTI training is also available in Canada 10149
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NEW $70.00
SHURE SLENDYNE
OMNIDIRECTIONAL DYNAMIC PROBE MICROPHONE

IS 5 Microphones IN 1

Model "535" List Price $70.00

For Public Address Remote Broadcast Theater-Stage Sound Systems

A small part of the equipment in the new data processing center, which in its entirety contains more than 50,000 square feet of floor space.

ing characters. Thus "DPR" would cause the message to be routed to the payroll section of the data center; "DIC" would send it to inventory control. "D" indicates the message is to go to the data center. The network can be used for administrative messages between any two stations.

Messages arriving at the station are received on perforated tape and are "translated" onto magnetic tape for input to the Univac, 10-ton, 6,000-tube electronic brain of the system. Both punched cards and magnetic tape are used.

The combination of instant communication plus almost instant computation produces formerly impossible results. A complete payroll, including preparation and signing of checks, can be processed in a couple of hours from information sent in by the scattered stations. All checks will be mailed in bundles to the various outlying points, rather than prepared at each one, resulting in a tremendous saving. Engineers can calculate complex technical problems--each of the 19 laboratories has easy access to the large and expensive computer. Production can be geared exactly to inventory through instantaneous knowledge of the quantity of any product on hand. The Data Processing System is, the company believes, "the only existing concept of an entire company tied together communications-wise from a data processing viewpoint, and with that function housed in its own facility."

CERAMIC RECEIVING TUBES recently developed by Eitel-McCullough (Eimac) are the forerunners of a complete line which will meet most receiving requirements with a minimum number of types. The new design permits them to withstand heavy accelerating forces from shock and vibration, and to operate continuously with envelope temperatures of more than 300°C. Tube life is so long that they will be wired directly into electronic equipment, eliminating the need for tube sockets.

The photo shows an exploded view of one of these tubes--an Eimac 33C3A2 dual triode stacked ceramic unit. Its general specifications are: heater voltage, 6.3; amplification factor, 20; transconductance (at 9-ma plate current), 2,600 microhioms. Maximum plate dissipation per section is 2.75 watts; maximum plate current 20 ma. Tube dimensions are 7/8 inch high, 1-1/32 inches in diameter.

Calendar of Events

23d Annual British Radio Show, Aug. 22-
Southern Arizona Hamfest, Sept. 1-3, Fort
Hunchea, Ariz.
RETIMA Conference on Reliable Electrical
Connections, Sept. 11-12, University of Pennsyl-
vania, Philadelphia, Pa.
NATESA Convention, Sept. 14-16, Sheraton
Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
11th International Instrument-Auto-
mation Conference and Exhibit, Sept. 17-21,
New York Colliseum, New York, N. Y.
National Television Show, Sept. 22-29,
New York Colliseum, Sept. 22-30, New York,
Audio Engineering Society Convention,
New York, N. Y. (Radio- Electronics will
exhibit in Room 325 at the High Fidelity
Show.)
Canadian IRE Show and Convention, Oct.
1-3, Automotive Building, Exhibition Park,
Toronto, Canada.
National Electronics Conference and Exhibi-
tion, Oct. 1-3, Chicago, Ill.
35th Convention of Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers, Oct. 7-12, Ambas-
sador Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
2d Annual IRE Professional Group, Tech-
nical Meeting on Electron Devices, Oct. 26-
28, Shereham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
free!

ALLIED'S 1957 value-packed 356-page CATALOG

the only COMPLETE catalog for everything in electronics

World's Most Complete Stocks

- Latest Hi-Fi Systems and Components
- Super-Value KNIGHT-KITS • P. A. Systems and Accessories • Recorders and Supplies • TV Tubes, Antennas, Accessories • Amateur Receivers, Transmitters, Station Gear • Test and Lab Instruments
- Specialized Industrial Electronic Equipment • Huge Listings of Parts, Tubes, Transistors, Tools and Books...

FEATURING

SUPER-VALUE knight-kits: Finest electronic equipment in money-saving Kit form—Test Instruments, Hi-Fi kits, Hobbyist kits, Ham kits. Easiest to build and you save more.

EVERYTHING IN HI-FI: World’s largest selection of quality Hi-Fi components and complete music systems—available for immediate shipment from stock. Own the best in Hi-Fi for less!

EASY-PAY TERMS: Only 10% down, up to 18 months to pay. Available on orders over $45. Fast handling—no red tape.

Our 36th year

ALLIED RADIO
World's Largest Electronic Supply House

Get ALLIED's 1957 Catalog—it's complete, up-to-date—356 pages packed with the world's largest selection of quality electronic equipment at lowest, money-saving prices. Get every buying advantage at ALLIED: fastest shipment, expert personal help, lowest prices, guaranteed satisfaction...

send for the leading electronic supply guide

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 2-J-6
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.

☐ Send FREE 356-Page 1957 ALLIED Catalog

Name..................................................
Address..................................................
City.................................................. Zone.... State......

SEPTEMBER, 1956
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We, operation you will address. If appears you're too, because GI gives quality, dependability and superb performance. For prompt, dependable deliveries and unsurpassed design and manufacturing excellence, GI phonomotors are the one best choice. When you need phonomotors for original equipment or replacement purposes, RELY on GI!

Other General Industries AC induction type motors for applications ranging from 1/40 HP to 1/1100 HP. Write for specifications and quantity-price quotations.

THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO.
DEPT GR • ELYRIA, OHIO

SUBSCRIBERS...
If you're moving, please don't forget to send us your old address as it appears on the address label of your current copy of the magazine, including the numbers shown beside your name, as well as your new address. If we receive this information before the 20th of the month, you will continue getting the magazine without interruption. Your cooperation will be most helpful and greatly appreciated.

We, too, have a new address:

Subscription Department
RADIO-ELECTRONICS
154 West 14 St.
New York 11, N.Y.
6 months from today

WHICH WILL YOU HOLD...

REGRET TO ADVISE YOU FAILED YOUR FCC EXAMINATIONS

OR

FIRST CLASS COMMERCIAL FCC LICENSE

Get these valuable BOOKLETS FREE!

add technical training to your practical experience, GET YOUR FCC LICENSE QUICKLY!

then use our effective JOB FINDING SERVICE!

WE GUARANTEE YOUR FCC LICENSE

If you fail to pass your Commercial License exam after completing our course, we guarantee to continue your training without additional cost of any kind until you successfully obtain your Commercial License.

Here's Proof: FCC Licenses Can Be Secured in a Few Hours of Study With Our Training At Home in Spare Time.

Employers Make Offers Like These

To Our Graduates Every Month

Broadcast Station in Illinois: "We are in need of an engineer with a first class phone license, preferably a student of Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics; 40 hour week plus 8 hours overtime."

West Coast Manufacturer: "We are currently in need of men with electronics training or experience in radar maintenance. We would appreciate your referral of interested persons to us."

Our Trainees Get Jobs Like These Every Month

Chief Engineer
"Since enrolling with Cleveland Institute I have received my 1st class license, served as a transmitter engineer, and am now a transmitter engineer at Station WALE. I also have a Matrona 2-War Service Medal. Thanks to the Institute for making this possible."

Lewis M. Owens, Columbia, Ky.

Test Engineer
"I am pleased to inform you that I recently secured a position at Van Kinsmane with Matrona, Inc. (Subsidiary of Wasingam). A substantial salary increase was involved. My Cleveland Institute training played a major role in qualifying me for this position."

Ford Daugherty, Falls Church, Va.

We Can Provide Hundreds of Names in Your Area on Request

Carl E. Smith, E.E., President

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics
Desk RE-95, 4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio

September, 1956
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ROHN only complete line of TV and COMMUNICATION TOWERS proven in Profits and Customer Satisfaction

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE ROHN LINE

- HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED
  The finest, most durable finish is available for ROHN Towers and accessories... all done entirely on the ROHN premises under careful ROHN supervision.

- UNEQUALLED DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
  ROHN is the only design that has stood up over the years. ROHN has been first and foremost... and always the leader in new products to meet the changing demands.

- MASS PRODUCTION FOR LOW COSTS
  ROHN was the first to utilize mass production techniques to build a superior tower at the most competitive prices. This means no sacrifice in quality yet far greater profits for you.

- UNIVERSAL CUSTOMER ACCEPTANCE
  Thousands and thousands of installations prove the ROHN line first in customer satisfaction.

- PIONEER MANUFACTURERS
  Pioneers in tower manufacturing—and today one of the world's largest manufacturers of this type equipment. The ROHN Company was built on satisfaction on the part of distributor, dealer and customer alike.

- COMPLETE LINE
  Only ROHN offers a full line—any dependable one-stop source for all TV installation equipment. Save headaches, save shipping costs, save time... use ROHN unequalled service exclusively.

ALSO a full line of ROHN ACCESSORIES
  Rotor posts, house brackets, eave brackets, peak and flat roof mounts, instant drive-in bases, hinged base sections, telescoping mast bases, guy- ing brackets, UHF antenna mounts, erection fixtures, variety of mounts and supports for masts or tubing.

ROHN Manufacturing Company
116 Limestone, Bellevue
Peoria, Illinois

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE LITERATURE!

Rohn Manufacturing Company
116 Limestone, Bellevue
Peoria, Illinois

Gentlemen: Please rush me complete details on the full line of Rohn Towers and Accessories.

Firm ______________________________________
Name _____________________________________
Address ___________________________________
City ___________________________ State _______
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Jobs are done quicker, better, more profitably, with the right components. With CLAROSTAT GREENOHM wire-wound resistors you get the complete range of resistances and wattages in both fixed and adjustable. Ideal for radio and television service work when replacing original equipment such as strip-type voltage dividers or regular power-resistors.

Best of all, GREENOHM resistors won't let you down after the job is completed.

So, shift into high gear. Do your servicing quickly and surely with GREENOHM resistors. Ask your distributor for complete details on these GREENOHM resistors and other service-designed CLAROSTAT products.

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc. • DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
In Canada: Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd., Toronto 4, Ont.
MORE ON DO-IT-YOURSELF

Dear Editor:

Mayhaps the fact that I live in the wild West has some influence on my thoughts, although my doubts as to this will be better borne out by any other letters you get in dissent with Mr. Margolis' article, "Dealing With Do-It-Yourself" (April, 1956).

Basically this article points out the selfish and egotistical attitude of many service technicians and one that causes them a considerable loss in volume. I have been bitten by the do-it-yourself bug and I think that it is safe to say that we all tinker a bit with plumbing, wiring, our cars, paint, woodworking, ad infinitum. All these other things could be done by a professional. Yet in our desire to do something by ourselves, and save a buck or two in the process, we all dabble at times.

So let us not climb up on a lofty perch and scream that the soul that tinkerers with his TV set is akin to a leper or should be dealt with severely. He is usually a normal guy. Let me warn you! Treated wrongly by you, he will eventually benefit a TV service technician, but it won't be you if you were the only one within 100 miles.

The do-it-yourselfer figures he is not as sharp as the TV man but he has a lot of time he could waste for that $5 call. And since he has heard how most of his trouble will be a tube, next time maybe he could handle the job, have fun and save the service call.

Here precisely is the point of perhaps no return for some service technician. Bite him, belittle him, cuss him or what, this adolescent period of the TV owner's formative years is very important. He must learn to have, not only confidence in you, but more important: trust. The embryonic set owner has several paths from which to choose at this point and they will mean a difference in money in your till.

Educate him to help with the non-technical problems and he will relieve you of a lot of routine jobs and you will still be in line for that big one coming up. Show him if you can the underside of a set on your bench, show him and demonstrate the easy way he can foul things up so that when in doubt he doesn't experiment. Educate him and win a friend and customer; alienate him and lose all.

ROBERT M. LOHR

Lohr's Electronic Lab
Bridgeport, Wash.

(Careful consideration of some of
(Continued on page 18)
RCA offers you the finest training at home in Radio-TV electronics, TV servicing, Color TV.

SEND FOR THIS FREE BOOK NOW!

The instruction you receive and equipment you get (and keep) will start you on your way. Pay-as-you-learn. You pay for only one study group at a time. This 52 page book contains complete information on Home Study Courses for the beginner and the advanced student.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
350 WEST FOURTH STREET, NEW YORK 14, N.Y.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
Home Study Courses in
Radio-TV Electronics
Television Servicing
Color Television

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
FOR THOSE WHO RECOGNIZE QUALITY

TRIO'S 1957
ZEPHYR ANTENNAS

THE POWER PACKED PAIR
ZEPHYR MITTIE

THE POWER PACKED THREESOME
ZEPHYR

THE POWER PACKED FOURSOME
ZEPHYR ROYAL

featuring the
WING 7
DIPOLE

DOUBLE TRANSPOSITION
PHASING

STAGGER TUNING

REJECTOR PHASING

WING 7
DIRECTOR

COPYRIGHT 1956 TRIO MFG. CO.
you wouldn't buy

Half a record

yet that may be all your present system reproduces!

Recent improvements in high-fidelity recording have captured the full tonal color of every instrument in the orchestra...every subtle shading from the brilliance of the violins to the deep roll of the kettle-drums is impressed on discs made with the latest recording techniques. Yet this dazzling other-world of sound may be beyond the capacity of your present high-fi equipment...in terms of sound reproduction, you may be buying only half a record!

PICKERING professional-quality components—the best that money can buy—recreate all of the music on fine microgroove recordings—give you the richness of reality that makes listening the extreme pleasure you have dreamed about...but never experienced.

PICKERING components include the world-renowned "FLUXVALVE" magnetic cartridge with one-mil or half-mil diamond styli...the Pickering 410 Audio Input System, combining preamplifier, record compensator, and equalizer network (each of which is available separately)...the famed Pickering Model 190-D distortion-free tone arm...and the revolutionary new PICKERING ISOPHASE electrostatic SPEAKERS, which reproduce music so faithfully they must be heard to be believed!

PICKERING & CO., INC. OCEANSIDE, N.Y.

Professional Audio Components "For those who can hear the difference"
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invites you ... to take any one of these sets of great recorded works.

FREE

NO STRINGS ATTACHED

Long Playing

Unique Transcription Recordings —
Custom-Pressed of Transparent Ruby-Red Vinyl, in De Luxe Genuine Linen Cases!

Save More than 50% of Usual Retail Cost

When you become a Trial Member of the Society you also have the right to AUDITION — Free of Charge — any or all of the records listed below, or ranging through three centuries — from Purcell to Hindemith. These superb transcription recordings will be available to members at the rate of not less than 50% of the cost of similar commercial discs. You may withdraw at any time in fact, you are not obligated to buy any records at all, unless you wish.

The FREE GIFT you choose is yours to keep in any case! Send the coupon today.

MAIL COUPON — WITHOUT MONEY — TO

The Chamber Music Society, Dept. REL-9, 45 Columbus Ave., N. Y. 23
(Remove only those you do not want to audition)

1. ITALIAN MASTERS OF THE XVIII CENTURY
   (see above)
   2. MOZART (see above)
   3. SCHUBERT (see above)
   4. BEETHOVEN: String Quartets Op. 18 and 14
   5. SCHUBERT: Duo Concertante for Violin and Piano
   6. SONS OF BACH: C.P.E. Bach: Sonata, Op. 12 No. 1;
      G.F. Handel: Sonata in G; Johann Sigismund Bach: Sonata in E Minor
   7. TCHAIKOVSKY: Quartet in E Minor
   8. MOZART: The Complete (6) String Quartets (1767-87)
   9. BRAHMS: Violin Sonata No. 1 in G, Celli Sonata No. 1 in G Minor
   10. DELIORS: Quartet in G; Blac for Piano; Violin, Cello, 4th sonatas for Violin and Piano
   11. HELD: Complete Water Music
   12. BEETHOVEN: Complete Symphonies String Quartets
   13. A. SCALAPIATI: Sonatas Nos. 4 and 5; Concerto Grosso Op. 3
   14. MOZART: 3 Salzburg Serenades
   15. HINDEMITH: 4 Sonatas for Trumpet and Piano; Violin and Piano;
      Piano Trio for Violin and Piano; String Quartet in C Minor and Piano
   16. DVORAK: Piano Quintet in E Flat; Trio in F
   17. SCHUBERT: Death and the Maiden; Quintets for Piano and Strings
   18. YVARALD: 3 Concertos for Flute; Guitar
   19. BRAHMS: Clarinet Quintet in B
   20. HAYDN: Seven Last Words of Christ
   21. STRAVINSKY: Duo Concertante; Paganella Suite
   22. PURCELL: Fantasia in 4 Parts
   23. MOZART: Complete Piano Trio E-Dur; 5th Piano Concerto
   24. SCHUMANN: Piano Quintet in E Flat; Concerto in 3
   25. BACH: 6 Sonatas for Violin; Celli and Piano
   26. BARTOK: Quartet No. 4; Violin Sonata No. 2
   27. CORELL: Concerto Grosso, Op. 6, Nos. 1, 2, and 4

MEMBERSHIP PRICES

1 disc set (approx. 1 hour) $3.95
2 disc set (approx. 2 hours) $5.90
3 disc set (approx. 3 hours) $7.95

RADIO-ELECTRONICS (Continued)

CORRESPONDENCE (Continued from page 14)

Dear Editor:

I have been recently spending considerable time studying transistors just to familiarize myself with this important branch of electronics and to be ready when it attains widespread use. I think I now have a good knowledge of the physics and the electronic applications of transistors.

However, what appears to me to be a serious deficiency in this field is the lack of uniformity in classifying transistors as to types. Most companies appear to have their own designation and I have been unable to find a hint suggesting unification. If we consider that we are just at the beginning, throwing good reasons for concern as to how messed up things can get.

Why don't manufacturers agree on some uniform classification, as they have with tubes. For example, they could evolve a system in which the first letter of a transistor type will indicate whether it is p-n-p or n-p-n. A second letter or number can indicate the transistor's function (af, rf, power, etc.). Additional numbers or letters can indicate important parameters such as cutoff frequency.

The entire situation can easily become even more confused if future developments promote transistors that vary widely in basic design, such as triodes, tetrodes, pentodes and other types. Thus, now is the time to set up a system of classification.

This is just a suggestion and most likely a more elaborate scheme can be laid out. At any rate some consideration should be given to the technician who will soon be called upon to service transistorized circuits and will not have transistors of every make nor an elaborate cross-indexing system.

SERGIO CLEMENTI

Caraacas, Venezuela

A HOBBYST'S VIEW

Dear Editor:

I read Radio-Electronics because radio and television is my hobby. I do some repair work and have no dissatisfied customers. In connection with this I would like to voice my opinion against licensing.

I couldn't afford to pay a big fee for a license. In the little servicing I do I seek only to break even and maintain my hobby. I am sure there are others in a situation similar to mine personally. I think that if a service technician is afraid he cannot hold his customers he had better try another occupation.

R. Bailey

Holt, Mich.
You Can Train at Home for Good Pay Jobs in
RADIO-TELEVISION

Fast Growing Industry Offers Good Pay, Security, Bright Future

Add to Your Income Starting Soon
Make $10-$15 a Week Extra Fixing Sets in Your Spare Time

Soon after enrolling, many N.R.I. students start earning extra money fixing neighbors' radio sets. Many earn enough extra to pay entire cost of course and provide capital to start their own full time Radio-TV Business after getting N.R.I. Diploma. If you want a job with a future, find out how you can train at home for Radio-Television. Mail Postage Free postcard for Sample Lesson. See how practical it is to learn at home. Get 64-Page Catalog, too. See equipment you get, outlines of courses, facts about opportunities in this growing field. Prices of N.R.I. Courses are low, terms easy.

N.R.I. TRAINED THESE MEN
Thanks N.R.I. for Good Start

"Right now I am doing spare-time repairs on Radios and Televisions. Going into full time servicing soon." C. HIGGINS, Waltham, Mass.

Engineer with Station WHPE

"I operated a successful Radio repair shop. Then I got a job with WPAQ and now I am an engineer for WHPE," VAN W. WORKMAN, High Point, N. C.

N.R.I. TRAINED THESE MEN
Quit Job to Start Business

"I decided to quit my job and do TV work full time. I love my work and am doing all right financially."

W. P. KLINE, Cincinnati, Ohio

"I was a cab driver earning $35 a week. Then I enrolled with N. R. I. Now tester with TV maker."

J. H. SHEPHERD, Bloomington, Ind.

Training PLUS OPPORTUNITY is the ideal combination for success. Today's OPPORTUNITY field is Radio-Television. Over 125 million home Radios plus 50 million sets in cars and 40,000,000 Television sets mean big money, opportunity for trained Radio-Television Technicians. More than 4,000 Radio and TV Broadcasting stations offer interesting and important positions for technicians, operators. Color Television, portable TV sets, Hi-Fi, other developments assure future growth. Radio, Television are both growing. Need for trained technicians is increasing!

Find Out What Oldest and Largest Home Study Radio-Television School Offers You

Since 1914—for more than 40 years—N.R.I. has been training ambitious men at home in spare time for Radio-TV. Thousands of successful graduates say N.R.I.'s 50-50 training method is a fast, easy, effective way to higher earnings, desirable jobs. Carefully planned experiments and practice with equipment supplied free of extra charge, bring basic principles, techniques to life right in your own home. Find out what dependable training can do for you.

You Learn by Doing—Get Practical Experience with Kits N. R. I. Sends

Nothing takes the place of practical experience. As part of N.R.I. Servicing Course you build AC-DC Radio Receiver and Vacuum Tube Voltmeter shown below. Use them to make tests, conduct experiments, get practical experience. All equipment yours to keep.

See Other Side

CUT OUT AND MAIL CARD NOW

SAMPLE LESSON AND CATALOG BOTH FREE

This card entitles you to Actual Lesson on Servicing, shows how you learn Radio-Television at home. You'll also receive 64-Page Catalog.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. F
Washington 9, D. C.

Please mail me the FREE sample lesson and 64-Page Catalog. (No Salesman will call.)

Name: ____________________________ Age: ______

Address: ____________________________

City: __________________ Zone: ______ State: ______

Approved Member, National Home Study Council

N.R.I. Training leads to good pay jobs like these. BROADCASTING:
- Chief Technician, Chief Operator, Remote Control Operator.
- SERVICING: Home and Auto Radios, P. A. Systems, Television Receivers, Electronic Controls, FM Radios, Hi-Fi.
- SHIP AND HARBOR RADIO: Chief Operator, Assistant Operator, Radiotelephone Operator.
- POLICE RADIO: Transmitter Operators, Receiver Serviceman.
- GOVERNMENT RADIO: Operator in Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Forestry Service.
- Dispatcher, Airways Radio Operator. IN RADIO PLANTS: Design Assistant, Transmitter Design Technician... AND MANY OTHERS.

N. R. I.'s Oldest and Largest Home Study Radio-Television School Offers You

Since 1914—for more than 40 years—N.R.I. has been training ambitious men at home in spare time for Radio-TV. Thousands of successful graduates say N.R.I.'s 50-50 training method is a fast, easy, effective way to higher earnings, desirable jobs. Carefully planned experiments and practice with equipment supplied free of extra charge, bring basic principles, techniques to life right in your own home. Find out what dependable training can do for you.

You Learn by Doing—Get Practical Experience with Kits N. R. I. Sends

Nothing takes the place of practical experience. As part of N.R.I. Servicing Course you build AC-DC Radio Receiver and Vacuum Tube Voltmeter shown below. Use them to make tests, conduct experiments, get practical experience. All equipment yours to keep.

See Other Side

CUT OUT AND MAIL CARD NOW

SAMPLE LESSON AND CATALOG BOTH FREE

This card entitles you to Actual Lesson on Servicing, shows how you learn Radio-Television at home. You'll also receive 64-Page Catalog.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. F
Washington 9, D. C.

Please mail me the FREE sample lesson and 64-Page Catalog. (No Salesman will call.)

Name: ____________________________ Age: ______

Address: ____________________________

City: __________________ Zone: ______ State: ______

Approved Member, National Home Study Council

N.R.I. Training leads to good pay jobs like these. BROADCASTING:

N. R. I.'s Oldest and Largest Home Study Radio-Television School Offers You

Since 1914—for more than 40 years—N.R.I. has been training ambitious men at home in spare time for Radio-TV. Thousands of successful graduates say N.R.I.'s 50-50 training method is a fast, easy, effective way to higher earnings, desirable jobs. Carefully planned experiments and practice with equipment supplied free of extra charge, bring basic principles, techniques to life right in your own home. Find out what dependable training can do for you.

You Learn by Doing—Get Practical Experience with Kits N. R. I. Sends

Nothing takes the place of practical experience. As part of N.R.I. Servicing Course you build AC-DC Radio Receiver and Vacuum Tube Voltmeter shown below. Use them to make tests, conduct experiments, get practical experience. All equipment yours to keep.

See Other Side

CUT OUT AND MAIL CARD NOW

SAMPLE LESSON AND CATALOG BOTH FREE

This card entitles you to Actual Lesson on Servicing, shows how you learn Radio-Television at home. You'll also receive 64-Page Catalog.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. F
Washington 9, D. C.

Please mail me the FREE sample lesson and 64-Page Catalog. (No Salesman will call.)

Name: ____________________________ Age: ______

Address: ____________________________

City: __________________ Zone: ______ State: ______

Approved Member, National Home Study Council

N.R.I. Training leads to good pay jobs like these. BROADCASTING:
- Chief Technician, Chief Operator, Remote Control Operator.
- SERVICING: Home and Auto Radios, P. A. Systems, Television Receivers, Electronic Controls, FM Radios, Hi-Fi.
- SHIP AND HARBOR RADIO: Chief Operator, Assistant Operator, Radiotelephone Operator.
- POLICE RADIO: Transmitter Operators, Receiver Serviceman. GOVERNMENT RADIO: Operator in Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Forestry Service.
- Dispatcher, Airways Radio Operator. IN RADIO PLANTS: Design Assistant, Transmitter Design Technician... AND MANY OTHERS.

N. R. I.'s Oldest and Largest Home Study Radio-Television School Offers You

Since 1914—for more than 40 years—N.R.I. has been training ambitious men at home in spare time for Radio-TV. Thousands of successful graduates say N.R.I.'s 50-50 training method is a fast, easy, effective way to higher earnings, desirable jobs. Carefully planned experiments and practice with equipment supplied free of extra charge, bring basic principles, techniques to life right in your own home. Find out what dependable training can do for you.

You Learn by Doing—Get Practical Experience with Kits N. R. I. Sends

Nothing takes the place of practical experience. As part of N.R.I. Servicing Course you build AC-DC Radio Receiver and Vacuum Tube Voltmeter shown below. Use them to make tests, conduct experiments, get practical experience. All equipment yours to keep.

See Other Side

CUT OUT AND MAIL CARD NOW

SAMPLE LESSON AND CATALOG BOTH FREE

This card entitles you to Actual Lesson on Servicing, shows how you learn Radio-Television at home. You'll also receive 64-Page Catalog.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. F
Washington 9, D. C.

Please mail me the FREE sample lesson and 64-Page Catalog. (No Salesman will call.)

Name: ____________________________ Age: ______

Address: ____________________________

City: __________________ Zone: ______ State: ______

Approved Member, National Home Study Council

N.R.I. Training leads to good pay jobs like these. BROADCASTING:
- Dispatcher, Airways Radio Operator. IN RADIO PLANTS: Design Assistant, Transmitter Design Technician... AND MANY OTHERS.

N. R. I.'s Oldest and Largest Home Study Radio-Television School Offers You

Since 1914—for more than 40 years—N.R.I. has been training ambitious men at home in spare time for Radio-TV. Thousands of successful graduates say N.R.I.'s 50-50 training method is a fast, easy, effective way to higher earnings, desirable jobs. Carefully planned experiments and practice with equipment supplied free of extra charge, bring basic principles, techniques to life right in your own home. Find out what dependable training can do for you.

You Learn by Doing—Get Practical Experience with Kits N. R. I. Sends

Nothing takes the place of practical experience. As part of N.R.I. Servicing Course you build AC-DC Radio Receiver and Vacuum Tube Voltmeter shown below. Use them to make tests, conduct experiments, get practical experience. All equipment yours to keep.
Radio-Television Can Give You a Good Job with a Future

N.R.I. Graduates do Important Work — Get Important Pay

Here is a line of work that people respect—a vocation where you can advance, win a place for yourself, earn good pay and gain much personal satisfaction in what you are able to do. And you can learn at home in your spare time. Smart fellows everywhere are using their spare time to develop new knowledge, new skills. They know it is the trained man who gets ahead, gets the better job, drives the better car, is respected for what he knows and can do.

Be a Skilled Technician

The technical man is looked up to. He should be. He does important work, gets good pay for it. Radio-Television offers that kind of work. There are more than 40 million Television, 150 million home and auto Radios. Millions more are sold each year. There are splendid opportunities for the man well trained in Radio-Television Servicing or Broadcasting. Micro-Wave Relay, Aviation and Police Radio, Two-Way Communications for buses, taxis, trucks, etc. are expanding—making more jobs, greater opportunity.

You Can Train in Spare Time

Keep your job until you're ready for a better one. Learn at home. N.R.I. Courses are planned for men who can study only during spare time. You get many kits to build equipment, get practical experience. You work on circuits common to both Radio and TV. Equipment you build “brings to life” things you learn in N.R.I.'s easy-to-understand texts. Experienced N.R.I. instructors, technicians, specialists devote full time to making sure you get the best and simplest Radio-TV training. Train as fast or as slow as you like.

Tested Way To Better Pay

N.R.I. Training is practical, thorough. You get the benefit of N.R.I.'s 40 years experience training men for success in Radio-Television. Most successful N.R.I. men start without any knowledge of Radio, many without a high school education. Find out what Radio-Television training can mean to you. Make a decisive move today toward becoming one of that select group—Radio-TV Technician. Send for Actual Lesson and 64-Page Catalog, both FREE. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. F, Washington, D.C.
These are some of our recent medal winners at Bell Laboratories. The awards they have won symbolize recognition for outstanding achievement in the many sciences that bear on telephony. Bell Labs is extremely proud of them—and of the thousands of scientists and engineers who work with them to keep the American telephone system the greatest in the world.
ARITHMETIC FOR ENGINEERS
([2nd Ed.], Revised)
by Charles B. Clapham
An outstanding text on practical elementary mathematics for shop machinists, shop mechanics, trainees, and all others who want to learn the elementary mathematics of their work. Written for use in schools and for home study. Ideal for primary training in mathematics. More than 290 numerical examples of solutions fully explained. More than 1,850 problem exercises. Answers to problem exercises. Cloth Bound, 536 pp., $1.50. Illus.

PUBLISHER'S RECEIPT TROUBLE CURES Vol. 7
Edited by M. Shitlitz
Volume 7 in the series. Devoted to the official design laboratory cures for "bugs" which may be encountered in TV receivers. The cures are positive! The troubles are identified and correlated with specific receiver chassis and models. The most accurate and authentic information on TV receiver troubles. Volume X content is new. Deals with manufacturers from RCA to Zenith. Soft Cover, 126 pp., 5½ x 8½", illus. Only $1.80.

PICTURE BOOK OF TV TROUBLES, Vol. 6
(Horizontal and Vertical Sync Circuits)
by Rider Lab Staff
Volume 6 of an extremely popular practical series. Illustrates the incorrect waveforms and picture tube patterns for defective components in TV receivers. Components are identified. This book teaches the recognition of symptoms of faults in horizontal and vertical sync circuits. Correct waveforms and schematics are also shown. Does your trouble shoot for you? Soft Covers, 5½ x 8½", illus. Only $1.80.

BASICS OF PHOTOTUBES AND PHOTODETODS
by David Mark
Phototubes and photocells are prominently used in a great many applications of electronic devices. Science, industry, government agencies, television, and many communication companies employ them. This book is devoted to the explanation of the basic principles and practices surrounding phototubes and photocells with the utmost in visual presentation to make the subject most understandable. It is tautly written, and gives very practical guidance. Cloth Bound, 176 pp., 5½ x 8½", illus. Only $2.50.

INTRODUCTION TO COLOR TV (2nd Edition)
by Raymon & Thomas
A revised, up-to-date edition of a best seller in books on TV. New for this edition contains full information on the latest and largest screen picture tube, simplified receiver circuitry, etc. Most up-to-date information to color televisions available. Soft Cover, 160 pp., 5½ x 8½". Only $2.70.

COLOR TELEVISION RECEIVER PRACTICES
by Hazeltine Corp. Lab Staff
A book for the receiver repairman who wants to become proficient in color television. The book is written for the serviceman who is dependent on manuals as a source for information. The book is designed as a problem-oriented textbook on the subject. The book is written for the TV technician who wants to become more versatile in his repair work. Only $4.50.

TV REPAIR QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
by Sidney Platt
A practical series of questions and answers book on the repair of TV receivers. Each covers a separate section of the receiver, and the series follows the same sequence that the signal itself travels. Soft Covers, 5½ x 8½", illus.

TELEVISION—HOW IT WORKS
(2nd Edition)
by J. Richard Johnson
A completely rewritten, up-to-the-minute edition of an authoritative and informative book. It is the newest and most comprehensive text on the subject, and follows the progress of the received signal from picture tube and loudspeaker. Leather Finished MARCO Cover, 352 pp., 5¼ x 8½", illus. Only $4.40. Only $5.40.

HANDBOOK OF 630-TYPE TV RECEIVERS
by Miller & Bierman
Deals with all versions of the famous 630-type receivers made by American manufacturers. Modifications and circuit improvements made by various manufacturers are also covered, along with testing charts. A book every technician can use to his advantage! Soft Cover, 200 pp., 5½ x 8½", illus. Only $3.50.
MORE THAN 2,000,000 Rider Published Books Have Taught Electronics Know-How!
There Are Rider Books Which Fill YOUR Needs... At Least 3 NEW Titles AppearEach Month!

BASIC ELECTRICITY
BASIC ELECTRONICS
BASIC SYNCHROS & SERVOMECHANISMS

by V. Miller, N. Nagaw & Nentl Inc.
The famous picture-text books that teach faster and easier. The theory, principles and practice of electricity, electronics, synchros and servos are here presented in a manner which permits a rapid grasp of all essentials of these vitally important subjects. 0,000 specially prepared illustrations present, explain and make every topic discussed picture clear.

BASIC ELECTRICITY
#169 Soft Cover: 5 volumes, 624 pp., 6 x 9"
$9.95 only per set
#169-H Cloth Bound: all 5 volumes, binding
$16.00 only

BASIC ELECTRONICS
#170 Soft Cover: 5 volumes, 550 pp., 6 x 9"
$9.95 only per set
#170-H Cloth Bound: all 5 volumes in a single binding
$19.50 only

BASIC SYNCHROS & SERVOMECHANISMS
#189 Soft Cover: 2 volumes, 279 pp., 6 x 9"
$5.95 only per set
#189-H Cloth Bound: both volumes in a single binding
$11.50 only

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT A TV RECEIVER
by J. Richard Johnson
A book for the newcomer, to aid in a systematic procedure for troubleshooting. An easily understandable, step-by-step guide. Soft Cover, 125 x 195, 128 pp., Illus... $1.95

FUNDAMENTALS OF TRANSISTORS
by Leonard Krumman
Excellent, the BIG thing in electronics, today—the transistor! Written by one of the pioneers in transistor development, this book tells you all you need to know about this electronic miracle: basic operation, characteristics, performance, and applications. Soft Cover, 144 pp., 6 x 9 1/2" Illus... $2.70

HOW TO USE SIGNAL & SWEEP GENERATORS
by J. Richard Johnson
Discuss all types of signal and sweep generators, and their applications in AM, FM radio, and TV. Soft Cover, 144 pp., 6 x 9 1/2", Illus... $1.97

UNDERSTANDING VECTORS & PHASE
by Rider & Ulan
A book which makes for quick and easy understanding of radio theory, written for anyone in radio and electronics who has not had the advantage of technical training. Soft Cover, 160 pp., 5 x 8 1/2", Illus... $1.03

HOW TO USE TEST PROBES
by A. Ghirardi & R. Middleton
The book that covers all types of test probes used with VOM's, VTVM's, and scopes. Complete step-by-step explanations, with practical examples of results and effects. Soft Cover, 176 pp., 6 x 9 1/2", Illus... $2.95

FM TRANSMISSION & RECEPTION
(2nd Edition)
by Rider & Ulan
Covers FM broadcasting of all kinds, and explains the theory, functioning and service of various types of FM receivers, including TV receivers. Cloth Bound, 460 pp., 6 x 9 1/4", Illus... $16.02... Only $4.95

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.
480 Canal St., New York 13, N. Y.
In Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.
6 Alcina Ave., Toronto, Ontario
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This combination of **CDR ROTORS**
and the **Biggest TV Spot Campaign**
in our history

**PRE-SELLING** your customers
opens the door
for you to

**BIGGER SALES**

**BIGGER PROFITS**

**CORNELL-DUBILIER**
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N.J.

**THE RADIART CORP.**
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO
There's more in store for you...when you feature CDR ROTORS

Proven the popular favorite the complete line...a model for every need!

featuring

CDR AUTOMATIC Rotors

An outstanding group of rotors...three proven and tested models...ALL 40% SHARPER TUNING than ANY other automatic rotor. Handsome cabinet...dependable performance...proven and tested by thousands and thousands of satisfied users.

TR-12 a special combination value consisting of complete rotor, including thrust bearing. Handsome modern cabinet with meter control dial, uses 4 wire cable.

TR-11 same as TR-12 without thrust bearing.

TR-4 the heavy duty rotor complete with handsome modern cabinet with METER control dial, uses 4 wire cable.

TR-2 the heavy duty rotor with plastic cabinet featuring "compass control" illuminated perfect pattern dial, uses 8 wire cable.

CORNELL-DUBILIER South Plainfield, N.J.

The RADIART Corporation, Cleveland 13, Ohio
FOR ADVANCED-ENGINEERED

VR tubes

IT'S CBS

Have you and your customers exacting requirements for stable voltage? Try the reliabilized CBS 6626 and 6627. There are no better VR tubes made. They represent the most advanced engineering concepts in gaseous voltage-regulator tubes. They eliminate sudden discrete voltage shifts in voltage-reference circuits.

It's only natural that CBS VR tubes should be the finest. CBS specializes in VR tubes... has made over 20 millions of them. CBS has originated many VR types; for example, the OB2, USN-OA2WA, USN-OB2WA, 6830, 6831... as well as the 6626 and 6627. CBS offers the widest line of 105-volt and 150-volt VR tubes: commercial and military... miniature and GT... for voltage regulation and voltage reference.

It makes good sense to think of CBS when you think of VR tubes. Be sure of up-to-the-minute design and tightly controlled quality. Follow the leaders, specify the leader. For stable, reliable, advanced-engineered VR tubes... always make it CBS.

CBS-HYTRON, Danvers, Massachusetts
A Division of
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
VETERANS--NON-VETERANS
TRAIN NOW FOR A TOP-PAY JOB IN TELEVISION

No Experience Needed—I train you AT HOME in your SPARE TIME

NOW—while the Television-Radio-Electronics industry is expanding at the fastest rate in history—is the time for you to prepare for a top-pay lifetime job...or your own profitable business.

New TV stations are going up constantly...sales of TV sets are breaking all past records...new products are being announced almost every day...new plants are springing up to meet the heavy demand for these products.

Trained men are needed urgently. The head of CBS-Columbia product service department estimates that the industry will need 200,000 service men by 1959. The best jobs will go to the men who are ready for them. Right now is the time for you to prepare yourself. Delay can be costly.

LEARN BY DOING

As part of your training I give you the equipment you need to set up your own home laboratory and prepare for a BETTER-PAY TV JOB. You build and keep an Electromagnetic TV RECEIVER designed and engineered to take any size picture tube up to 21-inch, (13-inch tube furnished. Slight extra cost for larger sizes)...also a Super-Het Radio Receiver, AF-RF Signal Generator, Combination Voltmeter-Ammeter-Ohmmeter; C-W Telephone Transmitter, Public Address System, AC-DC Power supply. Everything supplied, including all tubes.

STUDY NEWEST DEVELOPMENTS

My training covers all the latest developments in the fast-growing Television-Radio-Electronics industry. You learn about FM—RADAR—COLOR TV—TRANSISTORS—PRINTED CIRCUITS, etc.

CHOOSE FROM THREE COMPLETE COURSES covering all phases of Radio, FM and TV

1. Radio, FM and Television Technician Course—no previous experience needed.
2. FM-TV Technician Course—previous training or experience in radio required.
3. TV Cameraman and Studio Technician Course—advanced training for men with Radio or TV training or experience.

EXTRA TRAINING IN N.Y.C. AT NO EXTRA COST!

After you finish your home study training in Course 1 or 2 you can have two weeks, 50 hours, of intensive lab work on modern electronic equipment at our associate resident school, Pierce School of Radio & Television. THIS EXTRA TRAINING IS YOURS AT NO EXTRA COST WHATSOEVER!

FCC COACHING COURSE

Important for BETTER-PAY JOBS requiring FCC License! You get this training AT NO EXTRA COST! Top TV jobs go to FCC-licensed technicians.

Radio-Television Training Association

52 EAST 19th STREET • NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Licensed by the State of New York • Approved for Veteran Training

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

Mr. Leonard C. Lane, President
RADIO-TELEVISION TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Dept. R-9 C, 52 East 19th Street, New York 3, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Lane: Send me your NEW FREE BOOK, FREE SAMPLE LESSON, and FREE aids that will show me how I can make TOP MONEY IN TELEVISION. I understand I am under no obligation.

(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)

Name________________________ Age________
Address________________________
City________________________ State________

I AM INTERESTED IN:
□ Radio FM-TV Technician Course
□ FM-TV Technician Course
□ TV Cameraman & Studio Technician Course

VETERANS
Write discharge date

autoweb/americanradiohistory.com
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TUBES are the best you can buy...

HERE'S WHY

INSTRON WIRE TESTING
Testing of grid lateral and filament wire on the Instron Tester for specified physical properties as tensile strength, yield point, breaking point and proportional limit insures better tube quality and uniformity for Raytheon tubes.

COMPARATOR INSPECTION OF GRIDS
One of the most critical parts of the tube is the grid which controls the flow of electrons to the plate. Continuous comparator inspection of critical parts such as the above grid (magnified 20x) supplies information for better quality control and guard against deviations from Raytheon's high quality standards.

WEIGHING CATHODE COATING
The weight and O.D. of the cathode coating are controlled by periodic measurements with precision instruments. Here, an operator is checking the weight of cathode coating at the operation.

HEATER COATING CHECK
Heater wire must have uniform and closely tolerated coating thickness to insure short and uniform warm-up-time and durability. Raytheon makes continuous inspections of the heater wire coating to make certain of uniformity.

LIFE TESTING
Representative tubes of all tube production lots are put on life test which measures tube performance under simulated actual conditions to ensure original and continuing performance of Raytheon tubes.

ENGINEER CHECKS DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Behind all these quality activities stands a large group of experienced, capable engineers whose sole concern is maintaining and developing Raytheon tube quality performance. This engineer is measuring tube design characteristics with the purpose of developing a tube for a customer with special applications.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations
Newton, Mass. • Chicago, Ill. • Atlanta, Ga. • Los Angeles, Calif.

Raytheon makes all these: Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes, Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes.

Uniformity of Characteristics Through Rigid Quality Control
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MONEYBACK GUARANTEE ON THE WORLD'S FINEST SERVICE DATA!

Howard W. Sams will prove to you that PHOTOFACT will help you solve any service problem FASTER, EASIER, BETTER, MORE PROFITABLY

GET THE PROOF...DO THIS NOW:

1. Choose a "Tough Nut"

Pick a set that's been giving you plenty of trouble—the tougher the test, the better the proof. Get the make and chassis number of the set...

2. See Your Parts Distributor

Look up the set in the Sams Index to PHOTOFACT Folders. In just 60 seconds you'll find the applicable Folder Set. Buy it—take it back to your shop...

3. Give PHOTOFACT the "Acid Test"

With the proper PHOTOFACT Folder by your side, start solving your service problem...

THEN, YOU BE THE JUDGE:

If PHOTOFACT doesn't save you time, doesn't make the job easier and more profitable for you, Howard W. Sams wants you to return the complete Folder Set direct to him and he'll refund your purchase price promptly.

LEARN FOR YOURSELF HOW PHOTOFACT

SAVES YOU TIME ON EVERY SERVICE JOB...

HELPS YOU EARN MORE DAILY

HOWARD W. SAMS, INC. • 2205 E. 46th ST. • INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
keep operating temperatures down—dependability up!

RCA SELENIUM RECTIFIERS utilize modern design—full surface ventilation with no chance of center-core hot-spots. Note the corrugated spring-steel separators which provide positive multiple-area contacts with each plate. This open construction facilitates free-flow of air and efficient cooling of the plates, and minimizes the possibilities of overheated components in compact TV, radio, and phonograph designs.

The one-piece assembly-yoke with the molded mounting stud prevents twisting or squeezing the stack during installation. Rigid construction minimizes the possibility of "barrier" breakdowns—gives greater assurance of dependability in operation.

So, when you need a replacement selenium rectifier, ask your distributor for a dependable, long life RCA SELENIUM RECTIFIER. Available now in 12 types, ratings from 65 Ma to 500 Ma.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Radio Corporation of America • Harrison, N. J.
The FINEST professional 5 mc wide-band scope value. Ideal for research, h-f & complex waves, plus Color & Monochrome TV servicing. Flat from DC to 5.58 mc ± 1 db (color burst free), flat DC to 4.5 mc ± 1 db. Verr. sens. 25 ms/m/vertical. Z 3 megs. Has the following outstanding features not found in scopes up to several times its price, kit or wired:

VERTICAL AMPLIFIER: direct-coupled (DC) throat to eliminate 11 phase shift; push-pull throat for negligible distortion; 10-k arterial coupling between push-pull pentode stages for extended h-f resp. (minimizes h-f phase shift, extends useful resp. to 10 mc); full-screen undistorted vertical; 4-step freq.-compensated decade step attenuation up to 1000:1. SWEEP CIRCUIT: perfectly linear sweeps, 10 cps - 100 kc (ext. cap. for down to 1 cps); per-set TV vert. & hor. positions (30 & 7875 cps); automatic sync. ampl. & limiter eliminates sync. amplitude adj. PLUS: direct or cap.-coupling; bal. or unbal. inputs; inputs encased lucite graph screen; dimmer; anti-glare filter; briel fits std. photo mount. OTHER IMPORTANT FEATURES: High intensity tracer CRT. Fine sweep resp. (60 per rise time). Push-pull h-f amplifier, flat to 100 kc, sens. 0.5 ms/m/vertical. In-built voltage calibration. Intensity mod. Sawtooth & 60 cycle sync. Attenuation control. Retrace blank; Astigmatism control. Retrace blank.

NEW! SIGNAL GENERATOR #1324 KIT $26.95. Wired $39.95 for COLOR and Monochrome TV servicing

New wide-range stable generator — better value than generators selling at 2 or 3 times its cost! Ideal for: 1-FR alignment, signal tracing & trouble-shooting of TV, FM & AM sets; marker gen., 400 cps audio training; high work fund. ranges: 150-600 kc, 400-1200 kc, 1.2-3.5 mc, 3.5-11 mc, 11-37 mc, 37-145 mc; 1 harmonic band 111-445 mc. Freque. accuracy to ±1.5%; 61 vernier tuning & excellent spread at most important alignment freq. Tuned tuning dial, plexiglass windows, edge-lit hairlines. Colpitts R.F. osc., directly plate-modulated by K-follower for improved mod. Variable depth of int. mod. 0-99.9% by exact wins. mod. ampli- fier: only 3.0 volts needed for 30% mod. Turrett-mounted coil slug-tuned for max. accuracy. Fine & Coarse (3-step) RF attenuators. RF output 100,000 uv; AF sine wave output to 10 volts 50-ohm output Z.5-way jack top binding posts for AF in/out; coaxial connection & shielded cable for RF out. Tubes: 12AX7, 12AV7, selenium rectifier. Xfmr.-operated, Deep-etched sink aluminum panel, rugged grey wrinkle steel cabinet. 8" x 16" x 44". 10 lbs.

SPECIAL ORDER NOW IN STOCK

The specs are the proof...

# NEW BEST BUYS by EICO

Complete with Preamp, Equalizer and Control Section: EICO 20-WATT Ultra-Linear Williamson-type HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER #HF20

New! PEAK-to-PeAK VTVM #232 & UNI-PROBE (pat. pend.) KIT $29.95. Wired $49.95

UNI-PROBE: exclusive with EICO! Terrible time-saver! Only 1 probe performs all functions; a half-turn of probe-tip selects DC or AC-Ohms.

The new leader in professional peak-to-peak VTVMs. Latest circuitry, high sensitivity, precision wide ranges & versatility. Calibration without removing from cabinet. New balanced bridge circuit. High Z input for negligible loading. 4½ meter, earth-burn-out circuit. 7 non-skip ranges on each function. 4 functions + DC Volts, - DC Volts, AC Volts, Ohms. Uniform 3 to 1 scale ratio for extreme wide-range accuracy. Zero center. One zero-adjust for all functions & ranges. 1% precision ceramic multiple resistors. Measure directly peak-to-peak voltage of complex & sine waves 0.4, 1, 2, 10, 42, 140, 420, 1400, 4200, DC/RMS sine volts: O-1.5, 5, 15, 30, 60, 100, 150, (up to 50,000), with probe, & 250 mc with PRF probe. Ohms: 0.2 ohms to 1000 meg. 12AU7, 6AL5, selenium rectifier. Xfmr-operated. 6/6° x 5° x 5°. Deep-etched sink aluminum panel, rugged grey wrinkle steel cabinet. 7 lbs.

New! PEAK-to-PeAK VTVM #249 with 7½" Meter & UNI-PROBE (pat. pend.) KIT $39.95. Wired $59.95

All the advanced & exclusive features of #232 PLUS the extra convenience and readability of its big 7½" meter. Your ideal bench instrument.

VTVM RF PROBES? #PRF-11 or #PRF-25; KIT $5.75. Wired $9.95. Accuracy ±10%. Use with any 11 or 25 megow VTVM.

VTVM HV PROBE #HVP-2; Wired $4.95. Complete specification & details. Use with any 30 kv with any VTVM or 20,000 volts/volt VOM.

A low-cost, complete-fidelity amplifier of the highest quality that sets a new standard of performance at the price, kit or wired. Every detail, down to the etched, brushed solid brass control plate, is of the fine quality EICO is famous for. Rated power output: 20 watts (34 w peak); IM distortion (60 cps; 6 kc/4:1) at rated power: 1.5%; Mid-band harmonic distortion at rated power: 0.5%. Maximum harmonic distortion between 20 and 20,000 cps at 1 db under rated power: approx. 1%. Power response (20 kc): 7.5 db 20,000 cps. ±1.5 db 10-40,000 cps. Frequency response (±3db) ±20.5 db 13-53,000 cps, ±1.5 db 5-70,000 cps. 5 feedback equalizations for LF's & HF's including RIAA. Variable turnover feedback tone controls do not affect volume & permit large boost or cut at either end of audio spectrum with mid-freq. unaffected. Loudness control & separate level control for front panel. Low Z output to tape recorder. S-h level switch input amplifier turns on & off auxiliary (xtal/ceramic phone or 2nd tuner); 2 low-level inputs for proper loading with all leading magnetic, FM & quality xtal cartridges. Hum-bal. control. Extremely fine output transformer has interleaved windings, tight coupling, careful balancing & grain-oriented steel. 8½" x 17" x 16". 24 lbs.

These amazing EICO values are NOW IN STOCK at your nearest distributor. Examine them side-by-side with ANY competitor. You'll see for yourself why indeed EICO is your BEST BUY.
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1% Wire 1/8" higher on West Coast.
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TURN PAGE FOR MORE EICO VALUES . . .
FREE 1956 EICO CATALOG!
Tells you how to SAVE 50% on your test equipment costs!

1956 TUBE TESTER #625
KIT $34.95
Wired $49.95
• tests 500 mil series string tubes
• illimitated roll-chart
New! GEIGER COUNTER #003
Wired $29.95

For FREE 1956 catalog, mail coupon NOW!
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TUBE TESTER
#625
KIT $34.95
Wired $49.95
• tests 500 mil series string tubes
• illuminated roll-chart

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER #221
KIT $25.95
Wired $39.95
• fast check all flybacks & yokes in or out of set.
• spots even 1 shorted turn!

HI-FI PREAMPLIFIER #51
KIT $24.95
Wired $37.95
With Power Supply: KIT $29.95
Wired $44.95

VFM SWEEP GENERATOR #350
5MC-50MC CRYSTAL
$3.95 ea.
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1945 to 1955: A decade of Know-How & Value Leadership in Kits & Instruments—over ½ million sold to date!
AIRPLANE COLLISION PREVENTION

...Electronic Collision Control Is Long Overdue...

THE tragic collision and crash of two large airplanes over Grand Canyon, in Arizona, on June 30, with the loss of 128 lives, need never have happened.

For the last few years, many of our pilots time and again have warned our authorities of near collisions, which occur more and more frequently, particularly in the vicinity of our airports.

During a single week, airport control towers operated by the Civil Aeronautics Administration guide an estimated 400,000 outgoing and incoming flights. This is likely to grow to around a million within 10 years.

Ground control said this which dot the land theoretically "guide" all planes by radio, keeping pilots informed along the way. The planes also report their position by "fix postings" over specified points along the route. When, however, a plane is flying blind in an overcast, it is "on visual control" and the pilot must look out for other planes—if he can. During violent thunderstorms he is likely to drift from his course. He was probably was none or very little visibility—tilt it was too late. With the two planes approaching each other—most likely at an angle—at 300 miles per hour each, they must have collided at a combined speed of between 400 and 500 miles per hour—much too fast even after they saw each other—to change direction in a few short seconds.

But a plane flies in a three-dimensional medium. Pilots have only a comparatively small angle within which to make visual observations. They cannot look behind them, far sideways or above, or below them at a steep angle in a heavy overcast. Hence the "visual control" is wholly academic and—under certain adverse weather conditions—absurd.

With greatly accelerated air traffic and with jet planes flying at 750 miles an hour in a few years, drastic changes must be made to make overhaul and modernize our present archaic aviation control.

It is true that the Civil Aeronautics Administration has already under construction an Airways Plan on which $110 million has already been expended. According to a CAA spokesman, the total cost will reach $246 millions for the complete 5-year plan. This plan, according to CAA Administrator Charles J. Lowen, "will give the traffic controller 'radar eyes.' When the plan has been put completely into effect, we will have radar coverage of the entire airspace of the United States at high altitudes."

This would seem to be an excellent plan to keep down collisions, but in our opinion it does not go far enough. Nor can we afford to wait 5 years when we reflect that, since 1950, 65 midair collisions have occurred. Radar control from the ground cannot possibly forestall all collisions during thick weather, violent thunderstorms and black overcast, particularly at night.

Yes, ground radar can warn the planes, but the pilots themselves cannot pinpoint their own relative positions in regard to each other. For all practical purposes, the pilots are blind now. Each can move in six directions—east, west, south, north, up, down. Which shall each choose? The distance is senseless unless we have radar by triangulation, each connected to a fast radio computer—will prove of little use in such situations.

In our May, 1949, issue, we said, under "Airplane Collisions": "Radar on locomotives will prevent not only head-on collisions, but year-end collisions with other trains as well."

Fog, thick weather and darkness, whether at night or in tunnels, do not interfere with radar. What is true of trains is equally true for airplanes, which no longer will collide with other planes in flight nor run into mountains at great loss of life, as at present."

We foresaw most of today's air complexities as far back as 1951 when, in our May issue, we stated editorially: "The new planes, the new radar, the new midair collisions increase. Aerial collisions are by no means a rarity nowadays. They happen right along at great cost of life and property."

It is physically impossible for a pilot to see simultaneously in six directions: up, down, east, west, north and south. The busy pilot has all he can do to look in one direction, perhaps two at times, but that is all.

"In the not too distant future all planes will be equipped with 'television cameras' in such a manner that screen images from a number of directions will be in front of the pilot at all times. Only the great weight and cost of the equipment make this idea unworkable at present."

"It should be possible in the meanwhile, however, to use a six-way modified—or sweep—radar installation, which need not weigh too much if miniature tubes and other miniature components are used. In this case, too, there would be several miniature screens which pilot or copilot could watch and see if another plane was approaching from any direction. When finally this special such a device will prevent many collisions. Such radar installations will be particularly advantageous during night flying and while flying in overcast weather when the visibility is extremely poor or nil."

This does not exhaust the subject even remotely, but we do maintain that we have sufficient electronic talent in this country to bring into life an Anti-Airplane Collision Crash Program, now necessary if we cannot compete for the CAA ground radar, no matter how well it is perfected. By itself it may never prevent all collisions, particularly when jet planes flying at 750 miles per hour move in on each other at 1,500 miles an hour, 25 miles in a single minute, or over 4 miles in 10 seconds! From this it would appear that planes soon must be required to carry their own collision alarms, in addition to supervision by modern ground radar devices.

We are certain that American ingenuity can devise a reasonably safe collision warning device on board all planes that will be light and unobtrusive.

A comparatively simple instrumentation comes to mind that might be evolved from means in existence now. Let each plane be equipped with one or more automatic revolting direction finders. Every plane will have a high-frequency transmitter, which emits a special type of signal (or a plurality of signals) assigned only to planes. This signal should not carry farther than 100 miles. The receiver is peaked on this special signal only, which can be made to heterodyne with its own signal when another plane moves into its field. As the planes approach each other, the intensity of the received signal rapidly increases in proportion to the diminishing distance between the planes, and the pilot is alerted by visual and aural alarms.

In time it should be possible to evolve an instrumentality whereby the pilot or navigator can read not only the exact distance between two planes in miles, but he will see the vertical or horizontal angle of the approaching plane, too. By radiophone, both pilots then take the proper steps to change course, thus avoiding collision, no matter what the weather.

If a system such as this, or a similar one is evolved, the nightmare that now continuously frays pilots' nerves and puts thousands of passengers on edge daily, will, we hope, become a bad dream of the past—soon. —H.G.
TELEVISION

Remote Controls for TV

By HENRY O. MAXWELL

During the past 7 years or so manufacturers have sporadically introduced and then discontinued remote controls in some of their TV receivers. In any one year hardly more than two or three brands had this feature. Now it looks like 1956 will be remote-controlled TV's big year. Almost every major manufacturer offers it in some form.

The control systems may be divided roughly into three basic types: electromechanical, electronic and split-chassis. The electromechanical system has a motor-driven tuner for channel selection and may or may not include remote control of volume, brightness and fine tuning. The electronic type includes those systems that permit controlling the set from a remote point without running wires or cables from the receiver. The split-chassis type has the tuner, and possibly if circuits, on the remote-control chassis along with other controls that may be needed. The electronic and electromechanical types are described in this article. Further electromechanical, and the circuitry and novel features of several split-chassis types will be discussed in subsequent ones.

The Zenith Flash-Matic

This system enables the viewer to control the TV receiver with the beam of light from a small flashlight. Four cadmium-sulfide photocells are mounted behind bezels in the four corners on the front of the TV cabinet. A momentary flash of light on the lower-left photocell turns the power on and off, on the lower-right one mutes the sound. The cells in the upper left and right corners turn the channel selector counterclockwise and clockwise, respectively. Thus, by turning the motor to the left you can flip immediately from channel 2 to 13 or from 5 to 4 without having to switch through all other channels. A large illuminated numeral on the manual channel selector shows the channel in use.

The circuit of the Flash-Matic is shown in Fig. 1. Its functions can be broken down into on-off and motor-control operations.

Cadmium-sulfide photocells are a resistive type in which the resistance varies inversely as the light intensity. In the absence of light the resistance may be as high as 100 megoohms; in bright light it may drop to around 25,000 ohms.

The power supply in the control unit supplies 117 volts ac for the plates of the 68X7-GT motor-control tube, 145 volts ac for the plates of the 2D21 thyatrons controlling the on-off and audio-mute circuits and -25 volts dc bias for the 68X7-GT and 2D21's.

The basic thyatron control circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The grid of the

Fig. 1—Schematic diagram of Zenith's Flash-Matic remote tuner. Unit triggered by light falling on four photocells.
2D21 is biased to cutoff by a negative voltage from the power supply. The plate is supplied with 145 volts ac through the solenoid coil and the grid is supplied with ac through the photocell. The ac voltages on the plate and grid are in phase. The amplitude of the ac voltage on the photocell is determined by the setting of the MANUAL SENSITIVITY CONTROL (Fig. 1) and the ac on the grid is determined by the light on the photocell.

When light of sufficient intensity—as from the flashlight—strikes the cell, its resistance drops and applies a high ac voltage to the 2D21 grid. If the positive peaks of the ac voltage are high enough to override the negative grid bias, the thyratron conducts and the solenoid operates the switch. This switch is a latching type. One operation of the solenoid throws it in one direction and the next operation returns it to its original position. The 2D21 cuts off on the next negative half-cycle of the line voltage after the flashlight is turned off.

When the MANUAL-AUTO switch (Fig. 1) is set to AUTO (for remote control), the switch operated by the solenoid in V2's plate circuit is in series with one side of the speaker voice coil. Similarly, S1, controlled by the solenoid in V1's plate circuit, breaks or makes one side of the ac line to the main power transformer. The second set of contacts on S1 and S2 interlock V1 and V2 so that they fire only in sequence.

There is a possibility that the TV set will be turned off manually when S1 is in the off position or S2 is set to MUTE. With S1 off, the line voltage does not reach the primary of the TV power transformer and with S2 thrown to MUTE, the speaker circuit is open. To avoid having to use the flashlight to reset S1 and S2, a reset switch is ganged to the MANUAL SENSITIVITY CONTROL so that, when it is turned momentarily to its extreme counterclockwise position, the switch closes and applies a 117-volt ac pulse to the thyratron grids. This pulse overrides the bias on the 2D21’s and returns S1 or S2 to the desired position.

---

**Fig. 2**—The thyratron control circuit.

**Fig. 3**—Zenith motor control circuit.

**Fig. 4**—Basic motor control circuit.

**Fig. 5**—Schematic diagram of the RCA Magic Brain TV control system. Unit is typical electromechanical control.
The motor control circuit

A 117-volt induction type ac motor drives the channel-selector shaft of the tuner. Its direction is controlled by V3. The motor has two series-connected windings with one side of the ac line tied to the junction. The ends of the windings are connected to the other side of the ac line through the contacts of RY1 and RY2 in the plate circuits of V3-a and V3-b, respectively.

In Fig. 4 the basic motor control circuit, V3 is biased to cutoff by a voltage supplied through the motor sensitivity control. When light strikes the photocell, its resistance drops and applies an ac voltage to the grid, causing the tube to conduct on positive half-cycles. The relay pulls in and remains closed as long as the light beam is on the photocell.

Two cam-operated homing or interlock switches insure that the motor always stops with the tuner centered on a channel. One switch is across clockwise relay RY2 contacts, the other across counterclockwise relay RY1 contacts. The homing switches are operated by two index cams that make one revolution per channel. The cams are positioned so both switches are open when the turret is exactly on a channel. Thus, a short pulse of light will start the motor and the homing switch keeps it running until the cam breaks the circuit.

Electromechanical control

Sets with electromechanical control have the control box or head connected to the chassis through a multiconductor cable. Controls on the box permit the viewer to select channels and adjust volume, brightness and fine tuning. Like the Zenith, the tuner's channel selector is driven by a small motor. The circuit is shown in Fig. 5. S1 is the channel selector on the control box and S2 a n switch that rotates with the tuner shaft driven by the motor.

When S1 is moved to any new position, the circuit to the motor is completed through the corresponding contact on S2. The motor runs until the wiper on S2 moves around and breaks the circuit. In this basic arrangement, the control cable would have to have 13 conductors for the channel selector alone and additional conductors for the other circuits.

In practice, the number of conductors needed for channel selection is greatly reduced by using a more complex switching system like that shown in Fig. 5 of the RCA Magic Brain TV Control. S1 is a rotary switch ganged to the tuner shaft and S2 the remote channel-selector switch on the control head. These switches are shown in the channel-2 position and the motor circuit is open.

Rotating S2 right or left to another channel completes the circuit to motor relay RY1 and starts the motor. The channel-selector shaft on the tuner rotates to the desired channel, breaking the circuit through S1 and S2 and releasing RY1 and stopping the motor.

Volume control

A simplified circuit showing the method of controlling volume from the remote panel is shown in Fig. 6. The dashed lines indicate wiring and components added to the KCS96 chassis to adapt it for remote control. The dpdt switch is actually made up of parts of RY2 and RY3 (Fig. 5). The switch section labeled on-off is a part of RY2 and the remote-local section is a part of RY3.

One section of this switch opens the circuit to the arm of the master or local volume control on the TV set and connects the high side directly to the grid of the first af amplifier. The other section connects the remote volume control between ground and the screen grid of the sound if amplifier.

Brightness and fine tuning

In Fig. 7 the contacts of RY3—shown as an spdt switch—are used to return the picture tube from the arm of the local brightness control to the arm of a similar control in the remote-control head.

Fig. 8 is a simplified circuit of the vhf oscillator in the tuner and its connection to the remote fine-tuning control. Added components are shown in dashed lines. In this arrangement a 4.7-muf capacitor and NE-2 neon lamp are in series across the fine-tuning capacitor in the tuner. A positive voltage, tapped off the fine-tuning potentiometer, is applied to the neon lamp through an R-C filter network. The neon lamp acts as a capacitor whose capacitance increases as the current through it. Thus, the oscillator frequency can be controlled within limits by varying the voltage on the lamp.

The lamp may also be considered as a variable resistor in series with the fixed capacitor. When the applied voltage is low, the lamp resistance is high and the 4.7-muf capacitor has little or no effect on the oscillator frequency. Increasing the voltage decreases the resistance and raises the effective circuit capacitance. Regardless of the method of circuit analysis, the oscillator frequency decreases as the lamp voltage and current increase.

Power on-off circuit

When the receiver is modified for remote control, the 24-volt transformer in the relay unit feeds power across the ac line. To operate the receiver remotely, the local fine-tuning control is turned clockwise to throw the local—remote switch and apply 24 volts to the coil of RY3. Closing the on-off switch on the control head applies 24 volts to the coil of RY2 to switch the volume-control circuits and complete the circuit to the primary of the power transformer in the TV set.

References

ROUND-THE-WORLD television network sounds fantastic—at first. Of course, most of us are already sophisticated enough to know that the Atlantic is a big lake only until one decides to travel via Canada, Greenland and over the edge of the world. And the occupation of Attu during World War II jolted us into the knowledge that the Pacific isn't so wide either.

But if these bodies of water don't impose an impassable barrier to TV transmissions, the question “Who will pay for the broadcasts?” does. TV stations must be sustained. More than one American TV broadcaster has had to cease operating—and the failures weren't all in the uhf band!

A TV network's economic problems would be much more serious if it had to pick up its programs on one continent and broadcast on another. True, some important events (such as the Olympic games) might pay commercial sponsors handsomely. Coronations, important diplomatic conferences or historic UN sessions might also justify commercial sponsorship, if the governments concerned did not care to broadcast them. The Voice of America could no doubt use the network for some broadcasts and some governments would probably want to sponsor regular programs. But the sum total could not add up to a self-sustaining system. Here—one would think—is the impassable barrier.

Economic aspect
The plain fact is that television wouldn't have to pay for the system—any more than it pays for our transcontinental “television” microwave relay routes. These are broad-band circuits paid for and occupied mainly by telegraph and telephone services, with TV occupying only a portion of the band part of the time.

A transworld relay system would also serve for general communications as well as TV and would thereby fill a genuine need. A single broad-band trans-Atlantic service would in fact be able to carry more traffic than the present cable and radio routes combined.

Engineering problem
Then what of that other difficulty—spanning the oceans between us and Europe on the one side and Asia on the other? The greatest single water gap—as Fig. 1 indicates—is the 290-mile jump between Iceland and the Faeroe Islands. Two other gaps—from Baffin Land to Greenland and from Greenland to Iceland—can be bridged with 275-mile jumps, and all other distances between practical station sites are shorter. The problem, then, is to maintain reliable communication over a maximum distance of 290 miles.

Conditioned by our own experience with TV broadcast reception we may think of 290 miles as almost as bad as the whole Pacific, as far as sending and receiving TV is concerned. But we have recently been hearing more and more about beyond-the-horizon transmissions. The August, 1955, issue of RADIO-ELECTRONICS gave a detailed...
account of experiments in which signals from the Bell experimental transmitter at Holmdel, N. J., were picked up regularly at MIT's research station at Round Hill, Mass. Experiments made in Newfoundland for a period of 5 months in 1954 (Bell Labs Record, February, 1956) proved that reliable communication can be maintained over a path of 290 miles (from St. Anthony to Harbour Main).

Just such long-distance communication has actually been working in commercial service for several years, though little may have been known of the underlying theory when it was first installed. The French Compagnie Générale de TSF has been operating a broad-band transhorizon radio link between Grasse, on the French mainland, and Calenzana in Corsica, since 1947. Frequencies are in the order of 100 mC and the distance is 127 miles. The antenna at Grasse is 1,900 feet above sea level and at Calenzana 1,050 feet.

A still longer jump is that between Mt. Cavo, near Rome, Italy, and Mt. Serpeddi, Sardinia, operated by the same company. A 14-channel telephone service is operated over a 242-mile range, with antennas approximately 3,200 feet high at both ends.

Both these systems are low-power. The French transmitters are rated at 100 watts and operate with 10-db gain antennas, and the Italian system uses 500-watt transmitters and 20-db-gain antennas. These distances could be increased enormously with the power—measured in thousands of kilowatts—used in recent American experiments.

Indeed, a number of spans are now being covered with moderate power. The antennas on our cover are prototypes of those to be used in the Puerto Rico-Dominica system now under construction by the International Telephone & Telegraph Corp. These antennas, mounted on the roof of the Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, a division of IT&T, Nutley, N. J., have been in regular communication with Southampton, Long Island, N. Y., for the last year and a half. Distance is 91 miles; power 500 watts.

IT&T intends to use the same power for the Dorado, Puerto Rico, to Ciudad Trujillo, Dominica, link, as well as for a 240-mile span between Sardinia and the Spanish island of Minorca. Both these systems are relatively narrow-band (6 voice channels) and the Sardinia-Minorca link will use 60-foot dishes. On the other hand IT&T is using 10 kw on a system that will carry 1 TV and 120 voice channels between Florida and Cuba.

Broad-band tropospheric radio is also being used in our northern defense network—the famous DEW line. Detailed information on the number of stations and path lengths is, of course, not available, but it is understood that distances of at least 175 miles are being spanned.

Engineers have no doubt that bridging the longest gap in a world-wide communications service is simply a matter of power plus right antennas.

Beyond the horizon

What is this method of transmission that makes such distances possible? It is based on three fundamentals: recognition that a method of transmission not covered by traditional theory does exist; very high power; directional high-gain antennas.

That such a method of transmission exists has been known for some time. Shortly after the Grasse-Calenzana circuit opened, the Annales d'Electricité printed a report showing the fantastic spread between the calculated and actual signal strength—a spread of thousands of times. In 1950, a paper by Booker and Gordon in the Proceedings of the IRE announced that it was possible to communicate over greater distances with vhf and uhf than had formerly been believed possible. The paper further suggested that waves may have been reflected or scattered by discontinuities or turbulence in the troposphere or ionosphere.

The effect has been compared to that of a searchlight projecting its beams through foggy, dusty or smoky air. It is possible to see the area illuminated by the beam at distances far over the horizon, due to reflections from airborne particles, though the source itself may be well below the line of sight.

This "scatter" theory falls short in explaining a number of points and for some time other theories were sought. Recently, however, two Bureau of Standards bulletins have supported the turbulence idea very strongly, not even mentioning other possible hypotheses.

Incidentally, there are two types of beyond-the-horizon transmission—the tropospheric scatter we have been discussing, and an ionospheric type that operates best at distances of more than 600 miles. Because of multipath reflections, the ionospheric type is of greatest value for narrow-band transmissions and apparently is not applicable to broad-band systems.

All agree on two necessary factors
TELEVISION

Did You Ever? . . .

By H. A. HIGHTSTONE

GET confused over which tubes belonged to the customer and which were yours, after solving a case of TV trouble by mass tube substitution? A 15c bottle of nail polish will help end such snafus. Use it to color sealoff tips of seven- and nine-pin miniatures. In the case of octals, color the bottom of the key.

. . . groan when some thrifty customer confronted you with a shopping bag filled with small tubes to be tested? Next time, after inserting a tube in its test socket, briefly jump the heater voltage to the next higher setting on the tester. With only a little practice you can check tubes about as fast as they can be popped in and out of the tester.

. . . get beaten on a poor-sound complaint? I nearly did a while back. A last-ditch hunch saved me when I investigated the speaker itself. Everything was OK after removing half a teaspoon of iron filings lodged between the voice coil and magnet pole-piece. (If it’s a direct-coupled amplifier you’re fighting, a variation as small as 0.75 volt in the firstaudio cathode voltage can be the difference between crisp, clean sound and an effect reminiscent of a loudspeaker filled with mush.)

. . . forget to discharge a picture tube and get a sharp bite while rassling it around, removing it from a chassis? Then visualize yourself getting such a bite while the tube is suspended in midair, and dropping it. I used to forget and get bitten at intervals, but never after setting up my foolproof double-check system, like this: Discharge tube. Tape triple thickness of cardboard over second- and third-cone connection, using Scotch Brand Tape No. 33 (10-kv insulation). I probably still occasionally forget to discharge tubes, but it doesn’t matter any more. Might have already saved me the price of a glass eye.

. . . give up on a case of vertical jitter? Before you do, give the gain (contrast) control a short snort of standard cleaner-lubricant first. That’s all a Mercury chassis recently required, although I got stuck for a callback in discovering the cure. The control was glazed; extremely loud bursts of sound from the speaker jarred it open momentarily, causing jitter which sometimes went to the point of frame-jumping. It never showed up in the shop where speakers ordinarily run in low gear, but in a customer’s home only, intermittently.

. . . blister your thumb and/or forefinger pulling some superheated rectifier or short-circuited small tube? Buy a few 10c hotpads next time you’re in a dime store. Not even a slight search around here since thinking up this uncomplicated trick.

END


for beyond-the-horizon transmission—high power and directive antennas. The antenna on our August, 1955, cover was able to pack its 10-kw signals into a beam only 0.25° wide at 4,000 mc and broadening out to only 2.5° at 400 mc. Such quantities of power (or even greater ones) and such antennas are the solution to the engineering aspect of world-wide television.

Practical approach

Unlike many “global” projects, world-wide television is a thoroughly practical proposition. It does not depend on some stupendous combination of finance and engineering which would lay down a global system all in one piece. It can operate in pay-as-you-go stages, first from America to Europe, then to near Asia and so on to its point of origin.

Chief proponent of world-wide TV is William S. Halstead of United, Inc. An old-time communications engineer, he has in the past not hesitated to depart from the more hidebound methods for a reliable communication system (See “Communication by Induction,” RADIO-CRAFT, January, 1945).

Mr. Halstead has worked out a method for a feasible and practical system of communication around the world. The route would follow the course of Fig. 1 from North America to Europe, would branch off to the south and go eastward along the Mediterranean, through Turkey, the Near East, India, Pakistan and Indonesia to the Philippines, thence north through the Japanese archipelago and on to the Aleutians by coaxial cable (Fig. 2). The connection between Asia and North America can then be made with even shorter jumps than along the Iceland-Faeroe Islands route from North America to Europe.

The plan was proposed some years ago, but has gained in interest greatly within the past year because of our increasing knowledge of beyond-the-horizon transmission, its reliability and its possibilities. Development of area networks which could form portions of the world-wide system has also helped demonstrate the idea’s feasibility. Notable among these are the Mediterranean net, of which the French and Italian stations already mentioned form a part, and a Japanese system, in the design and installation of which Halstead played a prominent part.

We will not be at all surprised to see instantaneous TV from Europe within the next 4 or 5 years. And—since past success breeds greater success—it may not be many more years before our screens show a presidential inauguration in Manila or a person-to-person visit to the home of the Emperor of Japan.
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EVER wonder why transformerless power supplies rarely use the once popular (and much-to-be-desired) full-wave doubler circuit? I say “rarely” because now and then an equipment manufacturer will take a chance on it—usually to his subsequent sorrow. True, some trade literature still displays the full-wave doubler along with series heaters. But today no tube manufacturer will honor a warranty when such a circuit is used.

Fig. 1 shows a conventional full-wave voltage doubler as used until a few years ago. It can be seen that point A rides at a positive potential of 150 volts with respect to chassis ground. Since one end of the heater string connects to point A and since all cathodes are effectively tied to the chassis, a sizable heater-cathode strain will appear along the entire string.

Because this dc potential on the heaters is a static thing, unflowing, there can be no voltage drop. Consequently, 150 volts will appear across the heater and cathode of every tube. The stress or strain will not diminish as you go down the series string.

This force, incidentally, is in addition to that exerted because of the ac potential which also appears across the cathodes and their respective heaters. The ac strain, however, does diminish as you go down the string since ac flows through the heaters.

Thumb through any tube manual now and observe the bad news. Most tubes are rated at only 90 to 100 volts, heater positive with respect to cathode. And that, precisely, is what killed the full-wave doubler circuit for use in transformerless power supplies.

It took some time for tube engineers to catch up with this one. Sylvania was one of the first to recognize the necessity for placing the present ratings on heater-cathode stress. However, shortly after these became standard in the tube industry, abnormal failures ceased.

Then the trend back to half-wave doublers began with, of necessity, larger filter chokes and electrolytics. Some manufacturers even returned to the transformer type chassis rather than contend with the lower ripple frequency of the half-wave doubler.

In Canada, where 25-cycle power is found in large sections of Ontario, the bad news hit hard. A ripple frequency that low is murder to filter out. With the now-condemned full-wave doubler, the resultant 50-cycle ripple had been difficult enough to smooth. It meant a switch to “brute” filtering—or the transformer type chassis.

When management abruptly announced that we were about to enter the Canadian television market, this problem of heater-cathode strain became a pressing one. Among our various chassis requirements was a 25-cycle vertical model (see photo) employing a doubler circuit and series heaters. True, we could have used an isolation transformer to block the dc from the heater string, but that would have lifted the chassis out of the “transformerless” classification—not to mention the fact that there was no room to mount a big 25-cycle transformer on the little chassis. Unless it were well shielded and kept an appreciable distance from the picture tube, its 25-

By GEORGE C. CHERNISH*

* Senior liaison engineer, television design, Sylvania Electric Products.
cycle magnetic field would play havoc with the beam.

It appeared, therefore, that we were forced to turn to the half-wave doubler and brute filter. Using such a circuit, it soon became obvious that to obtain a high-quality picture, very large filter chokes would be required for 25-cycle operation. Even so, there was also the problem of wobbly interlace caused by the proximity of heater wiring to the neck of the picture tube—passing as it did through a hole in the chassis.

Fig. 2 shows a circuit developed by the author to overcome this problem of heater-cathode stress in full-wave doublers. Born of sheer necessity, it has been used for some time in the vertical chassis manufactured by Sylvania in Canada. It makes possible, for the first time, a high level of picture quality in 25-cycle television receivers employing series heaters. Here at home, it also imparts a higher degree of quality to those sets using a series string.

During that half of the input cycle when X is positive with respect to Y current will flow through the selenium rectifier RECT 3 charging capacitor C1. One end of the heater string, point B, will assume a polarity which opposes the 150 volts at A. The net positive potential (with respect to chassis ground) depends on the value of C1, and can be made very small. In the Canadian design, point B measured +9 volts.

During the next half of the input cycle, while X is negative with respect to Y, RECT 3 does not conduct, thereby effectively blocking the 150 volts at A. However, X also carries this static dc potential developed at A, for somewhere, either on a pole outside or in a near-by substation, there is a distribution transformer winding linking X and Y. We e it not for dropping resistor R1, we would be back where we started on the problem of heater-cathode stress.

Resistor R1 performs two functions. First, it serves in its conventional role as a current-limiting resistor to protect the heater string. Second, it reduces the injurious static potential developed at A which now must flow, because of this special circuit, and dissipate itself to some harmless level through extraneous circuitry linking X and Y. The value of R1 will depend, therefore, not only on the amount of current limiting required, but also on the desired reduction of the injurious potential at C.

Capacitor C1 also plays a dual role. In addition to providing a constant opposition voltage at B, it acts as a dc filter for the pulsating current supplying the series string. Its value depends on the total voltage required by the heaters and the level to which it is required to reduce the damaging potential at B.

As for RECT 3, conventional radio-television stacks may be used. There is nothing special or off-standard about any of the components. RECT 1 and RECT 2 are the same as in Fig. 1. In both cases, these may be vacuum tubes.

Two other important advantages are gained with this circuit: heater-induced hum is drastically minimized; in tele-

![Fig. 2—Circuit developed by author.](image)

vision receivers whose supply frequency is less than 100% stable, where heater wiring runs near the picture tube—as in vertical chassis—there is far less likelihood of trouble from asynchronous operation.

Anyone owning a transformerless radio or television set manufactured prior to the clampdown on heater-cathode ratings may greatly prolong tube life with this protective circuit. The first step would be to verify that the full-wave doubler is used therein. Then, a rectifier one size larger than normal heater current calls for should be selected for RECT 1. For example, if the series string draws 300 ma, choose the 350-ma size. This is to allow for possible increase in line voltage from time to time.

Next, determine the value of electrolytic capacitor required for C1. After the rectifier has been wired in, start with 40 µf, shunting with other capacitors until rated current flows through the string at normal line voltage. Then a single unit may be selected and installed permanently.

If no dropping resistor is presently used in the series string, one must be inserted. However, when the first tube in the string is, say, a 25Z5, which has a high heater-to-cathode rating, R1 may not be necessary. The trick in any event is to make sure there is enough resistance between the first tube of low heater-cathode rating (less than 150 volts) and the line at X, so that R1 will function as explained earlier. The greater the resistance required, the larger the value of C1.

Measure heater-to-cathode voltage on a vtvm. The reading will be an approximation only, particularly in TV receivers where pulses on the cathode of the damper tube influence polarity at its end of the heater string. However, unless checking a new design in the lab, more elaborate equipment and test procedures are not needed for checking.

Circuits have a peculiar way of growing on us. Sometimes, while designing a conventional series string, we run out of line voltage. Perhaps we would like to use five 25-volt tubes. Or maybe a proposed tube complement in a TV chassis requires more than 117 volts for its heaters. In either case, we have, as it were, too much voltage for a split string—yet not enough for a single string. This problem is quickly eliminated with the circuit of Fig. 2 since, by merely increasing C1, we can obtain an effective dc potential higher than the rms value of the ac line.

Because it lends itself so readily to miniaturization, this new circuit is currently finding favor with manufacturers of airborne and other portable communications equipment. Although it was developed to fill a specific need here at Sylvania, the reader may think of many applications undreamed of by the inventor.

END
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In RADIO - ELECTRONICS October issue—

UNDERGROUND ANTENNA
A TV signal distribution system that gets away from disadvantages of aerial cables

TV ANTENNA ADJUSTMENTS FOR ELIMINATING INTERFERENCE

LONG-TAILED CASCODE PAIR AMPLIFIER
FLEA-POWER TRANSISTOR TRANSMITTER

Order your copy NOW!
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When picture and raster are normal, any defect in the sound that cannot be corrected by replacing audio tubes or varying switches and the audio amplifier calls for alignment of the sound if section. This includes all circuitry from the sound takeoff point to the output of the ratio detector. The defect can include anything from weak or no sound to drift, distortion and oscillations. Sometimes oscillation causes patterns to appear on the screen.

Sound if alignment is comparatively simple because only one frequency is involved—4.5 mc. Test equipment requirements are few and the basic work consists of skipping the sound if stages for maximum output and balancing the ratio detector for zero output at 4.5 mc.

A highly accurate 4.5-mc signal generator is necessary. The best source is a television signal where the video and sound carriers are transmitted precisely (crystal-controlled) 4.5 mc apart. When a TV signal is not available, a signal generator—checked against a crystal calibrator or some other frequency standard—may be used. Accuracy should be within 1 kc at 4.5 mc.

In general, it is a good idea to check the alignment of the video if stages before going on to the 4.5-mc sound. This is especially true where the picture appears degraded. However, where trouble appears limited to the sound section only, with the picture strong and sharp on all channels, video if alignment may be bypassed.

While the circuitry of the ratio detector will vary slightly from set to set, the fundamental operation remains the same. Thus, while space permits a discussion of a limited number of circuits only, the alignment procedure may be applied to virtually all ratio detectors used in today’s television receivers.

Fig. 1 shows the sound if section of the Motorola TS-402 chassis. When aligning with a TV signal, use the fine-tuning control and detune the signal slightly until you can measure from about 5 to 8 volts from the positive side of stabilizing capacitor C56-b to chassis. This procedure will permit operation below the limiting level of the FM driver tube and provide sharp tuning.

If a signal generator is used, tune it exactly to 4.5 mc, adjust its output to approximately 5,000 microvolts and short the antenna input terminals or remove the antenna lead-in. Connect the hot side of the unmodulated AM signal generator output to pin 2 of the third if transformer T3-the cold side goes to chassis. From this point on, the alignment procedure is the same whether a TV signal or generator is used.

From the positive side of C56-b, a 10-µf electrolytic capacitor, connect a dc vtvm or other high-impedance voltmeter (at least 20,000 ohms per volt) to chassis through a decoupling resistor of about 10,000 ohms. The first tuned circuit after the point of sound takeoff is C52-L65; tune L53 for maximum reading (parallel resonance). Interstage trimmer C66 should also be tuned for maximum reading.

During alignment, as adjustments are tuned to resonance and the 4.5-mc signal strength is reduced the signal generator output or TV signal input to the receiver to prevent overloading and to get sharper peaks and nulls. It is often advisable to insert an attenuation pad at the antenna input.

The ratio detector primary (top core in this chassis) is now tuned for maximum reading on the meter. In tuning this and the secondary circuits of the ratio detector there will usually be two tuning points. Only one is correct—the point at which the cores are farthest out of their windings (minimum inductance). The inner position produces improper bandpass.

For balancing the secondary, connect a matched (1%) pair of 100,000-ohm resistors across the ratio detector load resistor R62 and connect the ground side of the meter between the resistors. The high side of the meter is connected to the output of the de-emphasis network (junction of R63 and C74).

Now vary the ratio detector secondary for zero response on the lowest range of the meter. Make sure the slug is tuned to the outside of the coil winding—this corresponds to the crossover point of the detector curve. The symmetry of the curve may now be checked by tuning the signal generator for 25 kc above and below 4.5 mc and observing the plus and minus voltages obtained, reversing the meter connections as necessary. The voltages should be approximately equal. If not, repeat the entire alignment procedure for the ratio detector tube. Repeat the process for maximum accuracy.

Fig. 2 shows the sound if system of the Admiral 20Y4H chassis. Here again, either a TV signal or generator may be used. Tune to a strong station or connect the high side of the generator to the junction of L304-L305 (in series with an isolating resistor or, better still, a 0.01-µf capacitor) the generator cold lead goes to ground. Connect the vtvm from the negative side of C206 (4 µf) to chassis.

With the vtvm set on a low dc scale and the generator tuned to exactly 4.5 mc, vary L201 and the primary of the ratio detector transformer for maximum indication on the meter. Keep reducing generator or signal strength so the meter reading does not exceed a few volts.

To adjust the ratio detector secondary, move the ungrounded lead of the vtvm to point A and vary the secondary core for zero reading on the meter. It will be between a positive and negative maximum. If available, use a vtvm having a zero indicator to pick up the peak.

To touch up the ratio detector secondary using TV signal, vary the core for best sound with minimum buzz. Make this adjustment carefully since only a very slight rotation will usually be necessary. The correct alignment point will be between the two maximum bands peaks that are generally obtained by turning the slug back and forth about one-half turn.

While manufacturers’ alignment instructions vary slightly, the above indicates the general process; align all sound if circuits up to and including the ratio detector primary for maximum output across part of the entire stabilizing capacitor (the voltage developed here acts as sort of an ave indicator or signal strength). Align the ratio detector secondary for zero output (balance) at 4.5 mc with the vtvm connected between the electrical center of the secondary and the output of the de-emphasis network.

Sound buzz and oscillation

A peculiar condition occurs in an RCA RCS-82 chassis. An intermittent oscillation can be clearly seen on the screen. At other times this trouble disappears and there is a strong buzz in the sound with an accompanying beat around on the meter. The customer said both defects occurred about the same time, but it seems unlikely that one component would cause both symptoms.

I have replaced all rf and if tubes, both video and audio, without improvement. All voltages appear as per RCA schematic and, while I have noted changes in the sound signal during the trouble, I have been unable to clear up the defects.—T. L., Richmond, Va.

Ordinaril, from the information furnished, I could only suggest a thorough check of all components in sound if section together with alignment. However, in this chassis the probability is very great that the trouble is due to a defective dual capacitor Cl-a and Cl-b. (Fig. 3). It is used as a series and cathode bypass capacitor in the first stage of amplifier.

When Cl-b decreases in capacitance, as it often does, this stage oscillates at about 2 mc or so and will generally produce the buzz and beat pattern you
Phases reversal in picture

The picture on a General Electric has practically no contrast range and could be considered a monochrome. The set, model 810, shows very little change when the contrast control is varied. In fact, it would be correct to say that the picture is reversed—whites where the blacks should be and vice versa.

At first I took it to be the picture tube, but a new tube had no effect. I also noted that synchronization was very poor. The trouble could not be a weak signal because there is no snow in the picture. I then aligned the video amplifier. This produces a slight change, but not very much. All if and video amplifier tubes have been replaced with no luck.—B. S., Houston, Tex.

From your description, the trouble seems almost surely to be in the video amplifier section. Often many effects are mistakenly called a phase reversal.

However, if you clearly see a black-white reversal of tones, accompanied by very little contrast and a faint signal, the cause is an inoperative video amplifier stage. With this the video signal could feed through the internal grid-to-plate capacitance of the 12A7U (Fig. 4). The usual 180° phase reversal would be missing, causing the black-white reversal. In addition, with sync pulses of the wrong polarity, synchronization would be virtually destroyed, depending on how close to 180° the phase reversal was.

So check for plate voltage on the first and second video amplifier stages. Watch out especially for R39, as unreliable a resistor as any. It often opens and cuts off that stage. Also replace C27 regardless of what your checker indicates. If this does not help, check all components shown in Fig. 4. Most likely, the trouble will be, not an off-value part, but one completely open or shorted.

Fig. 1—Sound if circuits in Motorola television chassis type TS-102.

Fig. 2—Admiral 20Y4H sound if strip.

Fig. 3—The first sound if amplifier stage in the RCA type KC883 chassis.

Fig. 4—Video amplifier in G-E 810.
THE noninterlaced pulse generator of a closed-circuit television system forms line-rate (horizontal) and field-rate (vertical) timing pulses. These two pulse-generating circuits are not locked together, as they must be in an interlaced system, but run freely with respect to each other. Consequently, the noninterlaced pulse generator forms a sequential line structure instead of an interlaced one. When a standard television receiver is synchronized by the pulses from a closed-circuit camera using a noninterlaced pulse generator, a 60-frame raster is formed having some 250 scanning lines. If the pulse generator were of an interlaced type, a 30-frame raster with some 500 lines would result.

The noninterlaced generator is frequently used in closed-circuit cameras because of its circuit simplicity—it requires no counter chain nor phase-comparison circuit.

The pulse and sweep systems of the Dage 60-B closed-circuit camera are shown in Fig. 1. The frame-rate 60-cycle pulse is derived directly from the 60-cycle power line. A 60-cycle high-voltage sine wave is taken from a winding on the power transformer and applied through resistor R1 to a rectifier diode and the grid of V1.

The sine wave is clipped by the selenium rectifier and then fed to a differentiating or sharpening circuit consisting of C1 and R2. This circuit shapes the clipped sine wave which must excite the discharge-tube grid.

The shaped 60-cycle wave applied to the grid has a very high amplitude and drives the tube between cutoff and grid conduction. In fact a major portion of the applied grid waveform is below cutoff and therefore holds the tube cut off for a long interval. During this time a sawtooth trace is formed across capacitor C4. As this capacitor is charged toward B plus through resistor R3, a sharp positive swing of the grid waveform causes the discharge tube to conduct for a short interval. Now the C4 voltage is discharged because of the shunting of the conducting tube.

This portion of the cycle on the capacitor constitutes the retrace segment of the generated sawtooth wave. Hence the sawtooth wave generated in the plate of the tube can be used as a driving sawtooth for application to the grid of the camera vertical output tube. The output tube develops the deflection energy for the vertical deflection coil of the Vidicon camera tube.

Actually, the grid of the discharge tube is driven so far positive that it draws grid current and charges capacitors C2 and C3 to a high negative value. This action limits the extent to which the grid can be driven positive and prevents excessive plate current flow. The negative capacitor charge and the now-swinging negative portion of the grid waveform carry the tube way beyond cutoff. Once again capacitor C4 charges to begin another frame scanning cycle.

Note that the discharge tube conducts for only the short interval that the grid waveform (Fig. 2) swings positive. However, during this time the cathode-plate current is high and develops a sharp positive voltage across cathode resistor R4. This positive voltage is in the form of a pulse because, as soon as the tube is driven quickly to cutoff, the plate current ceases and no voltage is developed across the cathode resistor. The pulse developed across R4 coincides in time with the discharge period of the sawtooth wave developed across capacitor C4. The retrace time of the sawtooth constitutes the synchronizing and blanking periods of a television system. Hence the pulse developed across the cathode resistor can be used for synchronizing and blanking functions because it does coincide with the retrace period of the deflection waveform.

This is an important fact in understanding the operation of a closed-circuit system. During the retrace interval of the deflection waveform the scanning beam of the Vidicon is in retrace. Thus the camera itself must be blanked during this period. The blanking pulse is, in fact, the pulse developed in the cathode circuit of the discharge tube. Furthermore this very same sync-blanking pulse is also inserted into the video signal and, at each television viewer, will cause the picture-tube beam to be blanked during vertical retrace.

This very same pulse in a closed-circuit system can be used for synchronization. At the viewer the pulse is also applied to the vertical synchronization and sawtooth-generating circuits. As with standard TV receivers the synchronizing pulses start the retrace periods of the sweep waveforms. In other words, the retrace period of the viewer vertical sweep waveform has been made to coincide with the retrace period of the camera vertical-deflection waveform. In effect the vertical motion of the viewer picture-tube scanning beam corresponds with the similar motion of the Vidicon camera beam.

The frame rate is set at 60 cycles and framing thus follows in frequency and phase the variations of the power-line frequency. The close lock-in between frame rate and power-line frequency minimizes many of the hum and synchronizing disturbances to which a television system can be subject. It does so because any 60- or 120-cycle hum field produces a stationary disturbance on the scanning raster because the scanning rate itself follows in frequency and phase the troublesome hum activities.

The sawtooth wave developed across capacitor C4 is properly spiked by resistor R5 before application to the grid of the Vidicon vertical output tube. This step insures a linear change of current in the vertical deflection coil. A low-impedance coil is used and, consequently, it can be driven by a cathode-follower output stage. During the trace portion of the sawtooth wave applied to the grid of the vertical output tube the current rises linearly in the vertical deflection coil to produce a linear motion of the scanning beam. The cathode potentiometer permits linearity control by setting the output tube bias at a correct point.

Horizontal pulse formation

The horizontal pulse generator is a combined horizontal output tube and cathode-coupled multivibrator. To in-
sure stable operation of the multivibrator at the high horizontal frequency, a stabilizing tuned circuit consisting of inductor L1 and capacitor C5 is inserted in the grid circuit of the first section. The multivibrator frequency is also controlled in this grid circuit by regulating the B-plus value toward which the grid circuit discharges during the nonconducting period of the first section. During a long cutoff period of this tube, capacitor C6 charges toward B plus to form the trace portion of the deflection waveform. When the feedback cycle drives the first section into conduction for a short interval, this capacitor discharges quickly because of the shunting influence of the tube, forming the retrace period of the horizontal deflection waveform.

The horizontal sweep waveform excites the grid of the horizontal output tube. In so doing it produces a sawtooth current in the horizontal deflection coil located in the cathode circuit. Inasmuch as the second section conducts for a longer period than the first, the current in the deflection coil rises linearly to produce the horizontal trace period of one line.

The dc required by the focus coil also flows in the horizontal-output cathode circuit. The cathode of the first section is linked through capacitor C7 to the cathode of the second section to form the necessary cathode-coupled feedback link to sustain relaxation oscillations.

The width control is in the plate circuit of the first section. It regulates the B plus toward which capacitor C6 charges during the trace interval. Therefore it regulates the amplitude of the deflection waveform applied to the grid of the second section.

The second section of the horizontal cathode-coupled multivibrator conducts for a long interval. Consequently, a long positive pulse is developed at the cathode during this period. When the tube is nonconducting, the cathode waveform drops to zero. However, if we notice the cathode waveform closely (Fig. 3) we can see that in effect it can be considered a short-duration negative pulse. This negative pulse coincides with the horizontal retrace period. Again we have developed a useful pulse output that coincides exactly with the timing of a horizontal retrace interval. Thus we can use this pulse as a combined horizontal sync-blanking pulse for synchronizing the horizontal sawtooth-forming circuits of the viewer and to supply blanking for the picture-tube scanning beam of the viewer.

The functional block diagram of Fig. 1 demonstrates the simplicity of the synchronizing methods employed in closed-circuit television. The pulse generator is really a combined pulse and deflection waveform generator. By proper choice of circuits the sync-blanking pulses, as formed, can be made to coincide with the retrace intervals of the camera-tube vertical and horizontal deflection waveforms. Therefore the system can be synchronized and viewer and camera tubes blanked coincidentally with only a few tubes.

The number of pulse-generator controls is surprisingly few. The vertical circuit contains linearity and height controls only. No vertical frequency control is necessary because of the direct link with the 60-cycle power frequency. The horizontal circuit contains frequency, width and linearity controls.

The horizontal frequency control is adjusted to lock in the picture on the viewer. In many cases the viewer is a standard television receiver which has been adjusted previously to the correct horizontal frequency by tuning in a standard telecast station. The horizontal frequency of the camera is then adjusted until it too produces a locked-in picture on the receiver screen.

The linearity and size adjustments are generally set correctly at the factory. However, if adjustments are necessary a standard test chart is provided by the manufacturer. The chart is placed in position in front of the camera at a prescribed distance and the linearity and size controls are set to produce a linear and full-size picture on the viewer screen.

The next article will be on an interlaced pulse generator for closed-circuit television.
TEST INSTRUMENTS

VTVM servicing is not so simple!

Recognize the limitations when servicing with this instrument

By ROBERT G. MIDDLETON *

The VTVM appears to be an easy-to-use service instrument and, in general, this is so. Nevertheless, perplexing situations arise in practice. Some of these are discussed and analyzed here.

A good VTVM will always indicate the same resistance value, no matter which range is used, provided the resistor under test is linear. However, not all resistors are linear. Consider, for example, the filament of a small receiving tube. It has a higher resistance when hot than when cold (Fig. 1) and hence exhibits rated resistance only when rated voltage is applied to the terminals. But the voltage applied to the filament varies with the range which is used.

Consider, for example, a VTVM with a 1.5-volt ohmmeter battery (see photo) used to measure the filament resistance of a 1N34A crystal diode and tube filament.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RX1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the 1N34A is rated to draw .05 amp at 1.4 volts, its rated filament resistance is 28 ohms. Hence it appears that the rated resistance was approached on the RX1 range, but was not approached on the RX10 range.

Consider a picture-detector crystal diode. The diode has a nonlinear characteristic, like a tube filament. Fig. 2 shows the difference between a linear and a nonlinear detector. The apparent resistance of a crystal diode on various VTVM ranges is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistance (ohms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R×1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R×10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R×100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R×1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R×10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R×100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The varying resistance values are easy to understand by observing Fig. 2. The varying E/I ratio implies a different resistance value at different applied voltages. Thus, a rated front-to-back ratio for a crystal diode is meaningless, except at a specified voltage.

High-frequency measurements

To measure high-frequency voltages, a detector type probe, such as shown in Fig. 3, is often used. This probe provides an indication of the peak values of unmodulated high-frequency voltages when the output from the probe is applied to the dc input terminals of a VTVM. It also indicates the peak value of the carrier voltage in a modulated wave. The probe indicates the rms value of the modulating voltage in a modulated high-frequency voltage when its output is applied to the ac input terminals of a VTVM. Indication of the rms value is the result of passing the modulating voltage as an unrectified and unfiltered component in the probe output voltage, and the calibration of the ac ranges of the VTVM in rms values.

Just as the crystal diode is a nonlinear device, so is the demodulator probe. The practical result of this nonlinearity is that when voltage values of less than 1 are measured, the scale indication is somewhat less than the actual value of the voltage. And as

---

* Field engineer, Simpson Electric Co.

Fig. 1—Voltage-current characteristics of crystal diode and tube filament. Dashed lines indicate voltage-current ratio at opposite ends of the curves.

Fig. 2—Detector characteristic types.

Fig. 3—Circuit of detector probe—measures peak of high-frequency voltages.
smaller and smaller voltages are
applied, the error becomes proportion-
ately greater. To avoid this difficulty
it is necessary to provide an auxiliary
scale for the probe when small volt-
gages are to be indicated. The probe
scale is cramped at the low-voltage
end, as is required by the diode char-
acteristics.

Some care must be taken when appli-
cing the output from a high-frequency
probe to the ac voltage ranges of a
vtvm because some service vtvm's do
not have a high-impedance input for
ac, but provide only a copper-oxide or
selenium type ac circuit which has a
low input impedance of 1,000 or 5,000
ohms per volt. Unless the input imped-
ance is much higher, the probe will
not operate satisfactorily. The input
resistance of the instrument shown in
the photo is 270,000 ohms on the ac
volts range.

Test points must be avoided which
apply excessive input voltage to the
crystal probe, as loss of sensitivity or
complete burnout will result. If a 1N34
crystal is used, probe manufacturer
usually rate the maximum input volt-
age as approximately 20. Test points
which have a high impedance must also
be avoided, since the loading effect of a
demodulator probe is appreciable.
Thus, signal tracing in the if circuits
of a TV receiver with a vtvm and
demodulator probe is a questionable
procedure because the input capacit-
tance of the probe detunes the circuit
under test and impairs the measure-
ment. Sometimes the indication is only
attenuated, but sometimes the shunt
capacitance throws the circuit into
oscillation and the indication is
enormously increased. Since the lower volt-
gages which can be read on a vtvm
scale are useful only at the last if
stages, signal tracing by this means is
largely impractical.

Testing with weak batteries
A linear resistance will appear to be
nonlinear when tested with a vtvm
which has weak batteries in the omm-
eter circuit. For example, a 100-ohm
composition resistor gave the follow-
ing apparent readings when tested
under this condition:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R×1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R×10</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R×100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variation in apparent resistance
is caused by the varying current drain
in the ohmmeter circuit on the various
ranges and the great increase in inter-
nal resistance of the ohmmeter battery
on the heavy-current ranges. A fresh
battery has a practically constant inter-
nal resistance in the ohmmeter circuit.
It gives correct indications on all
ranges.

Tracing ac signals on dc range

It is sometimes not clearly understood
how an ac signal can be traced through
some sync circuits; for example, using
the dc voltage ranges of a vtvm. How

this is possible is shown in Fig. 4. The
applied sync pulse is an ac voltage
waveform which is partly positive and
partly negative. There is just as much
positive electricity in the waveform
as there is negative, so that the zero-
volt level in the waveform exists at
the point which divides the waveform
into equal positive and negative areas.
(“As much” electricity means current
×time. Zero-volt line is a time axis.)

Fig. 4—Developing grid-leak bias.

The positive excursion drives the
tube to grid current flow in a circuit
using signal-developed bias. The grid
current flow traps electrons on the grid
coupling capacitor, which then have
a limited rate of escape through the grid
leak. The end result is the buildup of a
negative dc voltage on the grid when
a signal is present. This dc voltage
from grid to ground can of course be
measured on the dc ranges of a vtvm.

To obtain a clearer understanding
of the voltages in a capacitively coupled
circuit, refer to Fig. 5. Here the sync
pulse is superimposed on the dc plate
voltage on the plate side of the couple-
ing capacitor; the voltage here is pul-
sating dc (which never goes negative)
and consists of an ac voltage super-
imposed on dc. The capacitor will “con-
duct” the ac voltage but blocks the dc.

Test Instruments

Fig. 5—Voltage relationships on plate
and grid sides of coupling capacitor.

When the ac function of a vtvm is
used to check the voltage on either side
of C, the same value is indicated. This
equality results because the ac func-
tion of the vtvm itself utilizes a block-
ing capacitor whereby only the ac com-
ponent of the voltage is passed into
the meter circuit.

When the dc function is used to check
the voltage on either side of C, different
values are indicated. This inequality
results because the dc voltage on the
plate side of C is determined by the
value of B plus; the dc voltage on the
grid side of C is determined by the
amount of grid current drawn by the
tube in response to the applied ac signal.

Daughter of Necessity

FORCED to do a minimum amount of
lifting due to a bad back, I con-
structed what I believe to be an inter-
esting and unusual workbench arrange-
ment. This setup (see photo) has been
in use for 4 years with no changes
except the addition of antenna outlets.

For these, I installed Blonder-Tongue
equipment composed of channel strip
amplifiers for channels 3, 4, 12 and 13,
using an eight-outlet distribution am-
plifier to feed my workbench.

The bench is approximately 40 feet
long, with National Trolley rail mounted
overhead. From this I have all my
test equipment, as well as the tele-
phone, suspended on rollers so that it
can be rolled to any location on the
work bench. The telephone line travels
on pulleys from one side of the rack
with the ac power (to test equipment)
traveling on the opposite side.

This arrangement permits me to
work my entire bench with one set of
test equipment by rolling the instru-
ments to any position.—Jack Wise
AUDI0 SIGNAL GENERATOR

Resistance-tuned instrument is small, light, safe and versatile

By LYMAN E. GREENLEE

A SIGNAL source was needed for checking audio equipment. The basic requirements were: small size, light weight, adequate isolation from power lines, complete frequency coverage, provision for monitoring the signal with a scope and enough power output to check loudspeakers without additional amplification. No low-priced commercial equipment available met all the above requirements, so I designed and built my own audio signal generator. It is rugged and reliable, and anyone interested in working with sound equipment may find it a tool well worth the time and cost of construction.

No chassis is used or needed—all parts are mounted directly on the front and back covers of a standard 6 x 6 x 6-inch utility cabinet (see photo). Although the front and back panels are permanently wired together, they can be easily removed from the cabinet for service by turning the back panel at an angle so it will slip through along the diagonal.

The power supply, which is built on the back panel, uses a small filament transformer combined with an output transformer for isolation from the power lines, a necessity for successful operation of test equipment. This power supply has proved very satisfactory. Since the normal plate drain of the two tubes is about 5 ma, the transformers do not even get warm. This power supply is easily adapted to other test equipment and is much lighter than most supplies using conventional power transformers.

A 12AU7 miniature dual triode is used as a resistance-tuned audio oscillator. With the values shown in Fig. 1 the tuning range should be from about 75 to more than 30,000 cycles; the upper range extends well beyond the limits of the human ear. The output voltage is uniform through the audible range but will fall off rapidly as the ultrasonic limit is approached. The top and bottom frequency limits will depend somewhat on the characteristics of individual tubes and the tolerances of the various parts.

The values of C1 and C2 have a considerable effect on the frequency coverage of this generator. The combination of .002 and .005 µf, respectively, provides a usable range from 75 to 35,000 cycles. Using .007 and .01 µf, the range goes from 50 to 25,000 cycles; .012 and .015 permit a range from 25 to 15,000 cycles. Thus, increasing the values of C1 and C2 gives a lower frequency response at the expense of reducing the high-frequency coverage.

There is a slight shift in frequency as the feedback control is varied. To calibrate the dial accurately, a fixed setting of this control must be marked on the front panel. This point may be ignored for most applications since we are not always too concerned about the exact frequency when checking speakers or audio amplifiers.

The feedback control should always be set at the lowest point which will produce satisfactory oscillation. This adjustment should be made while observing the waveform on an oscilloscope so that the waveform will have minimum distortion. If excessive feedback is used, the output will contain highly distorted pulses. Actually, owing to the stabilizing effect of the 3-watt bulb in the cathode of the 12AU7, very little change in the feedback control is necessary while tuning from one end of the dial to the other. By monitoring the output on a scope, the distortion can be held to a minimum and a very pure sine wave will result. The waveform is of little concern unless checks for distortion are being made.

The signal generator is useful for making distortion checks when used with an electronic switch and scope so that input and output waveforms can be viewed simultaneously. I found it convenient to monitor the output on a small scope, using a larger scope as a signal tracer to observe the waveform at various points in the amplifier being checked. This method is faster and involves no difficulties in the way of feedback, crossed wires and haywire hookups, bound to occur if a single scope is used with the electronic switch for signal tracing. For an overall check the electronic switch may be preferred because a direct comparison of waveforms can be made on the same screen.

The 12AU7 feeds a 6C4 miniature triode used as the output amplifier. A low-voltage high-current signal is thus available for checking speaker voice coils. However, since some distortion is introduced by the small output transformer, a direct output connection from the 6C4 plate is also provided. This connection may be used when making checks with the scope for distortion or for any application where higher voltage output is needed. Although the distortion from the output transformer cannot be detected by ear, it is easily visible on a scope.

 Provision is made for connection to the 6C4 grid through a pin jack and 0.1-µf capacitor. This input connection may be used to mix another audio sig-
nal into the 6C4 grid while calibrating the instrument or it may be used for low-amplitude audio output directly from the 12AU7. A calibration chart should be made for the signal generator. The most convenient way to do this is to use another audio generator as a reference source. Couple them together and tune to zero beat to locate fundamentals or harmonics. A cathode-ray oscilloscope is a useful zero-beat or null indicator.

A cathode connection to the 6C4 provides a signal 180° out of phase, useful whenever a phase inverter is called for (checking push-pull amplifiers, etc.). The cathode connection may also be used to monitor the waveform on a scope. These features are extremely worth while when a critical analysis of amplifier performance must be made, yet they are missing from most commercially built instruments.

**Generator construction**

The two miniature tube sockets should be fully wired before they are fastened to the panel. They are slipped over 1-inch 6-32 screws and soldered fast. Very little actual wiring is required, as most connections are made with the capacitors and resistor leads.

The 3-watt lamp in series with the 750-ohm cathode resistor is mounted in a socket salvaged from a candelabra panel-light assembly. Since one side of the lamp (G-E 3S6) is grounded, the socket can be bolted directly to the front panel, the bolt making the center contact.

Different transformers from the ones specified may give an unsatisfactory dc voltage, so a preliminary check should be made to ensure the voltage is within the 120–150 range. (Up to 250 volts could be used on the plates of the tubes, but this is too high for the filters and selenium rectifier in the power supply.) To operate the 12AU7 on 6 volts it is necessary to connect its two heaters in parallel by joining pins 4 and 5 together at the socket. Total heater drain for the two tubes will be 450 ma. Certain parts have been specified by manufacturer's name and part number to enable the constructor to duplicate the generator more easily. Other items are standard and require no particular care in their selection.

Fig. 2 shows an alternate output circuit that may be used when an output transformer is not used in the plate circuit of the 6C4. The circuit is a cathode follower and delivers a surprisingly uniform output voltage over the usable range of frequencies. The output voltage shown is the minimum average over the entire range.

---

Fig. 1—Schematic of the resistance-tuned af signal generator with three output terminals. Fig. 2—Alternate output circuit eliminates transformer.

**Parts for audio generator**

- Resistors: 2–510,000 ohms, 1/2 watt, 5%; 1–47, 1–500, 1–560, 1–750, 1–1,500, 1–5,100, 1–25,000, 1 watt; 1–35,000-ohm carbon potentiometer (Ohmite CU251 or equivalent); 1–600,000-ohm dual potentiometer (Ohmite CCVP256 or equivalent); 1–100,000-ohm potentiometer (Ohmite CU140 or equivalent).
- Capacitors: 1–C1 and C2 (see text): 1–0.01, 1–0.05, 1–0.1 µf, 400 volts; 1–20-25 µf, 150 volts, electrolytic.
- Miscellaneous: 1–12AU7; 1–6C4; 1–F-pin, 1–F-pin.
DELAY and TIMING GENERATOR

By TOM JASKI

For the great majority of service tasks and the most frequently encountered experimental work commercial oscilloscopes in the low- and medium-price ranges are adequate. A compromise between versatility and economy, they are designed for a specific and, in some respects, limited field of work.

With new high-speed films generally available and with a greater interest in pulse techniques applicable to the growing uses of electronic control, the prospects of observing and photographing cathode-ray tube patterns become more feasible and attractive.

However, this type of work brings with it certain demands not readily met in the average oscilloscope. Observing transients, for example, requires close control of the scope sweep so that the trigger producing the transient can be made also to place the transient waveform in the proper position on the screen. Or, it may happen that a certain sequence of events has to take place ahead of the desired trace observation. Fairly long delays may be needed; relay sequences could be such a case.

It is possible to use a camera with shutter-operated flash contacts, allowing these contacts to trigger the event. This places a somewhat serious limitation on the delay, generally fixed at some convenient values such as 5 or 20 milliseconds. In photography these delays are short, but in oscillography we work in microseconds and delays measurable in milliseconds are enough to waste a good deal of film and effort.

There is another class of work not readily performed with standard oscilloscopes, excluding again those in the higher price bracket: the observation of very slow or very fast voltage variations. The very fast phenomena put another demand to the scope, generally requiring special vertical deflection amplifiers which are connected directly to the vertical deflection plates.

The limitation of the scope amplifier is not so much the frequency response, as often advertised, but the rise time, not so much emphasized. A real problem in industry, the requirements are rarely as severe for the average experimenter. No such limitation is encountered at the other end of the scale—the low-frequency waveforms. Virtually all scope amplifiers are usable to 1 cycle or lower, and all we need then is a slow enough sweep to scribe our pattern.

To solve my problems of observing and photographing transients and low-frequency waveforms, a separate sweep generator was built to supply a sawtooth waveform of excellent linearity, as slow as 1 cycle and up to almost 1 megacycle. For a 4-inch deflection this works out from 0.25 second per inch to 0.25 microsecond per inch (if the horizontal amplifier will permit).

The generator also furnishes sweep...
delays from 2 seconds to 1 microsecond and supplies externally a delayed pulse and a blanking pulse at the end of the sweep. The sawtooth wave can be repetitive or triggered. The repetitive sawtooth can be synchronized with an external input.

Fig. 1 shows the complete circuit diagram of the generator. This can be divided, for discussion, into four parts: the power supply, the pulse selector and shaper, the delay univibrator and the phantastron sawtooth oscillator with blanking pulse discriminator. The power supply needs no discussion, except that the better the regulation, the greater the accuracy of the sweeps and the greater the stability. If very high accuracy is required, more effective regulation should be considered. Excellent voltage-regulated power supplies have been described in RADIO-ELECTRONICS (August, 1952, page 47; April, 1952, page 66).

Pulse selector and shaper

The function of the selector and shaper is as follows: A signal of any waveform or a pulse of any polarity is applied to the grid of the triode half of the 6U8 through the .01-µf capacitor. The signal then appears at the cathode of the triode in the same polarity as the input and at the plate with opposite polarity. The trigger polarity switch is used to select the negative polarity trigger always. Thus at the plate of the pentode a positive signal appears. The pentode always conducts, but conducts less when the trigger signal is impressed on the grid. The amplitude (and with certain waveforms, the pulse shape) is regulated by R1, which alters the bias on the pentode. If the trigger is a sine wave, the signal from the pentode will contain both a negative and a positive peak. Since a positive peak only is required to trigger the delay univibrator, the trigger is next sent through a diode, one half of a 6AL5, which effectively eliminates the negative peaks. The 6U8 is coupled to the diode through differentiating network C1-R2, which further sharpens the pulses. The positive trigger is applied through coupling capacitor C2 to the univibrator. The coupling capacitor is needed since otherwise the cathode of the diode would be biased and the signal would be blocked.
Fig. 2-a shows the resultant pulse when a sine wave is applied to the pulse shaping circuit.

**Delay univibrator**

There are many circuits which can provide a variable delay. For example, a phantastron similar to the one described here as sawtooth and blanking generator is frequently used. All that is required, basically, is a monostable circuit which, after a period of time, returns to the rest condition. However, the univibrator has certain advantages: the pulse output varies only very little with different delays; it is a relatively simple circuit and very easily controllable over a very wide range.

The univibrator was described in the October, 1954, issue of *Radio-Electronics*.

The first triode is normally cut off; the second triode conducts. A predetermined bias is placed on the grid of V3-a, set by potentiometer R3. When a positive pulse arrives from diode V2-a, V3-a conducts and charges capacitors C3-C8, selected by the delay time switch.

The current of V3-a lowers the voltage at the plate and also on the grid potential of V3-b until it is cut off. This causes a sharp rise in potential at the plate of V3-b (see Fig. 2-b) and the grid of V3-a coupled to it through resistor R4. Triode V3-a conducts more vigorously, charging the delay capacitor through R5 and R6 and finally reaching the point where the grid of V3-b has sufficient voltage on it to once more make it conduct. The resultant drop of V3-b plate voltage coupled back to V3-a cuts off the latter and the original condition is restored. The off period of V3-b corresponds to the delay time, forming a square wave of that length. Through differentiating network C9-R7 this appears as a pair of pulses, one negative and one positive. The negative pulse only is passed on through diode V2-b to the phantastron. Potentiometer R8 is adjusted to prevent the univibrator from running free without a trigger. With trigger applied and trigger amplitude full on, set R8 to allow the univibrator to trip at the trigger frequency.

**The phantastron**

For the sweep oscillator the phantastron circuit was selected because of excellent linearity and wide frequency range. It is also suitable for repetitive (free) running (Figs. 2-c, d) and for trigger operation (Fig. 2-e) and can be changed from one type of operation to the other by merely changing the bias with potentiometer R8.

The phantastron is made up of two tubes: a 6BH6 (V4) and a cathode follower which is one half of a 12AU7 (V8-a). Basically the phantastron is a transitron type of oscillator. But when triggered, the transitron characteristics are not used as the circuit operates here. The plate resistor in the V8-a plate circuit can be ignored in the
discussion of function for it was put there only to provide a takeoff point for the blanking pulse amplifier.

At rest position the voltages at the tube elements are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pentode</th>
<th>Cathode Follower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plate</td>
<td>plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suppressor grid</td>
<td>control grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suppressor</td>
<td>cathode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cathode</td>
<td>control grid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The apparently lowered plate voltage on the plate of V4 reaches 180 because V5-a is drawing grid current through the 470,000-ohm plate resistor.

At rest position the voltages on the V4 voltage are cut off by the negative voltage on the suppressor grid. The triode conducts heavily and keeps the timing capacitor charged. The screen of V4 also draws current. When a negative pulse arrives on the plate of V4 and grid of V5-a, grid current drops and the plate will momentarily conduct a part of the total cathode current. Since the control grid remains at equilibrium, the total cathode current will be the same. The screen will draw less current, allowing the screen voltage to rise sharply.

Through voltage divider R9-R10-R11 the suppressor will be brought up to almost 0 and the plate continues to conduct, lowering still further the plate voltage on V4. This eventually falls to about 18. The lowering plate voltage on V4 reduces the voltage applied to the cathode, and at the time the plate voltage is cut off, the cathode, and also, considerably below the cathode voltage, and cuts off V5-a for the time being.

The charging capacitor selected discharges the so-called "rundown" at a rate determined by the values of divider network R9-R10-R11 and also by the position of sweep-time potentiometer R14, which determines the equilibrium point for the grid. These resistors are so arranged that with increasing plate current the grid becomes more rapidly less positive, thus restoring equilibrium and allowing a linear rundown.

When the capacitor contains no further charge, V4 is very near cutoff for the very low plate voltage then present. At this point the energy stored in capacitor C10 is sufficient to kick the suppressor grid negative and cut off V4. It remains cut off until another negative pulse arrives on the plate. The sudden jump in plate voltage results in plate cutoff and V5-a to conduct heavily and rapidly recharge the timing capacitor. When continuous operation is desired, the bias on the suppressor grid is so arranged that, when the timing capacitor contains no further charge, there is not sufficient energy to restore the plate-cutoff condition and the cycle repeats itself—when V4 momentarily cuts off altogether and allows V5-a to recharge the capacitor.

Blanking amplifier

The frequency range of the sweep generator is determined by three factors: potentiometers R8, R14 and R16.

Potentiometer R16 sets the upper limit, R14 the lower. These pots interact to a certain extent since changing either affects the relative value of R15 and the other. The following shows the approximate range in each position:

- 1-5 cycles: 5.0-4.0 kc
- 2-25 cycles: 6.0-25.0 kc
- 3-120 cycles: 7.25-290 kc
- 4-80-650 cycles: 8.180 kc-1 mc

The above cover about a 1-to-8 frequency range. By resetting R8 a frequency ratio of 1 to 10 can be obtained with a minimum frequency down to 1/4 cycle. Thus, if a calibration scale is desired, it must be made with R8 in one certain, repeatable position.

The blanking amplifier is supplied with a sawtooth signal from the plate of the phantastron cathode follower through differentiating network C11-R17. The small capacitance and the high bias on the tube (V5-b) allow only the very highest peaks of the sawtooth wave to be amplified, resulting in a sharp negative pulse (Fig. 2-h). These pulses are of the correct polarity for direct connection to the grid of a cathode-ray tube. The blanking pulse (Fig. 2-f) voltage obtained is about 15 volts peak, depending on the setting of the cathode bias on the blanking amplifier triode. This is usually sufficient to do an adequate blanking job. Potentiometer R18 varies the shape of the blanking pulse, generally close to tube cutoff.

The output voltage of the sawtooth oscillator is approximately 40 volts peak in the free-running condition. This again depends on the bias setting in this case of the suppressor grid bias. The output voltage in the triggered operation is somewhat less, primarily because a greater bias must be applied to prevent free running. The output voltage of the delayed pulse (Fig. 2-g) is a sawtooth waveform. This pulse is always of very short duration. Any device to be operated by the delayed pulse will generally require some intermediate amplifier or triggered relay, such as a 5823. The narrow pulses have been used successfully to trip a 5823 cold-cathode relay tube.

Construction

A compromise between etched circuits and wiring has been used. See Fig. 2-e. It has been possible to use a larger printed circuit which could contain the screwdriver-adjusted potentiometers, or even the capacitors mounted on the range switches. Or a single circuit board could be used with some intermediate generation or generator chassis. For those who wish to use etched-circuit techniques to build this generator, see "Making Printed Circuits Is Easy," September, 1955, and "Making Phototetched Circuits," December, 1956, Radio-Electronics, p. 1156. The boards in the photos can be used as guides, but it would not be practical to copy them exactly unless it is first established that parts of exactly the same dimensions are available. I had some thick, short 15,000-ohm 5-watt resistors and designed the power supply board accordingly. More length may well be required, unless a miniature 5-watt type is available. The generator board, however, is designed with entirely standard parts.

Those desiring to use wire construction will find the wiring not particularly critical. The univibrator will not trigger on anything but a positive signal, and the phantastron must have a negative signal. However, it would do well to keep the input trigger circuit wires away from those connected to the univibrator input and the phantastron trigger input to prevent false triggering. The phantastron sockets and connections must be kept clean and the tubes used of good quality for leakage discharge of the capacitor might start a rundown without a trigger, no matter what the bias setting is.

Operation

If a repetitive trigger is supplied to the univibrator delay circuit, the delay setting must be less than the space between triggers. If this is not observed, triggers will be missed and the operation will become erratic. Similarly it is not possible to operate with a sweep time greater than the space between triggers. If such a setting is made, the phantastron will simply trigger on alternate pulses or will operate on some other multiple or submultiple of the trigger repetition rate.
TEST INSTRUMENTS

Setting Your Checker For New Type Tubes

Checking the latest tubes, or, what to do until the new roll chart arrives

By BASIL C. BARBEE

NEW tube types are appearing at the most rapid rate in electronic history, making it quite a problem to keep tube-tester data up to date. A new type need not be any better than its predecessor; all that is required is that it be different, if only in some minor respect such as a slight change in basing. How can the technician test a new type he has never even heard of and cannot find listed on the roll chart of anybody's tube tester? Here is the procedure I developed during the testing of some hundreds of thousands of tubes over a period of years. It may not be the best approach, but it is one that has worked for me.

The oldest and simplest way of determining whether a tube is defective is to substitute a known good one of the same type and note whether the performance of the set is improved. This method is sometimes useful even when a tube tester and up-to-date chart of settings are available. For instance:

A tube may test good yet may oscillate in its circuit due to an open screen or other internal shielding.

A tube may test good yet may fail to perform in a high-frequency oscillator circuit due to small changes in interelectrode capacitance as a result of misalignment of the tube elements.

A tube may test good yet not work satisfactorily in a TV horizontal oscillator or sync-clipper circuit due to its being used in the circuit under conditions other than those for which it was designed and tested.

The substitution method fails under certain conditions:

When no known-good tube of the same type is available for substitution. Having a new tube on the shelf is no guarantee that a good tube is available; new tubes, particularly of a new type, may be defective, usually due to interelectrode shorts. A tube which has performed daily for a year is a far better bet than a new one fresh from the distributor.

When the equipment in which the tube is used is not at hand, as when a customer brings in a tube for test.
When there are one or more faults in the set in addition to the suspected tube.

Data-compilation method

The first step in this method is to understand your tube tester. Read the instruction book thoroughly and find out just what connections of the controls on the panel is for and how it works. Study the schematic so that every time you turn a switch or dial and push a button you visualize what is happening inside the instrument.

The second step is to accumulate every scrap of information on the characteristics and base connections of every new tube type that comes out. A subscription to one of the looseleaf tube-data services offered by the leading tube manufacturers will pay for itself several times in a year in time saved. Better still, subscribe to two or more such services since a new type will sometimes be announced first by one company, sometimes by another.

Take sample sheets from each looseleaf stock and stack them. If you buy a sheaf of blank sheets to match one of them. Then order an extra looseleaf binder from the tube manufacturer (if you want it to match the others) and make up a volume of new and unusual types from clippings from RAY-ELECTRONICS and other magazines by pasting the clippings to the blank sheets. When these types are covered by the printed supplements issued for the looseleaf manuals, the homemade sheets may be thrown away.

The third step is to identify the new tube with a similar type which appears on the roll chart of the tube tester or to make up the test settings for a unique type. A complete and up-to-date interchangeability chart will frequently be helpful in determining kinship of tube types.

"There is nothing new under the sun" is almost always true in new tube types. Usually a new type will be simply a well-known one with different cathodes or heater ratings or a combination of two or more single-purpose tubes in one envelope. If the electrical characteristics and base connections of the new type are at hand, it is an easy matter to find a similar type whose test settings are given on the chart of the tester—unless the new one has unusual base connections, in which case a knowledge of the workings of the tube tester, as recommended above, will be necessary. When comparing published characteristics, the interelectrode capacitances are of no importance and may be neglected since the testing will be done at 60 cycles.

In most tube testers one heater pin, the grid pin, a suppressor pin (if any) and any other elements other than grid, plate, and screen of the section of the tube being tested are grounded. (In emission type testers, suppressors are not necessarily grounded; with triodes, of course, there is no screen.)

Which pin goes to the heater supply is selected by a switch or by plugging the tube into the proper one of two or more sockets. The heater voltage is selected by another switch which may or may not be calibrated in volts. If it is simply labeled with consecutive numbers, the number in terms of voltage may be determined by referring to the settings on the chart for tube types of known heater voltage. If the tube has a tapped heater, it is essential that the tap be ungrounded. Some of the more flexible of the tube testers make it possible to test centertapped heater tubes with the two halves in either series or parallel. In the parallel case, both ends of the heater are left grounded, with heater voltage applied to the tap. A third switch usually selects the plate load resistance for the tube under test. One position will be for all ordinary amplifier tubes, another for rectifiers, a third for diode detectors and perhaps other positions will be provided for pentagrid converters, transistors, triodes of unusual transconductance and other tubes of special characteristics. This switch may take the form of a series of pushbuttons.

Grid, plate and screen pins are selected by other switches or pushbuttons. (In emission testers, usually all elements except the cathode are connected together and tested as a diode plate.) A variable resistor is used as a fine adjustment of plate load resistance or as a sensitivity control in the meter circuit. The setting of this control will vary roughly as the plate resistance of the tube type under test and may be estimated fairly closely for a new type of known characteristics from a knowledge of the characteristics of tube types listed on the chart.

Another control (except in emission testers) is used to adjust the ac excitation applied to the control grid. Settings of this control will vary roughly inversely as the amplification factor of the tube and may be estimated by comparing characteristics as in the case of the plate load or sensitivity control. On a transconductance tube, sharp-cutoff tubes may be differentiated from remote-cutoff (variable-mu) types by noting the manner in which the meter needle indicates the grid excitation control is varied.

Inspection method

Suppose the questionable tube is so new that no published data are available, either in the tube manuals or in the magazine clippings? Most new types are glass miniatures with the aid of a magnifying glass the base connections may be determined by visual inspection, particularly if you have ever handled similar tubes and studied their structure.

By drawing your diagram of base connections, don't forget that the pins are numbered clockwise looking at the base of the tube, whereas you will be looking from the opposite direction since the button of a miniature tube is not very transparent. Be sure also not to overlook any "built-in shorts" (where two or more pins are connected together internally) as frequently found in high-frequency tubes. Otherwise, you may discard a perfectly good tube by mistaking a "shorted" connection as a fault.

An easier method of determining the base connections is by noting the small numbers around the tube symbol on a schematic, if one is available, or by inspecting the connections to the socket underneath the chassis in which the tube is housed. Visual inspection of the tube geometry (relative spacing of elements, pitch of grid windings, cathode area, etc.) and by comparison with tubes of known characteristics.

Heater ratings may be estimated by inserting the tube in the tube tester (after having first identified the heater pins) and slowly raising the heater voltage from the lowest tap until the color of the cathode changes. A single-looking tube operated at normal heater voltage. If desired, the heater current may now be determined with an ammeter (with normal voltage, as determined above, applied to the heater). When working with tubes taken from a series-string set, it may be simpler and quicker to adjust the heater voltage till the ammeter reads the correct heater current. Then it should be operating at the nominal voltage and the heater should look normal. If the tube is in series with others of known characteristics, its correct heater current is known. Similarly if a tube is in parallel with others which are known, its heater should appear normal at the heater voltage which that tube demands.

Knowledge of the heater current is useful in estimating the other characteristics of the tube inasmuch as the transconductance is roughly proportional, all else being equal, to the heater power (voltage times current).

Characteristics estimated in the manner described, while not highly accurate, are sufficiently so for all practical purposes in tube testing. In combination with a thorough short check, a tube's condition can be determined on the basis of data arrived at by inspection will tell whether or not a given tube could have caused the operational fault of which it is suspected. This data are therefore valuable enough that you would be willing while to record them on a looseleaf sheet to be filed in the extra tube-manual binder until the manufacturer's data arrive, and to add the test settings derived from them to the supplementary test data chart.

Even though the type number on a tube may be illegible, the inspection method will still yield the approximate data. If the tube test bads, you have the data to help find a replacement for it; if it tests good, all you have to worry about is how to file the data sheet.

SEPTEMBER, 1956
THE LABORATORY

By JOSEPH MARSHALL

Part II—Adding variable damping; construction and adjustment

As pointed out in the first part of this article, the Laboratory Golden Ear has gone through many modifications and has not yet reached its final form. (Nor will it do so in the foreseeable future.) Fig. 1 is a basic diagram showing the features which have been more or less preserved throughout the various evolutionary steps. In its present form, the amplifier is used experimentally in testing tubes, transformers, etc., and for other purposes. It is therefore fitted with an assortment of pots by no means necessary for normal use. The photo (Part I) shows an assortment of inputs and outputs not needed by the average user.

Neither schematic nor photo is therefore intended as a model for exact duplication. They are offered as basic ideas to be modified to suit the requirements of the advanced audiophile. The amplifier portion can be built on a 7 x 12 x 3-inch chassis with room to spare. I recommend a separate chassis for the power supply; hum is minimized and low-level intermodulation held down to the vanishing point. Aluminum chassis material is recommended.

Layout is completely noncritical if separate chassis are used. I recommend using Vector turret sockets for the twin-triode portion of the circuit. Better yet are the Vector turret decks; the No. 8-4N-64-2 is a four-socket unit. Completely wired it will hold all the components except the large capacitors and occupy a space a little over 5 inches long, 1 1/2 inches wide and just under 3 inches deep. The deck can be wired completely before mounting on the chassis. All interconnections with the rest of the circuit will come into easily accessible lugs on the bottom of the deck. If you cannot obtain this item from your dealer, Vector Electronic Co., 3352 San Fernando Rd., Los Angeles 65, can supply it direct for about $2.30 plus postage. The pots can be mounted on one end of the chassis. The output-stage components are few and can be mounted from socket to socket. Ceramic or mica-filled sockets are recommended because of the high voltages applied to adjacent plate and screen pins.

Run a common bus bar of No. 18 or larger wire from the input jack to the center terminals of all turrets, or the turret deck, and return all circuit grounds to this bus. Be careful not to ground one of the filament lugs. The filaments are biased about 50 volts; grounding the loop will remove the bias. This may not be noticeable in increased hum but it will increase the IM at low levels.

The power supply (Fig. 3) uses readily available components. If the amplifier is to use a single pair of KT66's, a simpler and cheaper supply with a single 5U4-G and capacitor-input filter can be used (see parts list). With two tubes the no-signal current will be less than 125 ma and maximum-signal current about 175 ma. With four tubes the no-signal current is around 225 ma and maximum under 300.

Variable damping

This amplifier was designed primarily, as its name implies, to serve as a laboratory-grade piece of equipment that can be used for measurements. For this reason, variable damping was not included in the original. However, due to the current popularity of this feature, I did some experimenting with variable-damping circuits and

![Fig. 1—Schematic diagram of the Laboratory Golden Ear—less power supply.](image_url)
came up with a modification (Fig. 2) that works well. The feedback circuit now includes switching so the variable-damping feature can be put out of action when using the amplifier for measurements.

The variable-damping arrangement follows the principle used in Bogen's amplifiers. Due to the choice of values, the adjustable current feedback is effective only at frequencies below about 200 cycles. Adjusting the 25-ohm pot provides a choice of either positive current feedback for increased damping or negative feedback for decreased damping. When the 1-ohm 10-watt variable resistor is correctly set, the 25-ohm unit provides continuous adjustment over a range of about ±10 db. The 100-μf electrolytic capacitor restricts the current feedback to the low frequencies. The 1-ohm resistor will rob the speakers of some power, but audibly the loss is insignificant.

Adjustment

When the amplifier is finished, check for continuity and shorts with an ohmmeter. When you are sure all is well, adjust as follows:

1. Insert only the 12BH7 with the output bias pot about half on. Connect a vtvm from one cathode to ground and adjust for a reading of minus 38 to 40 volts. (It is possible to obtain positive bias, so be sure the polarity of the vtvm is right.)

2. Insert the KT66's and readjust the bias to obtain a total cathode current of about 100 ma for a pair and 200 ma for four KT66's.

3. Balance the output tubes with the output balance control in the cathode leg of the output tubes. Use a voltmeter connected from plate to plate and adjust for zero voltage difference.

4. Insert the other tubes (with power off). Connect the vtvm from cathode to grid of one section of the 12AX7 driver tube. (Be sure it is the same section.) Adjust the driver bias pot for a bias of 2.25 volts.

5. Throw the balance switch to balance (which ties both input grids together and disconnects the feedback loop). Feed in any signal and adjust overall balance in the input tube circuit for a null or minimum output.

6. Set the balancing switch in its center position and feed in a sine-wave signal; adjust the input to provide an output reading of 1 volt.

7. Throw the balance switch to operate. If variable damping is used, inactivate it by throwing its switch to off (contacts closed). Observe the reading on an output meter. It should be about 18 to 20 db down from the 1-volt reading between 0.1 and 0.11 volt. If the reading is higher, reduce the value of feedback resistor R1 (Fig. 2) slightly; if lower, increase the value slightly. If you have a scope and square-wave generator, check the appearance of a 20- or 30-kc square wave; it should be quite vertical and with little or no trace of ringing. If the ringing is excessive, add small capacitances in parallel with phase-shifting capacitor C1 which shunts the feedback resistor. If there is rounding of the leading edge, replace C1 with a smaller capacitance. The values given should be satisfactory unless the capacitor used is way off its rated value.

8. If using variable damping, throw the damping switch to the on position. If you have a square-wave generator and a scope, set the generator for 200
AUDI0—HIGH FIDELITY

In a word, the key to the use of the damping control is the idea of constant damping. The essential point is the use of constant damping control. If you have no square-wave generator and scope, set the control about half on. Now, with the speaker you are going to use with the amplifier adjust the damping control for critical damping. The best way to do this is with a step-transient input and a scope across the speaker line. A 1.5-volt cell keyed momentarily into the amplifier input will provide the step transient. For best results the scope should have a triggered sweep. Set the sweep for its lowest rate. Key the 1.5-volt cell and observe the trace. What you want is the nearest approximation to traces indicating critical damping. The traces at a in Fig. 4 are those obtained by Tomicki (Radio-Engineering, January, 1956) with the speaker in an infinite baffle and those at b were obtained with the speaker in a large bass-reflex enclosure. You will probably get a slight bounce or hangover, but in any case adjust the control for the smallest bounce or the straightest line.

The adjustment can also be made with the square-wave generator. Again set the generator for 200-cycle square wave and adjust the damping control for flattest top and squarest wave, an indication that the voltage developed across the speaker voice coil is as flat as possible. The adjustment can also be made by ear. Alternately feed 500- and 50-cycle notes to the amplifier and adjust the damping control so both are about the same volume. When adjusting by ear keep the volume as loud as you can stand without endangering the speakers, to make the adjustment at a point where your ear is fairly flat; if you adjust at low volume levels, you will underramp. The damping control should not be used to obtain a bass boost; it should be used merely to flatten the speaker peak and to damp speaker hangover. The critically damped point is not the point of maximum bass response. If the constants in the feedback loop are adhered to rigidly, adjustment of damping will have only the slightest effect on distortion (raising it from 0.5% to perhaps 0.35% at the most). It is possible for the damping control to produce subsonic oscillation at one extreme or the other with some speakers. This can be verified by watching the inside of the KT66's through the top of the envelope. Oscillation will produce periodic ionization. It may also cause the speaker cone to move slowly, and can be measured by meters with good response below 20 cycles.

If you have an IM meter, the final touching up can be done with extreme accuracy. Take an IM reading at a level of about 10 watts. Leave the IM meter on and adjust OVERALL BALANCE for minimum IM. If you like, you can increase the level to just under maximum output and readjust the driver bias control slightly for lowest IM. When adjusting be careful to obtain minimum IM without reducing output more than a fraction of a watt. The OUTPUT BALANCE can be used as a vernier for OVERALL BALANCE. It is possible that using it this way you may sacrifice a watt or so of maximum output, but you can obtain a more complete balance at lower outputs.

There will be some tendency for the adjustments to drift until the tubes are aged. In the early period OVERALL BALANCE can be reset about once a month by the null-output method. After tubes are aged, the adjustments will hold good for long periods.

LISTENABILITY

An amplifier such as this could be expected to produce good listening and the expectation is realized. The reserve power is reflected in unusual cleanliness in peaks. The definition is exceptional and actually is limited almost entirely by the speaker system. The most notable difference from home type amplifiers is the remarkable ability to handle low frequencies. Given a preamplifier with sufficient stability, the low end can be brought up by bass boosting to provide startlingly realistic reproduction of high-level bass—especially bass drums and tympani. With a smooth bass boost and speakers capable of taking and dishing it out, it is possible to bring these instruments up to true concert-hall level with all their floor-shaking awesomeness. Similarly, the crash of cymbals can be reproduced cleanly, assuming they are recorded with anything like proper dynamic balance. There is never any sense of strain. I have applied as much as 80 db of boost at 20 or 30 cycles (including equalizer boost) and the amplifier takes the bass peaks in stride and with no tendency to break up.

At ordinary home listening levels, however, the improvement over Milady's Golden Ear is so slight that except for record reviewers and others requiring the most complete definition, the much higher cost would probably not be justified. Moreover, the full capabilities are realized only with the very finest speaker systems. But for those who, like myself, chase the phantom of perfection, whether or not it has any practical worth when caught, the Laboratory Golden Ear may satisfy far beyond the added money and time expended.

TRANSISTORIZED EXECUTIVE DESK SET

O LD-TIME radio readers may remember a "construction article on 'The Executive' radio-clock desk set. That set, which included a clock radio almost a foot long, 8 inches high and about as deep, remained on Hugo Gernsback's desk for some years. It has now been replaced by this set, which occupies a fraction of the space and has styling far more in keeping with the transistor age. The portable radio is bolted to the desk-set base. There is a hint here for the office-supply manufacturer or even the technician with the right kind of clientele—more than one businessman might like a similar desk set.

END
Hi-Fi doesn't have to be loud! It can be soft and sweet—just like "Lo Fi" or "Mid Fi"—provided the distortion is low, the overall response is smooth and pleasantly balanced at low levels. Of course, the reproduction must not be marred by buzz, hum, rumble, hiss, pops, ticks and other inharmonic, nonrhythmic, buzzing, or humming noises which jar the listener's nerves and callous his senses.

One of the important links in the chain of hi-fi components is the preamp, a link which often becomes the limiting factor in the quest for low distortion, low hum and freedom from microphonics. Insofar as balance is concerned, the preamp-equalizer is almost always the sole controlling element.

So the preamp is worthy of review, especially in view of components available today which promise to make performance improvements possible. Transistors alone offer freedom from certain hum sources and microphonics common to tubes. Generally speaking, transistors are more linear than tubes.

But enough about transistors. This is a story of a hi-fi preamp which features low distortion, low hum and low noise, plus the advantages of continuously variable tone controls. With a bass boost ranging from flat to 20 db up and a treble-control range of 10 db up to 10 db down, more or less, lows and highs can be balanced as well for low-level relaxation music as they can for high-level exhilaration sound.

Take the output stage (see diagram), for example. Here a 2N109 is used in a common-emitter circuit which is analogous to a grounded-cathode tube hook-up. The signal from the preceding stage is fed to the base; there is collector load resistor R21; an emitter resistor R22 and a base-bias network R18 and R20.

The emitter resistor provides a degree of degeneration which reduces distortion and, of course, stabilizes against the effects of temperature changes. It also helps the circuit accept a range of transistors with considerably different characteristics. However, at this stage of the art (or science) some transistors may still require individual circuit adjustments—and this can be done by increasing or decreasing the value of either or both of the resistors in the bias network. The bias adjustment is for obtaining a voltage at the collector which is about 40 to 50% of the collector supply voltage. Thus the collector voltage should be about 6 to 7 for a 15-volt collector supply. This principle applies to the first and second stages (both of which use 2N109's) although only one 2N109 out of a dozen tested required a change in the bias network.

The first stage will be recognized as either a common-emitter or common-base circuit. Actually, it is either, as desired—the switch not only selects the input but applies it to either the base or the emitter. The selector switch has two other functions: it connects or disconnects the components which convert a constant-velocity to a constant-amplitude characteristic (R6 and C13); it inserts series load resistors (R23 and R24) where needed to match the input impedance to a particular source.

Sound-source positions

The Mike position connects a low-impedance microphone to the emitter of the transistor in a common-base circuit. The output of the transistor is attenuated by R6, R25 and C12, but in a nonfrequency-selective manner. This input circuit is for sources with output impedances of approximately 12-200 ohms and may be used with low-level lines as well as mikes.

The radio position connects the output of an AM-FM tuner to the base of the transistor in a common-emitter circuit. The input signal goes through R23 which attenuates it to the level of a phono pickup and at the same time increases the input impedance of the preamp as "seen" by the tuner. The output of the transistor is attenuated the same as for mikes input.

The tape-phonon position connects the output of a tape reproducer head or a low-impedance phono pickup (like Fairchild or Elector-Sonic) to the emitter of the transistor in a common-base circuit. The output circuit of the transistor (R6 and C9) converts the velocity curve to an amplitude curve.

The phono (Hi-Z) position connects the output of a high-impedance magnetic pickup (G-E variable reluctance) to the base of the transistor in a common-emitter circuit. R24 is a series load resistor—a higher value will accentuate highs, a lower value lows. The transistor output is converted from a velocity to an amplitude characteristic as in the tape-phonon position.

Many variations are possible. For example, high frequencies can be further accentuated in the radio and phono positions by connecting small capacitors (in series with resistors of 1,600 ohms or so) between the unused contacts of the middle switch section and ground. Or a dynamic microphone with a high-impedance transformer can be connected to the radio position (series resistor R23 might have to be reduced to about 50,000 ohms or so for

Preamp power supply is at the rear.
Schematic diagram of high-fidelity preamp—unit uses three 2N109 transistors.

maximum gain to be developed.

Resistors R1, R30, R26 and R27 simply maintain capacitors charged at proper levels so that there will be no switching "plops." Should there be a switching plop when going to RADIO position, it will probably be due to a capacitor with no ground return in the tuner. Correction can be made by connecting an 820,000-ohm resistor between the capacitor and ground, either in the tuner or the preamp.

Looking now at the output circuit of the first stage, the treble control stands out as a very simple but effective circuit. Highs are picked off the collector by C5 and adjusted in level by R7. At the other end of R7, highs are bypassed to ground by C4. R8 and R9 are simply isolating resistors which prevent objectionable circuit interaction.

The second stage is the bass booster. In the position where R11 is shorted out, C5 is also short-circuited. Thus, there is negative feedback at all frequencies between the collector and the base, by way of C7 (a dc blocking capacitor) and R10. But when R11 is rotated clockwise, the negative feedback is removed for the lower frequencies which cannot "get through" C5, and a bass boost results. R17 is ganged with R11 as a complementary control. In its maximum-resistance position it increases the effectiveness of the C11-R19 feedback circuit and reduces the gain of the amplifier except at the bass-note frequencies. It works in conjunction with R16, the result being a fair degree of self-compensation with changes in the loudness-control setting.

Finally, the power supply. After long seeking, a suitable power transformer was located—a familiar TV vertical blocking oscillator transformer, readily available at low cost. Hooked up "backward," it provides the necessary step-down ratio for a transistor power supply.

Preamp construction

The entire preamp is built on a 1 ½ x 9 x 5 ½-inch chassis with a bottom plate. The power supply is mounted on the rear apron (see photos) to simplify the assembly and guard against hum pickup. This leaves more than enough space inside to mount the resistors, capacitors and transistors, point-to-point, on four eight-point terminal strips.

Electrically, a ground bus is used and connections to it are made progressively from the output stage to the input stage to the input end where the bus goes to chassis ground. The ac line enters the case at the "output end" of the chassis, going to the power switch. A point of novelty is the three-way ac receptacle to which other components in the system may be plugged. Thus the preamp power switch may be used to turn the entire system on and off.

Tests on the model produced very gratifying results. Distortion was measured at 0.25%. Maximum voltage output was over 3 rms. Hum was inaudible at normal levels, as was noise (hiss) produced by the transistors. There was plenty of gain, with adequate reserve for all the sound sources listed.

Consideration was given to provision for compensation (turnover and roll-off) to match the several recording characteristics. This complication was abandoned, however, when experienced ears failed to recognize an improvement over results obtained by adjustment of the bass and treble controls for most pleasing reproduction. END
The Shure WC10 ceramic cartridge is intended as a universal replacement for various crystal, ceramic and even magnetic cartridges. Shure makes no extravagant claims for it and it is highly probable that its excellent performance has been overlooked.

As indicated by Fig. 1, taken directly off the cartridge into the 1-megohm load of a Heathkit ac vtvm, it has a reasonably smooth response under this relatively low load. The response at 5,000 cycles is only 1 db down from that at 1,000 and at 10,000 cycles only 5 db down. Response rolls off pretty sharply beyond that.

The most gratifying thing is the low-frequency response, which is plus 2 db at 50 cycles and 0 db at 30. Most crystal and ceramic cartridges require a much higher load to achieve such a bass response. Indeed, the WC10 delivers an excellent response even into the normal 500,000-ohm input of most amplifiers. The 4-db dip between 1,000 and 6,000 cycles is much less serious to the ear than it looks to the eye. As a matter of fact, the WC10 produces a highly pleasing sound with most of today's recordings. Because of the sharp rolloff beyond 8,000 cycles, it actually sounds cleaner on most pop records than magnetic cartridges of flatter response because most pop records are still much overcut and the spectrum above 8,000 cycles has more distortion than worth-while high highs.

The cartridge is particularly felicitous at 78 rpm on old shellac recordings, which it reproduces with very low scratch and—given a little judicious bass boost—surprisingly good tonal quality. It can also be fed into the lower resistance input of magnetic preamps and works acceptably well with magnetic equalizers—though there is some possibility of overloading modern high-gain preamps. Distortion is very low. All in all, this is one of the best of the piece cartridges. While it does not come up to the finest (and most expensive)Mad of today's magnetics, I am confident that most people will be hard put to tell it from some of the magnetics. Its higher output, lower susceptibility to hum and lower price are advantages which should give it wider application in the high-fidelity field.

Elac Miratwin cartridge

The Miratwin, the product of the same mechanical ingenuity which produced the Miracord changer, presents along with first-class performance several innovations.

Performancewise the Miratwin ranks with the finest available cartridges. Under optimum conditions my sample delivered a response (Fig. 2-a) flat within 2 db to 19,000 cycles at 33 rpm, to 22 kc at 78 rpm (into a pentode preamp, very low-capacitance input, short three-wire cable). Fed into a good equalizer with a 50,000-ohm triode input, through 3 feet of shielded cable, it delivered the response of Fig. 2-b. It is not only indifferent to load, both resistive and capacitive. Decreasing load resistance or increasing capacitance produces a quicker rolloff at the high end, but the capacitance has to be very high to produce a peak and even then it is broad and results in no serious deterioration of audible quality.

The response to the square waves (Fig. 3) on the Folkways test record is very good. The distortion with a pressure of 8 grams is among the lowest I have registered. The tracking ability is very fine, even when the cartridge is used in a changer rather than an expensive independent arm. The output is among the highest but not high enough to overload a good preamp. The cartridge is very well shielded and this, along with its low impedance and high output, results in an extremely good hum figure when used with low-hum turntables.

The listening quality is very satisfying; the highs especially are clean and sweet. Furthermore, the needle chatter is phenomenally low—almost nonexistent on the best modern classical records—and this seems to make the highs even cleaner. It is one of the two or three wide-range cartridges I have used which seldom requires any rolloff and can, in fact, stand considerable boost above 10 kc. Its wide response therefore, is really useful.

One innovation, long overdue, is that every Miratwin is numbered and tested for response by an independent laboratory and comes with a pen recorder chart of response at 10 frequencies. The frequencies are not specified but the overall curve can be inferred easily.

The mechanical design also has some very commendable points. The cartridge consists of two independent movements (similar in appearance to the Pickering 240 series) fastened back to back in a turnover mount. The cartridges can be removed from the mount without any tools and the mount could therefore be used in even the cramped arm with a minimum of inconvenience. The mount has a grounding lug so that it and the arm to which it is attached can be grounded—if they are not already grounded on the turntable.

An admirable feature is the needle. It can be changed in seconds with only the fingers; this should encourage more frequent change. There is no gap in which dust can clog and spoil compliance. The needle can be wiped of dust with a brush without any danger of removing damping material. The price is moderate—under $25 with sapphire needles.
A commercial killer that works!

SPEECH-MUSIC DISCRIMINATOR

By EDWARD E. PREDMORE

A commercial electronic device to discriminate between speech and music (Fig. 1) was described in the August, 1955, issue of Radio-Electronics. Unfortunately, the unit fell considerably short of my expectations. After spending considerable time on the circuit, as explained in my letter of January, 1956 (Correspondence, page 16), I was able to obtain excellent results.

The device can be made to work in 1 minute by changing tubes V3 and V4 to type 12AX7. As soon as I did this, it differentiated between a singing commercial and Jimmy Durante "singing" a song. It let 100% of Durante through and rejected 80% of the singing commercial. I believe these are the tubes for which the gadget was originally designed, as the 10,000-ohm threshold resistor is then the optimum value if operated as a fixed resistor.

I now wish to apologize to Genius R. C. Jones, who invented this, for the doubts concerning him expressed in my letter in the January, 1956, issue. It would be very interesting to have Mr. Jones tell how the difference between speech and music was discovered, if he happens to read these lines.

The block diagram shown is the same as the original circuit, made by the Vocatrol Corp., Cambridge, Mass. The circuit (Fig. 2) is the revised one. I used Music Appreciation Record MR18A Analysis of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony as a convenient controlled repetitive source of alternate speech and music. It gives an excellent speech-to-music ratio as measured by the voltages across the 2-pf integrating capacitor C1.

Adding the .001-pf capacitor from the cathode of V2-a to ground improves the speech-to-music ratio about 10%. This ratio is further improved by having the threshold resistor as a variable control, as shown. The threshold bias rejects pulses whose peak is below the selected voltage and clips the base off larger pulses. The table shows the performance of the device with various threshold control settings, using miniature tubes. The output is flipped when the voltage across integrating capacitor C1 passes 2.8 volts.

Thus, using maximum possible threshold and full sensitivity gives the best speech-to-music ratio. For the 10,000-ohm setting it works but barely. For 15,000 ohms the speech voltage is too high and takes too long to die out after voice ceases, thus losing too much of the following music. Reducing the sensitivity corrects this but raising the threshold to 30,000 ohms does likewise and gives a greater margin for error. This margin is greatly desired for speakers who do not talk crisply and for singers. The performance using 15,000 ohms corresponds to that of about 12,000 ohms using the slightly lower-gain 6SL7 tubes.

Unfortunately, although these changes improve the ratio of voltages developed between speech and music, they do not improve the gadget's IQ very much, for it still has some trou-
ble distinguishing between some girl "pop" singers and a singing commercial. Also, I ran across one cornet solo which the gadget insisted was speech, or to put it more correctly, the envelope of this music contained a 10-cycle component large enough to activate the gadget.

Circuit description

The theory of operation given in the August, 1955, issue seems correct and complete. I'll go through the discriminator, making operational and adjustment comments.

The input should have peaks between 1 and 3 volts. This is what the detector of my Craftsman RC10 tuner puts out on both AM and FM, so this is convenient.

Input stage V1 is a bandpass amplifier, rolling off at 300 and 1,500 cycles. V2-a is a simple detector or half-wave rectifier giving the positive half envelope of the audio-frequency voltage.

V3-a, the logarithmic amplifier, can be explained as follows (with the help of Vocotrol Corp.): Consider just the grid and cathode as a diode. A positive pulse from the detector V2-a causes the grid to draw current. The positive pulse is then divided between the series grid resistors and the dynamic grid resistance of the tube, the resultant grid voltage being approximately proportional to the log of the applied positive voltage. This is amplified by V3-a as a triode. It certainly needs amplifying at this point, for the grid attenuates the peaks several hundred to one.

The plate circuit of V3-a is a lowpass filter rolling off at 8 cycles. The coupling to the next stage passes above 3 cycles as do the following coupling circuits. The 0.1-pf coupling capacitor in the plate circuit of V3-a differentiates each word pulse, giving a short positive pulse for the start and a short positive pulse for the end of the word pulse. This capacitor seems a bit large for this job but I have not been able to show that a smaller one (0.03 or 0.05 µf) works any better; less works worse.

V2-b is another rectifier used to select only pulses due to the stopping of speech syllables. Positive pulses applied to the plate of V2-b cause the diode to draw current and thus pass these positive pulses. The negative pulses simply cut the tube off further and are lost completely. The threshold resistors—the 10,000-ohm resistor and the 20,000-ohm pot—act as a voltage divider along with the 1-megohm fixed resistor to apply a positive bias on the cathode of V2-b. The positive pulse must rise above this bias (plus contact potential) before it causes the tube to conduct and thus pass the pulse. In this way the bias cuts off the base of a large pulse and eliminates small positive pulses.

Speech generates large pulses and noise and music generate small pulses. I find that for orchestral music I keep the threshold at 25,000 ohms and sensitivity at maximum. This works practically perfectly . . . but some popular female vocalist will flip it at this value (and some announcers who slur their speech will not). Announcers connected with classical music seem to talk crisply, and on a classical music program the speech-music discriminator can be set and forgotten. On a popular music program the controls require adjustment to match the music and the announcer.

V4-a is a simple amplifier which inverts the pulse. This negative pulse applied to diode-connected V3-b causes it to draw current, producing a negative voltage on the 2-µf integrating capacitor. This voltage builds up sharply with each pulse as it is charged through the relatively low-impedance path of V3-b and V4-a. It discharges slowly between pulses as it can only discharge through the two 2-megohm resistors in series, and takes 8 seconds to lose 63% of any voltage left on it.

This voltage is direct-connected to and amplified by V4-b, whose plate is direct-connected to V5, the flip-flop stage. As the plate of V4-b goes more positive, due to the negative voltage on C1, it causes the left side of V5 to conduct and the right side to cut off. The 1-megohm resistor from the grid to plate helps this action to be more abrupt.

Underchassis layout of discriminator.

Fig. 3—Circuitry for receiver connection—relay control stage may be used.
As the right side cuts off, its plate voltage rises and this rise partially passes through the 1-megohm resistor to help left side conduct. The current of the left side conducting passes through the common cathode resistor and the voltage generated tends to cut off the right side. This works in reverse when the voltage across C1 passes -2.8 volts going toward zero.

The output bias varies from zero to -75 volts. There is not much left of this after it passes through the 22-megohm isolating resistor (Fig. 3). It is enough to cut off a 12AX7 in the radio if it has a 2.2-megohm grid resistor. For a 12AU7 the isolating resistor must be greatly reduced.

My hi-fi rig already has a commercial killer that responds to those stations broadcasting 20 ke and 35 ke before and after the commercial and this operates a 1.5-ma plate relay (Fig. 4) across the input to my Williamson type amplifier. I disconnected its coil and low impedance so the voltages do not vary with the load or the load should be made constant. The latter is done when adding the relay control stage.

The power supply was made with parts on hand. A 350-volt transformer would be better as it would permit the dropping resistors to be reduced to the few ohms needed to limit the peak rectifier current and would reduce the power supply impedance. Capacitors C2 and C3 must be separate from C1 and the negative side insulated from ground. I ran the 6X4 heater on the 5-volt winding as my 6.3-volt winding was loaded to capacity, and it does not take much heat to boil out the 4 ma this thing uses for B plus (including relay tube and bleeder). As my line uses 6 volts on the heaters. And thinking of heaters, note the 5 volts on the 12AU7 in the vtm attachment (Fig. 6). This was adapted from the circuit given in the RCA tube manual, which uses 10 volts on the 12.6 connection. The manual uses a 290-µa meter.

Adjustments

As a vtm is absolutely necessary to measure across C1 (Fig. 2), I include the adapter made for my Triplett 630 meter. You can see the ac pulses with a scope on the cathode of V3-b, but it is the resultant integrated voltage across C1 that is of prime interest.

The cathode resistor (Fig. 6) was chosen so the 5,000-ohm pot adds only a few ohms in series with the meter. The circuit shown gives 0.6, 12 and 72 volts for full-scale deflection, the 0.6 being direct connection to the grid with the 3.3-megohm resistor disconnected. The other two are through the 22-megohm isolating resistor to the top and bottom of the 3.3-megohm resistor, respectively. If you use a multimeter for this, before disconnecting it from the circuit, switch it off the microamps scale. And when setting it up, switch it on this scale the last thing. This is so much easier than straightening out a horrible bend in the meter pointer.

Building this device is a real pleasure for there is not a thing critical about any of the circuits in it, and it uses only standard parts. There is not a single tuned circuit or inductance except the relay, and a ±20% tolerance is more than adequate for any of the circuit elements. Placement or length of leads is almost completely unimportant as V1 is a midrange amplifier with highs and lows not wanted, and the rest of the circuits are designed to pass 10 cycles. The only construction caution is to keep the 2- and 10-megohm resistors close to the grid terminals and the high voltage ac leads away from them to reduce 60-cycle pickup at these high-impedance points.

The cabinet

Some time ago I picked up a small discarded table-model radio from a trash can. Its wood cabinet was in fair condition and its 8 x 5 x 2-inch chassis just about holds the components used. The two pots use the original tuning and volume control holes. I covered the speaker cutout on the chassis with a piece of metal from an oil can. It could easily be removed by the chassis is mounted in the center of it (see photo). The 6X4 is visible and replaceable through the hole in the front of the cabinet, formerly used by the tuning dial. It is backed up by a piece of black paper and makes a good-looking, out-of-the-ordinary pilot light (and saves buying one).

Parts for discriminator (with power supply)

- Resistors: 1/4-watt 100, 1000, 1 meg, 5000
- Capacitors: 10, 1μf, 0.1μf
- Miscellaneous: 1-4AU6, 1-4AL5, 1-22AU7, 1-12AL7, 1-6X4, tube, 3-6.3 polar mini-mini sockets, 1 transformer (see text), 1-chassis, approximately 8 x 5 x 2 inches, 1-cabinet.

Parts for relay control stage

- Resistors: 164,000, 12,000, 1100, 1 meg, 2.15 megohms, ½ watt; 8-4000 ohms, 1 watt, resistors; 1-P6-µf capacitor; 1-12AU7, 1-µf miniature socket; 1 relay, 1.5 ma, 5000 ohms, spst; 1-Set of male and female connectors.

Parts for vtm adaptor (Fig. 6)


I have enjoyed my speech-music discriminator for the past several months, particularly when my favorite station was in the throes of its "American Music Festival" most of which I consider to be music. I was forced to another station with good music but many commercials, some of which were highly objectionable. The SMD works perfectly and gives me many pleasant hours of music interrupted by periods of silence rather than by the blasting of commercials. It also frees you from the necessity of listening to the same five minutes of news every hour on the hour.
HEATHKIT ETCHED CIRCUIT, PUSH-PULL

5" Oscilloscope Kit
COLOR TV

The previous Heathkit oscilloscope (Model O-10) which was already a most remarkable instrument, has been improved even further with the release of the Heathkit Model O-11. It incorporates all the outstanding features of the preceding model, plus improved vertical linearity, better sync stability, especially at low frequencies, and much-improved over-all stability of operation, including less vertical bounce with changes in level. These improvements in the Model O-11 circuit make it even more ideally suited for color TV servicing, and for critical observations in the electronic laboratory. Vertical response extends from 2 CPS to 5 MC without extra switching. Response only down 1 1/2 DB at 3.58 MC. The 11-tube circuit features a 5UP1 cathode-ray tube. Sync circuit functions effectively from 20 CPS to better than 500 kc in five steps. Modern etched circuit boards employed in the oscilloscope circuit cut assembly time almost in half, permit a level of circuit stability never before achieved in an oscilloscope of this type, and insure against errors in assembly. Both vertical and horizontal output amplifiers are push-pull. Built-in peak-to-peak calibrating source — step-attenuated input — plastic molded capacitors and top-quality parts throughout — pre-formed and cabled wiring harness — and numerous other "extra" features. A professional instrument for the servicing shop or laboratory.

**1** FEWER DOLLARS BRING MORE REAL QUALITY.
- Factory-to-you sales eliminate extra profit margin.
- "Build-it-yourself" eliminates labor charge.
- Heath purchasing power cuts component costs.

**2** PERSONAL SERVICE ASSURES CUSTOMER SATISFACTION.
- You deal directly with the manufacturer.
- We are interested in you before and after sale.
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5 BIG REASONS WHY
HEATHKITS® ARE YOUR BEST BUY...

**3** PROVEN DESIGNS MEAN RELIABLE PERFORMANCE.
- Research and development efforts concentrated on kits only.
- All kits guaranteed to meet advertised specifications.

**4** EVERY KIT BACKED BY WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION.
- The world's largest manufacturer of electronic equipment in kit form.
- Producer of more than a million electronic kits for the home workshop and industry.

**5** EASY TIME-PAYMENT PLAN TO FIT YOUR BUDGET.
This new and improved oscilloscope retains all the outstanding features of the preceding model, but provides wider vertical frequency response, extended sweep-generator coverage, and increased stability. A new tube complement and improvements in the circuit make these new features possible. Vertical frequency response is essentially flat to over 1 mc, and down only 1 ½ DB at 500 kc. The sweep generator multivibrator functions reliably from 30 to 200,000 CPS, almost twice the coverage provided by the previous model. Deflection amplifiers are push-pull, and modern etched circuits are employed in critical parts of the design. A 5BP1 cathode-ray tube is used. The scope features external or internal sweep and sync, one volt peak-to-peak reference voltage, 3-position step-attenuated input, adjustable spot-shape control, and many other "extras" not expected at this price level. A calibrated grid screen is also provided for the face of the CRT, allowing more precise observation of wave shapes displayed. The new Model OM-2 is designed for general application wherever a reliable instrument with good response characteristics may be required. Complete step-by-step instructions and large pictorial diagrams assure easy assembly.

HEATHKIT LOW CAPACITY PROBE KIT
Oscilloscope investigation of high frequency, high impedance, or broad bandwidth circuits encountered in television requires the use of a low-capacity probe to prevent loss of gain, circuit loading, or waveform distortion. The Heathkit low-capacity probe may be used with your oscilloscope to eliminate these effects. It features a variable capacitor, to provide correct instrument impedance match. Also, the ratio of attenuation can be varied.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC SWITCH KIT
This handy device allows simultaneous oscilloscope observation of two signals by producing both signals, alternately, at its output. It features an all-electronic switching circuit, with no moving parts. Four switching rates are selected by a panel switch. Provides actual gain for input signals, and has a frequency response of ± 1 DB from 0 to 100 kc. Sync output provided to control and stabilize scope sweep. Will function at signal levels as low as 0.1 volt. This modern device finds many applications in the laboratory and service shop. It employs an entirely new circuit, and yet is priced lower than its predecessor.

HEATHKIT SCOPE DEMODULATOR PROBE KIT
Extend the usefulness of your oscilloscope by employing this probe. Makes it possible to observe modulation of RF or IF carriers found in TV and radio receivers. Functions much like an AM detector to pass only modulation of signal, and not the signal itself. Among other uses, it will be helpful in alignment work, as a signal tracer, and for determining relative gain. Applied voltage limits are 30 volts (RMS) and 500 volts DC. It uses an etched circuit board to simplify assembly.

HEATHKIT VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR KIT
This entirely new voltage calibrator produces near-perfect square wave signals of known amplitude. Precision 1 ½% attenuator resistors assure accurate output amplitude, and multivibrator circuit guarantees good, sharp square waves, as distinguished from clipped sine waves. Output frequency is approximately 1000 CPS. Fixed outputs selected by panel switch are: 0.5, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 10, 30, and 100 volts peak-to-peak. Allows measurement of unknown signal amplitudes by comparing to known peak-to-peak output of VC-3 on an oscilloscope. Will also double as a square wave generator at 1000 cycles for determining gain, frequency response, or phase-shift characteristics of audio amplifiers. Equally valuable in the laboratory or in radio and TV service shops.

New HEATHKIT ETCHED CIRCUIT
5" Oscilloscope Kit
* Brand new model with improved performance specifications.
* Full 5" scope for service work at a remarkably low price.
* Attractively styled front panel in charcoal gray with sharp white lettering.
* Easy to build from step-by-step instructions and large pictorials. Not necessary to read schematic.
HEATHKIT Etched Circuit
Voidmeter Kit

The fact that this instrument is the world's largest-selling VTVM says a great deal about its accuracy, reliability, and overall quality. The V-7A is equally popular in the laboratory or service shop, and represents an unbelievable test equipment bargain, without a corresponding sacrifice in quality. Its appearance reflects the performance of which it is capable. A large 4½" panel meter is used for indication, with clear, sharp calibrations for all ranges. Front panel controls consist of a rotary function switch and a rotary range selector switch, zero-adjust, and ohms-adjust controls. Precision 1% resistors are used in the voltage divider circuits and etched circuits are employed for most of the circuitry. This makes the kit much easier to build, eliminates the possibility of wiring errors, and assures duplication of laboratory instrument performance. This multi-function VTVM will measure AC voltage (rms), AC voltage (peak-to-peak), DC voltage, and resistance. There are 7 AC (rms) and DC voltage ranges of 0-1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, and 1500. In addition, there are 7 peak-to-peak AC ranges of 0.4, 14, 40, 140, 400, 1400, and 4000. 7 ohmmeter ranges provide multiplying factors of X1, X10, X100, X1000, X10K, X100K, and X1 megohm. Center-scale resistance readings are 10, 100, 1000, 10K, 100K ohms, 1 megohm, and 10 megohms. A DB scale is also provided. The precision and quality of the components used in this VTVM cannot be duplicated at this price through any other source. Model V-7A is the kind of instrument you will be proud to own and use.
HEATHKIT NEW AUDIO VACUUM TUBE

Voltmeter Kit

* Brand new circuit for extended frequency response and added stability.
* Ten accurate ranges from 0.01 to 0.300 volts.
* Modern, functional panel styling. "On-off" switch at both extreme ends of range switch.

MODEL AV-3
$29.50 Shpg. Wt. 5 Lbs.

HEATHKIT AUDIO WATTMETER KIT

This instrument measures audio power directly at 4, 8, 16, or 600 ohms. Load resistors are built in. Covers 0-5 MW, 50 MW, 500 MW, 5 W, and 50 W full scale. Provides 5 switch-selected DB ranges covering from -10 DB to +30 DB. Large 4½" 200 microampere meter and precision multiplier resistors insure accuracy. Frequency response is ± 1 DB from 10 CPS to 250 kc. Functions from AC power line. Use in the audio laboratory or in home workshop.

MODEL AW-1
$29.50 Shpg. Wt. 6 Lbs.

HEATHKIT AUDIO ANALYZER KIT

This multi-function instrument combines an AC VTVM, an audio wattmeter, and an intermodulation analyzer into one case, with combined input and output terminals and built-in high and low frequency oscillators. The VTVM ranges are 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, and 300 volts (RMS). Wattmeter ranges are 0.15 MW, 1.5 MW, 15 MW, 150 MW, 1.5 W, 15 W, 150 W. 1M scales are 1%, 3%, 10%, 30%, and 100%. Provides internal load resistors of 4, 8, 16, or 600 ohms. A valuable instrument for the engineer or serious audiophile.

MODEL AA-1
$59.50 Shpg. Wt. 13 Lbs.

HEATHKIT HARMONIC DISTORTION METER KIT

The HD-1 is equally valuable for the audio engineer or the serious audiophile. Used with a low-distortion audio signal generator, this instrument will measure the harmonic content of various amplifiers under a variety of conditions. Functions between 20 and 20,000 CPS, and reads distortion directly on the panel meter in ranges of 0-1, 3, 10, 30, and 100 percent full scale. Built-in VTVM for initial reference settings and final distortion readings has voltage ranges of 0-1, 3, 10, and 30 volts. 1% precision resistors employed for maximum accuracy. Features voltage regulation and other "extras". Meter calibrated in volts (RMS), percent distortion, and DB.

MODEL HD-1
$49.50 Shpg. Wt. 13 Lbs.

HEATHKIT AUDIO OSCILLATOR KIT

Producing both sine waves and square waves, the Model AO-1 covers a frequency range of 20 to 20,000 CPS in three ranges. An extra feature is thermistor regulation of output for flat response through the entire frequency range. AF output is provided at low impedance, and with low distortion. Produces good sine waves, and good, clean square waves with a rise time of only two micro-seconds for checking square wave response of audio amplifiers, etc. Designed especially for the serviceman and high-fidelity enthusiast. A real dollar value in test equipment.

MODEL AO-1
$24.50 Shpg. Wt. 10 Lbs.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS

www.americanradiohistory.com
Audio Generator Kit

This particular audio generator is "made to order" for high fidelity applications. It provides quick and accurate selection of low-distortion signals throughout the audio range. Three rotary selector switches on the front panel allow selection of two significant figures and a multiplier for determining audio frequency. In addition, it incorporates a step-type output attenuator and a continuously variable attenuator. Output is indicated on a large 4½" panel meter calibrated in volts and in db. Attenuator system operates in steps of 10 db, corresponding with the meter calibration. Output ranges are 0.003, .01, .03, .1, .3, 1, 3, and 10 volts rms. A "load" switch provides for the use of a built-in 600 ohm load or an external load of higher impedance when required. Output and frequency indicators accurate to within ± 5%. Distortion is less than .1 of 1% between 20 cps and 20,000 cps. Total range is 10 cps to 100 kc. New engineering details combine to provide the user with an unusually high degree of operating efficiency. Oscillator frequency selected entirely by the switch method means that accurate resetability is provided. Comparable to units costing many dollars more, and ideal for use in critical high fidelity applications. Shop and compare, and you will appreciate the genuine value of this professional instrument.

HEATHKIT RESISTANCE SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT

The RS-1 contains 36 1% 1-watt resistors ranging from 15 ohms to 10 megohms in standard RETMA values. All values are switch-selected for use in determining desirable resistance values in experimental circuits. Many applications in radio and TV service work.

MODEL RS-1

$5.50

HEATHKIT CONDENSER SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT

This kit contains 18 RETMA standard condenser values that can be selected by a rotary switch. Values range from 0.00001 mfd to 0.22 mfd. All capacitors rated at 400 volts or higher. Capacitors are either silver-mica or plastic molded.

MODEL CS-1

$5.50

HEATHKIT DECADE RESISTANCE KIT

The Model DR-1 incorporates twenty 1% precision resistors arranged around five rugged switches so that various combinations of switch positions will provide a total range of 1 ohm to 99,999 ohms in 1-ohm steps. Switches are labeled "units," "tens," "hundreds," "thousands," and "ten thousands." Use it for ohmmeter calibration in bridge circuits as test values in multiplier circuits, etc.

MODEL DR-1

$19.50

HEATHKIT DECADE CONDENSER KIT

Precision, 1% silver-mica capacitors are employed in the Model DC-i in such a way that a selection of precision capacitor values is provided ranging from 100 nuf (0.0001 mfd) to 0.11 mfd (110,000 nuf) in 100 nuf steps. Extremely valuable in all types of design and development. Switches are ceramic wafer types.

MODEL DC-1

$16.50

HEATHKIT VARIABLE VOLTAGE REGULATED POWER SUPPLY KIT

This power supply is regulated for stability, and the amount of DC output available from the power supply can be controlled manually from zero to 500 volts. Will provide regulated output at 450 volts up to 10 ma, or up to 130 ma at 200 volts output. In addition to furnishing B-plus, the power supply provides 6 volts AC at 4 amperes for filaments. Both the B-plus output and the filament output are isolated from ground. Ideal power supply for use in experimental work in the laboratory, the home workshop, or the ham shack. Large 4½" panel meter indicates output voltage or current.

MODEL PS-3

$35.50

HEATHKIT AUDIO GENERATOR KIT

The Model AG-8 is a low cost, high performance unit for use in service shop, or home workshop. It covers the frequency range of 20 cps to 1 mc in five ranges. Output is 600 ohms, and overall distortion will be less than .4 of 1% from 100 cps through the audible range. Output is available up to 10 volts, under no load conditions, and output remains constant within ± 1 db from 20 cps to 400 kc. A five-step attenuator provides control of the output. Precision resistors provide control of the output. Precision resistors are employed in the frequency determining network.

MODEL AG-8

$29.50

HEATHKIT

Audio Generator Kit

This particular audio generator is "made to order" for high fidelity applications. It provides quick and accurate selection of low-distortion signals throughout the audio range. Three rotary selector switches on the front panel allow selection of two significant figures and a multiplier for determining audio frequency. In addition, it incorporates a step-type output attenuator and a continuously variable attenuator. Output is indicated on a large 4½" panel meter calibrated in volts and in db. Attenuator system operates in steps of 10 db, corresponding with the meter calibration. Output ranges are 0.003, .01, .03, .1, .3, 1, 3, and 10 volts rms. A "load" switch provides for the use of a built-in 600 ohm load or an external load of higher impedance when required. Output and frequency indicators accurate to within ± 5%. Distortion is less than .1 of 1% between 20 cps and 20,000 cps. Total range is 10 cps to 100 kc. New engineering details combine to provide the user with an unusually high degree of operating efficiency. Oscillator frequency selected entirely by the switch method means that accurate resetability is provided. Comparable to units costing many dollars more, and ideal for use in critical high fidelity applications. Shop and compare, and you will appreciate the genuine value of this professional instrument.

HEATHKIT RESISTANCE SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT

The RS-1 contains 36 1% 1-watt resistors ranging from 15 ohms to 10 megohms in standard RETMA values. All values are switch-selected for use in determining desirable resistance values in experimental circuits. Many applications in radio and TV service work.

MODEL RS-1

$5.50

Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs.

HEATHKIT CONDENSER SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT

This kit contains 18 RETMA standard condenser values that can be selected by a rotary switch. Values range from 0.00001 mfd to 0.22 mfd. All capacitors rated at 400 volts or higher. Capacitors are either silver-mica or plastic molded.

MODEL CS-1

$5.50

Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs.

HEATHKIT DECADE RESISTANCE KIT

The Model DR-1 incorporates twenty 1% precision resistors arranged around five rugged switches so that various combinations of switch positions will provide a total range of 1 ohm to 99,999 ohms in 1-ohm steps. Switches are labeled "units," "tens," "hundreds," "thousands," and "ten thousands." Use it for ohmmeter calibration in bridge circuits as test values in multiplier circuits, etc.

MODEL DR-1

$19.50

Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.

HEATHKIT DECADE CONDENSER KIT

Precision, 1% silver-mica capacitors are employed in the Model DC-i in such a way that a selection of precision capacitor values is provided ranging from 100 nuf (0.0001 mfd) to 0.11 mfd (110,000 nuf) in 100 nuf steps. Extremely valuable in all types of design and development. Switches are ceramic wafer types.

MODEL DC-1

$16.50

Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs.

HEATHKIT VARIABLE VOLTAGE REGULATED POWER SUPPLY KIT

This power supply is regulated for stability, and the amount of DC output available from the power supply can be controlled manually from zero to 500 volts. Will provide regulated output at 450 volts up to 10 ma, or up to 130 ma at 200 volts output. In addition to furnishing B-plus, the power supply provides 6 volts AC at 4 amperes for filaments. Both the B-plus output and the filament output are isolated from ground. Ideal power supply for use in experimental work in the laboratory, the home workshop, or the ham shack. Large 4½" panel meter indicates output voltage or current.

MODEL PS-3

$35.50

Shpg. Wt. 17 lbs.
HEATHKIT

Signal Generator Kit

* No calibration required with pre-aligned coils.
* Modulated or unmodulated RF output.
* 110 mc to 220 mc frequency coverage.

MODEL SG-8

$19.50
Shpg. Wt. 8 1/2 lbs.

Here is an RF signal generator for alignment applications in the service shop or the home workshop. Thousands of these units are in use in service shops all over the country. Produces RF signals from 160 kc to 110 mc on fundamentals on five bands. Also covers from 110 mc to 220 mc on calibrated harmonics. RF output is in excess of 100,000 microvolts at low impedance. Output is controllable with a step-type and a continuously variable attenuator. Front panel controls provide selection of either unmodulated RF output or RF modulated at 400 cps. In addition, two to three volts of audio at approximately 400 cps are available at the output terminals for testing AF circuits. Employs a 12AU7 and a 6C4 tube. Built-in power supply uses a selenium rectifier.

One of the most outstanding features about the Model SG-8 is the fact that it can be built in just a few hours, even by one not thoroughly experienced in electronics work. Complete step-by-step instructions combined with large pictorial diagrams assure successful assembly. Pre-aligned coils make calibration from an external source unnecessary.

HEATHKIT LABORATORY GENERATOR KIT

This laboratory RF signal generator covers from 100 kc to 30 mc on fundamentals in five bands. The output signal may be pure RF, or may be modulated at 400 cycles from 0 to 50%. Provision for external modulation has been made. RF output available up to 100,000 microvolts. Output controlled by a fixed step and a variable attenuator. Output impedance is 50 ohms. Panel meter reads RF output or percentage of modulation. Incorporates voltage regulated B+ supply, double shielding of oscillator circuits, copper plated chassis, and other "extras."

MODEL LG-1

$39.50
Shpg. Wt. 16 lbs.

HEATHKIT TV ALIGNMENT GENERATOR KIT

This improved sweep generator model provides essential stability and flexibility for work on FM, monochrome TV, or color TV sets. Covers 3.6 mc to 220 mc in four bands. Provides usable output even on harmonics. Sweep deviation from 0-42 mc, depending on base frequency. All-electronic sweep circuit eliminates unwieldy mechanical arrangements. Includes built-in crystal marker generator providing output at 4.5 mc and multiples thereof, and variable marker covering 19 to 60 mc on fundamentals and from 57 to 150 mc on harmonics. Effective two-way blanking.

MODEL TS-4A

$49.50
Shpg. Wt. 16 lbs.

HEATHKIT LINEARITY PATTERN GENERATOR KIT

This instrument supplies information for white dots, cross-hatch pattern, horizontal bar pattern, or vertical bar pattern. It feeds video and sync signals to the set under test, with completely controlled gain, and unusual stability. Covering channels 2 to 13, the LP-2 will produce 5 to 6 vertical bars and 4 to 5 horizontal bars. The dot pattern presentation is a must for the setting of color convergence controls in the color TV set. Panel provision made for external size if desired. Use for adjustment of vertical and horizontal linearity, picture size, aspect ratio, and focus. Power supply is regulated for added stability. Essential in the up-to-date TV service shop.

MODEL LP-2

$22.50
Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

HEATHKIT CATHODE RAY TUBE CHECKER KIT

This instrument checks cathode emission, beam current, shorted elements, and leakage between elements in electro-magnetic picture tube types. It eliminates all doubt for the TV serviceman, and even more important, for the customer. Features its own self-contained power supply, transformer operated to furnish normal test voltages for the CRT. Employs spring-loaded switches for maximum operator protection. Large 4½" meter indicates CRT condition on "good-bad" scale. Luggage-type portable case ideal for home service calls. Special "shadowgraph" test permits projection of light spot on screen. Also gives relative check of picture tube screen coating.

MODEL CC-1

$22.50
Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.
Tube Checker Kit

This fine piece of test gear checks tubes for quality, emission, shorted elements, open elements, and filament continuity. Will test all tube types normally encountered in radio and TV service work. Sockets provided for 4, 5, 6, and 7-pin large, rectangular, and miniature types, octal and loctal types, the Hytron 9-pin miniatures, and pilot lamps. Condition of tubes indicated on a large 4½" meter with multi-color "good-bad" scale. An illuminated roll chart is built right in, providing test data for various tube types. This tester provides switch selection of 14 different filament voltage values from 0.75 volts to 117 volts. Individual switches control each tube element. Close tolerance resistors employed in critical test circuits for maximum accuracy. A professional instrument both in appearance and performance.

The Model TC-2 is very simple to build, even for a beginner. It employs a color-coded cable harness for neat, professional under-chassis wiring. Comes with attractive counter style cabinet, and portable cabinet is available separately. At this price, even the part-time serviceman can afford his own tube checker for maximum efficiency in service work.

HEATHKIT TV PICTURE TUBE TEST ADAPTER

Designed especially for use with the Model TC-2 tube checker. Use it to test TV picture tubes for emission, shorts, etc. Consists of 12-pin TV tube socket, 4 ft. cable, octal connector, and necessary technical data. Not a kit.

HEATHKIT VISUAL-AURAL SIGNAL TRACER KIT

Although designed primarily for radio receiver work, this valuable instrument finds extensive application in FM and TV servicing as well. Features a high-gain channel with demodulator probe, and a low-gain channel with audio probe. Will trace signals in all sections of a radio receiver and in many sections of a FM set or TV receiver. Uses built-in speaker and electron beam eye tube for indication. Also features built-in wattmeter and a noise locater circuit. Provision for patching speaker and/or output transformer into external set.

HEATHKIT CONDENSER CHECKER KIT

The Model C-3 consists of an AC powered bridge for both capacitive and resistive measurements. Bridge balance is indicated on electron beam eye tube, and capacity or resistance value is indicated on front panel calibrations. Measures capacity in four ranges from .0001 mf to .005 mf, .001 mf to .005 mf, .01 mf to .5 mf, and .05 mf to 50 mf, and 20 mf to 1000 mf. Measures resistance in two ranges, from 10 ohms to 50,000 ohms, and from 10,000 ohms to 5 megohms. Selection of five different polarizing voltages for checking capacitors, from 25 volts DC to 450 volts DC. Checks paper, mica, ceramic, and electrolytic capacitors. Indicates power factor of electrolytic capacitors.
HEATHKIT

Impedance Bridge Kit

* 1% precision resistors and silver-mica capacitors.
* Battery-type tubes, no warm-up required.
* Built-in phase shift generator and amplifier.

The Model IB-2 is a completely self-contained unit. It has a built-in power supply, a built-in 1000 cycle generator, and a built-in vacuum tube detector. Provision has been made on the panel for connection to an external detector, an external signal generator, or an external power supply. A 100-0-100 microampere meter on the front panel provides for null indications. Measures resistance from 0.1 ohm to 10 megohms, capacitance from 10 mmf to 100 mfd, inductance from 10 mh to 100 h, dissipation factor (D) from 0.002 to 1, and storage factor (Q) from 0.1 to 1000. ½ of 1% decade resistors employed for maximum accuracy. Typical accuracy figures are: resistance, ±3%; capacitance ±3%; inductance, ±10%; dissipation factor, ±20%; storage factor, ±20%. Employs a Wheatstone bridge, a Capacity Comparison bridge, a Maxwell bridge, and a Hay bridge. Special two-section CRL dial provides maximum convenience in operation. Use the Model IB-2 for determining values of unmarked components, checking production or design samples, etc. A real professional instrument.

HEATHKIT "Q" METER KIT
The Q Meter permits measurement of inductance from 1 microhenry to 10 millihenries, "W" on a scale calibrated up to 250 full scale, with multiplying factors of 1 or 2, and capacitance from 40 mmf to 450 mmf, ±3 mmf. Built-in variable oscillator permits testing components from 150 kc to 18 mc. Large 4½" panel-mounted meter is features. Very handy for checking peaking coils, chokes, etc. Use to determine values of unknown condensers, both variable and fixed. Compile data for coil winding purposes, or measure RF resistance. Distributed capacity, and Q of coils.

HEATHKIT ISOLATION TRANSFORMER KIT
This device isolates equipment under test from the power line. It is rated at 100 volt-amperes continuously, or 200 volt-amperes intermittently. AC-DC sets may be plugged directly into the JT-1 without the chassis becoming "hot." Additionally, since the IT-1 is fused, it is ideal for use as a buffer between the power line and a questionable receiver, or a new piece of equipment. Protects main fuses. Features voltage control, allowing control of the output from 90 volts to 130 volts. Panel meter monitors output voltage. A very handy device at an extremely low price.

HEATHKIT 6-12 VOLT BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT
This completely modern battery eliminator will supply DC output in two ranges for both 6-volt and 12-volt automobile radios. The output is variable for each range, so that operating voltage can be raised or lowered to determine how the receiver functions under adverse conditions. Range is 0-8 volts DC or 0-16 volts DC. Will supply up to 15 amperes on the 6-volt range, or up to 7 amperes on the 12-volt range. Two 10,000 microfarad output filter capacitors insure smooth DC output. Two separate panel meters indicate output voltage or output current. It makes it possible to test automobile radios inside at the workbench. Will also double as a battery charger.

HEATHKIT 6-VOLT VIBRATOR TESTER KIT
This instrument functions very much like a tube checker, to test auto radio vibrators. Vibrator condition is indicated on a simple "good-bad" scale. Tests for proper starting and overall quality of operation, of both interrupter and self-rectifier types of 6-volt vibrators. The model VT-1 is designed to operate from any battery eliminator capable of delivering continuously variable output from 4 to 6 volts DC at 4 amperes or more. It is an ideal companion unit for the Heathkit Model BE-4 battery eliminator. The construction book for the VT-1 contains vibrator test chart for popular 6-volt vibrator types. A real time saver!
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HEATHKIT DX-100 PHONE AND CW

$189.50

**HEATHKIT COMMUNICATIONS TYPE ALL-BAND RECEIVER KIT**

This receiver covers 50 kc to 30 mc in four bands, and is ideal for the short-wave listener or beginning amateur. It provides good sensitivity and selectivity, combined with good image rejection. Amateur bands clearly marked on illuminated dial scale. Employs transformer type power supply—electrical bandspread—antenna trimmer—separate RF and AF gain controls—noise limiter—headphone jacks. MODEL AR-3 and automatic gain control. Has built-in VFO for CW reception.

CABINET: Fabric covered cabinet with aluminum panel as shown. Part 91-15A. Shipping weight 5 lbs. $4.95

**EASY ON THE BUDGET!**

You can buy Heathkits on an easy time-payment plan that provides a full year to pay. Write for complete details and special order blank.

**HEATHKIT VFO KIT**

You can go VFO for less than you might expect. Here is a variable frequency oscillator that covers 160, 80, 40, 20, 15, 11, and 10 meters with three basic oscillator frequencies, that sells for less than $20. Provides better than 10 volt average RF output on fundamental. Plenty of drive for most modern transmitters. Requires a power source of only 250 VDC at 15 to 20 ma. and 6.3 VAC at 0.45A. Incorporates a regulator tube for stability. Illuminated frequency dial reads frequency directly on the band being employed. Temperature-compensated capacitors offset coil heating.

**HEATHKIT CW TRANSMITTER KIT**

This is the original low-priced Heathkit CW transmitter. Its reliable performance has been proven time and time again on the CW bands. Designed for crystal control, the Model AT-1 covers 80, 40, 20, 15, 11, and 10 meters. May be excited from external VFO. Plate power input up to 30 watts. Power supply built in. Panel meter indicates grid current or plate current for final. Incorporates pre-wound coils, copper-plated chassis, built-in line filter, profuse shielding, and top quality parts throughout. Crystal socket and key jack on front panel. Built-in key-click filter, and single-knob bandswitching. 52-ohm external output. Uses 6L6, 6AK5, 6922 power amplifier, and 6V6 oscillator-multiplier. 616 power amplifier, doubler, and SU4G rectifier.

**TRANSMITTER KIT**

The Heathkit DX-100 transmitter is in a class by itself in that it offers features far beyond those normally received at this price level. It takes very little listening on the bands to discover how many of these transmitters are in operation today. A truly amazing piece of amateur gear. The DX-100 features a built-in VFO and a built-in modulator. It is TVI suppressed, and uses pi network interstage coupling and output coupling. Will match antenna impedances from approximately 50 to 600 ohms. Extensive shielding is employed, and all incoming and outgoing circuits are filtered. The cabinet features interlocking seams for simplified assembly and minimum RF radiation outside of the cabinet. Provides a clean strong signal on either phone or CW, with RF output in excess of 100 watts on phone, and 120 watts on CW. Completely bandswitching from 160 through 10 meters. A pair of 1625 tubes are used in push-pull for the modulator, and the final consists of a pair of 6146 tubes in parallel. The VFO dial and meter face are illuminated, and all front panel controls are located for maximum convenience. Panel meter reads driver plate I, final grid I, final plate I, final plate voltage, and modulator current. The chassis is constructed of heavy #16 gauge copper-plated steel. Other high-quality components include potted transformers, ceramic switch and variable capacitor insulation, silver-plated or solid-silver switch terminals, etc. All coils are pre-wound, and the main wiring cable is professionally finished. The kit can be built by a beginner from the comprehensive step-by-step instructions supplied. It is a proven, trouble-free rig, that will insure many hours of "on-the-air" enjoyment in your ham shack.
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HEATH COMPANY
A Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.
BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH.
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HEATHKIT PHONE AND CW
Transmitter Kit

* 6146 final amplifier for full 65-watt plate power input.
* Phone and CW operation on 80, 40, 20, 15, 11, and 10 meters. Pi network output coupling.
* Switch selection of three crystals – provision for external VFO excitation.

MODEL DX-35
$56.95 Shpg. Wt. 24 lbs.

HEATHKIT ANTENNA IMPEDANCE METER KIT
This instrument employs a 100 microampere panel meter and covers the impedance range of 0-600 ohms for RF tests. Functions up to 150 mc. Used in conjunction with signal source, such as the Heathkit Model GD-1B grid dip meter, the Model AM-1 will determine antenna resistance and resonance, match transmission lines for minimum standing wave ratio, determine receiver input impedance, etc. Will also double as a phone monitor. A very valuable device for many uses in the ham shack.

MODEL AM-1
$14.90 Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs.

HEATHKIT “Q” MULTIPLIER KIT
The QF-1 functions with any receiver with an IF frequency between 450 and 460 kc that is not AC-DC type. Operates from the receiver power supply, requiring only 6.3 VAC at 300 ma and 150 to 250 VDC at 2 ma. Simple to connect with cable and plugs supplied. Provides additional selectivity for separating two signals, or will reject one signal and eliminate heterodyne. A big help on crowded bands. Provides an effective Q of approximately 4000 for sharp “peak” or “null”. Tunes to any signal within the IF bandpass of the receiver, without changing main receiver tuning dial.

MODEL QF-1
$99.50 Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs.

HEATHKIT ANTENNA COUPLER KIT
This device is designed to match the Model AT-1 transmitter to a long-wire antenna. In addition to impedance matching, this unit incorporates an L-type filter which attenuates signals above 36 megacycles, thereby reducing TVI. Designed for 52 ohm coaxial input. Handles power up to 75 watts, 10 through 80 meters. Uses a tapped inductor and variable capacitor. Neon RF indicator on front panel. Copper-plated chassis—high quality components throughout—simple to build. Eliminates waste of valuable communications power due to improper matching. A “natural” for all AT-1 transmitter owners.

MODEL AC-1
$14.90 Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.

HEATHKIT GRID DIP METER KIT
The grid dip meter was originally designed for the ham shack. However, its use has been extended into the service shop and laboratory. Continuous frequency coverage from 2 mc to 250 mc with pre-wound coils. 500 microampere panel meter employed for indication. Use for locating parasitics, neutralizing, determining RF circuits resonant frequencies, etc. Coils are included with kit, as is a coil rack. Front panel controls include sensitivity control for meter, and phone jack for listening to zero beat. Will also double as an absorption-type wavemeter.

MODEL GB-18
$19.50 Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.
Receiver Kit

You need no previous experience in electronics to build this table-model radio. The Model BR-2 receiver covers 550 kc to 1620 kc and features good sensitivity and selectivity over the entire band. A 5½" PM speaker is employed, along with high gain miniature tubes and a new rod-type built-in antenna. Provision has been made in the design of this receiver for its use as a phonograph amplifier. The phono jack is located on the back chassis apron. A transformer operated power supply is featured for safety of operation, as opposed to the usual AC-DC supply commonly found in "economy radio kits." Don't let the low Heathkit price deceive you. This is the kind of set you will want to show off to your family and friends after you have finished building it.

Construction of this radio kit is very simple. Giant size pictorial diagrams and detailed step-by-step instructions assure your success. The construction manual also includes an explanation of basic receiver circuit theory so you can "learn by doing" as the receiver is built. The manual even provides information on resistor and capacitor color codes, soldering techniques, use of tools, etc. If you have ever had the urge to build your own radio receiver, the outstanding features of this popular Heathkit deserve your attention.

**HEATHKIT CRYSTAL RECEIVER KIT**

The crystal radio of Dad's day is back again, but with big improvements! The Model CR-1 employs a sealed germanium diode, eliminating the critical "cat's whisker" adjustment. It is housed in a compact plastic box, and features two Hi-Q tank circuits, employing ferrite core coils and variable air tuning capacitors. The CR-1 covers the standard broadcast band from 540 kc to 1600 kc, and no external power is required for operation. Could prove valuable for emergency signal reception. This easy-to-build kit is a real "learn by doing" experience for the beginner, and makes an interesting project for all ages.

**HEATHKIT ENLARGER TIMER KIT**

The Model ET-1 is an easy-to-build device for use by amateur or professional photographers in controlling the timing cycle of an enlarger. It covers the range of 0 to 1 minute with a continuously variable, clearly calibrated scale. The timing period is pre-set, and the timing cycle is initiated by depressing the spring-return switch to the "print" position. Front panel provision is made for plugging in the enlarger and a safelight. The safelight is automatically turned "on" when the enlarger is "off". Handles up to 350 watts. The timing cycle is controlled electronically for maximum accuracy and reliability. Very simple to build in only one evening, even by a beginner.

---

**HEATHKIT PROFESSIONAL RADIATION COUNTER KIT**

This sensitive and reliable instrument has already found extensive application in prospecting, and also in medical and industrial laboratories. It offers outstanding performance at a reasonable price. Front-panel meter indicates radiation level, and oral indication produced by panel-mounted speaker. Meter ranges are 0-100, 600, 6,000 and 60,000 counts per minute, and 0-0.02, 1, 1 and 10 miliremgens per hour. The probe, with expansion cord, employs type 6306 bismuth counter tube, sensitive to both beta and gamma radiation. It is simple to build, even for a beginner.

**HEATHKIT BROADCAST BAND**

**MODEL BR-2**

(Less Cabinet)

Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.

$19.25

INCLUDING NEW EXCISE TAX*
Preamplifier Kit

- 5 switch-selected inputs, each with its own level control.
- Equalization for LP, RIAA, AES, and Early 78's.
- Separate bass and treble tone controls, and special hum control.
- Clean, modern lines and satin-gold enamel finish.

HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY

**HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT**

- Illuminated slide-rule dial covers 88 to 108 MC.
- Modern circuit emphasizes sensitivity and stability.
- Housed in attractive satin-gold cabinet to match WA-P2 and BC-1.

This amazing new FM tuner can provide you with real high-fidelity performance at an unbelievably low price level. Covering 88 to 108 MC, the modern circuit features a stabilized, temperature-compensated oscillator, A.G.C., broadbanded IF circuits, and better than 10 UV sensitivity for 20 DB of quieting. A high gain, cascaded RF amplifier is used ahead of the mixer to increase overall gain and reduce oscillator leakage. It employs a ratio detector for high efficiency without sacrifice in high-fidelity performance. IF and ratio transformers are pre-aligned, as is the front-end tuning unit. It means the kit can be constructed by a beginner, without elaborate test and alignment equipment. The FM-3A is designed to match the WA-P2 preamplifier and the BC-1 AM Model FM-3A tuner. An illuminated slide-rule dial is employed for frequency indication. Step-by-step instructions and large pictorial diagrams assure success.

**HEATHKIT BROADBAND AM TUNER KIT**

This AM tuner has been designed especially for high-fidelity applications. It incorporates a low-distortion detector, a broadband IF, and other features essential to usefulness in high-fidelity. Special voltage-doubler detector employs crystal diodes for low distortion. Sensitivity and selectivity are excellent. Audio response is a 1 DB from 20 CPS to 2 kHz, with 5 DB of pre-emphasis at 10 kHz to compensate for station roll-off. Covers the standard broadcast band from 550 to 1600 kc. Incorporates a 10 kHz whistle-filter and provides a 6 DB signal-to-noise ratio at 2.5 UV. RF and IF coils are pre-aligned, and power supply is built-in. Incorporates AVC, two outputs, and two antenna inputs.

Model BC-1

$26.95 INCLUDING NEW EXCISE TAX

(with cabinet)

Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

**HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CROSS-OVER KIT**

This unusual device functions to separate low frequencies and high frequencies so that they may be fed to separate amplifiers and to separate speakers. This eliminates the need for conventional cross-over circuits, since the Model XO-1 does the complete job electronically. Cross-over frequencies of 100, 200, 400, 700, 1,200, 2,000 and 35,000 CPS are selectable with front panel controls on the XO-1, and a separate level control is provided for each channel. Minimizes inter-modulation distortion problems. Handies unlimited power, since frequency division is accomplished ahead of the power stage. Attenuation is 12 DB per octave, with sharp "knee" at cut-off frequency.

Model XO-1

$189.95

Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.
HEATHKIT ADVANCED-DESIGN

HEATHKIT DUAL-CHASSIS—WILLIAMSON TYPE
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT

This 20-watt high-fidelity amplifier employs the famous Acro-sound Model 10D-300 “ultra-linear” output transformer and uses 5881 output tubes. The power supply is built on a separate chassis, and the two chassis are inter-connected with a power cable. This provides additional flexibility in mounting. Frequency response is ± 1 DB from 6 CPS to 150 kc at 1 watt. Harmonic distortion is only 1% at 21 watts, and 1M distortion is only 1.3% at 20 watts (600 and 3,000 CPS). Output impedance is 4, 8, or 16 ohms. Hum and noise are 98 DB below 20 watts. A very popular high-fidelity unit employing top-quality components throughout.

MODEL W-3M: Shpg. Wt. 29 Lbs. Express only. ...... $49.75
MODEL W-3: Consists of Model W-3M plus Model WA-P2 preamplifier. Shpg. Wt. 37 Lbs. Express only. ...... $71.50

HEATHKIT 7-WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

This amplifier is more limited in power than other Heathkit models, but it still qualifies as a high-fidelity unit, and its performance definitely exceeds that of many so-called “high-fidelity” phonograph amplifiers. Using a tapped-screen output transformer of new design, the Model A-7D provides a frequency response of ± 3/4 DB from 20 to 20,000 CPS. Total distortion is held to a surprisingly low level. Output stage is push pull, and separate bass and treble tone controls are provided. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.

MODEL A-7E: Similar to the A-7D, except that a 12S57 tube has been added for pre-amplification. Two inputs, RIAA compensation, and extra gain.

HEATH COMPANY
A Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.
BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH.
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HIGH FIDELITY

Amplifier Kit

This 25 watt unit is our finest high-fidelity amplifier. Using a special design peerless output transformer, and KT-66 output tubes by Genalex, the Model W-5M provides performance characteristics unsurpassed at this price level. Frequency response is ± 1 DB from 3 to 160,000 CPS at 1 watt. Harmonic distortion is less than 1% at 25 watts and 1M distortion is less than 1% at 20 watts (60 and 3,000 CPS, 4 to 1). Hum and noise are 99 DB below 25 watts. Damping factor is 40 to 1. Input voltage for 5 watts output is 1 volt. Tubes employed are a pair of 12AU7's, a pair of KT-66's and a 5R4GY rectifier. Measures 13-3/32" W. x 8½" D. x 8¼" H. Output impedance is 4, 8, or 16 ohms. Featured, also, is the “tweeter saver” which suppresses high frequency oscillation, and a new type balancing circuit requiring only a voltmeter for indication. This balance is easier to adjust, and results in a closer “dynamic” balance between output tubes. The Model W-5M provides improved phase shift characteristics, reduced IM and harmonic distortion, and improved frequency response. Conservatively rated high-quality components are used throughout to insure years of trouble-free operation. No technical background or training is required for assembly. Step-by-step instructions are provided for every stage of construction, and large pictorial diagrams illustrate exactly where each wire and component is to be placed. An amplifier for music lovers who can appreciate subtle differences in performance. Just ask the audiophile who owns one!

HEATHKIT SINGLE CHASSIS—WILLIAMSON TYPE
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT

The 20-watt Model W-4AM Williamson type amplifier is a tremendous high-fidelity bargain. Combining the power supply and main amplifier on one chassis, and using a special-design output transformer by Chicago Standard brings you savings without a sacrifice in quality. Employing 5881 output tubes, the frequency response of the W-4AM is ± 1 DB from 10 CPS to 100 kc at 1 watt. Harmonic distortion is only 2.7% at this same level. Output impedance is 4, 8, or 16 ohms. Hum and noise are 95 DB below 20 watts.

MODEL W-4AM: Shpg. Wt. 28 Lbs. Express only. ...... $39.75
MODEL W-4A: Consists of Model W-4AM plus Model WA-P2 preamplifier. Shpg. Wt. 35 Lbs. Express only. ............. $61.50

HEATHKIT 20-WATT HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT

This high-fidelity amplifier features full 20-watt output using push pull 6L6 tubes. Built-in preamplifier provides 4 separate inputs, selected by a panel-mounted switch. It has separate bass and treble tone controls, each offering 15 DB boost and cut. Output transformer is tapped at 4, 8, 16, and 500 ohms. Designed primarily for home installations, but also used extensively for public address applications. True high-fidelity performance with frequency response of ± 1 DB from 20 CPS to 20,000 CPS. Total harmonic distortion only 1% at 3 DB below rated output.

MODEL A-98

$35.50
(Express only)

Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.
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This range extending unit is designed especially for use with the Model SS-1 speaker system. It consists of a 15" woofer, providing output between 35 and 600 CPS, and a compression-type super-tweeter that provides output between 4,000 and 16,000 CPS. Cross-over frequencies are 600, 1,600, and 4,000 CPS. The SS-1 provides the mid-range, and the SS-1B extends the coverage at both ends of the spectrum. Together, the two speaker systems provide output from 35 to 16,000 CPS within ±3 DB. This easy-to-assemble speaker enclosure kit is made of top-quality furniture-grade plywood. All parts are pre-cut and pre-drilled, ready for assembly and the finish of your choice. Complete step-by-step instructions are provided for quick assembly by one not necessarily experienced in woodworking. Coils and capacitors for proper cross-over network are included, as is a balance control for super-tweeter output level. The SS-1 and SS-1B can provide you with unbelievably rich audio reproduction, and yet these units are priced reasonably. The SS-1B measures 29" H. x 23" W. x 17½" D. The speakers are both special-design Jensens, and the power rating is 35 watts. Impedance is 16 ohms.

This speaker system is a fine reproducer in its own right, covering 50 to 12,000 CPS within ±3 DB. However, the story does not end there. Should you desire to expand the system later, the SS-1 is designed to work with the SS-1B range extending unit — providing additional frequency coverage at both ends of the spectrum. It can fulfill your present needs, and still provide for the future. The SS-1 uses two Jensen speakers; an 8" midrange-woofer, and a compression-type tweeter. Cross-over frequency is 1,600 CPS, and the system is rated at 25 watts. Nominal impedance is 16 ohms. The cabinet is a ducod-port bass-reflex type. Attractively styled, the Model SS-1 features a broad "picture-frame" molding that will blend with any room decorating scheme. Pre-cut and pre-drilled wood parts are of furniture grade plywood. The kit is easy-to-build, and all component parts are included, along with complete step-by-step instructions for assembly. Can be built in just one evening, and will provide you with many years of listening enjoyment thereafter.

**HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY**

**Range Extending**

**SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT**

* High quality speakers of special design — 15" woofer and compression-type super-tweeter.
* Easy-to-assemble cabinet of furniture-grade plywood.
* Attractively styled to fit into any living room. Matches Model SS-1.

**HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY**

**SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT**

* Special design ducted-port, bass-reflex enclosure.
* Two separate speakers for high and low frequencies.
* Kit includes all parts and complete instructions for assembly.

**ORDER BLANK**

Name ____________________________  SHIP VIA
Address ____________________________  [ ] Parcel Post
City & Zone __________________ State __________________
(PLEASE PRINT)

**HEATH COMPANY**

A Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.  BENTON HARBOR 20, MICH.

**RADIO-ELECTRONICS**
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A n important problem in constructing electronic equipment is to provide a suitable mounting base. This is especially true for experimental work where the number of components and their final arrangements can seldom be accurately predicted. Breadboards, although versatile, are unsuitable for present-day components. Despite frequent improvements they still introduce constructional complexities. In the universal experimental chassis described here, the advantages of earlier breadboards are retained while several other innovations are introduced for assembling temporary and semipermanent circuitry.

Basically, the new chassis (Figs. 1, 2) consists of two spring-loaded gaps into which can be inserted a number of square mounting panels. The end frames have been especially designed to permit tilting the chassis to either side at a convenient working angle. They also serve as carrying handles. Ample clearance from the bench surface protects mounted components. The square slide-in panels, which serve as mounts for tube sockets and other components, can be inserted in any one of four rotational positions for best base-pin arrangement. If necessary, rectangular panels could be used for larger parts.

For easier construction, individual panels can be made to carry complete subassemblies by using socket turrets or by directly suspending components from the tube sockets. Such units can be inserted in their required sequence. When modification or dismantling is required later, they can be removed from the chassis simply by disconnecting the power supply and coupling leads. A small gap between adjacent plates will allow feeding through leads to grid caps. Controls, rotary switches and terminals can be mounted on the sides of the chassis and, like the slide-in panels, placed anywhere along its entire length.

The chassis was designed to be used with external power sources. Power is distributed by bus bars along the center. Each side has its own system separately terminated at one end, permitting construction of two independent circuits. For larger circuits requiring the use of both sides the distribution systems can be strapped and supplied through either of the terminating receptacles.

**Construction**

Consideration has been given to the availability of materials. The design and construction have been simplified to use only standard semihard aluminum stock and most of the material is used as purchased. There is a minimum of machine work. In fact, the complete chassis can be constructed without the aid of power tools if it is necessary.

The parts and their dimensions are illustrated in Fig. 3. A number of identically dimensioned parts can be clamped together and faced simultaneously. The end brackets are cut from a $\frac{3}{4}$-inch square bar. The slots (milled or cut by hacksaw) provide an easy method of making certain that the material bends at the required place with a minimum of bulging. The chassis cross rails are cut from a $1 \times \frac{3}{4}$-inch bar and require only facing. Strips of flexible aluminum are used for the springs. Other materials such as tempered brass or phosphor bronze are equally suitable. All six pieces forming the end supports are cut from one 8-inch length of $1 \frac{1}{8} \times \frac{3}{4}$-inch bar.

The triangular supports A can be obtained by two diagonal cuts and the rectangular supports B by a cut along the center of a $2\frac{1}{4}$-inch portion of the same material. Holes for the power-supply receptacles can be bored in two of the triangular pieces. The square slide-in plates are cut from a $1 \frac{1}{8} \times \frac{3}{4}$-inch strip and should be kept to fairly close tolerances to prevent binding when inserting them into the chassis. Examples of slide-in plates are shown in Figs. 3, 4. However, these can be made to suit individual requirements. The bus bars are lengths of 16-gauge tinned copper wire. A punched plastic card...
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Fig. 3—Diagram shows the parts forming the chassis, and suggested dimensions.

(Alden 650 ATMS-D) forms the mounting base for four rows of conductors on each side. The conductors are insulated from each other and each side is separately terminated in a suitable receptacle. The card may be obtained from Alden Products, Brockton, Mass.

In general, all parts, except the springs, are fastened together by flat-headed 4-40 machine screws. Tapped holes, receiving the screws to a depth of at least 1/4 inch, are used throughout. The springs can be either riveted or bolted by 2-56 screws. Bolting has the advantage of easier replacement of springs in case of damage.

While constructing a number of these chassis, some difficulty was sometimes encountered in aligning separately drilled holes. To avert this, the following practical, even if somewhat unconventional, method was devised:

Components which are to be bolted together are clamped in their required positions on a piece of angle iron or a mounting fixture, as shown in Figs. 5, 6. Tapping holes are then drilled through both parts. Inserting scrap pieces of 1/4-inch material as spacers results in uniform gaps in the chassis sides; slide-in panels may be inserted in gaps of the chassis top.

Assembly procedure

1. Mount springs to both faces of the cross rails forming the chassis top. Let
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them protrude ⅛ inch beyond each edge. The springs should extend to within ⅝ inch of each end. On the center rail, mount springs to both edges.

2. Attach end supports to their corresponding cross rails, clamping and drilling at both ends as indicated in Fig. 5.

3. Mount chassis on the end brackets, inserting slide-in panels as spacers (Fig. 6).

4. Using the center portion of mounting fixture, attach cross rail to top of end brackets.

5. To complete the chassis, bolt the punched-card assembly to the center cross rail and solder connections to the terminating receptacle.

Modifications and accessories

So far, the construction has been kept to simple cutting and drilling. Where more extensive shop facilities are available the versatility of the chassis can be increased. A disadvantage of the above construction is that centrally located plates cannot be removed without disturbing adjacent ones. This can be overcome by replacing the top springs of the center rail with a solid strip which can be moved sideways so that either chassis gap can be freed. This modification is shown in Fig. 7. A piece of 1/16 inch thick aluminum, 12 x 1½ inches, replaces the top springs. Three angular slots are filed in this strip which is held against the center rail by spring-loaded screws. When the strip is in its central position, both chassis gaps are locked. Pushing or pulling one end tab moves the strip aside, opening either gap and permitting removal or insertion of any of the desired plates.

Casters are best mounted directly on the chassis. A suitable attachment which will accommodate up to a 3½ x 1-inch meter is shown in Fig. 8 and affords full protection from all sides. It consists of two type A supports mounted on a slide-in plate. An ⅛-inch clearance is cut into the support. Two spring strips (3/4-inch chassis spring) and a spiral spring or strong elastic band hold the meter securely.

Materials for experimental chassis

4—end brackets, 4 feet ⅛ inches of ⅛ x ⅛-inch bar; 8—cross rails, 8 feet of ⅛ x ⅛-inch bar; 8—springs, 7 inches of ⅛ x ⅛-inch strip; 4—end supports A, 2—end supports B, 8 ⅛ inches of ⅛ x ⅛-inch bar; slide-in panels, ⅛ x ⅛-inch bar.

Experience has indicated that the structure is sturdy and the all-metal construction has provided adequate shielding up to reasonably high frequencies. The chassis described is both practical and versatile and is proving to be an indispensable unit for the experimenter in the laboratory, lecture room and ham shack.

I wish to express my thanks to Drs. C. C. Lucas and W. G. B. Casselman of the Banking and Business Department, University of Toronto, for their helpful suggestions in preparing this paper.
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NEW SAMS BOOKS

"SERVICING & CALIBRATING TELEVISION EQUIPMENT" by Milton S. River

This book shows you how to keep your test instruments in reliable working order. Tells you how to do perfect and simple servicing, how to avoid erroneous indications. Explains typical calibration methods; gives procedures for performance testing instruments. Covers most frequently used equipment. Chapters: Pitfalls to Avoid When Using Test Equipment; Simple Ways to Check Instrumentation; TV Precise Operation; Preventative Maintenance Measures; How to Service Your Test Equipment. 145 pages, $2.50 & $2.65 illustrated. Order today, postpaid only... $2.75

"TV SERVICING GUIDE" by Leslie D. Deane and Calvin C. Young, Jr.

This new book shows how to apply proper trouble-shooting procedures based on the instrument. Most trouble symptoms are illustrated by picture tube screen photos, and possible causes are given. Chapters cover: General trouble-shooting and isolating procedures; troubles in every section of the TV receiver circuit, each chapter shows how to locate and eliminate the trouble that can be applied. 132 pages, $5.45 & $7.50 illustrated. Order today, postpaid only... $2.00

USE HANDY ORDER FORM BELOW

Sams books cover every phase of Electronics for the technician, student or experimenter. Listed below are a few of the many valuable Sams books available at electronic parts distributors and leading book stores.

USE THIS ORDER FORM

☐ SERVICING & CALIBRATING TEST EQUIPMENT... $2.75

☐ Color TV Training Manual. Prepares the reader for postwar service work. Covers principles of the Color TV system; Color receiver circuits; installation and servicing sets. Includes color blocks outlining the use of color test equipment. 300 illustrations. $6.95

☐ TV Test Instruments. Revised and enlarged to include latest data on instruments used in Color TV servicing. Tells clearly how to operate each type of test instrument used in TV servicing. 180 pages, $7.50 & $7.65 illustrated. Order today, postpaid only... $2.00

☐ Key Checkpoints in TV Receivers. Prepared by the Howard W. Sams Engineering Staff. Provides many applications for general TV service work, including time-saving information on how to make quick tests at key points to determine trouble. Tells how to correct operation, and how to locate and repair. 182 pages, $7.50 illustrated. Order today, postpaid only... $2.00

☐ Analyzing and Tracing TV Circuits. Presents new techniques. Contains 108 pages; 8½ x 11". $3.00

☐ Photofact Television Course. Gives a clear coverage of TV principles, operation, practice. Used by thousands of students. 250 pages, 8½ x 11". $3.50

☐ Radio Receiver Servicing. Covers the basic receiver types—gives time-saving hints for solving basic troubles, such as dead set, weak set, noisy set, etc. 192 pages; 8½ x 11". $2.50

☐ Technical Dictionary. Over 4,000 definitions of radio, television, electronic, electrical and radar terms. Includes valuable charts, graphs, diagrams, and symbols. Flexible binding for "on-the-job" use. 160 pages; 8½ x 11". $3.50

☐ TV SERVICING GUIDE... $2.00

☐ Tape Recorders—How They Work. Explains analysis of symptoms, basic principles, motors, capacitors, carbon combs, etc. 212 pages; 8½ x 11". $7.75

☐ Servicing AGC Systems. Describes the operation and circuit variations of the various types of AGC systems and explains the servicing method (illustrated by actual case histories and photographs of symptoms). 132 pages; $7.15

☐ Transistors—Their Application in Television. Radio-Electronics. The first practical, complete book on transistors; explains circuitry, installation, testing techniques, theory and servicing. 180 pages; 8½ x 11"; illustrated. Order today, postpaid only... $1.50

☐ So You Want to Be a Ham. Tells you what you need to know about getting your license and acquiring equipment. Covers such subjects as: Comprising the Code; Getting Your Ticket; Going on the Air; Electronics as a Career, etc. 196 pages; 5½ x 8¼"; illustrated. Order today, postpaid only... $3.00

☐ Servicing TV Sweep Systems. Describes the operation, circuit function and circuit variations of vertical and horizontal sweep systems common to most TV receivers. Tells how to analyze circuits; troubles for you: 212 pages; 8½ x 11". $3.50

☐ There is an authoritative Sams book on virtually any Electronic subject in which your service needs. Look for FREE Book List describing all Sams books.

Send books checked above. My (check) (money order) for $ is enclosed.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ________ Zone: ________ State: ________

(Send to Howard W. Sams & Co., Dept. S-16, 2001 East 46th St., Indianapolis 6, Indiana)

Look for SAMS BOOKS on the "Book Tree" of your Parts Distributor.

ORDER from your Parts Jobber today or mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Dept. S-16, 2001 East 46th St. Indianapolis 6, Indiana.

Send books checked above. My (check) (money order) for $ is enclosed.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ________ Zone: ________ State: ________

(Send to Howard W. Sams & Co., Dept. S-16, 2001 East 46th St., Indianapolis 6, Indiana)

Look for SAMS BOOKS on the "Book Tree" of your Parts Distributor.
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Once upon a time I had a good transistor that went bad. Just a little carelessness Gave me one transistor less.

By STAN SCHENKERMAN

The radio-TV service technician must again cope with the advance of technology! Transistor radios are coming into his shop in increasing numbers. No doubt he will rise above this challenge with his usual proficiency.

But servicing transistor radios requires some modification of the techniques used for tube radios. To aid technicians entering this new field, the following 10 hints will serve as a guide:

1. Whether a tube or transistor set, A superhet is a superhet. The block diagram of a transistor radio is the same as for a conventional tube receiver. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a transistor radio put out by Raytheon. Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the set. Note that it is almost the same as for conventional tube jobs.

2. In checking transistors you should Replace with ones known to be good. Substitution is the only reliable check. A transistor may seem good on a transistor checker and still cause poor operation.

3. Your substitute should be the kind That in the radio you find. Transistors by different manufacturers may be similar, but they are probably not similar enough, at present, for direct interchange.

4. A rose is a rose by any name, But tubes and transistors are not the same. Even with the power switch off, the impedances of the transistor are not infinite as are the tube's. Always remove all transistors when making ohmmeter measurements. If the transistors are in, the ohmmeter current may damage them. Of course, you will

5. Transistors with heat cannot co-exist Protect them from it or they won't transist! Transistors are very temperature-sensitive and can be permanently damaged by the heat from a soldering iron. Use a pencil type iron of not more than

---

Fig. 1—Schematic diagram of the Raytheon chassis 8RT1 transistorized portable radio—unit uses eight transistors.

Fig. 2—Block diagram of Raytheon set.

Fig. 3—Using pliers as a heat sink. Also obtain incorrect readings.

Fig. 4—Heating a transistor.

---
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35-40 watts and small-diameter multiplex-core 60/40 solder. Remove the transistor when soldering at or near its socket, or use a pair of long-nose pliers as a heat sink. This is done by grasping the transistor electrode to which you are soldering, with the pliers between the soldering point and the transistor body. (See Fig. 3.)

6. Many transistors have laid down and died. Simply because of wrong bias applied.

Be sure that transistors are inserted in their sockets so that the proper polarity bias is applied. There are a

Fig. 4—Identifying transistor leads using a red dot near the collector. A number of schemes used to specify which electrodes are the emitter, base and collector. Fig. 4 shows one method where a red dot is placed near the collector. Fig. 5 shows a pin-spacing method.

Fig. 5—The pin-spacing method of identifying transistor electrodes.

7. With a new transistor you may find that the whole set must be realigned.

This is due to the nonuniform transistors produced at the present stage of the art. Even rearranging the original order of the transistors may throw the set out of alignment.

8. When aligning you should know enough to keep your signal low.

Transistors, because they work at such low levels, can be easily overloaded by what may be a small signal for a tube. Furthermore, the entire alignment procedure should be repeated two or three times for best results. The input and output circuits of the transistor are not isolated from each other, as they are in tube sets. Tuning one transistor stage affeets the tuning of the others and repetition is the only way of securing perfect alignment.

9. Transient currents shouldn’t be passed through transistors you want to last.

Have the power switch off when removing or installing batteries or transistors. That way you will never subject the transistors to those damaging transients.

10. To your customers suggest that there are small-plate cells. Replaceable batteries of the mercury-oxide type will give about five times the playing life of conventional flashlight batteries. Although initial cost is higher, the long-term cost per playing hour is much less.
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Sarkes Tarzian

"Time Proved" HIGH DENSITY Rectifiers

Not New... But FOUR YEARS OLD

Better for you and better for your customers because hundreds of thousands have been field tested and proven during the past four years. Don’t be fooled by offers of extremely small plate sizes and narrow spacings. We have found during four years of laboratory and field testing that there is a practical minimum cell size and spacing that are needed for maximum performance and minimum service call backs.

The Tarzian High Density Rectifiers are Time Proved—don’t be fooled by unrealistic ratings and sizes.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250A</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.25&quot; sq.</td>
<td>1 7/8&quot;</td>
<td>200-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300A</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.4&quot; sq.</td>
<td>1 7/8&quot;</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350A</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1.6&quot; sq.</td>
<td>2 5/32&quot;</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400AD</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1.8&quot; sq.</td>
<td>1 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500AD</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.9&quot; sq.</td>
<td>1 5/16&quot;</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Sarkes Tarzian Replacement Rectifiers are truly universal and will plug-in on original set replacements on Motorola, Westinghouse, Arvin and Sylvania sets.

Send for your copy of the latest Replacement Guide. Address Dept. R-3

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Rectifier Division
415 N. College Avenue, Bloomington, Indiana

In Canada: 700 Weston Rd., Toronto 9, Tel: Murray 7535 • Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New York City
Superior’s New Model 770-A

The FIRST Pocket-Sized VOLT- OHM MILLIAMMETER

USING THE NEW “FULL-VIEW” METER

71% MORE SCALE AREA!

Yes, although our new FULL-VIEW D’Arsonval type meter occupies exactly the same space used by the older standard 2 1/2" Meters, it provides 71% more scale area. As a result, all calibrations are printed in large easy-to-read type and for the first time it is now possible to obtain measurements instead of approximations on a popular priced pocket-sized V.O.M.

- Compact — measures 3 1/2" x 5 1/2" x 2 1/4". Uses “Full View” 2% accurate, 850 Microampere D’Arsonval type meter.
- Housed in round-cornered, molded case.
- Beautiful black etched panel. Depressed letters filled with permanent white, insures long-life even with constant use.

Specifications

A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0-15/30/150/300/1500/3000 Volts. 6 D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0.75/1.5/3/5/7.5/15/30/75/150/300/1500 Volts. 2 RESISTANCE RANGES: 0-10,000 Ohms, 0-1 Megohm. 3 D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 0-15/150 Ma, 0-1.5 Amps. 3 DECIBEL RANGES: -6 db to + 18 db, + 14 db to + 38 db, + 34 db to + 58 db.

The Model 770-A comes complete with self-contained batteries, test leads and all operating instructions.

$15.85 NET

Superior’s New Model TV-60

20,000 OHMS PER VOLT MILLIAMMETER

Includes services never before provided by an instrument of this type.

- The line cord, used only when making Capacity measurements, need be plugged in only when using that service. It is out of the way, stored in its platinium compartment at all other times.
- A built-in Isolation Transformer automatically isolates the Model TV-60 from the power line when the capacity service is in use.
- Selected, 1% zero temperature coefficient metalized resistors are used as multipliers assuring unchanging accurate readings on all ranges.
- Use of the latest type of printed circuit guarantees maintenance of top quality standard in the production runs of this precise instrument.
- A new improved type of high-voltage probe is used for the measurement of high voltages up to 30,000 Volts. This service will be required when servicing color TV receivers.
- Simply plug-in the R.F. probe and convert the Model TV-60 info an efficient R.F. SIGNAL TRACER permitting the measurement of stage gain and cause of trouble in the B.F. and I.F. Circuits of A.M., F.M., and TV receivers.
- Plug in the Audio probe and convert the Model TV-60 into an efficient AUDIO SIGNAL TRACER. Measure the signal levels and comparative efficiency of hearing-aid, public-address systems, the amplifier sections of Radio & TV receivers, etc.

Features

- A sensitive, accurate Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter with giant meter and mirrored scale.
- An accurate direct-reading Capacity meter.
- A Kilovoltmeter.
- An Audio Signal Tracer.
- Giant recessed 6 1/2" inch 40 Microampere meter with mirrored scale assures accuracy and easy-reading. All calibrations are printed in large easy-to-read type. Fractional divisions are easily read with the aid of the mirrored scale.

Read and compare features and specifications below!

Specifications

D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: (At a sensitivity of 20,000 Ohms per Volt) 0 to 15/30/150/300/750/1500/3000 Volts. 6 D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0.75/1.5/3/5/7.5/15/30/75/150/300/1500 Volts. 2 RESISTANCE RANGES: 0-10,000 Ohms, 0-1 Megohm. 3 D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 0-15/150 Ma, 0-1.5 Amps. 3 DECIBEL RANGES: -6 db to + 18 db, + 14 db to + 38 db, + 34 db to + 58 db.

R.F. SIGNAL TRACER SERVICE:

Features following the R.F. signal from the antenna to speaker of any radio or TV receiver and using that signal as a basis of measurement to first isolate the faulty stage and finally the component or circuit condition causing the trouble.

Audio Signal Tracer Service:

Functions in the same manner as the R.F. Signal Tracing service specified above except that it is used for the isolation of cause of trouble in all audio and amplifier systems.

Model TV-60 comes complete with book of instructions; pair of standard test leads; high-voltage probe; detachable line cord; R.F. Signal Tracer Probe and Audio Signal Tracer Probe. Platinium bag for all above accessories is included. Price complete. Nothing else to buy. Only $52.50 NET

Superior’s New Model 670-A

SUPER-METER

A COMBINATION VOLT- OHM MILLIAMMETER
PLUS CAPACITY REACTANCE INDUCTANCE AND DECIBEL MEASUREMENTS.

D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750/1,500 Volts. A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1,500 Volts. OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1,500 Volts. OUTPUT CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.5/15 Amps. RESISTANCE: 0 to 1,000/100,000 Ohms 0 to 10 Megohms. CAPACITY: .001 to 1 Mfd. 1 to 50 Mfd. (Good-Scale Bar for checking quality of electrolytic condensers). REACTANCE: 50 to 2,500 Ohms. 2,500 Ohms to 2.5 Megohms. INDUCTANCE: .15 to 7 Henries 7 to 7,000 Henries. DECIBELS: -6 to + 18, + 14 to + 38, + 34 to + 58.

ADDED FEATURE: Built-in ISOLATION TRANSFORMER reduces possibility of burning out meter through misuse.

The Model 670-A comes housed in a rugged crackle-finished steel cabinet complete with test leads and operating instructions.

$28.40 NET

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER — NO C.O.D.

Try for 10 days before you buy! If completely satisfied, send down payment after trial and pay balance at indicated monthly rate — NO INTEREST OR FINANCE CHARGES.Added. If not completely satisfied, return to us, no explanation necessary. (See approval form for complete details.)
Superior’s New Model TC-55

**TUBETESTER**

**FOR**
The Experimenter or Part-time Serviceman, who has delayed purchasing a higher priced Tube Tester.
The Busy TV Service Organization, which needs extra Tube Testers for its field men.

Speedy, yet efficient operation is accomplished by:
1. Simplification of all switching and controls.
2. Elimination of old style sockets used for testing obsolete tubes (26, 27, 57, 59, etc.) and providing sockets and circuits for efficiently testing the new Noval and Sub-Minar types.

You can’t insert a tube in wrong socket. It is impossible to insert the tube in the wrong socket when using the new Model TC-55. Separate sockets are used, one for each type of tube base. If the tube fits in the socket it can be tested.

"Free-point" element switching system

The Model TC-55 incorporates a newly designed element selector switch system which reduces the possibility of a filament pin and the voltage applied between that pin and any other pin, or even the "top-cap". Checks for shorts and leakages between all elements. The Model TC-55 provides a super sensitive method of checking for shorts and leakages up to 5 megohms between any and all of the terminals. Continuity between various sections is individually indicated. This is important, especially in the case of an element terminating at more than one pin. In such cases the element or internal connection often completes a circuit.

Elemental switches are numbered in strict accordance with R.M.A. specifications.

One of the most important improvements, we believe, is the fact that the 4 position fast-action snap switches are all numbered in exact accordance with the standard R.M.A. numbering system. Thus, if the element terminating in pin No. 7 of a tube is under test, button No. 7 is used for that test.

The Model TC-55 comes complete with operating instructions and charts. Housed in rugged steel cabinet. Use it on the bench—use it for field calls. A streamlined carrying case, included at no extra charge, accommodates the tester and book of instructions.

$26.95

**Superior’s New Model TV-11**

**TUBETESTER**

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- Tests all tubes including 4, 5, 6, 7, Octal, Lock-It, Peanut, Eastern Hearing Aid, Triatron, Minatures, Sub-miniatures. Novals, Sub-miniars, Proximity fuse types, etc.
- Uses the self-cleaning Lever Action Switches for individual element testing. Because all elements are numbered, one to pin number in the RMA base numbering system, the user can instantly identify which element is under test. Tubes having tapped filaments and tubes with "filaments terminating in more than one pin are truly tested with the Model TV-11 as any of the pins may be placed in the neutral position when necessary.
- The Model TV-11 does not use any combination type sockets. Instead individual sockets are used for each type of tube. Thus it is impossible to damage a tube by inserting it in wrong socket.
- Free-moving built-in roll chart provides continuity of all elements and internal connections.
- Newly designed Line Voltage Control compensates for variation of any Line Voltage between 115 Volts and 230 Volts.
- NOISE TEST: Phon-o-jack on front panel for plugging in other phones or external amplifier will eliminate noise from tubes or circuits due to faulty elements and loose internal connections.

**EXTRA SERVICE** — The Model TV-11 may be used as an extremely sensitive Condenser Leakage Checker. A relaxation type oscillator incorporated in this model will detect leakages even when the frequency is one per minute.

$47.50

**SUPERIOR’S NEW MODEL TV-12**

**TRANS-CONDUCTANCE TUBE TESTER**

- NEWLY DESIGNED FIVE POSITION LEVER SWITCH ASSEMBLY. Permits application of separate voltages as required for both plate and grid of tube under test, resulting in improved Trans-Conductance circuit.
- TESTING TRANSISTORS. A transistor can be safely and adequately tested only under dynamic conditions. The Model TV-12 will test all transistors in that approved manner, and quality is read directly on a special "transistor-only" meter scale.
- The Model TV-12 will accommodate all transistors including NPN's, PNP's, Photo and Tetodes, whether made of germanium or silicon, either point contact or junction type diodes.
- Model TV-12 housed in handsome rugged portable cabinet sells for only $12.50

**SHIPPED IN APPROVAL NO MONEY WITH ORDER — NO C.O.D.**

Try for 10 days before you buy! If completely satisfied, send down payment after trial and pay balance at indicated monthly rate — NO INTEREST OR FINANCE CHARGES ADDED. If not completely satisfied, return to us, no explanation necessary. (See approval form for complete details.)
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Superior's New Model TV-40

PICTURE TUBE TESTER

A complete picture tube tester for little more than the price of a "make-shift" adapter!!

The Model TV-40 is absolutely complete! Self-contained, including built-in power supply, it tests picture tubes in the only practical way to efficiently test such tubes; that is by the use of a separate instrument which is designed exclusively to test the ever-increasing number of picture tubes!

EASY TO USE:
Simply insert line cord into any 110 volt A.C. outlet, then attach tester socket to tube base (fon trap need not be on tube). Throw switch up for quality test...read direct on Good-Bad scale. Throw switch down for all leakage tests.

$15.85

Superior's New Model TV-50

GENOMETER

A versatile all-inclusive GENERATOR which provides ALL the outputs for servicing:
A.M. Radio • F.M. Radio • Amplifiers • Black and White TV • Color TV

7 Signal Generators in One!

R.F. Signal Generator for A.M. • R.F. Signal Generator for F.M. • Audio Frequency Generator • Marker Generator • Bar Generator • Cross Hatch Generator • Color Dot Pattern Generator

VARIABLE AUDIO FREQUENCY GENERATOR: In addition to a fixed 400 cycle sine-wave audio, the Model TV-50 Genomenter provides a variable 300 cycle to 20,000 cycle peaked wave audio signal.

BAR GENERATOR: The Model TV-50 projects an actual Bar Pattern on any TV Screen. Pattern will consist of 4 to 16 horizontal bars or 7 to 20 vertical bars.

THE MODEL T.V.-50 comes absolutely complete with shielded leads and operating instructions.

$47.50

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER — NO C.O.D.

Try for 10 days before you buy! If completely satisfied, send down payment after trial and pay balance at indicated monthly rate — NO INTEREST OR FINANCE CHARGES ADDED. If not completely satisfied, return to us, no explanation necessary. (See approval form for complete details.)
Superior's New Model TV-80

5" OSCILLOSCOPE

The Model TV-80 is a practical Radio & TV Oscilloscope. It does not include those requirements which are provided in Scopes intended primarily for laboratory and research work. It does include all the services required for Radio TV Servicing.

When you read the specifications which follow, you will find not a single Radio & TV service requirement has been omitted. Yet, by eliminating "laboratory" features rarely if ever needed by the average Radio TV Serviceman, SUPERIOR is able to offer a comparatively low-priced scope which provides maximum usage.

SPECIFICATIONS

✓ Push-pull vertical and horizontal amplifiers.
✓ Cathode follower vertical input circuit.
✓ High vertical amplifier sensitivity, .02 volts (20 MV) per inch.
✓ Vertical frequency response flat within 2 db from 20 cycles to 500 Kc.
✓ Vertical square wave response from 20 cycles to 50 Kc.
✓ High horizontal amplifier sensitivity, .05 volts (50 MV) per inch.
✓ Horizontal frequency response flat within 3 db from 20 cycles to 200 Kc.
✓ Wide range horizontal phasing control.

Model TV-80 comes housed in rugged steel cabinet. Complete with book of instructions........................................only

Internal linear sweep from 10 CPS to 30 Kc.
Positive and negative sweep synchronization.
Direct reading peak to peak voltage calibrator.
Built-in 60 cycle sine wave sweep phasing control.
External beam modulation connections.
Direct deflection plate connections easily accessible.
Non-glaire removable calibrated graph screen.

$127.50 NET

READ THIS!! READ THIS!! READ THIS!!

You don't pay for the Tester you select until AFTER you have examined it in the privacy of your home! All models

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL NO MONEY WITH ORDER — NO C. O. D.

Yes, when you send in the coupon (below) you are merely giving us permission to submit the item(s) you select for your approval. If, after trying it you decide to keep it, then and only then do you send us the down payment and pay the balance at the monthly indicated rate with not one penny added for interest or finance charges! If not completely satisfied (we can't please everyone) you simply return the unit to us; no explanation necessary.

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
Dept. D-273, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y.

Please send me the units checked. I agree to pay down payment within 10 days and to pay the monthly balance as shown. It is further understood that should I fail to make payment when due, the full unpaid balance shall become immediately due and payable.

Name.............................................................
Address..................................................................
City..................................................Zone...State......

☐ Model 670-A...Total Price $28.40
$7.40 within 10 days. Balance $3.50 monthly for 6 months.

☐ Model TV-11...Total Price $47.50
$11.50 within 10 days. Balance $4.00 monthly for 6 months.

☐ Model TV-40...Total Price $15.85
$3.85 within 10 days. Balance $4.00 monthly for 3 months.

☐ Model TV-50...Total Price $47.50
$11.50 within 10 days. Balance $4.00 monthly for 6 months.

☐ Model TV-55...Total Price $26.95
$6.95 within 10 days. Balance $5.00 monthly for 4 months.

☐ Model TV-42...Total Price $52.50
$22.50 within 10 days. Balance $15.00 monthly for 5 months.

☐ Model 770-A...Total Price $15.85
$3.50 within 10 days. Balance $3.00 monthly for 3 months.

☐ Model TV-60...Total Price $52.50
$12.50 within 10 days. Balance $8.00 monthly for 6 months.

☐ Model TV-80...Total Price $127.50
$27.50 within 10 days. Balance $20.00 monthly for 5 months.

All Prices F.O.B., N.Y.C.
PROGRESS MAKES WASTE

It takes courage to discard plans and models . . . especially when they involved time and effort. Yet, we at University, do just that!

In our almost fanatic dedication to achieving perfection, we carry the development of new products to the highest degree possible. In this exacting process, things which do not meet our rigid requirements find their way into the waste basket. Actually this kind of waste makes real progress.

Too often items are rushed onto the market before they are ready. We introduce products only when they've conformed to traditionally high University standards (customers have always found them worth waiting for).

This philosophy of business has made us countless friends who look to University for the latest developments in loudspeakers. Today—University is the leading specialized speaker manufacturer. There are more satisfied users of University speakers than of all other speakers combined. The University label on a speaker guarantees trouble-free operation and performance that conforms to specs.

That's why University "sells on sound." Our engineering department will gladly consult with you on any technical requirement.

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, Inc., 80 So. Kensico Ave., White Plains, N.Y.

LISTEN

University sounds better

RADIO

SYMMETRICAL

VOLTAGE

DOUBLER

Analyzing current flow in popular type power supply

By GEORGE P. PEARCE

JUST why is it possible to connect a couple of rectifiers and a couple of capacitors in an alternating current circuit and finish up with over twice the voltage, and direct current at that?

Suppose we have an electronic check valve that will permit current to flow in only one direction and a couple of capacitors. Let us mark the electronic check valve V, the capacitors C1 and C2 and then wire the assembly as shown in Fig. 1. V is connected as a switch between terminals L and P and set so current (electrons) can flow only from P to L. Apply 100 volts (peak) a.c. across terminals T1 and T2. Current will flow as shown, and C1 will charge to 100 volts positive with respect to T2. T3 will also be 100 volts positive since it is connected to the positive side of the capacitor C1.

After the input voltage passes the 100-volt peak and starts to decrease,
the capacitor will be prevented from discharging backward because V will not permit current to flow in the reverse direction. Thus, when the line voltage has fallen to zero, there will still be 100 volts across C1.

Suppose that when the voltage reaches zero we instantaneously change the direction of flow through check-valve V, connect from N to L and open-circuit L to P. The line voltage passes zero (current flows in the opposite direction) and continues to fall until it reaches a negative value of 100. This will make the voltage on C2 rise to 100 volts negative with respect to T2. And since T4 is directly connected to this capacitor, the terminal will also be 100 volts negative (Fig. 2). Thus the po-

![Diagram](attachment:diagram.png)

**Fig. 2**—Direction of current flow during second half of input cycle.

ential drop between terminals T3 and T4 will be from 100 volts positive to 100 negative (with respect to our reference point T2) a 200-volt difference. The line voltage T1 and T2 is 100 volts ac; the voltage between T3 and T4 is 200 dc.

A rectifier such as a selenium type is the same to an electric current as a check valve is to the flow of water. So if we install two rectifiers, each the reverse of the other, we shall then have an arrangement that will accomplish electrically the equivalent switching arrangement as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. And if the ac line is connected to terminals T1 and T2, C1 and C2 will be continually recharged 60 times per second—60-cycle power. If a load is connected between T3 and T4 to permit a current to flow which is in reasonable proportion to the storage capacity of the capacitance, a 200-volt dc voltage will be available.

![Diagram](attachment:diagram.png)

**Fig. 3**—Above is the symmetrical voltage doubler in the theoretical bridge form; below in the more familiar practical schematic style.
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SHOW ANY PICTURE or PATTERN

at any time—ON ANY TV SET

- For Servicing Black & White and Color TV
- For Merchandising and Advertising Promotions
- For Paging, Educational and Industrial Use

New

**MODEL 1000**

PICTURE AND PATTERN

VIDEO-GENERATOR

Simplify and speed servicing with this unique, new, COMPLETE FLYING SPOT SCANNER. Produces composite video and sync signal that operates any standard VHF black and white or color TV receiver. Easily reproduces standard Indian Head test pattern or any other pattern—in home, shop or store—for proper TV set alignment; enables you to make all color TV static and dynamic convergence adjustments with stable White Dot and White Line patterns. Can be used with one or more standard TV receivers or fed into master antenna system. Reproduces from any film transparency. Transmits messages typed or written on clear acetate. Size: 16⅛ in. long, 10½ in. high, 9½ in. wide. Net wt. 28 lbs. $199.95

Model 950 Dyna-Scan Pickup and RF Generator Only

Make your own picture and pattern generator. Just connect Model 950 to any properly modified 10-inch TV set which acts as your external flying spot scanner. Size: 3½ in. high, 10½ in. wide, 5 in. deep. Complete with 3 slide transparencies and 1 clear acetate. Net wt. 5 lbs. $69.95

B & K MANUFACTURING CO.

3726 N. Southport Ave. • Chicago 13, Illinois

Makers of DYNA-QUIK, CRT, CALIBRATOR and DYNA-SCAN

COLOR TELEVISION

**Home Study For Technicians**

Now Available the MOST COMPLETE, COMPREHENSIVE COLOR TV HOME STUDY COURSE illustrated with new BLOCK-A-MATICS

This new seven-lesson HOME STUDY COURSE in COLOR TELEVISION was compiled by Albert C. W. Saunders, internationally noted author-lecturer on Radio and TV Servicing, and is the best course available today. It is just off the press with the latest technical information. Lessons are fully illustrated with simplified diagrams including BLOCK-A-MATICS—The New Look In Schematics. Also Color Illustrations.

**COMPLETE COURSE—ONLY $25**

For Particulars Write

Saunders Electronics Correspondence School   Dept. CT
137 Federal Street, Boston 10, MASS.
Complete, All in 1 Tester

HICKOK

Black & White or Color TELEVISION SWEEP-MARKER-ALIGNMENT GENERATOR

* For complete television IF and RF alignment
* All-electronic sweep
* Dual markers

MODEL 615

A complete single-unit sweep and marker generator specifically designed for visual alignment of modern black and white or color TV receivers. Provides strong harmonic output on UHF. Excellent attenuation and sweep linearity. Features all-electronic sweep with no moving parts to become inoperative. Amplitude modulation is less than 0.1 db per megacycle. Strong .25 volt RMS marker. Marker frequency accuracy is at least 0.5% at any setting. Built-in Crystal. Non Parallax knife-edge pointers assure highest reading accuracy.

Ask for a demonstration of the 615 today!

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10531 Dupont Avenue • Cleveland 8, Ohio

RADIO

Cl and C2, a voltage will be maintained across the load at approximately twice the line voltage. (The peak ac voltage is equal to the rms voltmeter reading multiplied by the square root of 2 or 1.41.) A typical schematics of this device (both in theoretical form and how it looks in an actual circuit) is shown in Fig. 3.

A handy little voltage doubler is shown in the photo. The transformer voltage output is 6.3 and the dc output of the unit is 13 volts at 50 ma. The capacitors are 100 µf with a working voltage of 50.

Thirty-Five Years Ago

In Gernsback Publications

HUGO GERNSBACH, Founder
Modern Electrics 1908
Wireless Association of America 1908
Electrical Experimenter 1913
Radio News 1919
Scientific & Invention 1920
Television 1927
Radio-Craft 1929
Short-Wave Craft 1930
Television News 1931

In September 1922 Science and Invention (formerly Electrical Experimenter)

The Slot Machine Radio, by H. Gernsback.
Radio Set in Pickle Bottle, by Edgar I. Eisenstadt.
Tickler Reception of C. W.
Chopping Bowl Loud Speaker.
Radio Concerts From a Lamp Socket, by A. P. Peck.
Five Stage Amplifier on 110 Volts A.C.
The Simplest Radio Outfit Contest, by Frank Copeman.

"Best TV repair shop in the city! While they are fixing your set, they give you a live replacement to look at!"
EARLY superhet tube receivers used low intermediate frequencies of 175 kc or so. As more broadcast stations went on the air and as they increased their radiated power, a higher if became necessary. Eventually, 455 kc was adopted by most radio manufacturers. The higher if produced less image interference.

The design of a transistor superhet with an if of 455 kc had to await the development of efficient high-frequency transistors and if transformers. Transistor gain falls off with increasing frequency, so only very-high-gain transistors are suitable at high intermediate frequencies. Transistors with a cutoff of at least 2.5 or 3 mc are suitable for use at an if of 455 kc.

Among the highest cutoffs now available in junction transistors (Radio-Electronics, February, 1956, page 40) are Raytheon 2N113, 2N114 and G-E 2N187. Having cutoff values of 10, 20 and 10 mc, respectively, any of these will give very high gain at 455 kc.

Modern transistors can provide up to 32 db or more gain in a single stage. A gain of 33 db is equivalent to a power increase of 2,000 times. The specified gain of a complete transistor stage usually includes the 3-db loss in a matching transformer.

Raytheon FM-101A (modified)

One of the first superhet receivers designed for 455 kc was Raytheon's FM-101A, a modified version which is shown in Fig. 1. It uses p-n-p transistors operating from a 6-volt battery. Three rf transistors are indicated in the schematic: 2N112, 2N113, 2N114. Gain-wise there is about 1-db difference between them, the higher number providing the greater gain. The 2N114 has a frequency cutoff of 20 mc.

The receiver has separate transistors for mixer and oscillator functions to provide maximum stability and gain. The variable tuning capacitor has two 355-µf sections. The large padder (600-1,250 µf) tunes the oscillator circuit 455 kc higher than the mixer.

Oscillator V1 is stabilized by an emitter resistor and a voltage divider feeding the base. Bias on each element is about 2 volts. Mixer V2 has zero bias since it must rectify as well as amplify. Note the filter network in the oscillator supply lead—this stage must be decoupled and isolated to prevent feedback through the common battery. A fixed 100-µf capacitor injects the oscillator voltage into the mixer base.

The two if stages (V3, V4) follow circuit principles previously outlined.

![Fig. 1—Schematic diagram of the Raytheon FM-101A (modified) receiver. Oscillator V1 may be a type 2N113 or 2N114.](www.americanradiohistory.com)
There are decoupling and stabilizing networks in the collector and emitter leads. Neutralizing capacitors NC are 30 µf.

The if transformers are No. 3015 (made by Automatic Manufacturing Co.), or their equivalent. The primary has 155 turns with a tap at 55 turns. The secondary has 18 turns. The primary is slug-tuned (from the bottom of the transformer) and is shunted by a 125-µf capacitor. Each transformer is ¾ inch high by ¾ inch square. There are five terminals, of which only four are wired in circuit.

Detector V5 is biased class B. The biasing resistors are R1 and R2. The voltage across R2 is less than 0.15 volt and only a small bias current can flow through the base. Therefore V5 is near cutoff in the no-signal condition. At this time the collector current is about 0.1 mA and the drop across R3 0.1 volt. When an if signal arrives, collector current increases. On a strong station the drop across R3 may reach 1 volt or more. Therefore a voltmeter across this resistor may be used to measure signal strength if accurate measurements are required.

The variable dc collector voltage is fed back to both if amplifiers to control their gain. This arc drives the if bases more positive with increasing signal, cutting gain and preventing overload. V3 operates from 3 volts, rather than the entire battery. This permits greater control of the stage. The second-stage emitter is self-biased.

Audio stage V6 drives a push-pull class-B output amplifier (V7, V8). These transistors are popular low-output types but, when used in class B, they are capable of 100-mw output. The output stage is held near cutoff by voltage divider R5-R6, so that with no signal very little current flows in the collector circuits.

An af signal drives these transistors into conduction, one at a time. Each transistor can conduct only when its base goes negative, therefore V7 conducts on one half of the cycle and V8 on the other. Both halves are combined to re-create the original signal in the output transformer. The stronger the input signal, the greater the conduction of each transistor. A total of about 27 ma flows at maximum signal. This drops to 1 ma in the absence of a signal. Evidently, we pay only for what we use in a class-B amplifier.

About 1.2 mA is lost in divider R5-R6. This loss cannot be reduced simply by using larger resistors. Relatively large peaks of current may flow in this stage, so low resistance is needed in the input and output circuits. The secondary driver transformer has a secondary resistance less than 50 ohms. This transformer matches 10,000 to 2,000 ohms, base to base. The output transformer has a primary resistance of only 90 ohms. It drives the speaker to 500 ohms, collector to collector. Negative feedback (through R4) is used to reduce distortion.

An interesting feature of this receiver is that it uses components now available to experimenters. All parts are available from mail-order houses or stores specializing in transistors and parts. This circuit is adequately decoupled, filtered and operated well within all ratings. Of course, the home builder cannot make such a circuit as light and compact as the commercially built, printed-circuit receiver, with specially manufactured components to fit a small case.

DeWald K-701

This receiver (Fig. 2) uses six transistors of the p-n-p type. It is powered by a 9-volt battery (Eveready 276 or equivalent) which can give about 500 hours of service.

The first transistor oscillates and converts to if. Oscillations are generated by coupling the collector and emitter windings. As in any tickler arrangement, the polarity of each coil is important. In the diagram, a shows the start and f the finish of each winding. To maintain high Q, reduce antenna capacitance and at the same time match the low input impedance, the base is fed from a secondary rather than the antenna coil itself.

The if strip uses the same transistors and neutralizing arrangement shown in the previous receiver. Voltage divider R1-R2-R3 supplies no-signal bias to the first if, and positive bias is supplied by the arc lead. The stronger the signal, the more positive this control voltage and the lower the if gain. Because of the larger voltage supply, it is possible to use larger decoupling resistors here than in the previous circuit.

The secondaries of each of the two if transformers are wound to match 600 ohms, the transistor input. The secondary of the third transformer matches a higher impedance, the crystal diode. This detector supplies positive arc voltage and also feeds the rectified if to the volume control.

The af is fed to a conventional audio circuit. Each stage is fixed-biased. The push-pull stage is biased to near cutoff by a 70-to-1 ratio voltage divider. Output is about 75 mw maximum.

Fig. 3 shows the parts layout. Set dimensions are 8 ½ x 6 ¼ x 2 ¼ inches. This cabinet permits inclusion of a 4-inch speaker, much larger than in tiny pocket sets, and is nonbreakable.

Zenith Royal 500

This receiver uses seven transistors, all n-p-n type. The battery is 6 volts, which may be four penlight (size AA) cells in series. These will supply the set for approximately 50 hours at an operating cost of about 1 cent an hour. If longer life is desired, mercury cells (Zenith Z9) may be substituted. Conelrad frequencies 640 and 1240 kc are (Continued on page 99)
you get the most for your money in

ALLIED'S own knight-kits
THE FINEST ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT IN MONEY-SAVING KIT FORM

Buy With Confidence From the Pioneers in Electronic Kits

LOWEST COST—our huge buying power means biggest savings for you. You do the easy assembly and your finished instrument is equal in performance and appearance to equipment selling for several times the remarkably low KNIGHT-KIT price.

ADVANCED DESIGN—months of research, development and field-testing go into each KNIGHT-KIT to bring you the latest advances in quality design. And to assure top performance, premium quality parts are supplied in each kit.

EASIEST TO ASSEMBLE—all chassis and panels are punched; all parts are clearly identified—resistors are mounted on cards and values are shown. Instruction manuals are a marvel of clarity, featuring "Step-and-Chek" assembly, "King-Size" diagrams and "Spotlight" pictorials. All you need are soldering iron, pliers and screwdriver.

ALLIED stakes its 36-year reputation in the Electronics field on your complete success and fullest satisfaction with KNIGHT-KITS.

TEST EQUIPMENT • HAM GEAR • HOBBYIST KITS • HI-FI KITS

NEW knight-kit LOW COST
GENERAL-PURPOSE 5" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT

Model F-146

Outstanding value in an all-new, highly versatile 5" oscilloscope kit. Perfect for dual display of all commonly encountered waveforms. Excellent for AM, FM and TV servicing, plus other high-frequency applications. An easy-to-build, easy-to-use, dependable performer that matches or beats commercially wired scopes selling at several times more. Up-to-the-minute kit design features printed circuit, laced wiring harness, and pre-cut wires for quick and easy assembly. Has 4 sweep ranges, 15-150,000 cps. High vertical sensitivity: 25 rms millivolts/inch; input impedance, 3.5 mgs and 45 mms; response down only 3 db at 700 kc. Horizontal sensitivity, 70 mms mv/inch; response, down only 3 db at 200 kc; input impedance, 2.2 mgs and 30 mms. Deluxe features include DC positioning controls for fast trace positioning; blanking circuit on all ranges to eliminate retraces; graph scope screen and internal, regulated calibrating voltage for highly accurate signal measurements; frequency-compensated vertical attenuator; provision for internal or external, positive or negative synchronization; Phantastron linear sweep generator; high 2nd anode voltage for highintensity trace. Kit is complete with 5" CRT and all tubes ready for assembly. Blue steel case with "disappearing" handle. Handsome panel in contrasting gray. Size, 14½ x 9½ x 16½ deep. Shpg. wt., 40 lbs.

Model F-146. Complete 5" Oscilloscope Kit. Net only .................................................................$49.50

Model F-148. RF Demodulator Probe Kit. Net only .................................................................$2.45

Model F-147. Low-Capacity Probe Kit. Net only .................................................................$2.45

EASY PAYMENT TERMS
If your total KNIGHT-KIT order is over $45, take advantage of our liberal Time Payment Plan—only 10% down. Write for application form.

ALL PRICES NET F.O.B. CHICAGO

Model F-123

NEW knight-kit TV-FM SWEEP GENERATOR KIT

Guaranteed Linearity • Fool-proof Calibration
Wide-Range Coverage • Electronic Blanking

All new; precision-designed for lab use, TV and FM servicing, production-line testing. Covers 300 kc to 250 mc continuous on 4 bands (all fundamentals). Center frequencies of VHF TV channels appear on scale. Exclusive KNIGHT-KIT sweep circuit assures almost perfect linearity—RF sweep output in excess of 0.15 volts, flat within 1 db, is available on all bands. Sweep width continuously variable, 0-15 mc. Crystal-controlled marker oscillator with dual crystal socket and selector switch. Phase control provides blanking shift, 0 to 180°. Step-type and continuous output controls; separate marker amplitude control. Filtered connected to 0-50 mc output jack provides 20 db attenuation of frequencies above 50 mc. to assure pure, fundamental output. 5-volt horizontal sweep voltage (for scope) available from front panel. Professional-looking blue-finish steel case with gray panel. Has "disappearing" handle. 8½ x 12 x 7½. With all parts, tubes, test cable, solder and multi-color pre-cut wire. Less crystal. Shpg. wt., 13½ lbs.

Model F-123. TV-FM Sweep Generator Kit. Net only .................................................................$44.75

Model F-206. 4.5 mc Crystal (.005%). Net .................................................................$4.80

Model F-143. 5.0 mc Crystal (.002%). Net .................................................................$3.95

Model F-145. 10.7 mc Crystal (.002%). Net .................................................................$3.95

order from ALLIED RADIO
100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS

SEE FOLLOWING PAGES
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**NEW knight-kit**

**VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR KIT**

Model F-136...$12.75

Permits the use of any scope as a precision peak-to-peak AC voltmeter. Provides a true square-wave voltage on scope screen. Range switch and calibrated potentiometer permit selecting any voltage between 0.1 and 100 volts, in 4 ranges. Fifth position of switch feeds external signal to scope for comparison. Constant output on line volt. variation from 80-135 v. ±5% on all ranges. Shunt capacitance only 15 mmuf. Used with 25,000 ohms/volt VOM or a VVTM for initial calibration. Direct coupling of output provides ground reference for DC scopes. Portable case, 7½ x 5½ x 4¼". Ready to build. Shpg. wt., 5 lbs.

**Model F-136. Voltage Calibrator Kit. Net...**$12.75

---

**NEW knight-kit**

**6-12 VOLT BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT**

Model F-129...$37.95

A valuable new unit for servicing automotive radios, mobile gear, etc. Delivers continuously variable filtered DC output from 0 to 15 volts. Provides DC output at 0-8 volts or 0-15 volts. Continuous current rating: 12.5 amps at 6 volts, 10 amps at 12 volts. Can also be used as battery charger. Oversize rectifiers and transformer for better regulation and long life. Two meters provide simultaneous current and voltage readings; ranges: 0-16 volts DC; 0-20 amps DC. Doubly protected: fused primary and automatically overload-relay for secondary. Heavy-duty binding posts. Blue-finish steel case with "disappearing" handle. With all parts, tubes and pre-cut wire. 9 x 12½ x 7¼". Shpg. wt., 20 lbs.

**Model F-129. Battery Eliminator Kit. Net only...**$37.95

---

**knights own knight-kits...better by far**

**knight-kit 5" ALL-PURPOSE WIDE-BAND OSCILLOSCOPE KIT**

Model F-144

**Wide-band, 5" Oscilloscope; equals or betters the performance of commercially-made scopes costing several times the price. Two printed circuit boards and wiring harness assure wiring accuracy and reduce assembly time. Ideal for lab use, color TV servicing and high frequency applications. Provides continuously-variable range from 15 to 600,000 cps. Locks in at frequencies as high as 9 mc. Vertical response, 5 cycles to 5 mc. Response, down only 1 db at 3.58 mc color burst frequency; down only 3 db at 0 mc. High vertical sensitivity of 25 mv/inch. Input capacity 20 m-muf and 3.5 mega. 1st stage features: cathode-follower vertical and horizontal amplifiers; 2nd anode provides 1400 volts high-intensity trace; push-pull vertical and horizontal amplifiers; positive and negative locking; faithful square wave response; frequency-compensated attenuator; Z-axis input for intensity modulation; one volt P.F. calibrating voltage, astigmatism control; blanking circuit to eliminate retraces lines; DC positioning control. Complete with CRT, all tubes and parts. Handsome, professional, blue-finished steel case with "disappearing" handles. 14½ x 9½ x 16". Shpg. wt., 40 lbs.**

**Model F-144. Wide-Band 5" Oscilloscope Kit. Net only...$69.00**

---

**NEW knight-kit**

**LOW COST RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT**

Model F-145

**Build this wide-range extremely stable RF signal generator and save two-thirds the cost of a comparable wired instrument. Ideal for alignment of RF and IF stages in radio and TV sets, and for troubleshooting audio equipment. Delivers output on fundamentals from 160 kc all the way out to 110 mc; useful harmonics to 220 mc. Has built-in 400-cycle sine-wave audio oscillator for modulating RF, audio is also available externally. Features high stability Colpitts circuit with precision-wound coils—no calibration necessary. Has input for external modulator. Maximum audio output, 10 volts. RF output, over 100,000 micro-volts. Step and continuous-type output attenuators. With all parts, tubes, wire and solder. Portable case, 7 x 10 x 5". Shpg. wt., 10 lbs.**

**Model F-145. RF Signal Generator Kit. Net only...$19.75**

---

**knight-kit**

**AUDIO GENERATOR KIT**

Model F-137

**An ideal audio frequency source for checking audio circuits and speakers. Covers: 20 cps to 1 mc in 5 ranges. Output voltage: 10 volts into 600 ohms impedance. Offers the flat response of a lab standard—±1 db to 1 mc. Generator imp., 600 ohms. Less than .25% distortion at 1000 cps through 10 db range; less than .5% when driving 600 ohm load at maximum output. Cont. var. step-attenuated output. 17 lbs.**

**Model F-137. Audio Generator Kit. Net only...$37.50**

---

**knights own knight-kits...better by far**

**knight-kit**

**RESISTANCE SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT**

Model F-139

**Simplifies determination of resistor values needed in a circuit. 36 standard 1 watt resistance values between 15 ohms and 10 megohms with an accuracy of 10%. 18-position switch; also slide switch for multiplying values by 1000. Extra switch wafer serves as tie-points, eliminating buzz bar. 5 x 3 x 2". Complete with test leads and clips. 2 lbs.**

**Model F-139. Resis. Sub. Box Kit. Net...$5.95**

---

**knight-kit**

**CAPACITANCE SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT**

Model F-138

**Makes it easy to find capacitor values needed in a circuit. Provides 22 different values in 25-1000 mfld., plus provision for external or VTVM. Blue-finish steel case. Net...$5.95**

**Model F-138. Capacitance Sub. Box Kit. Net...$5.95**

---

**QUALITY ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT IN MONEY-SAVING KIT FORM**
indicator measures

cision resistors.

and resistance.

tility

Exceptional accuracy and versatility at amazing low cost. Ideal for service shop, lab and Amateur use. Uses 4½" meter (400 microamp movement) with separate scales for AC voltage and current, DC voltage and current, decibels and resistance. .98 ranges include: AC, DC and output volts, 0-1-5-

10-50-100-500-5000 (1000 ohms/volt sensitivity); Resistance, 0-

1000-1000,000 ohms and 0-1 meg; Current, AC or DC, 0-1-10-100

mA and 0-1 amps; Decibels, —20 to +69 in 6 ranges. Uses 1% pre-

cision resistors: 3-position function switch and 12-position range switch. Complete kit with bakelite case, (6½ x 6½ x 3½"), battery, pre-cut wire, solder and test leads. Shpg. wt., 2½ lbs.

Model F-128, 1,000 ohms/volt VOM Kit. Net only $16.95

knighit-kit VTM Kit

with Printed Circuit Board

Model F-125 An extremely stable, and highly accurate VTVM: Greatly simplified wiring—entire chassis is a printed circuit board. Maximum convenience in arrangement of scales; 3X AC and DC scale design permits utilization of best portion of each scale for most accurate readings. Also measures peak-to-peak for FM and TV work. Ranges: AC F-P volts, 0-0.14-0.140-1400-14,000; AC rms volts and DC volts, 0-1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1500; resistance, 0-1000-

10K-100K ohms and 0-1-10-100-1000 megsohms; db scale, —10 to +5. AC response, 30-cycles to 3 mc. Low-leakage switches and 1% precision resistors. Balanced-bridge circuit. 4½" meter, 200 microamp movement. Polarity reversing switch. Input res., 1½ meg. Shpg. wt., 1½ lbs.

Model F-125 Printed Circuit VTVM Kit. Not only $24.95

F-126. Hi-Voltage Probe; extends DC to 50,000 Volts $7.45

F-127. Hi-Frequency Probe; extends AC to 250 mc. $3.45

PORTABLE MODEL

Model F-140 $29.50

EASY PAYMENT TERMS: If your total KNIGHT-KIT order is over $45, take advantage of our liberal Time Payment Plan—only 10% down. Write for application blank.

ALL PRICES NET F.O.B. CHICAGO

knighit-kit LOW-COST TRANSISTOR & DIODE CHECKER KIT

Checks leakage-to-gain ratio and noise level of all junction, point contact and barrier transistors. Also checks diodes, forward and reverse current conduction of selenium rectifiers, useful for continuity and short checks. Easy-to-read meter. Features: spring return leakage gain switch; calibration control; separate sockets for PNP and NPN transistors. Headphones or signal tracer may be used with checkers. Noise measurement: DC case, 5 x 3 x 2". With 22½ volt battery. 2½ lbs.

Model F-149. Transistor Checker Kit. Net. $8.50

Model F-119. Cap. Checker Kit... $12.50

knighit-kit LOW-COST "IN-CIRCUIT" CAPACITOR CHECKER KIT

Tests capacitors while they are still wired in the circuit! Saves time and bother; an essential instrument for the service technician. Just press a button and the "magic eye" instantly shows opens and shorts (not leakage). Tests opens and shorts on any capacitor of 20 mmf or greater capacity, even if it is in parallel with a resistance of as low as 50 ohms. Tests for shorts may be made on any capacitor even when it is shunted by as low as 20 ohms. Blue-finish steel case, 7½ x 5½ x 5¼". With tubes, oil ports, wire and solder. Easy to assemble. Shpg. wt., 5 lbs.

FO.B. CHICAGO
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FAMOUS knight-kits FOR HOBBYISTS & EXPERIMENTERS...FASCINATING, INSTRUCTIVE...

**SPACE SPANNER** BAND SWITCHING RECEIVER KIT

**RANGER II** SUPERHET RADIO KIT

**OCEAN HOPPER** RECEIVER KIT

**RANGER II** SUPERHET RADIO KIT

**SPACE SPANNER** BAND SWITCHING RECEIVER KIT

Thrilling Short Wave and Broadcast

Famous 2-band AC-DC receiver in easy-to-build kit form at a very low price. Pulls in thrilling short-wave (6 to 17 mc) and standard broadcast. It's fun listening to amateur, aircraft, police and marine radio. Features highly sensitive regenerative circuit. Bandswitch selects broadcast or short wave. Has 4" PM speaker and beam-power output tube for plenty of volume; headphone connectors for weak-signal reception; slide switch cuts out speaker. Uses 12AF7 regenerative detector and audio amplifier, 50CSR power output, 35W4 rectifier. Six controls: Bandspread; Main Tuning; Antenna Trimmer; Bandswitch; Regeneration; AGC Gain. Includes tubes and all parts. 7 x 10 1/2 x 6". Shpg. wt. 4 1/2 lbs.

Model S-243, "Space Spanner" Receiver Kit. Net only $15.95

Model S-247, Matching Cabinet for above. 2 lbs. Net $2.90

**NEW knight-kit TWO-WAY INTERCOM KIT**

New low-cost, easy to build intercom system kit. Ideal for use in home or office. Consists of Master unit and Remote unit, each with press-to-talk switch. Remote unit may be left "open" for answering calls from a distance, for "baby-sitting", etc. Remote may also be connected for "private" operation—cannot be "listened-in" on, but it can be called and it can originate calls. Master unit includes high-gain 2-stage amplifier, each unit has 4" PM dynamic speaker. Complete with Antique White cabinets (4 1/2 x 6 1/2 x 4 1/2"), all parts, tubes and 50 feet of cable (up to 200 feet of cable can be added). For AC or DC. Shpg. wt., 7 lbs.

Model S-295, Two-Way Intercom Kit. Net only $14.75

**LOW COST PHONO AMPLIFIER KIT**

It's easy to build this fine-performing, low-cost compact phono amplifier. Ideal for use in a portable phonograph—simply add any record player and a 3 to 4-ohm speaker. Amplifier works with crystal or ceramic cartridges. Inverse feedback circuit for rich, clean tone quality. Delivers full 1 1/2-watt output with less than .25 volt input. Includes efficient tone control; has AC outlet, controlled from amplifier switch. Complete with tubes and all parts. Size only 4 1/4 x 7 x 4 1/2 fits into almost any portable phono case. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.

Model S-790, Phono Amplifier Kit. Net only $8.95

**CRYSTAL SET KIT**

Thousands of beginners have started in radio and electronics by building the KNIGHT-Kit crystal set. This feature-packed set delivers loud, clear reception of local broadcast stations. A germanium crystal diode detector assures high sensitivity and simple operation—no crystal adjustment required. "Hi-Q" coil boosts sensitivity. Ball-bearing variable capacitor for easy tuning. With all parts and simple-to-follow instructions. Shpg. wt., 1 lb.

Model S-261, Crystal Set Kit. Net only $2.15

Model S-267, Accessory Kit. 2000-ohm headphones and all parts for outdoor antenna $2.95

**3-WAY PORTABLE RADIO KIT**

A low-cost portable radio covering the full standard broadcast band from 535 kc to 1600 kc. Delivers excellent reception on AC or DC current or from self-contained batteries. Sensitive Superhet circuit features automatic volume control, economical operation. Includes powerful 5" Alnico PM dynamic speaker, efficient ferrite loop-antenna. Supplied with following tubes: 1R5 converter; 1U4 IF amplifier; 1U5 detector; AVC-audio; 3V4 audio output. Complete with attractive portable case (7 x 10 x 5 1/2"), tubes, speaker, all parts and instruction manual. Shpg. wt., 6 lbs.

Model S-730, 3-Way Portable Radio Kit (less batteries). Net 19.95

Model J-651, Battery Kit for above 2.50

Buy with confidence from ALLIED — America's Pioneer in Electronic Kits

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
NEW knight-kit
ELECTRONIC PHOTOFASH KIT
Model S-244
$28.50
New feature-packed photoflash kit designed for top quality dependability—available at a money-saving low price. Ideal for black and white or color photography. Xenon-filled reflector-bulb assembly gives over 10,000 flashes at less than 1/2¢ each! 1,700-second flash freezes the fastest action. Has 50-unit-second output. Wireless provides light approximating daylight in spectral quality; permits the use of outdoor-type films indoors. Film guide number for color (ASA 10) is designed for "X" or "Q" shutters only. Requires sync cable (available from any photo supply dealer) and either battery or AC supply listed below. Complete kit with both weighs only 3½ lbs. Kit includes all parts, carrying case and easy-to-follow instructions. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.
Model S-244. Electronic Photoflash Kit. Net $28.50
S-246. AC Power Supply Kit. Easy to assemble $3.75
J-626. Battery for above (Burgess U-200) $8.47

FAMOUS knight-kit LAB KITS

6-IN-1 RADIO LAB KIT
Model S-770
$7.95
Build Any of 6 Electronic Projects
A fascinating and instructive kit. Enables you to build any one of the following projects: Standard Broadcast Receiver; Wireless "Home Broadcaster"; Code Practice Oscillator; Code Practice Broadcaster; Signal Tracer; Sine Wave Generator. Perfect for beginners. Once basic wiring is completed, circuits may be changed without soldering. Safe to build and operate; only tools needed are screwdriver, pliers and soldering iron. The ideal kit for students and beginners in electronics. Kit includes mounting board, tube, all parts and easy-to-follow instruction manual. Less headphone (also serves as mike). Shpg. wt., 6 lbs.
Model S-770. "6-in-1" Lab Kit. Net only $7.95
J-112. Single 1000-ohm headphone for above $1.05
C-100. Antenna kit for above $1.05

10-IN-1 LAB KIT
Model S-265
$12.65
Build Any of 10 Electronic Projects
A wonderfully instructive electronics kit. Ideal for experimenters, beginners—fun to build. Construct a sensitive Broadcast Receiver; Amplifier (for phone or mike); Wireless Phone Oscillator; Home "Broadcast Station"; Code Practice Oscillator; Capacity-Operated Relay, or any one of four other fascinating projects. Low voltages: safe to build and operate. Only tools needed are soldering iron, screwdriver and pliers. Perfect for self-instruction in circuit fundamentals, and packed with practical applications. Kit includes mounting board, tubes, all parts, hardware, microphone, and 12-page builders' manual. Shpg. wt., 10 lbs.
Model S-265. "10-in-1" Lab Kit. Net only $12.65
J-112. Single 1000-ohm headphone for above $1.05
C-100. Antenna Kit for above $1.05

knight-kit WIRELESS BROADCASTER KIT
Model S-705
$9.30
This fascinating unit makes it possible to "broadcast" with phonograph or microphone through any standard radio receiver up to 50 feet away—without any connection to the set. May be used with crystal or magnetic cartridge, or with microphone. Broadcasts a clear, full-toned signal. High-gain stage permits using magnetic cartridge without need for external preamp. Complete with all parts, tubes, wire and solder (less microphone). 4½ x 5 x 6". Easy to assemble. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.
Model S-705. Wireless Broadcaster Kit. Net only $9.50
S-556. Microphone for above with 5-ft. cable $3.95

knight-kit PHONO OSCILLATOR KIT
Model S-760
$5.85
This low-cost phono oscillator may be used with any crystal phonograph for "broadcasting" recorded music through any standard radio receiver up to 50 feet away. Requires no direct connection to radio set. Operates on any frequency between 600 and 10,000 kHz. Has controls for adjustment of modulation level and selection of clear frequency on radio receiver. Uses 50L6GT tube and 3525GT rectifier. Complete with all parts, tubes and instructions. 4½ x 4¼ x 4½". Shpg. wt., 1 lb. 4 oz. Complete kit $5.85

ALL PRICES NET F.O.B. CHICAGO

ORDER FROM ALLIED RADIO 100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 80, ILL.

SEPTEMBER, 1956
ALLIED'S own knight-kits give you the most for your money

BUILD YOUR OWN QUALITY HI-FI AMPLIFIER!

**knight-kit**

**BASIC 25-WATT LINEAR-DELUXE HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT**

Model S-755

$44.50

Williamson-Type Circuit
Printed Circuit Board
Chrome-Plated Chassis

This super-quality hi-fi basic amplifier is designed to satisfy the most critical listener. Intended for use with tuners incorporating built-in preamp or with separate preamp. Incorporates latest Williamson-type circuit, and has petted matched transformers. Delivers maximum output of 45 watts. Frequency response is: 0.5 db, 10 cps to 120 k, measured at 20 watts. Harmonic distortion is only 0.5%, right up to 30 watts. Intermodulation distortion is only 2.5% at 10 watts and only 4% at 20 watts, using 60 cps and 7 kc. 1:4 ratio. Hum level is -80 db below full rated output. Output impedance, 4, 8, 16 ohms. Input voltage for 25-watt output is 1.8 volts. Uses two 12AU7's, two 5881's, and a 5V4. Riched circuit is utilized in voltage amplifier and phono preamplifier stages to speed assembly. Has output tube balancing control, variable damping control, and on-off switch. Handsome chrome-plated chassis, 14 x 9 x 2'. Overall height, 7'. A deluxe true hi-fi amplifier equal in performance to amplifiers selling at twice the price. Complete with all parts and tubes. Easy to assemble. Shipment wt., 57 lbs.

Model S-755, Basic 25 Watt Hi-Fi Amplifier Kit. Net only...

$44.50

S-759. Metal enclosure for above, black finish. 3 lbs. Net...

$4.25

LOW-COST TOP QUALITY KITS FOR THE HAM

**knight-kit**

**50-WATT CW TRANSMITTER KIT**

Model S-255

$43.75

Built-in Pi-Type Antenna Coupler

Check the features packed into this new transmitter kit and you'll see why it's one of the greatest Amateur values ever offered. Compact and versatile, it is the perfect low-power rig for the beginning Novice or seasoned veteran. Features: 50 watts input to 80' final; high-efficiency 6AG7-modified Pierce oscillator takes crystal or VFO without circuit changes. Standards switching coverage of 80, 40, 20, 15, 11-10 meters; pi-section antenna output matches line impedances from 50 to 1200 ohms, permits use with any type of antenna; no separate antenna tuner required. Crisp, clean, include keying of oscillator and final. Power take-off plug supplies filament and Hi-plus voltages for other equipment. Copper-finished chassis and cabinet interior, filtering, shielding, bypassing, and coaxial SO-239 antenna connector provides excellent TVI suppression. Meter reads either plate or grid current of final. Jacks for VFO, crystal and key. Supplied with all parts and tubes; crystal and key. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4 x 8 1/4. Shpg. wt., 18 lbs.

Model S-255. 50-Watt Transmitter Kit. Net...

$43.75

Model S-525. Self-Powered VFO Kit. Net...

$28.50

Complete with built-in power supply! Careful design and voltage regulation assure high stability. Excellent oscillator keying characteristics for fast break-in with no clicks or chirps. Full TVI suppression. Has plenty of bandwidth; separate calibrated scales for 80, 40, 20, 15, 11 and 10 meters; vernier drive mechanism. 2-chassis construction keeps heat from frequency determining circuits. Output cable plugs into crystal socket of transmitter. Output on 60 and 40 meters. With Spot-Off Transmit switch for "no swash" tuning. Extra switch contacts for operating relays and other equipment. With all parts and tubes. 8 lbs.

Model S-525. Self-Powered VFO Kit. Net...

$28.50

NEW knight-kit

**AMATEUR RF "Z" BRIDGE KIT**

Model S-253

$5.85

Measures standing wave ratio (SWR) and impedance of antenna systems; also for adjusting antenna networks for optimum results. Any VOM may be used for null indicator. High accuracy with 20,000 ohm/v VOM. Correction factor info supplied for other VOM's. With coax input and output connectors. Meters both input and bridge voltage. Calibrated dial gives direct impedance reading, includes 5% precision resistor for precise calibration adjustment. With all parts and handy plasticized SWR chart. 1 1/2 lbs.

Model S-253. "Z" Bridge Kit. Net only...

$5.85

ORDER TODAY
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(Continued from page 92)

A 1N205 diode detects and furnishes ac (negative) voltage. The audio channel uses three 2N35 high-gain transistors. A jack provides an outlet for an earphone for private listening. There is no need to disconnect the output stage during this time because there is negligible drain by a class-B stage operating at zero signal.

Undistorted power output is 100 mw, with a maximum of 180 mw. The receiver has a sensitivity of 500 microvolts per meter for 50-mw output.

G-E models 675, 676

Both of these sets use five transistors, all of which are p-n-p except the detector. A single transistor operates as an oscillator-mixer. Another is the audio output stage which can deliver up to 40 mw at 10% distortion and an audio peak of 60 mw. The receivers (Fig. 5) are plate-wired.

V1 is the converter transistor. Mixing is done by a series connection of T1 (the antenna loop) and T2 (the oscillator coil). Inductive coupling between the base and collector windings generates the local oscillations. V1 is biased for detection (otherwise it cannot produce the desired if beat). This bias is set by voltage divider R1-R2-R3. A blocking capacitor prevents the coils from shorting R1.

Note the absence of neutralization. To make this possible V2 is operated at less than maximum voltage (13.5 volts) to stabilize it. The emitter is returned to a -4.5-volt tap rather than to ground directly or through a resistor. A nearly equal voltage drop is needed at the base, and this is generated in the larger series resistor R4 and the drop across R5. Some degeneration is introduced by omitting bypass capacitance across the 4.5-volt tap of the battery. In other words, collector current is bypassed to ground through C1. To return to the emitter it must flow through the battery to the -4.5-volt tap. There is no bypassing through this portion of the battery.

V3, also unneutralized, receives nearly full voltage since its emitter is directly grounded. In this stage regeneration is lowered by resistor R6 shunting the transformer secondary. R6 is normally 470 ohms. However, if regeneration occurs in spite of it, damping may be increased by using a still lower resistance; it should be as large as possible without producing instability.

V4 is biased for detection by the voltage divider, 47,000 and 220 ohms. High frequencies are bypassed through a .05-uf capacitor, but audio appears across the volume control. Note the direct coupling to the output stage. While this means less than optimum matching, it is a convenient coupling method, and eliminates power losses in a transformer.

When V4 delivers greater output (as it does when the signal is stronger), a larger negative drop appears across the volume control since the detector is n-p-n. Thus V5 (a p-n-p type) is driven to greater conduction so it can handle the greater signal impressed on it.

Tuning and alignment are as specified on the diagram. First, adjust the if transformers, starting with the last and working forward. Couple the signal generator loosely to the high end of the antenna loop. Now the high-frequency end of the broadcast band may be aligned, then the low-frequency end. Repeat the alignment if it proves necessary.

TO BE CONTINUED
PHASE shift is important in automatic frequency control, synchronized sweep, tone correction, chrominance and color oscillator sections—to mention only a few of its applications in modern electronics. Phase-shift circuits consist of capacitors or inductors or both, and usually resistors, in series or parallel combinations.

The number of degrees by which voltage across a series resistor is shifted with reference to the source voltage varies with the amounts of resistance, capacitance or inductance and operating frequency. Problems are simplified by combining capacitance or inductance, and frequency, in a single term—reactance, at the operating frequency. Knowing ohms of reactance and ohms of resistance we may read phase shifts in degrees for any series circuit on the chart of Fig. 1.

On the chart are sloping lines for phase shifts of 0 to 90° at intervals of 5°. The resistance and reactance scales may be multiplied or divided by any number, but both by the same number, to bring them into a range for any resistance and reactance in a problem. Reactance for any capacitance and frequency may be read directly from alignment charts in the December, 1955, issue of RADIO-ELECTRONICS or both capacitive and inductive reactances may be computed from formulas at the end of this article.

Here are the rules:

1. Phase difference between voltage across a resistor and voltage across either a capacitor or inductor in series always is 90°.
2. With only capacitance and resistance in series the resistor voltage leads source voltage, capacitor voltage lags source voltage.
3. With only inductance and resistance in series the resistor voltage leads and inductor voltage leads source voltage.
4. With capacitance, inductance and resistance in series it is necessary to determine the separate capacitive and inductive reactances, then take their difference as the net reactance for use on the chart. Consider the net as capacitive if capacitive reactance is the larger, inductive if inductive reactance is the larger.

To illustrate how phase shift is read assume, as in Fig. 2, 5,000 ohms resistance and 1 µf capacitance in series, at 90 cycles. Capacitive reactance may be determined from an alignment chart as about 2,600 ohms. Mentally we multiply the resistance and reactance scales of the phase-shift chart by 100, then go to 5,000 ohms along the resistance scale and down to a point opposite 2,600 ohms on the reactance scale.

At the intersection for resistance and reactance we read on the angle lines and their scale that voltage across the resistor leads the source voltage by about 27°. Since the difference between resistor and capacitor voltages always is 90°, the capacitor voltage in this problem must lag the source voltage by 90°–27° or 63°.

In Fig. 3 we have a fixed resistor of 1,000 ohms, an adjustable resistor of 10,000 ohms and a capacitor of .033 µf in series, at 1,000 cycles. What will be the limits of phase shift when adjusting the 10,000-ohm resistor through its range? From an alignment chart we read about 4,800 ohms capacitive reactance for .033 µf on 1,000 cycles. Spotting the intersections for 1,000 ohms minimum resistance and for 11,000 ohms maximum resistance along the reactance line for 4,800 ohms on the phase-shift chart shows the total shift will be from about 28.5 to 78°.

Voltage phase across a resistor may be shifted with respect to source voltage by a variable capacitor in series with the resistor. In Fig. 4 we assume a 150-650-µµf mica trimmer in series with a 47,000-ohm fixed resistor and a 10-kc source. From the alignment chart for capacitance we read reactance of about 100,000 ohms for 150 µf at 10 kc, about 25,000 ohms for 650 µf. On the phase-shift chart we spot intersections for these two reactances along a vertical line for resistance of 17,000 ohms and on this line read the limits of phase shift as 28° for maximum and 65° for minimum capacitance.

In Fig. 5 we have 250 mh inductance and .01 µf capacitance in series with a 10,000-ohm resistor at 5 kc. This requires determining both kinds of reactance and taking their difference. From an alignment chart we read capacitive reactance as about 3,100 ohms for .01 µf at 5 kc. Computing the inductive reactance from a formula gives 7,860 ohms for 250 mh at 5 kc. The difference is 4,760 ohms of net reactance, inductive because the inductive reactance is greater than the capacitive reactance.

Spotting the intersection for 10,000 ohms resistance and 4,760 ohms reactance on the phase-shift chart indicates a shift of slightly more than 25°. Voltage across the resistor lags source voltage because the net reactance is inductive.

If there is any confusion as to
The Book that Launched
Thousands of Careers is
yours FREE in a new edition

TELLS HOW YOU CAN BE SUCCESSFUL
IN RADIO-TV-ELECTRONICS

Send for Your Free Copy Today!

You can plod along for years,
getting paltry increases, enjoying
little security, finding your work dull
and drab.

Then something happens. Things
look up. Your earnings rise.

"Luck," some may say. "Contacts,"
others may suggest.

But in your heart, you will know
the answer: "Training." And it all
may have started the moment you
sent for a free booklet. "Your Future
in the New World of Electronics."
This booklet tells you where you
stand in Electronics.

Tremendous expansion leaves
this gigantic industry pleading for
trained men. Top manufacturers sold
billions of dollars worth of electronic
merchandise in 1956. By 1960, the
radio-electronics industry should do
no less than 15 billion dollars per year,
not counting military orders.

Today, there are over 132,000,000
radios in use. There are 38,000,000
TV sets and 477 TV stations in opera-
tion. Color TV is coming into high
gear. Countless positions must be
filled—in development, research, de-
design, production, testing and inspec-
tion, manufacture, broadcasting, tele-
casting and servicing. To fill these
posts, trained men are needed—men
who somewhere along the line take
time to improve their knowledge,
their skills. Men who, today, perhaps,
take two minutes to send for a booklet.

"Your Future in the New World
of Electronics" shows how CREI
Home Study leads the way to greater
earnings through the inviting oppor-
tunities described above.

However, CREI does not promise
you a "snap." With an accredited
technical course such as this, you
must study to convert your ambition
into technical knowledge you can sell
in the fabulous Electronics market.

Since 1927, CREI has provided
thousands of professional electronics
men with technical educations. Dur-
ing World War II CREI trained
thousands for the Armed Services.
Leasing firms choose CREI courses
for group training in electronics,
among them United Air Lines,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Trans-
Canada Airlines, Douglas Aircraft
Co., Glenn L. Martin Co., Columbia
Broadcasting System, All-American
Cables and Radio, Inc., Gates Radio
Co., Canadian Ltd., Federal Electric
Corp. and U. S. Information Agency
(Voice of America).

CREI courses are prepared by
recognized experts, in a practical,
easily understood manner. You get
the benefit of time-tested study
assignments, of personal supervision
of a CREI Staff Instructor who knows
and teaches you what industry wants.
You learn on your own time, during
hours selected by you. This complete
training is the reason graduates find
CREI diplomas keys-to-success in
Radio, TV and Electronics. CREI
alumni hold top positions in America's
leading firms. CREI's Placement
Bureau finds better positions for ad-
vanced students and graduates. Al-
though CREI does not guarantee
jobs, requests for personnel far exceed
current supply.

Now is the time of decision. Luck
will not propel you forward unless it
finds you trained. Contacts won't
budge you an inch unless you have
the skill to back them up. The answer
is: Technical Training... and will-
ingness to learn. Together they will
bring you increased earnings in this
new Age of Electronics. Fill out the
postage-free reply card and mail it
now. We'll promptly send you your
free copy of "Your Future in the New
World of Electronics." The rest—
your future—is up to you.

MAIL THIS POSTAGE-FREE POSTCARD TODAY

See Our Ad On The Next Page
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CREI prepares you quickly for success in

The future is in your hands!

The signs are plain as to the future of the trained men in the electronics industry. It is a tremendous industry, and—at the present time there are more jobs than there are trained men to fill them. But—when there’s a choice between a trained and untrained applicant, the trained man will get the job. Your biggest problem is to decide on—and begin the best possible training program.

CREI Home Study... The Quick Way to Get There.

Since 1927, CREI has given thousands of ambitious young men the technical knowledge that leads to more money and security. The time-tested CREI procedure can help you, too—if you really want to be helped. CREI lessons are prepared by experts in easy-to-understand form. There is a course of instruction geared to the field in which you want to specialize. You study at your convenience, at your rate of speed. Your CREI instructors guide you carefully through the material, and grade your written work personally (not by machine).

Industry Recognizes CREI Training.

CREI courses are prepared, and taught with an eye to the needs and demands of industry, so your CREI diploma can open many doors for you. Countless CREI graduates now enjoy important, good-paying positions with America’s most important companies. Many famous organizations have arranged CREI group training for their radio-electronics-television personnel. To name a few: All American Cables and Radio, Inc.; Canadian Broadcasting Corporation; Columbia Broadcasting; Gates Radio Company; Hoffman Radio Corporation; Federal Electric Corporation; Glenn L. Martin Company; Douglas Aircraft Co.; Pan American Airways, Atlantic Division; U.S. Information Agency (Voice of America); Canadair Limited; Trans-Canada Air Lines; United Air Lines. Their choice for training of their own personnel is a good cue for your choice of a school.

Benefits Felt Right Away.

Almost immediately you feel the benefits of CREI training. Your employer, when informed of your step toward advancement (only at your request), is certain to take new interest in you and in your future. What you learn in CREI Home Study can start helping you do a better job immediately.

CREI also offers

Resident Instruction

at the same high technical level—day or night, in Washington, D. C. New classes start once a month. If this instruction meets your requirements, check the coupon for Residence School catalog.

PAYS FOR ITSELF QUICKLY. Your very first raise could repay your investment in CREI training, and leave you a profit the very first year. Your increases in pay thereafter are all pure profit, and you’ll be prepared for many more promotions and pay raises in the future years of your life.

Industry Calls for CREI Training by Name... So Should You!

Here you see an actual help-wanted ad, one of many which specify “CREI or equal” training. This proves that industry approves CREI training, even insists on it!

Send card today for this fact-packed booklet. It’s free.

Take 2 minutes to send for this booklet right now. We’ll promptly send your copy. The rest—your future—is up to you.
Fig. 1—Phase-shift chart for computing voltage lead or lag in circuits containing resistance, inductance and capacitance.

Fig. 2, above—A simple R-C series circuit.

Fig. 3, right—R-C circuit with potentiometer.
whether one voltage leads or lags some other voltage, look at it this way. The resistance line across the top of the phase-shift chart represents voltage across the resistor. The reactance line down the left-hand side represents voltage across a capacitor or inductor. Any diagonal line drawn from zero to an intersection represents source voltage.

As in Fig. 6, all these lines are to be considered as rotating counter-clockwise around the zero point as a center, but without changing their relative positions. If, during this rotation, some voltage line would arrive at any given point around the circle before another voltage line, the first voltage is leading the second—B gets there first. Of course, the second voltage is lagging the first one—it gets there later.

Color problems

The phase-shift chart may be used for solving problems in chrominance and color oscillator sections of color TV receivers. Chrominance signals, their components and phase relations often are shown as in Fig. 7, where are marked the values for two problems to be solved with the phase-shift chart.

The first problem (Fig. 8) is to put together two color-difference signals and find the resultant chrominance signal. The color-difference signals consist of 51.5 voltage units of \(- (R - Y)\) and 28.5 voltage units of \(- (B - Y)\). Since color-difference signals are in quadrature (separated by 90°) we may place them on our phase-shift chart as shown. The resultant is a line drawn from zero to the intersection. This line lags the \(- (R - Y)\) voltage by about 29° and, of course, leads the \(- (B - Y)\) signal voltage by the difference between 90° and 29°, 61°. On a color-phase chart such as that of Fig. 6 we would identify this resultant as a chrominance signal for green.

Reversing the procedure, we may commence with a chrominance signal voltage for some known color and determine the color-difference signals from which it is formed. Fig. 9 represents an orange chrominance signal of 60 volts units strength lagging the \(- (B - Y)\) signal or reference phase by 50°. On the phase-shift chart we spot a point which is 60 units distant from zero and on the 50° radial line. Following upward from this point we come to 38 units on the \(- (B - Y)\) axis, and following to the left we come to 46 units on the \(R - Y\) axis. Thus we learn that the orange chrominance signal is the resultant of 38 units of \(B - Y\) voltage combined with 46 units of \(R - Y\) voltage.

Reactance Formulas

**Capacitive reactance, ohms**

\[
X_c = \frac{160,000}{\text{cycles} \times \mu \text{f}}
\]

**Inductive reactance, ohms**

\[
X_L = \frac{160}{\text{ke} \times \mu \text{f}}
\]

\[
X_L = \frac{160,000,000}{\text{ke} \times \mu \text{f}}
\]

\[
X_L = \frac{0.160}{\text{me} \times \mu \text{f}}
\]

\[
X_L = \frac{170,000}{\text{me} \times \mu \text{f}}
\]

Fig. 4—Resistor and variable capacitor.

Fig. 5—Graph of circuit containing inductance, capacitance and resistance.

Fig. 6—Relationship of ac voltages. 29°, of course, leads the \(- (B - Y)\) signal voltage by the difference between 90° and 29°, 61°. On a color-phase chart such as that of Fig. 6 we would identify this resultant as a chrominance signal for green.

Reversing the procedure, we may commence with a chrominance signal voltage for some known color and determine the color-difference signals from which it is formed. Fig. 9 represents an orange chrominance signal of 60 volts units strength lagging the \(- (B - Y)\) signal or reference phase by 50°. On the phase-shift chart we spot a point which is 60 units distant from zero and on the 50° radial line. Following upward from this point we come to 38 units on the \(- (B - Y)\) axis, and following to the left we come to 46 units on the \(R - Y\) axis. Thus we learn that the orange chrominance signal is the resultant of 38 units of \(B - Y\) voltage combined with 46 units of \(R - Y\) voltage.

Fig. 7—Color TV phase relationships.

Fig. 8—Finding resultant color signal.

Fig. 9—Finding components of signal.
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HE PROVED IT FOR HIMSELF!

The new Pyramid Imp is smaller, yet better than any other molded paper tubular capacitor; Operates at full rating of 100°C (212°F—boiling point); Exceeds moisture resistance requirements of U. S. Government specifications MIL-C-91A; Copperweld leads are securely imbedded to withstand 4 360° bends without breaking.

These features, plus an almost indestructible thermo-setting plastic encasement make Pyramid Imps your best molded paper tubular capacitor.

For full information on Pyramid capacitors and rectifiers, see your local distributor or write to

DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION
PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY
1445 Hudson Blvd., North Bergen, N. J.
Transistor-oscillator

type unit
is smaller and
more efficient

Unit built on printed circuit board.

IMPROVED SUPPLY POWERS
G-M COUNTER

By THOMAS G. KNIGHT

Here is an improved version of the power supply used in the Transistor-Operated Geiger Counter (Radio-Electronics, April, 1956).

Improvements include much smaller physical size, increased power efficiency and replacement of the vacuum-tube diode by a selenium rectifier. An off-the-shelf transformer eliminates hand winding required in the original. The present low cost of transistors makes construction of this power package even more attractive than when the original model was devised.

Fig. 1 is a schematic of the unit. A tapped primary winding on the high-voltage stepup transformer is used instead of a separate feedback winding. The transformer is a UTC Ouncer type O-2 (line to grid) with only half of the primary used. Oscillation is guaranteed with the connections shown, there being no ambiguity as to the polarity of feedback pulses. If the primary terminals are not connected as shown, the unit will not oscillate and the transistor may be damaged. If the secondary output connections are changed from those shown, capacitive loading of the output voltage (by the internal winding capacitance of the transformer) will lower the voltage.

The selenium-rectifier polarity must also be correct to rectify the highest-amplitude pulses. The selenium rectifier (type S5Y30PL) is manufactured by and available from the Union Switch & Signal Co., Swissvale, Pa., at a cost of $1.05. It is a very small (1/4-inch diameter) high-efficiency type. Extremely high back (inverse) resistance and good forward conductance result in very efficient operation.

Four NE-2 neon bulbs in series with a 4.7-megohm resistor make up the voltage regulator; filtering is handled by a 0.1-mF capacitor.

Any high-voltage half-wave rectifier, including vacuum diodes or selenium rectifiers, will work with the improved high-voltage power supply, provided the peak inverse voltage rating is high enough (at least 1,000). If selenium rectifiers are used, their reverse current must be very low, about 1 microampere or less, for the power supply to deliver peak voltage. This requires a good-quality selenium stack of at least 30 cells in series. Of course, vacuum diodes such as the Victoreen 5799 or Sylvania 5785 may also be used with practically zero reverse current. However, the necessity for heating the filament is a real disadvantage. Cold-cathode gas diodes such as the 5617 or CK1015 are not recommended due to a 100-volt drop across the diode which lowers the available useful voltage output of the power supply.

High-voltage low-current selenium rectifiers are the best choice due to their small size, efficient operation and long life. I have found that selenium stacks of 30 (or more) 26-volt cells and 2.5-ma current rating are best. More than 30 cells in series reduces the reverse current and raises the useful output voltage. However, a penalty is paid in longer length and higher cost.

Conventional 135-volt 50- to 75-ma selenium rectifiers may work but six or more are needed in series (increasing cost) and their distributed capacitance and size are excessive.

The S5Y30PL symbol represents a 1/4-inch-diameter Bakelite tube 1 11/16 inches long containing 30 2.5-ma cells in series. An axial wire lead 1 1/8 inches long extends from each end of the tube. This rectifier is rated at 390 volts rms for a capacitor-input filter and has a 1,080 peak inverse voltage rating. It will deliver 2.5 ma of dc. However, in this power supply it is called upon to deliver only 3 or 4 microamperes.

Primary power may be drawn from any 6-volt source. Current drain at 6 volts input is under 2 ma. At this rate 4 penlight cells (size AA) will operate the unit continuously for well over 200 hours. For normal field use, as in a Geiger counter, say for 6 hours of operation per day 5 days a week, these same 4 cells should provide over 10 weeks of operation. And batteries can be replaced for only a few pennies! Mercury batteries or larger dry cells will provide even longer operation. This power unit is constructed on a printed-circuit card.

The transistor-oscillator type power source has many advantages over conventional types such as 300-volt dry batteries (too expensive) and vibrators (too inefficient besides generating radio-frequency interference). In fact, I have this power pack with a Geiger tube built into a portable radio-Geiger counter combination. Both functions may be performed at the same time, the output of the Geiger tube being fed into the antenna of the portable receiver (Fig. 2)! This feature may also be used with a car radio (any radio in fact), thus permitting testing of rock samples for radioactivity.

After the unit is wired up, correct operation will be indicated by a steady or flashing glow of the neon bulb a few seconds after power is applied.

Power output, though minute, is sufficient to operate from one to a dozen or more 1B86 counter tubes in parallel.

The case of the transformer may be grounded if necessary. However, it is
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Fig. 2—Setup for feeding signals from geiger tube to receiver antenna circuit. Best left floating with respect to ground to minimize capacitance to ground.

Fig. 3—Measuring the current gain.

The only problem that may confront the constructor is the choice of R1 and C1 in the oscillator circuit. The values shown should operate in most cases. Slight variations in transformer characteristics may make it necessary to use other values. If the output is too low at 6 volts, 2-ma input, increase or decrease the value of C1.

Incidentally, when inserting a meter in the battery leads to measure current drain, it is necessary to bypass the meter with a 25-mf (or larger) electrolytic capacitor to neutralize the meter inductance (Fig. 3). If the input current is not between 1½ and 2 ma, increase R1 if current is low and decrease it when current is high. Where necessary choose values of C1 and R1 so that with 2-ma battery input current, the neon bulbs emit a steady light or fast flashing rate (approximately 10 or more flashes per second).

Fig. 4—A positive-voltage supply.

This particular circuit generates the high voltage with the positive side grounded. To furnish a negative high-voltage ground it is necessary to connect the transistor, rectifier and transformer as in Fig. 4.

END
PHOTOELECTRIC LIGHT COMPUTER

By JOHN R. SATTER

Handy device for photographic darkroom use

The most time-consuming part of darkroom work is making test strips to find the proper exposure time for each negative. With this computer, test strips are banished forever from your darkroom. It will, at the flick of a finger, let you determine exactly how much light is striking your enlarging easel, regardless of negative density or the size of the enlargement.

By using a high-gain vacuum tube this instrument is much more sensitive than light meters available for general use. And, since no expensive microammeter is necessary, the cost of parts is limited to approximately $10—less if the constructor has an electronic junkbox available. Eyestrain is at a minimum since the indicator is an illuminated bulb rather than a meter, most difficult to read by the light in a darkroom during enlarging operations.

To keep the weight of the computer to a minimum, no filament transformer is used. Instead, a 3-µf paper capacitor is the filament dropping reactor. Consuming no power in itself, there is no heat generated as with a resistor, and power consumption of the instrument is limited to approximately 2 watts. Layout of parts and the method of wiring is not critical.

Operation and application

When the pushbutton switch is depressed, plate voltage is applied to V1-a, causing plate current to flow. The magnitude of the plate current depends upon the bias, set by the potentiometer in the cathode circuit. If the potentiometer is set so that the neon bulb across the plate load resistor is just extinguished in total darkness, the unit will be most sensitive. The phototube conducts more current as the light falling on its cathode becomes brighter, thereby reducing the bias and allowing more plate current to flow in V1-a. More current flow produces a larger voltage drop across the plate load resistor. This continues until the voltage drop is great enough to fire the neon lamp.

To calibrate, make an enlargement at some convenient exposure time in the usual way. Then, with the phototube placed on the easel under the darkest portion of the projected negative image, adjust the potentiometer so that the neon bulb is just extinguished. Thereafter it is necessary only to place the phototube over the darkest portion of any projected image and close the enlarging lens diaphragm until the neon bulb is just extinguished.

With the same predetermined exposure, all the brightest portions of the positive prints will have the same tone.

The light computer may also be used to judge the contrast of paper required for a given negative by noting the difference between positions of the bias adjustment for the lightest and darkest portions of a projected negative image. The greater the bias difference needed to extinguish the lamp, the greater is the contrast of the negative and the softer the paper contrast required.

Exposure time may also be indicated using the same principles set forth above.

The pushbutton switch should never be operated with normal room lights on; doing so will overload the neon bulb. The darkroom light should also be shaded from the enlarging easel or erroneous readings may result. After an evening of use this instrument will become an indispensable part of your darkroom equipment.

END
GUILD PLANS EXHIBIT

A brochure issued by the Radio & Television Guild of Long Island (N. Y.) indicates that plans for the Long Island Electronics Fair have reached the concrete stage. Exhibitors are offered an unobstructed space of 90 x 130 feet in a building which forms part of the State University of New York at Farmingdale. Fifty-one booths are planned for the hall, and an antenna system covering all local TV channels is being set up for exhibitors as well as a closed-circuit system which will carry color signals during exhibit hours. Plans for technical lectures and other activities are being made but had not been published at the time of writing.

TV SERVICING ENDED

A new circular slide-rule type of device (see photo below) makes the set owner his own troubleshooter, according to a New Jersey company selling the device. Prepared for the man who found the fix-it-yourself books popular a few years ago too difficult, it has a number of pictures showing screen defects. These are distributed around a revolving outer dial, and it is necessary only to turn the picture with the fault to the index point to establish the tubes at fault and the adjustments to be made. To aid in adjustments, the rear of a "typical" chassis is shown so Mr. Set Owner will know where to reach for his width control and where for the centering or focus. There is even a drawing to drive home the point that miniatur tube pins should go in the corresponding socket holes when replacing tubes.

The owner then "removes the tubes, has them tested and replaces them and his set is working like new again."

100 FIRMS SUPPORT CODE

A nine-point code to govern TV service companies' advertising tactics has been subscribed to by more than 100 firms in the Memphis, Tenn., area, according to George V. Morse, Jr., manager of the Memphis Better Business Bureau.

Firms are pledged, among other things to: make no extremely low-price quotations on service calls; make no discount offers for a first service call; issue no coupons entitling the holder to special service discounts; to avoid underselling or overpricing claims; and to make no statements disparaging to competitors.

Some 300 complaints and inquiries on TV service have been received by the Memphis BBB during the first five months of this year, Mr. Morse said. Most of the complaints were based on the cut-price call, which economical setowners found extremely expensive in the long run.

Mr. Morse stated radio and TV were in seventh place among the categories most active from the standpoint of the BBB.
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NEW PHAOSTRON PROBE-LITE

ILLUMINATED TEST PROBE
SELF-CONTAINED
SEE WHAT YOU ARE TESTING!

$250 LIST

It is just like having an extra hand. Simply insert the probe from your tester into the jack of the Probe-lite and the Probe-lite becomes alive to instantly give you a brilliant, pre-focus spotlight on the area that you are testing plus a long, extra slender, probe tip for making electrical contact in difficult places which previously were inaccessible. It could pay for itself the first time you use it.

GET A FREE PROBE-LITE

If you are the fortunate owner of a Phaostron "555" or "555A" VOM, we will send you a Probe-lite free. Mail us the warranty page you will find in your instruction manual. We will send you a new Probe-lite and return your warranty. Be sure you include your correct name and address.

This offer is good until October 1, 1956.

PHAOSTRON INSTRUMENT & ELECTRONIC CO., 151 Pasadena Avenue, South Pasadena, Calif.

TECHNICIANS' NEWS (Continued)

NATESA CONVENCES SEPT. 14

The annual convention of the National Alliance of Television & Electronic Service Associations will be held at the Sheraton Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 14-16. It will undoubtedly be the largest NATESA has held and the business to come before the delegates will include some of the most important the organization has ever handled.

A full program of lectures and demonstrations—so timed as to be compatible with the business meetings—will cover both the technical and business problems of the service operator. Entertainment has not been overlooked and an interesting time is promised to all.

NEW MID-STATES GROUP

Technicians from High Point, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C., met June 14 to lay the groundwork for an association of TV-radio service shops in the central part of the state. The group will be known temporarily as the Tri-City Technicians' Association. Officers elected for a three-month period are Jim Hornaday, High Point, president; Van Sickles, Winston-Salem, vice president; Joe Woods, Greensboro, secretary; C. B. Steele, Greensboro, treasurer. It is hoped that the group may serve for the state-wide organization, and to that end all full-time shops in the area—not merely the three cities—have been invited to join and a monthly schedule of meetings has been set up. All interested are asked to communicate with Joe Woods, 1708 Spring Garden St., Greensboro, N. C.

12% OF SERVICE IN N. Y.

Preliminary reports of the census of business conducted by the U. S. Bureau of the Census, indicate that as of 1954, 12% of the nation's radio and TV repair shop income was being earned in New York. Illinois received 9.1%, California 9%, Pennsylvania 6.7% and Ohio 6%. Unfortunately the report did not give any data later than 1954.

The report brought out the further interesting fact that the income of radio and TV shops increased more than 200% between 1948 and 1954, the 1948 receipts being $100 million and the 1954 income $313 million.

DETROIT APPOINTS BOARD

The committee to enforce Detroit's new TV servicing ordinance has been appointed by the Mayor. It consists of Alexander Weiss, G and G Radio and Television; Ralph Carew, University Radio; Lawrence Howard, Radio Electronic Television Schools; Patrick Brennan, Independent Television Repairmen's Association; Edgar Love, chief engineer WWJ-TV; Edwin C. Denstaedt, director of communications for the Detroit police department, and Heilborn B. Love, chief of the bureau of electrical inspection of the city's department of buildings and safety engineering. END
Designed for Perfect Color Reception on all 12 VHF channels

New WINEGARD Engineering Development Increases Antenna Sensitivity 47%... Doubles Front-to-Back Ratios!

If awards were given for antenna performance, the new WINEGARD COLOR'CEPTOR would win them all! That's right! In side-by-side field tests, competing with other types of antennas in all parts of the United States, the amazing COLOR'CEPTOR outperformed all others tested. These tests included sensitivity (where the COLOR'CEPTOR averaged 47% more gain on the high band and 30% more gain on the low band**)... picture quality (both color and black-and-white on all 12 VHF channels)... ability to reject co-channel interference... consistency of reception in fringe areas under changing atmospheric conditions... and horizontal directivity (the ability to reject multipath signal reflection and ghosts).

These tests were conducted by fifty independent servicemen selected at random throughout the country, whose final decisions were in no way influenced by the Winegard Company. However, Winegard did furnish non-reactive 300 ohm line pads, into which test lines were terminated to insure accurate gain test results.

Besides being an outstanding antenna electrically, the new COLOR'CEPTOR is unmatched in quality of materials and workmanship. It comes in a beautiful gold anodized finish at no extra cost.

WINEGARD COLOR'CEPTOR Gives You Clear--HIGH DEFINITION Pictures in COLOR BLACK & WHITE

NATIONALLY
WINEGARD
ADVERTISED
3000 Scotten Blvd. BURLINGTON, IOWA

MODEL CL-4X
List Price $44.90

MODEL CL-4
List Price $29.95

Here are the FACTS!
FIRST high gain all-VHF channel antenna expressly designed for Color TV!
FIRST with POWER-PACK. Gives exceptional signal boost on all 12 VHF channels!
FIRST all-channel 18-element yagi. Extra elements that give extra performance!
FIRST gold anodized aluminum antenna at no extra cost! (salt-spray tested for corrosion resistance)
FIRST dual-spaced Electro-Lens* director system (ask for Bulletin CL-1000 on engineering specifications)

*Patent No. U. S. 2700105 and Canada No. 511984 Other Patents Pending

(see details on reverse side)
"Power Pack" gives Big Power Boost to COLOR'CEPTOR

The exclusive Winegard POWER-PACK converts the regular 11-element model CL-4 COLOR'CEPTOR into an ultra-sensitive, super-powerful 18-element all-channel yagi. The Power-Pack consists of three separate parts - the front five-element Electro-Lens director system (shown outlined in red) that gives a tremendous gain boost on both VHF bands ... plus the two extra reflector elements (shown as the long red elements at the right). The two extra reflector elements, in conjunction with the regular reflector, create a flat tuned screen that literally blocks off all signals arriving from the rear and, at the same time, increases the gain uniformly across the low band. The final result is a high performance 18-element yagi that sets new standards for the industry!

Power-Pack plugs in easily.

COLOR'CEPTOR CL-4 $29.95 list
POWER-PACK (PK) 14.95 list
COLOR'CEPTOR with POWER-PACK CL-4X 44.90 list

( NOTE: Standard gold anodized finish unless otherwise specified. Available on special order only in green or blue anodized finish or standard aluminum at same prices as above.)

STACKING BARS (SB-4C) 2.20 list
WEIGHT (Model CL-4) Net 4 lbs. 14 ozs.
Shipping 7 lbs. 8 ozs.
(Model CL-4X) Net 10 lbs. 8 ozs.
Shipping 14 lbs. 12 ozs.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS WIDTH LENGTH
CL-4 110" 78"
CL-4X 110" 122½"

© 1956, Winegard Co.

ATTENTION, Service Dealer! Here's a chance for you to get a gleaming gold super DeLuxe 18-element COLOR'CEPTOR antenna ... absolutely FREE ... for your personal use or for set demonstration. See your nearest Winegard jobber, or send coupon for complete details — today!

WINEGARD COMPANY
3000 Scotten Blvd., Burlington, Iowa

Please rush me the following:
[ ] How to get free COLOR'CEPTOR Antenna
[ ] Name of nearest distributor
[ ] Engineering specifications, catalog sheet and other promotional material available to help me sell COLOR'CEPTOR Antennas

FIRM NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY ZONE STATE

MY NAME: ___________________________

WINEGARD COLOR'CEPTOR
for PERFECT COLOR RECEPTION
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HAND-OPERATED NIBBLING TOOL. Model NT-1 cuts any shape of opening in sheet metal without distorting edges. Cuts holes any size or shape over leverage for easier cutting and one-operation cutting and crimping to prevent cut wire from sliding back through hole of printed circuit board. — Utica Drop Forge & Tool Corp., Utica 4, N. Y.

POCKET TOOL. Packet-size wire cutter andstripper. Wire-size adjustment for easy stripping, 5-inch blades. For wire stripping, set adjusting stop to wire size, close jaws of tool around wire and strip with straight pull. Weights 2 ounces. — Jo-El Co., 14009 Leroy Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

7/16 inch. Cuts in all directions. Capacity: 1/16 (0.063 inch) maximum; aluminum, copper, plastic, etc. 1 1/16 inch. Harrison Radio Corp., 225 Greenwich St., New York 7.

PRINTED-CIRCUIT PLEIERS, No. 470-5, featuring compound

7/16 inch. Cuts in all directions. Capacity: 1/16 (0.063 inch) maximum; aluminum, copper, plastic, etc. 1 1/16 inch. Harrison Radio Corp., 225 Greenwich St., New York 7.

Get This Valuable Book

Yes, you get this big, brand new book. "150 Radio-Television Picture Patterns and Diagrams Explained" absolutely FREE! Just off the press. Gives complete 11 x 22" Schematic Diagrams on leading models Radio and TV Sets. Easy-to-read, large 6 1/2 x 11" pages, with full instructions on how to use the diagrams. A "must" in every repair kit. You get this book as a FREE Gift for asking to see Coyne's new 7-volume set, "Applied Practical Radio-Television!"

At Last! Money-Making "Know-How" on Transistors, Color TV and Servicing

Coyne's great 7-volume set gives you all the answers to servicing problems—quickly! For basic "know-how" that's easy to understand you'll find everything you want in Volumes 1 to 5 on over 5000 practical facts and data. Every step from fundamentals of installing, servicing and troubleshooting all types of radio and TV sets. So up-to-date it covers COLOR TV, UHF and the latest on TRANSISTORS. All this plus Volume 6—NEW Coyne TECHNICAL DICTIONARY with over 4000 definitions of the latest terms, symbols and abbreviations in radio-TV, electronics and electricity.

EXTRA! 900-Page Television Cyclopedia Included

And then, for speedy on-the-job use, you get volume 7—the famous Coyne TELEVISION CYCLOPEDIA. It answers today's television problems on servicing, alignment, installation, etc. In easy-to-find A-U order, cross-indexed. Use this TV-RADIO LIBRARY FREE for 7 days; get the Servicing Book ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Just For Examining COYNE'S New Set

"Applied Practical Radio-Television" on 7 DAY FREE TRIAL!

NOW! 7 BIG BOOKS IN ONE GREAT SET!

SEND NO MONEY! Just mail coupon for 7-volume set on 7 days free trial. We'll include book of 150 TV-Radio Patterns & Diagrams. If you keep the set, pay $2 in 7 days and $2 per month until $24.00 plus postage is paid. (Cash price only $22.95). Or you can return the library at our expense in 7 days and owe nothing. YOU BE THE JUDGE. Either way, the book of TV-Radio Patterns is yours FREE to keep! Offer is limited. ACT NOW!

FREE BOOK—FREE TRIAL COUPON!

Educational Book Publishing Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St. Dept. 96-71, Chicago 12, Ill.

Educational Book Publishing Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 96-71

500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, Ill.

FREE TRIAL set per your offer. Include TV-Radio Patterns & Diagram Book FREE.

Name. Address
City Zone State

Where Employed

Check here if you want library sent C.O.D. You pay postman $22.95 plus C.O.D. postage on delivery. 7-day money-back guarantee.

September, 1956
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NEW DEVICES

7580 Garfield Blvd., Cleveland 28, Ohio.

ANTENNA MOUNTINGS, Snap-In, with U bolt permit one-hand Spinittie fastening of antenna mast. After mast is snapped into spring-tension mast retainers, insert U bolts and tighten.

South River Metal Products Co., Inc., South River, N. J.

PLASTIC TUBULAR CAPACITORS, Gem, for bypass, coupling and buffer applications. Seamless case made of high-grade mineral-filled phenolic material that will not distort, burn or soften when heated. Rated at 600 volts or higher and impregnated with mineral oil; lower-voltage units, with wax. Leads won’t loosen under soldering.

— CORNING LOW-POWER RESISTORS

available now through ERIE distributors

for Service Replacements

Corning Low-Power Resistors Types LP-4 and LP-5 have been especially designed for radio, TV, and similar applications. They have the highest resistance range of any low-power resistors on the market, and are used by leading manufacturers. They are stable and non-inductive, and impervious to moisture and dirt. Resistance spiralling is automatic and is electronically controlled.

For complete service information and prices . . . see your Erie Distributor.

TRANSMITTER TRANSFORMERS, flexible coded leads. Open type mountings. Series of five includes one input, two output and two interstage. — Merit Coil Products Co., Inc., 4427 North Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

SINGLE-UNIT RESISTOR-CAPACITOR Tube-Cap, standard size tubular ceramic capacitor incorporating a ceramic-base resistor in parallel. Length 0.9 inch, diameter 0.28 inch. 470 mfd., 1,500 volts ac; ½ megohm, ½ watt. Centralab Div., Globe-Union Inc., 900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.

ELECTRONIC SWITCHING DEVICE, Snapittie relay, for airborne computers and control units. Weighs 1/16 ounce and measures ¾ by ½ inch. Available with 2,000-ohm cell and 1,000-, 500-, 200- and 50-ohm coils with 100-mw sensitivity. — Elgin National Watch Co., Elgin, Ill.

Ohms ¼-watt miniatured controls. Completely closed, can be sealed or potted. 28 selections, 10% tolerance, 1,200 ohms to 2.5 megohms. Model JP: plain round shaft, ¼-inch diameter and ½ inch long. Model JL: screwdriver-splotted shaft. — Centralab Div., Globe-Union Inc., 900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.

PIC PROBE checks operation of TV receiver — any section of set seen on picture tube. Two coils and network of resistors, capacitors and diodes. Induced into these windings are horizontal and vertical deflection currents. Integrating circuits form a sawtooth wave from the sweep signal picked up in windings. Sawtooth waves are then fed to horizontal and vertical inputs of oscilloscope, giving a raster. Intensity terminal of the scope is fed with video information from TV set, producing on scope a picture identical to that on TV set screen. — Radionic Industries, 3215 W. North Ave., Chicago 47.

CAPACITOR-RESISTOR ANALYZER, CRA-3, for use in industrial and military electronics, black-and-white and color TV. Leakage current values read directly from meter while rated operating voltage is applied to capacitor. Accurate insulation-resistance values for many types of capacitors. Power-factor measurements of electrolytics rated as low as 6 volts dc, as high as 600 volts dc. "In circuit" tests for short, open, intermitent high-rf impedance and high power factor. — Pyramid Electric Co., 1445 Hudson Blvd., North Bergen, N. J.


...
Taco again introduces an original antenna design, engineered for results. The Topliner represents better performance than any other antenna now on the market. And, best of all, you get this extra performance at no increase in cost.

RIGHT!
FOR COLOR AND BLACK & WHITE!

TOPS IN GAIN PER DOLLAR!
TOPS IN DEPENDABILITY PER DOLLAR!
TOPS IN DIRECTIVITY PER DOLLAR!

TACO TOP LINE FOR '57
TECHNICAL APPLIANCE CORPORATION, SHERBURNE, N. Y.
IN CANADA: Hackbusch Electronics, Ltd., Toronto 4, Ont.
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NEW DEVICES

REACTANCE SLIDE RULE, for technicians and students. Re-
High reliability manufacturing of miniaturized paper tubular capacitors—hermetically sealed in metal cans

To produce subminiature paper capacitors free from any possibility of latent defects, for use in the most critical applications, the Sangamo Electric Company has recently intensified its high reliability program of fabrication and inspection methods.

Incoming materials for these capacitors are rigidly inspected to meet stringent high reliability standards and are stored in areas where temperature, humidity and dust are controlled at all times.

Complete production histories are kept on the basis of small capacitor lots. X-raying of individual units, heat tests, vibration tests, altitude tests, and total destruction tests of a given percentage of all finished units assure components with an extremely low AQL. Testing facilities and resultant performance characteristics are far in excess of military specifications. Specify these high reliability capacitors for your critical applications.

Mail the coupon below for Sangamo’s NEW Engineering Catalog TS-105A. It contains full information, including an easy-to-follow cross reference showing each variation listed in MIL-C-25 versus the comparable Sangamo unit.

**Sangamo Electric Company**
Capacitor Division
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

Please send me your NEW Engineering Bulletin TS-105A.

Name

Company

Address

City__________________________Zone________________State

For your design convenience, an exceptionally wide choice of styles—twelve in all—is available with regard to tolerances, circuit assembly, lead styles, mounting brackets, insulating sleeving, and inductive or non-inductive sections.

SEPARATE FACILITIES are maintained for the exclusive processing and manufacture of high reliability capacitors. Only specially trained, highly skilled operators, who wear special clothing to prevent any possible source contamination, work here.

OIL-FILLED CAPACITORS are subjected to vacuum under elevated temperatures, then are individually examined to insure complete hermetic seal.
NEW DEVICES

HI-FI TAPE RECORDER, SIT-2, for simple plug-in use. Uses transistors and printed circuitry. Nonmicrophonic, hum-free, 30-15,000 cycles. Takes all types of standard magnetic tapes in 5- and 7-inch reels. Installed either vertically or horizontally. Records and reproduces at 7½ and 3½ ips. Fast forward-and-reverse speeds, 200 ft in 45 seconds. Only one mechanical linkage: a cam action which operates pressure roller on capstan. VU meter recording-level indicator, installed in standard 10½-inch mounting rack. Automatic tape lift during fast winding; monitor jack for plug-in earphones. 10½ x 18 x 5½ inches, 35 pounds.—Radio Corp. of America, Camden, N. J.

HI-FI SPEAKER, RCA-5051, combines 12-inch low-frequency woofer, 3-inch hi-fi tweeter and crossover network. Handles 12 watts continuously with uniform response 40-18,000 cycles. 8-ohm aluminum voice coil and 1½-ounce Alnico V magnet. Tweeter unit mounted off-axis for smooth acoustical crossover.—RCA Tube Div., Harrison, N. J.

EXPLOSION-PROOF SPEAKERS for hazardous service.

Type HLE-1-30 (see photo) for paging and talk back; HLE-1-42 for maximum sound coverage. Built-in line-matching transducers available.—Atlas Sound Corp., 1481 39 St., Brooklyn 18, N. Y.

ANTISTATIC MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE, B6O A+ Special, single stylus (diamond or sapphire), for professional arms with ½-inch center-spaced mounting holes or standoffs. B6O 350 A+ Special, 350-ohms, 30-裤子 output at 4.4 cm/sec for use with high-level magnetic input professional amplifiers; B60 72 A+ Special, 72-ohms; 10-裤子 output at 4.4 cm/sec for use with amplifiers having only low-level magnetic input.—Fenton Co., 15 Moore St., New York 4, N. Y.

PHONO CARTRIDGES, Climatic series, weatherproofed. Model 380s high output, high compliance, wide-range crossover containing separate reproducible, 1- and 3-mil synthetic sapphire needles. Model 310T. 3 volts output, compliance of 0.7, frequency response 50-12,000 cycles. Turnover contains separate 1- and 3-mil synthetic sapphire-tipped needles. Model 312T, 0.8 volt output, high compliance of 2, frequency response 30-16,000 cycles. Turnover contains separate 1- and 3-mil synthetic sapphire-tipped needles. Model 314T-1 for 40-rpm changers. Same as model 310T, only 1-mil synthetic sapphire-tipped needle.—Astatic Corp., Conneaut, Ohio.

AMPLIFIER—PREAMPLIFIER KIT, model FL-10. Tape output unaffected by loudness and tone controls. Williamson type amplifier and built-in preamp. Ultralinear output circuit uses 2 6J5-GT's. Power output 12 watts at 1½M; peak power 19 watts; output impedances 4, 8 and 16 ohms; response ±1 dB 10-40,000 cycles, ±½ db 40-15,000 cycles below 10 watts. Hum: minimum volume 50 db below 10 watts, aux and tuner —65 db below 10 watts, phono hum —55 db below 10 watts. Tone controls ±16 db at 50 and 10,000 cycles. Input levels: aux 0-8 volts, phono 6 mv. Record equalization—LP, RIAA and EUR. 1/2% x 4 x 8½ inches.—Radio Kits Inc., 120 Cedar St., New York, N. Y.

HI-FI 3-SPEED DECK Four Tone Brenell MARK IV for stereo record playback. Incorporates many improvements over former Mark II deck. Model Bren IV: upper-track monaural heads (1½-p and 1¼-ips), 4 pressure pads and mounting holes for two additional heads. Model Bren IV/B: 4 staggered stereo heads (one pair each upper and lower tracks), 3 motors—capstan, feed and take-up, instantaneous mechanical braking, 3½- and 1¼-ips and 15-ips operation.—Fenton Co., 15 Moore St., New York, N. Y.

When signal conditions
demand a TOWER...
choose one built by AERMOtor

AERMOtor Towers have proven their excellence in thousands of installations . . . installations exposed to the most severe weather and wind loading conditions.

AERMOtor steel antenna towers are self supporting . . . require no cumbersome guy wires. Each part is heavily galvanized after fabrication to insure complete protection from exposure. Towers are shipped knocked down in convenient bundles; well designed parts make section-by-section assembly easy.

AERMOtor 3-post antenna towers are available in heights of 33, 47, 60, 73, 87 and 100 feet.

WRITE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE AERMOtor TOWERS AND A DEALER NEAR YOU IN YOUR TERRITORY.

SINCE 1888, MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY BUILT TOWERS

AERMOtor COMPANY
2500 W. ROOSEVELT RD.—CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS U.S.A. DEPT. 12 U. Y

HOUSE CURRENT

Anywhere

Now, while fishing, camping, business trips, anywhere you drive, you can enjoy many of the conveniences usually available only at home, shop, or office:

For Electric Shavers
For Car Polishers
For Radios—Lights
For Phonographs
For Dictation Machines
For Tape Recorders
For Hand Vacuum Cleaners
For Small Do-It-Yourself Tools
For Heating Pads

"101" USES

Trav-Electric CONVERTERS

No installations. Just plug into cigar lighter. That's all. Priced as low as $11.95.

See your Electronic Parts Jobber or Dealer; or write direct to us.

TERRADO COMPANY
1057 Raymond Ave. St. Paul 14, Minn.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
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Systems Career:
a laboratory for learning

...an exciting and rewarding career awaits the E.E. or Physics graduate who joins this highly respected Engineering team.

As a Field Engineer at Hughes, through training and assignment you will become familiar with the entire systems involved, including the most advanced electronic computers. With this knowledge you will be ideally situated to broaden your experience and learning for future application in either the military or commercial field.

The national respect which Hughes commands in the field of advanced electronics is in no small part due to the technical support provided by the Field Engineers. Other contributors to the success of the Field Service and Support Division are the Technical Manuals Engineer, Training School Engineers, Technical Liaison Engineers, and Field Modification Engineers.

This Hughes activity is a highly trained organization of expert engineers, giving support to the armed services and airframe manufacturers using the company's equipment. Locations are in Southern California, continental U.S., overseas. We invite you to join this team. For further information write us at the address below.

HUGHES

Scientific Staff Relations
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Culver City, California

SEPTEMBER, 1956

Some extra advantages for Field Engineers include:

Training at full salary for 3 months before assignment.

Generous moving and travel allowance between present location and Southern California (Culver City).

Additional compensation plus complete travel and moving on assignments away from Culver City.

Ideal living conditions in the unsurpassed climate of Southern California.

Reimbursement for after-hours courses at UCLA, USC, or other local universities.

Employee group and health insurance paid by company, retirement plan, sick leave, and paid vacations.
We all advertisers investigate carefully and because they know from actual field experience that Quam speakers give longer, trouble-free operation.

Quam Speakers have been built under the same management for over 30 years.

---

New and unused
Not mechanical or electrical rejects
Not washed or rebranded
(See page 57 of the January, 1956, issue)

We investigate carefully when we have grounds to suspect that any advertiser is not living strictly up to these rules.
New RCA WR-46A Video Dot/Crosshatch Generator.
Produces stable, sharp patterns at high-level video output for convergence adjustments.

Saves installation time; enables more precise convergence adjustments.

- high-level video output permits direct connection to grid or cathode circuits of color picture tubes—eliminates pattern distortion which may be caused when generator signals are fed through rf, if, or vt channels—results in clean, extremely sharp pattern display
- permits simultaneous display of pattern with broadcast picture in background to assure that convergence adjustments are made at correct horizontal and vertical scanning rates
- switch-selection of four types of patterns is provided:
  - "V" bars for vertical tilt and amplitude convergence adjustments;
  - "H" bars for horizontal dynamic phase and amplitude convergence;
  - Crosshatch for simultaneous check of "V" and "H" convergence adjustments;

Magnified view shows sharply defined Dot pattern produced by WR-46A on typical picture tube.

Saves installation time; enables more precise convergence adjustments.

RCA WR-61B Color-Bar Generator.
Provides crystal-controlled signal source for trouble-shooting, and adjusting color-phasing and matrixing circuits.

WR-61B simplifies the usually complex measurement of the relative gains of the 3 chrominance channels (R-Y, B-Y, G-Y). With the WR-61B the relative gains of these channels can be measured at the output of each demodulator stage. This simplified method of measuring gain is possible because the subcarrier output of the generator is constant for all color-phase angles. Curve A shows WR-61B output as it would appear on a scope. Curve B shows the output signal of one of the demodulators.

Outstanding features of WR-61B:
- generates signals for producing 10 different color-bars simultaneously—including bars corresponding to R-Y, B-Y, G-Y, I, and Q, signals
- excellent signal source for localizing trouble ahead of or following the 2nd detector
- accepted as a standard for checking accuracy of color-phasing in many TV stations and network operations
- light weight

PRICE...
$179.50

Simplify, Speed-up Color TV Servicing!

RCA TEST INSTRUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR.

TEST EQUIPMENT
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, HARRISON, N. J.

SEPTEMBER, 1956

USER PRICE (optional)

PRICE...
$247.50
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right every time in less time...with

MALLORY Midgetrols®

Control replacements are faster...and every job is sure to satisfy...when you use Mallory Midgetrols.

Line switches are a cinch to attach; no need to take the control apart.

Custom-fitted shafts take only seconds; just cut to length and insert the kind of tip your job needs.

Long, quiet life assures customer satisfaction...ends costly call-backs.

Get Midgetrols from your Mallory distributor, in resistance values and tapers to fit all popular TV and radio circuits.

NEW RECORDS (Continued)

demanding enough to winnow the superb systems from the merely adequate. The music is interesting and grows with repeated playing. Congratulations to Vox for a good job of recording a difficult subject.

GRIEG: Peer Gynt Suites 1 and 2
IPPOLITOVA-IVANOFF:
Caucasian Sketches
Felix Slatin conducting
Hollywood Bowl Orchestra
Capitol P-8329

If you have one of the few superlative speaker systems capable of doing drums real justice, this recording is for you. The two sides have an interesting variety of tone, size and damping of drums as I know of, and in Arabian Dance of the Peer Gynt they are recorded practically life-sized. But this could well be also one of the most popular of all demonstration records on any system, even the moderate ones. The music is popular, played with spirit and with a bright handbell liveliness. Running all the way from soothing mood music to spectacular fortissimo, it has a little of just about everything including some very nicely damped plucked basses. There are plenty of high highs to go with the big drums and the middle highs are very sweet. Arabian Dance, Andrea's Dance and Procession of the Sardar are fine demonstration pieces, and the first of these is, in my opinion, absolutely top-drawer.

SMETANA: "From My Life" Quartet
GLAZOUNOV: Five Nocturnes
Hollywood String Quartet
Capitol P-8331

Chamber music not only provides a good change of pace for the listener but also sounds much more natural in most living rooms than a full orchestra. This is an exceptional offering of unusual string quartet music. Five Nocturnes, particularly is very different, delightful music which manages within the limited means of the four instruments to get an amazing variety of total color. But the Smetana quartet, too, is novel within its more conventional framework. The recording is excellent and the sound has a notable presence.

BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra
Reiner conducting Chicago Symphony
RCA Victor IM-1934

Though modern in date (1943) this will not offend the ear of classicists. Nor will it offend the hi-fi ear. It is one of RCA Victor’s best recordings. Very little spectacular material here it is fairly typical of the ampler yet well-balanced sound currently most popular with recording engineers. There is an excellent and pretty heavy bass, good drums, very nice traps and some brassy brass in spots. As good a way to start learning to like Bartok as any I know of.

SURINACH: Hollywood Carnival
GLAVINVILLE-HICKS: Sinfonia Pacifica
Three Gymnopédies
Surinach conducting MGM Chamber Orchestra
MGM E-3336

What the hi-fi world has needed for some time is a percussion record with some amazing music to string the drums, etc., on. Carlos Surinach has filled this order in the Hollywood Carnival which offers some very skillful impressions of the movies. Three separate percussion sections present no fewer than 15 percussion instruments in superlative renditions of their gamuts. They are contrasted with the typically sharp brasses familiar from previous works of this composer, and a string background. The record is rather dead acoustically but this produces in the normal living room a very fine illusion of closeup presence and realism—something not always achieved.

For concerti, as it were, Peggy Glavinville-Hicks provides some additional percussive material in the Sinfonia Pacifica. Section, or movement, three has some especially fine drums in a jazzy impression of Hindustani music. The Gymnopédies are a mood-music change of pace.
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A Hi-Fi Frolic with Strauss
Panik conducting Vienna State Opera Orchestra
Vanguard VRS-476

Another superb presentation of the music of the several Strausses in the authentic Viennese style, with superb recording quality and very high-fi throughout but without any exaggeration of tonal balance. That great big drum is here very dull and highly damped, just barely audible but gratifyingly so on systems which reproduce it at all. There are fine kettle drums, fine double basses, lovely high highs and all sorts of percussive rattlers, jangles, etc., including the water whistle.

There are innumerable sharp attacks and stops to test stability and hangover characteristics. The definition is superb. The music, with the Blue Danube thrown in for lagniappe, should delight just about everybody. All you need to enjoy the illusion of being right in the Brahmsaal in Vienna, besides a first-class hi-fi system is a big stein of beer.

WEBER: Oberon, Der Freischuetz, Euryanthe
SCHUBERT: Rosamunde
MENDELSSOHN: Fingal’s Cave, Ray Blas
Perlea conducting Bamberg Symphony
Vox PL-9590

Six favorite overtures played with characteristic bravura and well recorded with a nice audiotorium silveness, sharp strings, good basses and drums and an overall big sound which should provide a good test for stability when played loudly and will show off good systems nicely at any levels.

FRESCOBALDI: Toccata in G Minor
12 Partitas on Aria Ruggerina
Caprice en Battle Air known as Frescobaldino
SCARLATTI: Six Sonatas
Sylvia Marlowe, Harpsichord
Capitol P-8336

BACH: 15 Two-Part Inventions
Concerto in D Minor
Wanda Landowska, Harpsichord
(plus orchestra)
RCA Victor IM-1974

Master and pupil, and the Capitol recording does far better for the pupil. In fact, Marlow's disc is one of the best harpsichord recordings, most faithful to tone. The contrast between damped and undamped strings is especially well indicated; the variety of harpsichord stops is greater, the tone is more resonant and sharper and better defined to my ear. But the 15 Two Part Inventions in the Landowska disc present more of the "accompanying" transients. The Concerto was recorded in 1938 and presents a rather pathetic contrast. I know of no better example showing the progress made in 30 years. The distortion is almost unendurable on a fine system (though I don't remember that it bothered me at all on the original shellac) and the harpsichord is a mere shadow of its real self. I recommend the Marlowe for those who want harpsichord music for pleasure both in music and tone: the other for collectors and merely for demonstrating progress and showing what distortion sounds like.

MOZART: Musical Joke (K522)
Divertimento No. 11 (K251)
Reiner conducting Members of NBC Symphony
RCA Victor IM-1952

Another offering for the Mozart birthday celebration and this one presenting two lesser known works. Musical Joke is amusing and has some divertingly different effects. The Divertimento is soothing. The sound is excellent.

Name and address of any manufacturer of records mentioned in this column may be obtained by writing Records, Radio-Electronics, 124 West 14th St., New York 11, N.Y.
TAPE RECORDERS

Tapes—Accessories
Nationally Advertised Brands
UNUSUAL VALUES
Send for Free Catalog
DRESSNER
69-52 RE; 114th St.
Flushing 55, N.Y.

FREE: The latest up-to-date Stancor TV Transformer Replacement Guide and Catalog—from your distributor or write us for your copy.

CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
3503 ADDISON ST. • CHICAGO 18, ILL.
Export Sales: Roburn Agencies, Inc.,
431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N. Y.

ENGINEERING
B. S. DEGREE

Pressure for unlimited opportunities in the Electronic Age!
Earn your B.S. degree in 27 months at Indiana Technical College; farm commune, specialized course. Comprehensive training in math and electrical engineering, advanced radio theory and design, television, electronics, modern Laboratories. Low rates. Also B.S. ENGINEERING IN 27 MONTHS in Aeronautical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineering G.I. approved. Enter September, December, March, June. Earn part of your expenses in Fort Wayne while studying. Write for catalog.
INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
1796 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Ind.

Please send me free information on B.S. ENGINEERING DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS as checked.
[ ] Electronics [ ] Chemical [ ] Aeronautical
[ ] Civil [ ] Mechanical [ ] Electrical

Name
Address

New releases this month run the gamut from improved image orthicons to silicon diodes. Transistor-wise, this month's feature is a unit capable of delivering 3 amperes.

Image orthicons

The 5820, for black-and-white, and the 6474, for three-tube color cameras, are improved image-orthicon television camera tubes produced by RCA. A Micro-Mesh screen, a 750-mesh unit, replaces the 500-mesh screen heretofore standard in both tube types.

The mesh of 750 lines per inch eliminates all traces of moire patterns and is "more than adequate" for the present 525-line TV system. So fine is the grid forming the mesh that the minute openings represent more than 60% of the total screen area.

Power transistors

The H5, H6 and H7 have been announced by Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co. These germanium p-n-p alloyed junction power transistors (see photo) are hermetically sealed and designed for operation on 28-volt systems where they can deliver 3 amp-

ers. They are capable of dissipating 10 watts at a case temperature of 158° F. Maximum emitter current is 3.5 amperes rms; maximum base current 500 ma rms. Maximum power conductance ratings are: H5, 35 mhos; H6, 71 mhos; H7, 141 mhos. Average cutoff frequencies are: H5, 12.5 kc; H6, 10 kc; H7, 8.5 kc.

Silicon rectifiers

The 1N537 and 1N538 silicon rectifiers have been announced by G-E. Occupying a total volume of only 0.08 cubic inch and weighing .07 ounce, the diodes come with pigtail leads. Both are hermetically sealed.

The silicon rectifiers are rated at a maximum dc output current of 250 ma at 150°C. They may be designed into circuits for outputs of up to 750 ma where lower temperature conditions prevail. Maximum leakage current over their entire ambient operating temperature range of -65°C to 150°C is 0.5 ma.

High current loads can be carried
NEW TUBES AND TRANSISTORS (Continued)
without the use of any heat sink. Thus, the new units are suitable for computer power supplies and for guided missiles, blocking, magnetic amplifiers, other low-leakage applications and a wide variety of high-temperature electronic equipment power supplies.

The 1N587 is rated at a maximum peak inverse voltage of 100; the 1N588 at 200. Maximum surge current for both is 10 amperes. Full-cycle average forward voltage drop is a maximum of $\frac{1}{2}$ volt for both.

6CD6-GA

The 6CD6-GA, a high-pervance beam power tube of the glass-octal type for use as a horizontal-deflection amplifier tube in TV receivers, has been announced by RCA. It is smaller and more compact than the 6CD6-G, but features a modified mount design to maintain the same high perveance and to permit operation at higher ratings.

The 6CD6-GA has a maximum peak positive-pulse plate voltage rating of 7,000 and a maximum plate dissipation of 20 watts. These ratings in addition to low nu-factor, high plate-current rating at low plate voltage and a high operating ratio of plate current to grid-2 current enable a 6CD6-GA, in suitable circuits, to deflect fully picture tubes having a deflection angle of 90°.

Like the 6CD6-G, its structure provides for cool operation of both grids 1 and 2 to minimize grid emission and also for maximum distribution of heat to prevent plate hot spots.

The 6CD6-GA is unilaterally interchangeable with the 6CD6-G. Its heater requirements are 2.5 amperes at 6.3 volts.

2N170

A new high-frequency n-p-n transistor for radio hobbyists, the 2N170, was announced by G-E. Its introduction marks the first time the price of a high-frequency transistor has reached the level of equivalent electron tubes. It is being sold at "considerably less than $2."

In a typical common-emitter circuit the 2N170 has a power gain of 22 db.
NEW TUBES  (Continued)

at 455 kc, making it useful in hf circuits. Alpha, or maximum frequency cutoff with useable gain, is 4 mc. Maximum ratings are: collector to base voltage (emitter open), 6; collector current, 20 ma; emitter current, 20 ma; collector dissipation (25°C), 25 mw.

6903

A head-on type of multiplier phototube, the 6903 is intended for detecting and measuring ultra-violet radiation and for other applications involving low-level radiation sources.

The 6903 is constructed with a fused-silica faceplate which transmits radiant energy in the ultra-violet region down to and below 2,000 angstroms. At 2,000 angstroms, the spectral sensitivity is more than 50% of the maximum response. The spectral response covers from about 2,000 to 6,500 angstroms, maximum at approximately 4,400 angstroms.

Other design features include a semi-transparent cathode having a minimum diameter of 1/8 inches; 10 electrostatically focused multiplying (dyode) stages; a focusing electrode with external connection; the capability of multiplying feeble photoelectric current produced at the cathode by a median value of 400,000 times.

5725

A "premium" sharp-cutoff pentode of the 7-pin miniature type, the 5725 is intended particularly for use in gated amplifier circuits, delay circuits, gain-controlled amplifiers and mixer circuits. Constructed to give dependable performance under conditions of shock and vibration, this tube, which is similar to the 6AS0, is especially suited for use in critical industrial applications and in mobile and aircraft equipment.

The 5725, announced by RCA, includes separate base-pin terminals for grids 1 and 3. Each of these grids has a sharp-cutoff characteristic and can be used independently as a control electrode.

Featured in the design of the 5725 is a compact structure in which special attention has been given to features which improve its strength for both shock and vibration, and a pure tungsten heater having high mechanical strength to give long life under conditions requiring frequent "on-off" switching.

END

MUST MOVE OUR WAREHOUSE

Set Builders — Experimenters

GIANT SURPRISE KIT $4.95

25-80 lbs. of brand new RADIO PARTS ... no junk ... Transformers, Filter and Humpa Condensers... Resistors; Wirewound, Carbon, Volume Controls, Sockets, Wire, Variables, Chassis and Gang Switches... Parts that every Service Man, Exper- imenter or Ham needs. Express or Freight Shipment Only. No C.O.D.

NEWARK SURPLUS MATERIALS CO.
324 PLANE ST., Newark, N.J.
**Question Box**

**SIMPLE PHONO AMPLIFIER**

Please print the circuit of a simple transformerless type audio amplifier for use with a high-output crystal pickup.—N. J. S., Blowing Rock, N. C.

Here is the circuit of a simple amplifier that will deliver a maximum output of approximately 1.5 watts. You can use any of the tubes listed in any combination.

**ADDING A TONE CONTROL**

I have an ac–dc radio-phonograph to which I'd like to add inverse feedback and a tone control. What general rules that I can follow in making the modification?—H. O. M., Greensboro, N. C.

The diagram shows a typical audio circuit as used in an ac–dc type radio or phonograph amplifier. The input stage is a 6SQT, 12AT6 or similar type and the power amplifier is a 50C5, 50L6-GT or equivalent. Inverse feedback and tone control circuits are shown in dashed lines. The feedback network is designed as described in "Improving Your TV Audio" in the January, 1956, issue. The tone control is between feedback loop and ground.

**THERMAL SWITCH**

Several TV boosters, phono pre-amplifiers, control units and similar devices have a built-in switch or relay that turns them on when the audio amplifier, TV set or other equipment is turned on. Please explain how these units work and tell me where I can obtain one.—L. A. W., Florence, S. C.

SEPTEMBER, 1956
How to open the door to a whole new world of opportunity

The doors of IBM open into the newest, fastest-growing, perhaps the one "unlimited" field in electronics: digital computer development, design, manufacture and installation and maintenance in the field. Furthermore, IBM is an acknowledged leader and pioneer in this field, where the opportunity to advance is always open.

Greater responsibilities await the ambitious man at IBM. Advancement is based solely on individual performance. Capability, talent and creative ideas are soon rewarded.

Excellent salaries prevail—and extensive training, liberal benefits, good working conditions, superb facilities.

Stability is assured by a 42-year record of solid growth through diversified service to all industry.

Field Engineers. You will be responsible for the performance, evaluation, reliability testing, and maintenance of the world's largest computer for Project Sage—the electronic "nerve center" of America's continental air defense warning system.

Immediate assignments in the East Coast and Midwest areas.

Liberal expense allowance when you relocate.

Requirements: Engineering degree or equivalent, with emphasis on electronics.

Field Engineering Technicians. Actual maintenance and component analysis. Assume high-level responsibility.

Requirements: Two-year technical school training in electronics, or equivalent.

Open the door for your opportunity now by writing, giving details of education . . . and experience, to: Nelson O. Heyer, IBM, Room 3109, Military Products Division, Kingston, New York.

Customer Engineers: opportunities are also available, locally, for technicians to service IBM machines, after training with pay. Contact your nearest IBM office.

Data Processing Electric Typewriters Time Equipment Military Products

IBM
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

QUESTION BOX

Thermal switches or relays have a bimetallic strip that bends and closes a contact when heated. In some units the bimetal strip is heated directly by current flow through it. Others have an auxiliary heater that carries the current drawn by the main equipment.

In the average unit the contacts are rated at around 0.5 amp at 115 volts and the load drawn by the main equipment (amplifier, TV set and the like) ranges from 0.1 to 3 amps. The diagram shows the circuit connections, using an indirectly heated unit. The diagram of a directly heated unit is shown at a. The switch may be a Blonder-Tongue TR-3 or equivalent.

VOLTOMETER QUERY

I'm having trouble with the transistorized voltmeter described in the December, 1954, issue. I used high-grade parts throughout. The calibration is good up to about half-scale on all ranges. The top half of each range is very crowded. For example, on the 50-volt range 25 volts input will deflect the meter to 0.5 ma (mid-scale) but 50 volts deflects the needle only up to 0.55 ma. The other ranges exhibit the same trouble. I tried replacing the CK722 and even substituted a CK722 for the CK721 without improving the performance. What causes this trouble and how can I eliminate it?—L. W. G., New Kensington, Pa.

Mr. Turner reports that this trouble is caused by excessive static collector current (Ic) in the first transistor. This drives the second transistor to saturation and crowds the readings above mid-scale. This can be cured by selecting a transistor with low Ic. Ordinarily these transistors have such low static collector current that this trouble does not occur. Apparently you had the misfortune of purchasing two units with unsatisfactory characteristics for this application.

CORRECTION

Mr. Cerveny states that there is a transposition of text material on page 35 in his article "Color Demodulator Alignment" in the July issue.

The text beginning with the sentence starting on line 11 of the third column and continuing through the 24th line should be inserted between lines 58 and 59 of the second column.
Why buy assembled telescoping masts?
Use J&L Perma-Tube in 10-foot lengths and easily make your own.

Get flexibility in your stock
SAVE MONEY—SAVE SPACE

Only J&L Perma-Tube offers:
- Joint design which provides instant field assembly.
- Machine-fitted joints that insure close tolerance for high strength and rigidity.
- Guy wire ring position that eliminates all binding and guy wire interference.

Buy only a carton each of five different sizes of Perma-Tube (1¼ to 2¼-inch) and make any telescoping TV mast up to 50 feet in height. Hardware —cotter keys or bolts, clamps and guy rings—may also be secured from your distributor.

Corrosion-resistant Perma-Tube is treated with Vinsynite—then coated both inside and outside with a metallic vinyl resin base. It's made of a special, high-strength, J&L steel tubing. A 10-foot section of 1¼ inch diameter by 16 gage is capable of supporting a weight at its center point of 200 pounds with a minimum of deflection and permanent set.

J&L Perma-Tube—best for strength and rust protection

Jones & Laughlin
STEEL CORPORATION · PITTSBURGH
PHILCO 48-1000

An extremely dark picture accompanied by unstable sync was found to be due to a leaky capacitor connected between the triode and diode plates of the age amplifier tube. This capacitor leaks and disturbs normal age action. It places a positive voltage on the age bus which is then fed to the grids of the rf and if tubes. Replace the capacitor with a .01 uf 600-volt molded type.

J. E. Ryan

MAGNAVOX CHASSIS CT 358

A pronounced hook appeared in the top 20 lines or so of the picture. The cause was pulses from the vertical oscillator feeding back into the horizontal circuits despite electrolytics C1 and C2. The pulses upset the horizontal oscillator directly and, via the horizontal afc, indirectly. This caused the hook at the top of the picture.

The remedy consists of adding a decoupling filter in the feed to the vertical linearity control. This line is the B-plus supply to the vertical oscillator, the source of the offending pulses. Break circuit as shown, insert a 2,200-ohm 2-watt resistor and the bypass capacitor C3, a 10 µf 450-volt electrolytic. — E. A. Chung

HORIZONTAL JITTER

Shaking of bushes in a strong side wind is a good description of the jitter displayed intermittently on a Sparton model 22812. After several false starts, the age line was grounded by a jumper. The trouble did not recur after hours of monitoring. Further checking disclosed that a 2 µf, 60-volt, positive-ground capacitor hooked on the age line to filter the spurs of age voltage
delivered by the age keyer had an intermittent loss of capacitance. Disconnecting this capacitor, with the set performing normally, produced the jitter. The unfiltered pulses resulted in a spurious modulation of the horizontal sync by the spurs on the age line feeding through the if.—A. Philip Monroe

G-E MODEL 2177

A jagged effect on circles, like the teeth on a cog wheel, was the complaint of the owner of this set. The effect was more pronounced than simple interference trouble resulting in the pairing of lines with somewhat similar distortion of circles.

Resistance checks localized the trouble to R1, 33,000 ohms, which had increased in value to about 150,000 ohms. This resistor (see diagram) is part of the grid filter network of the 12AU7 horizontal reactance tube. Replacing the resistor eliminated the cogwheels in the picture.—Alfred Roberts

FAINT PIX ON WARMUP

On an RCA KC577 chassis the picture would come on very faint when the set was turned on. After about 10 minutes the picture would suddenly blossom to full strength. I checked the picture and horizontal output tubes. All were normal, except that one of the 6BQ6's had a loose plate cap. I put the output tubes back and, when the picture came on weak, I pressed down on the loose plate cap. This caused the picture to jump to full strength. I dented the plate cap for better contact with the plate wire and resoldered this joint.

The trouble was that only one of the horizontal output tubes (see diagram) was functioning and the loss of high voltage produced a dim picture. As the heat from the tube with the bad cap expanded the plate wire, after about 10 minutes it contacted the cap, restoring normal operation.—A. R. Clawson

PURE OIL 518 RADIO

In case of birdies due to if oscillations, decouple the B-plus feed to the screen grid of the 12AS7 converter by inserting a 2,200-ohm 1-watt resistor between the screen grid and the electrolytic capacitor. In place of the pres-
Up-to-the-minute!

This brand new edition of MANDL'S TELEVISION SERVICING gives you the most detailed trouble-shooting procedures and servicing techniques for every TV flow.

MANDL'S TELEVISION SERVICING  Rev. Ed.

By MATTHEW MANDL  $6.50

Every feature that made this book invaluable to thousands of technicians and servicemen has been reviewed. In fact, each subject has been re-examined in the light of recent developments and brought completely up-to-date.

EASY TO LEARN

Simple, clear explanations of the fundamentals of monochrome and color TV. Complete servicing instructions for UHF and VHF.

PLUS:

- Cascade tuners, automatically focused tubes and other devices.
- The latest types of tuners and circuits (including theory and servicing of printed circuits).
- Transistor theory and servicing principles.

You'll learn the time-saving methods used by the experts without unnecessary theory or involved mathematics.

COMPLETE EDUCATION IN SERVICING

The Master Index to Common Television Troubles—which has been expanded to include many new references—lists the various trouble symptoms with the possible causes for each and the page on which full servicing instructions are given. Every step is fully illustrated with large, clearly marked schematics, and other helpful illustrations.

Become An Expert In...

CLOSED - CIRCUIT AND INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION

By EDWARD M. NOLL  $4.95

This one book could guarantee your future! It gives you, in clear non-mathematical terms, both the theory and practical techniques needed to handle closed-circuit transmission systems, scanning processes, picture signals, sync and deflection generators, cameras, and video amplifier systems.

THE ONLY BOOK IN ITS FIELD

This specially designed, pocket-bound volume is packed with technical know-how, industrial applications, and hundreds of photographs and drawings.

2 one-way tickets to the best jobs in TV

CLIP AND MAIL TODAY

The Macmillan Company, Dept. RF-2
60 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

Please send me:

☐ MANDL'S TELEVISION SERVICING $6.50
☐ CLOSED-CIRCUIT AND INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION $4.95

(1 will either remit the full price or return the book(s) in 10 days. Save: Send check or money order now and we pay delivery charge.)

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ Zone ______ State ______

TECHNOTES

(Continued)

ent .01-µf bypass capacitor from the screen grid to chassis, insert a 0.1-µf capacitor.—E. A. Chung

MILKING A PIX TUBE

Like the farmer who tries to milk the last drop from his cow, this set owner (see photo) used not one brightener or rejuvenator but four! Despite this array of voltage boosters, the picture-tube heater did not fail. I'm surprised he didn't try to buy rejuvenators for the rest of the tubes!—Alfred Roberts

DU MONT RA-340/341 342/343

To prevent horizontal line displacement due to erratic firing of the horizontal oscillator when no station is being received or when the fine tuning control is misadjusted, additional filtering (see diagram) is added to the age circuit. The filter completely eliminates the horizontal sweep keying pulse from the age line. Resistor R254, a 3,300-ohm unit, is added to the age circuit.

MILKING A PIX TUBE

The only book in its field.

NEW YORK HIGH FIDELITY SHOW

at the air conditioned

N. Y. TRADE SHOW BLDG.
36th St. & 8th Ave., N.Y.C.

SEPT. 27-30 1956

2 P.M. to 10 P.M.
Only a limited quantity of the #630 TV KITS left. Restocking parts would bring the price way up! Our lowest priced competitor sells the same KIT for $159.50. We are closing out the balance of the KITS that we still have in stock at the new low price as shown in the bargain column at right, for only

**$94.99**

---

**Build your own**

#630 Super Deluxe TV CHASSIS

With a

**#630 SUPER DELUXE 31-TUBE TV KIT**

OPERATES 16" TO 21" PICTURE TUBES - Engineered in strict adherence to the genuine RCA #630 plus added features • FULL 4MC BANDWIDTH CASCODE TUNER • COSINE DEFLECTION YOKE • LARGER POWER TRANSFORMER • KEYED AGC • 12" SPEAKER • CAPACITORS and RESISTORS in raised columns • COMPLETE SET OF PARTS & TUBES, everything needed is included (less wire & CRT). All I.F. Coils and Transformers are factory pre-aligned and tuned. You will enjoy building it with "LIFE-SIZE easy to follow step-by-step ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS" included with each KIT. NOTHING BETTER AT ANY PRICE!

Special for this sale...

---

**CUSTOM-BUILT CABINETS FROM FACTORY TO YOU**

3 LEADING 1956 STYLES. All Mahogany or Oak. Choice of words (C.B., R.M., A.T., T.O., etc.). Beige, Black, or Walnut finishes. For 16" 17", 18" or 21" picture tube. Everything is pre-glued and pre-cut. Kit also includes time-saving hardware and general instructions. Kit includes 1 cabinet for 16" or 17" tube or 21" picture tube. Extra parts needed.

**MANHATTAN**

GEM $35.91

GEM also available for 24" or 27" picture tube $59.54

H-43" W-26" D-25" Special $74

MANHATTAN also available for 24" or 27" picture tube $79.22 Special $49

H-36" W-25" D-23"

---

CBS, DUMONT or THOMAS PICTURE TUBES

BRAND NEW in Factory Sealed Cartons — With a Full Year Guarantee. THESE SPECIAL PRICES ARE FOR THIS SALE ONLY

17" $21.66 18" $29.21 24" $44.89 27" $69.31

---

**27" TV CONVERSION KIT**

Convert any 27" Picture Tube. COMPLETE SET OF ESSENTIAL PARTS includes matched set of Todd 70° COSINE DEFLECTION Yoke and TODD HV FLATBACK TRANSFORMER, FOCALIZER, 20K FILTER, DRIVE TRIMMER, LINEARITY Coil, CONDENSERS, RESISTORS, List Price $33.50 Special for this Sale...

---

**21" TV CONVERSION KIT**

Convert any 21" or any 70° Picture Tube. COMPLETE SET OF ESSENTIAL PARTS includes matched set of Todd 70° COSINE DEFLECTION YOKE and TODD HV FLATBACK TRANSFORMER, 30K FILTER, 6AXY TUBE, YOKE BRACKETS, WIDTH CONTROL, CONDENSERS, RESISTORS, List Price $30.75 Special for this Sale...

---

**PULSE KEYED AGC KIT**

Fastest, most accurate and the easiest KIT to install on any Make TV RECEIVER. Includes the No. 900 INTEGRATED CONVERSION. Complete set to finish the picture tube for cut-in-and-play performance and insured a steady picture on all channels.

**COMPLETE SET OF PARTS** $2.99

**UNIVERSAL Picture Tube BRACKETS**

Complete — Including Stand that holds picture tube

**$4.97**

---

**This $25.50 REGAL AC-DC 5 tube RADIO. See it on above list for only $10**

**#630 SUPER DE LUXE TV CHASSIS LICENSED UNDER RCA PATENTS COMPLETE READY TO PLUG IN AND PLAY TOP BRAND ($200 value) for 21", 24" or 27" Picture Tube**

Special for this Sale only $169.20 (less courtesy CRT) Catalog on request

---

**STANDARD CASCODE TUNER**

For better all around performance. Instructions with tubes and BEST CASCODE MANUAL with information and instructions and kit will make parts complete...

**$15.97**

---

**PUT ON YOUR BIFOCALS**

And see the biggest bargains ever. July 21st - Aug. 17th:

970 AND 970L TV KITS $39.75

---

**BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., Dept. A, New York 7, N.Y.**
Choose from these

JACKSON

"Service Engineered"

TUBE TESTERS

1

New Features!

Model 648P
Dynamic
$114.95 net

Fastest Dynamic Tube Tester made, yet it's fully
viable for all receiving types, new and old.
The setup time is actually less than the warm-
up time of the tube. New Variable Sensitivity
Shorts Test shows leakage up to 2.0 megohms.
Metered plate current shows tube condition.
Meter calibrated in Good-Bad as well as Percent
of relative microhms. Automatic Line Voltage
Indicator, Life Line Indicator, New Zig Zag Roll
Chart locates tube types much faster, TV types
separated for even faster locating.

2

Low-Cost
Forty-Niner
with Plug-In
Accessories

$49.95 net, Accessories extra

A good, basic tube tester, with plug-in accesso-
ries for performing a wide variety of additional
tests. Accessories may be added any time, per-
mit testing tubes for filament current and high
resistance shorts, as well as checking selenium
rectifiers. Lever action shows which pins are
connected. Sensitive shorts test. Line Voltage
Indicator. A tremendous value.

3

New, Portable
Dynamic
Model 561
$89.95, net

Employs famous Jackson Dynamic principle, ap-
plying separate voltages to each tube element.
High voltage power supply for most accurate
tests. Improved switching system gives simpli-
fied, fast operation. Filament voltages for the
very latest TV types. Fully portable case finished
in harmonizing gray and green, tough plastic fab-
ric. Built-in roll-on, with free replacement service
for one year.

Test Data on New Tube Types
for All Jackson Testers Appears
Monthly on Page 45 of PF Reporter
For more information, write

JACKSON

ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT CO.

16-18 S. PATTERSON BLVD., DAYTON 2, OHIO

in Canada: The Canadian Marconi Company

radio-electronic

Circuits

DARB HOLIDAY RECEIVER

A number of readers have asked for
additional information on the bicycle
radio shown on the cover and page 43
of the February issue. It is the Holiday
model made by D arb, a division of
S. C. Ryan Co., 1316 Yale Place,
Minneapolis, Minn. This four-tube port-
able operates from dry batteries, 117
volts ac or a 6-volt vibrator-type supply.
The power packs are separate units that
can be clamped to the bottom of the
4 x 5 x 6-inch cabinet or mounted at a
remote point and connected to the
receiver through a power supply cable.
This set does not have continuous
tuning over the broadcast band. Instead,
it has a three-position lever switch for
station selection. Position 1 is for any
pretuned station between 540 and 1560
kc and positions 2 and 3 are for stations
in the 600-1600-kc range. Stations are
preset by adjusting the oscillator and
antenna trimmers with a screwdriver
through holes in the case. The ac and
battery power packs are shown at a
and b, respectively.

ADAPTER FOR INTERCOMS

An intercom in the home is a prac-
tical device with innumerable uses.
For example, a remote station can be
mounted outside the front door so a
caller can be identified before the door
is opened. Mother, without interrupting
her chores, can keep an attentive ear
on Junior in the playpen on the porch
or she can save needless trips to the
doors just to say, "Please leave those
quarts of milk" or "Johnny can't play
with you now. He is eating his lunch."

Intercoms in the home have been
restricted largely to baby-sitting applica-
tions. They have not been popular
for other uses because of the incon-
venience of waiting for them to warm
up. If you have a remote at the front
doors, a caller must wait for you to
reach the master station and then
another half minute or so while the
unit warms up. Leaving the system
constantly on is not practical in the
home where hours or even days may
pass without the unit being used.
Here is a simple and inexpensive
method of cutting down the lag be-
tween the ringing of the doorbell and
time that the normally off intercom is
ready to operate. It also permits other
remotes to turn on the master when

www.americanradiohistory.com
ARKAY Kits ... lead the field

new! new!

ARKAY Model FL-30
Hi-Fi Amp & Pre-Amp

Featuring a transistorized Front End with a resistance pick-up, this engineering masterpiece assures the finest in high fidelity reproduction. Record equalization for more than 30 labels (LP, RIAA and Euro) Complete with rose gold panel and black cabinet.

ARKAY KITS, inc. * 120 Cedar Street * N.Y., N.Y.

Look... what RADIO-ELECTRONICS has in store for you in the months ahead...

- Underground Antenna by Harry J. Miller
- The New Motion-Picture Sound by Norman H. Crouhurst
- Audio Transformers
- A Self-Calibrating Marker Generator by Richard Graham
- Simple Transistor Shortwave Receiver by Joseph Braunbeck
- Improving Sound in AM Radios by Albert Stratmoen
- A Home Intercom System by John F. Millar
- Selling Extra Television Service by Matthew Mandl

The OCTOBER issue of RADIO-ELECTRONICS goes on sale Sept. 25th at better parts distributors and newsstands.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One year $3.50
Two years $6.00
Three years $10.00

15th Ward 14th St., New York 11, N.Y.
oscillations heavily and the trace will appear as Fig. 2-b. The choice of sweep frequency is not at all critical. One make of scope I found 1,500 cycles best, while another gave good results on 3 kc.

Remember that this is a comparative test. The best way is to find which speed most suits your instrument and stick to that. In my case I set the fine frequency control to maximum and chose position 2 on the coarse frequency control. The same applies to the vertical gain; choose the setting which gives optimum results and always return to that same setting.

When a faulty trace is obtained, first disconnect the deflection coils. If the trace still indicates a short circuit, disconnect the remaining leads from the transformer one by one. If the trace suddenly goes normal, check for a short in the width control, yoke or other component just removed.

Experiment with various types of horizontal output transformers to learn the specific characteristics of each.—Peter E. Clement, Essex, England
UNDERCOVER STORY PROVES JERROLD SUPERIORITY

...MODEL 2300 RF AMPLIFIER FOR MASTER TV ANTENNA SYSTEMS

The new Jerrold Model 2300 is a high gain (38 db minimum), high output (.3 volt/channel) broad band amplifier specifically designed for use in large TV master antenna systems. It insures easy, low-cost installation and requires minimum maintenance. But the real reason for better performance and longer life is the undercover story.

SPECIFICATIONS:

| FREQUENCY RESPONSE: ±1 db—Channels 2 thru 6 and 7 thru 13 |
| GAIN: 38 db min. |
| GAIN CONTROLS: Hi and Lo, 16 db range |
| TILT CONTROLS: Separate Hi and Lo |
| RATED OUTPUT (MAX.): .3v/channel for 9 channel operation |
| TUBE COMPLEMENT: 4-6BQ7A, 2-12BY7A, 1-6C86 |
| POWER REQUIREMENTS: 117 volts AC 63 watts |

LIST PRICE for MODEL 2300—$164.00

slightly higher west of the Rockies

Universal input circuit permits use of a variety of 72 ohm or 300 ohm antennas—broad band or separate hi-lo arrays. An alignment tilt control (reached through hole in cover) can be adjusted so that the Jerrold Model 2300 will work with various lengths of coax cable without need for external line equalizers. Unit is housed in handsome silver-gray metal housing with perforated cover for ample ventilation.

Model 2300 may be shelf or wall mounted. It may be used singly or in cascade. It has wide application for TV master system use in motels, apartment houses, hotels, schools and for line extenders in community antenna systems.

Jerrold never compromises with quality—that's why Jerrold equipment always means a more consistent and better picture on the TV screen. Yet Jerrold equipment actually costs less to install, is easier to maintain and lasts longer.

For complete information on the Model 2300 broadband amplifier write today for Jerrold Technical Bulletin #544 or see your nearest Jerrold Distributor.

SEPTEMBER, 1956

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

23RD AND CHESTNUT STREETS

PHILADELPHIA 3, PENNA.
The Ceramic Capacitor with the “Million Dollar” Body

Over a million dollars was spent to make C-D the only plant in the world in which a ceramic capacitor is completely made from raw powder to finished unit. Scrupulous supervision and control of quality is paramount in the production of a C-D Ceramic. “Quality”—had top priority. The “Million Dollar Body” is proof of the rugged stability, the consistent uniformity and dependable long life of C-D Ceramics. Ask your nearby C-D Distributor for a catalog or write direct to Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation, South Plainfield, N. J.

Cornell-Dubilier capacitors


Si vous lisez le français technique, vous devez lire ELECTRONIQUE INDUSTRIELLE
la grande revue française de technique moderne
Specimen gratuit sur demande

EDITIONS RADIO
9, rue Jacob—Paris 6e—France

What ARTICLES would you like to see published in RADIO-ELECTRONICS?

Maybe YOU are the man to write them!

Ask for an Author's Guide

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
154 W. 14 St. New York 11, N. Y.

CONTROL DEVICE
Patent No. 2,717,356
James H. Foster, Erie, Pa. (Assigned to Erie Resistor Corp.)

This control device consists of a capacitor whose capacitance varies with applied voltage. It is basically a dielectric body made of barium and strontium titanate. This mixture has a dielectric constant that varies considerably with applied potential. One side of the dielectric body has three metallic electrodes, A, B, and C. A resistive coating connects B and C, A and B are terminals of a capacitor, B and C are resistor terminals.

Capacitance between A and B varies with the voltage between them. When current flows between B and C, there is heating of the titanate and further increase in dielectric constant. For maximum effect, A and C are strapped together as a single terminal and B is used as the second terminal. An applied voltage now produces a greater change in capacitance than is possible when the resistor or capacitor is used alone. The effect of the polarizing voltage is almost instantaneous. The heating effect requires about 29 seconds for full stabilization.

AND-OR NETWORK
Patent No. 2,729,753
Raymond W. Ketchledge, Whippany, N. J. (Assigned to Bell Telephone Labs, Inc.)

Relay and switching networks often require and or circuits. In the and type each of several inputs must be energized before an output is obtained. In the or type any of several inputs will produce output. The diagram shows a combination and-or network. It contains several stages of spark gaps which may be fired in turn. When any spark gap breaks down, its spark initiates a shock wave which carries ions. This
RCA'S MISSILE TEST PROJECT

is attracting Creative Engineers and Scientists who are bound toward success

Specific fields include:
TELEMETRY
RADAR
TIMING
COMMUNICATIONS
DATA PROCESSING
OPTICS

MTP... the Missile Test Project of the RCA Service Company, Inc. at the Air Force Long Range Missile Test Center... is the largest missile-testing range and laboratory in the world! The responsibility for providing precision instrumentation for advanced stage missiles with a vast range of performance characteristics means new engineering and planning organizations and—real opportunity for rapid individual growth.

Here you will encounter instrumentation problems that challenge the state of the art and stimulate your creative ability in Aero, Ballistic and Space techniques.

Your rewards will include all the fascination, excitement and satisfaction of achievement in new frontiers of scientific knowledge... plus top salary.

What's more, you'll enjoy the pleasant climate and ideal living on Florida's central east coast, where Patrick Air Force Base, site of the MTP, is located.

RCA offers many additional advantages: Complete facilities... Planned advancement program... Professional recognition... Liberal program of company-paid benefits... Relocation assistance. You should have a Bachelor's or advanced degree in EE, ME, Physics or Mathematics and two or more years' experience.

Mr. H. N. Ashby, Technical Employment
Missile Test Project, Dept. N-15J
RCA Service Company, Inc., P.O. Box 1226
Melbourne, Florida

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
in addition to 50, 75, 100 ft. put-ups

At your request AMPHENOL now provides new 25 foot hanks in two popular types of Twin Lead. Add these to your AMPHENOL Twin Lead Display Board—and watch your sales and profits increase while your selling job gets easier! Your growing Twin Lead market includes: those who buy a second set (black & white or color) or replace worn-out lead-in or need extra lengths for moving sets.

Don't wait for your customers to ask—stock and display AMPHENOL Hanks in all the popular sizes listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Available in Hanks of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>214-318</td>
<td>Indoor*—60 mil. 7/28 pure copper cond.</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214-056</td>
<td>Standard—60 mil. 7/28 pure copper cond.</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214-555</td>
<td>Stetho—72 mil. 7/28 copperweld cond.</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214-298</td>
<td>Rotator—4 conductor—7/28 pure copper cond.</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214-100</td>
<td>Century—100 mil. 7/28 pure copper cond.</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New Available In Coils**

214-271 Air-Core**—U.S. Pat. 2543696 7/28 pure copper cond.

*Indoor is the newest AMPHENOL Twin Lead. It's made of pure virgin natural polyethylene to harmonize with any interior.

**New famous AMPHENOL Air-Core is available in pre-cut coils.

Remember: for finest quality, virgin polyethylene is used in all AMPHENOL Twin Leads.

AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
chicago 50, illinois

PATENTS

(Continued)

wave is transmitted to the next gap in line. The wave alone is not sufficient to fire a gap, but if the latter is pulsed at the same instant, breakdown will occur. Absorption material (shaded sections) is placed between the gaps to guide the shock wave from one gap to the next.

When the initial gap is fired by a signal pulse, the shock wave travels down to the next gap. This one will also fire if pulse A occurs at the same instant. The next stage is an or stage which may be fired by either pulse B1 or B2. All stages in the series constitute an and network because each stage must be excited by a pulse before output can occur. The last gap is coupled through a cathode follower.

The gaps may be spaced by 0.1 inch and the electrodes in any gap may be 0.5 inch apart. Breakdown voltage is about 5 kv.

ELECTROLUMINESCENT LAMP
Patent No. 2,728,870

Warren Calvin Gangle, Providence, and Robert Emmons Cleary, Tabra, Mass. (Assigned to Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.)

Electroluminescence is the term applied to light generated when a phosphor is excited by an electric field. As shown in the diagram, the lamp may consist of a phosphor dielectric between two conductive layers. The phosphor is embedded in a plastic material and may contain zinc sulphide with small amounts of lead, copper and chlorine. When 600 volts ac is applied between conductors, the phosphor gives off light that is visible through the glass plate.

This inventor finds that efficiency is greatly increased if the phosphor dielectric is heated while voltage is applied, permitting the phosphor particles to align themselves in the direction of the electric field. After cooling, the particles retain their positions and can emit more light for a given power.

RADIATION DETECTOR
Patent No. 2,728,862

Pierre L. de Baugniet, Racine, Wis. (Assigned to Trueral Inc., Racine)

Radiation detectors are most useful when they can measure over a very wide range, perhaps from a million to one. This can be done by this measuring circuit that functions logarithmically.

The diagram shows in ionization chamber under the influence of a radiation source. The current through the chamber and the diode is a linear function of the radiation count. As the count increases, a greater voltage appears across the diode. This is amplified and indicated on the meter. The amplifier output feeds the diode filament. Thus more intense radiation increases diode emission and lowers its internal resistance. The lower resistance reduces the voltage across
The positive cathodes flows. Normally, V2 now conducts while D3 conducts. V1 (Fig. 1) is one triode of a 12AV7; V2- V3 triodes of a second 12AV7. The diodes are 1N54 or equivalent.

Inverter V1 receives the pulses from the tape and feeds them to V2-V3, a one-shot multivibrator. Normally, V2 is blocked and V3 conducts since the latter has the smaller plate resistor load. R1 and C1 control the timing of the multivibrator. With the constants shown in the diagram, the multivibrator remains "flipped" for about 400 µsec, after which it returns to its normal condition. Flip-flop occurs when a positive pulse is received at the 1 terminal.

The cathodes of V2-V3 are normally very positive because heavy current flows into V3. The positive cathodes block D2 while D3 conducts. The output terminal is 10 volts positive. At this time the plate of V3 (which is blocked) is at 150 volts, and there is sufficient potential difference to ignite the neon lamp which therefore indicates that no signal is being received.

Upon receiving pulses (through V1) the multivibrator flips. V2 now conducts and V3 is blocked. V2 has a larger plate resistor so less current flows through it than did through V3. The multivibrator's cathodes are less positive than previously and D2 now conducts while D3 is blocked. The output from this circuit is -36 volts.

The grid of V2 returns to a voltage divider which maintains it at -38 volts. D1 is blocked. The output of this grid may pass considerable current. This flows through D1, so the voltage divider action is not disrupted. When V2 conducts, its plate voltage drops, whereupon the neon lamp is extinguished.

Fig. 2 shows the operation of this circuit. It assumes tape pulses that are 85 µsec wide and spaced 100 µsec apart. Since the period of the multivibrator is 400 µsec, the spacing between pulses is too short to permit it to flop back to normal. This can occur only 400 µsec after the last pulse arrives.

The end of a recording is indicated when the output voltage rises from -86 to 10 and when the neon lamp lights.

NET $165.00
COMPLETE
Price for free literature on our complete line.

Always mention you saw it in RADIO-ELECTRONICS When answering ads

SAVE 1/2 — PAY PART-BY-PART — HAVE FUN
Assembling the Schober
ELECTRONIC ORGAN in KIT form

Now you can afford a real, full concert organ, just like those made by the foremost organ manufacturers. Because over 1/2 the cost is saved when you assemble it yourself. And it's REALLY EASY: only 24 separate units, all with printed Circuits, and detailed-to-the-smallest-step instructions. In addition, you purchase each of the 24 kits when you are ready for it — and can afford it.

You'll get a real kick out of putting the Sponsored Electronic Organ together — and then sitting down and pulling out the stops for Strings, Trumpets, Clarinets, Diapasons, Flutes, etc.

Compact CONSOLE
One of the many exclusive features of this exceptional offer is the handsome console, made by hand in Old World Craftsman manner. It is equally at home in a traditional or modern setting, and takes little more space than a spinet piano.

Free Literature
Complete descriptive booklet and price list are available on request. And, if you wish to hear the glorious pipe organ tone of the Schober Electronic Organ, a 10" long playing recording by Dr. C. A. J. Parmenier renowned organist, is available for $2. This is refundable when you order. Write today and see what a fine instrument you can get at such a great saving.

The SCHOBER ORGAN CORPORATION
2248-B Broadway, New York 24, N.Y.
On Display Rm. 518 N. Y. Audio Show
*Designed by Richard H. Dorf

As described by Monitor in July issue, RADIO-ELECTRONICS
- The Frazier-May Symphony is truly the greatest value on the American Market for the discerning listener who requires the ultimate in frequency range, dynamic response and cleanliness of reproduction in a compact size and at a low price.
- The added performance of the two slot radiators, both fed by individual units on correctly designed loading plugs provides a smooth, even, acoustical crossover without the inherent reflections from conventional electrical type networks. The frequency response of the Symphony is uniform from 32 cycles to 12,000 cycles and with the use of specially designed components, each built to work in conjunction with the other; the low initial movable mass; eliminates intermodulation distortion; overshoot of woofer drivers and the ability to handle steep wave fronts of percussive instruments without hangover.
- This is truly a great loudspeaker which must be heard to be believed. Impedance is 8 ohms. Dimensions: 39" high x 22½" wide x 17" front to back. Total shipping weight (in two sections) 97 lbs.
- In all finishes: Dark Mahogany, Honey Brown Mahogany, Silver Fox, and Blond Korina. It will perform like a Cadillac and sell for the price of the Model T. We welcome direct comparison of our new Symphony model with any other speaker — you name the make and price!
FIELD TECHNICIANS

Broaden the scope of your career with Bendix Radio!

Get these BIG ADVANTAGES!

- Professional status
- The prestige of representing the leader in its field.
- Top salaries
- Liberal field allowances

If you have 5 or more years of electronics experience, you benefit many ways as a Bendix Radio Field Engineer. You will receive full pay while you go to our company-sponsored school in Baltimore. Then, you will be given a key assignment in the United States or overseas with responsibility of maintaining search and surveillance radar equipment made by Bendix Radio.

**Bendix Radio**

DIVISION OF BENDIX AVIATION CORP

Towson 4, Maryland

(Phone Valley 3 2200)

---

**KNIGHT MULTIMETER KITS**

Some of the Knight 83F140 20,000-ohms-per-volt multimeter kits are supplied with the small penlight cells without paper jackets—just the bare zinc cans. If these cells are installed in the battery holder in this condition, adjacent cans will touch each other as well as the battery retaining strap, and three of the four cells will be shorted out. The instructions do not mention this. The remedy is to wrap each cell with a band of adhesive tape around its middle. This keeps them separated from each other and from the retaining strap and prevents shorts.—John Sarvida, Knight Electronics Corp., reports that some of the flashlight cells supplied with these kits did not have insulated paper jackets and will short when not insulated as mentioned above. The remainder of these cells have been removed from stock and replaced with insulated types. They will be happy to replace the uninsulated ones with insulated types upon receipt of a letter from the customer.—Editor)

**DUPLEX SIGNAL TUNING**

Duplex signal positioning is an attractive feature, easily installed on most communication receivers, that enables the ham or SWL to switch from one side of the phone QSO to the other and eliminates tuning back and forth across the dial.

The procedure to follow is this: Install at some convenient spot on the receiver front panel an E. F. Johnson or similar 1.8-8.7-muf miniature variable capacitor with dial plate and knob.

Near by on the panel install a toggle, lever or slide-type spot switch. Wire the switch in series with the grid side of this midget variable as shown. The stator plates go to ground or B minus. In most sets the midget capacitor is wired directly across the bandspread and main tuning capacitors.

With the duplex signal positioning switch open, tune in a QSO. Only phone bands below 50 mc are recommended. Get station A and then wait until the conversation is turned over to station B. When station B takes over, flip the duplex positioning switch closed and...
this is **it**  ...the new remote control TV tuner by ALLIANCE

Selects channels,  
Precision tuning is SUPERIOR for each channel!

Retail Price  
$19.95

A New, Fast-Selling Package Item that All TV Viewers Want!

3 minute installation by customer

Every viewer a prospect,  
A natural companion to the Alliance Tenna-Rotor . . . at a price that's right!  
Performs a double service—switches stations and precision tunes each channel!  
Needs no tools or wire—safe!—no need to touch back of TV set. Fits nearly all popular makes. Comes with 90-day guarantee.  
Backed by the same kind of potent TV advertising and intensive merchandising which made Alliance Tenna-Rotor the No. 1 TV accessory.

Write the Factory  
THE ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.  
ALLIANCE, OHIO
Science has a new kind of space man these days. He carries a brief case.

His mission is as new, as exciting and as challenging as a trip to the moon. In many cases you'll find him on the team at Remington Rand Univac®, one of the engineers or technicians who have given UNIVAC the title, "First in Electronic Computing Systems"

Futures at UNIVAC are as unlimited as the space above. In fact, new facilities and fresh working conditions are being born each day at Remington Rand Univac which means that new members are needed for the Univac team. This is your chance to establish the career every man wants. Write today.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:

At South Norwalk we have immediate openings for Mechanical and Electro-Mechanical Engineers with a bachelor’s degree in Engineering. Extensive mechanical design background may substitute for some college. Men selected will do basic preliminary design and layout of small mechanisms. Work will require the development of original ideas and the ability to apply logical analysis to design problems.

Send Complete Resume to —

Remington Rand Univac
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
Attention Mr. A. L. Crable
Wilson Avenue • South Norwalk, Connecticut

© Registered in U.S. Patent Office
SERVICE TECHNICIANS—

This library plan can help you boost your income 50% or more!

MARTIN CLIFFORD—Engineer, teacher, and editor of the Gernsback Library Books

As a former service technician, I know how much practical knowledge and theory you have to absorb to get ahead. As a teacher, I know too how that knowledge can best be acquired. That's why I sincerely believe that there is no better or more economical way to keep up with modern servicing, new circuits, and TV theory than by enrolling in the new low-cost Gernsback Service Technicians' Library. You will get complete, accurate, and up-to-the-minute books on every phase of servicing at a DISCOUNT OF 27%! If you read, and apply the information in these books you can increase your income by 50% or more!

WHAT THE GERNSBACK TECHNICIANS' LIBRARY PLAN IS ALL ABOUT!

We formed the Library Plan solely for the purpose of providing you with a complete, accurate, up-to-the-minute source of information on TV-radio-hi-fi servicing problems of today—and tomorrow AT THE LOWEST COST POSSIBLE! We bring out new books by top writers in the field at regular intervals of about three months and we are including books on every phase of the subject—test instruments, record changers, color circuits, tube troubles, hints on rapid repair, plus many, many other important subjects.

HOW TO ENROLL

To join—simply fill in the coupon below, SEND NO MONEY NOW. When a new book comes off the press—we will send you a copy for a FREE 10 DAY examination in your own home! If you like it, keep it and we will bill you later. If you don't want the book, simply return it and we will send you the next book as soon as it is printed.

THESE BOOKS ALREADY OFF THE PRESS

These books have already been published. Begin your membership with any one of them or wait for the next book published. Remember—you pay no money now and you may
• THE OSCILLOSCOPE—By George Zwick. An authoritative, easy-to-read guide on how to get more out of your 'scope.
• PROBES—By Bruno Zucconi and Martin Clifford. A valuable book on a too-often neglected subject. Contains construction details as well as theory and operation.

THESE BOOKS TO BE PUBLISHED SOON

These books are scheduled for future publication one-at-a-time in three month intervals.
• RAPID TV REPAIR—By G. Warren Heath
• HOW TO SERVICE COLOR TV RECEIVERS—By Robert G. Middleton

MAIL THIS MONEY-SAVING COUPON TODAY

GERNSBACK LIBRARY, INC.
154 West 14th St., New York, N.Y.

☐ Start my enrollment with the book checked below. Send me the book postpaid for a FREE 10-day trial. Bill me later for the book I keep.
☐ THE OSCILLOSCOPE
☐ PROBES
☐ SWEEP AND MARKER GENERATORS
☐ THE V.T.V.M.
☐ SERVICING RECORD CHANGERS
☐ THE GERNSBACK TECHNICIANS’ LIBRARY.

Mail Coupon Now! No Obligation!

CENTURY ELECTRONICS CO., Inc.
111 Roosevelt Ave., Dept. RE-9,
Mineola, N. Y.

OK, rush REJUVENATE for FREE 10 day
use on my toughest service calls. After 10 days, I will send $7.95 plus postal charges or return it without obligation.

Name:
Address:
City State

SAVE POSTAL CHARGES! Enclose $7.95 with coupon and we pay all postal charges. Same NO-RISK refund privilege.

The important OCTOBER issue of RADIO-ELECTRONICS
on sale Sept. 25 Reserve your copy now!

LMB BOX CHASSIS OFFERS FREE
inside LMB boxes 10 tested kit diagram projects for the builder. Each one of these kit diagrams built by a recognized expert. Kit products are composition built with complete parts list and complete instructions. Printed construction for building, complete parts list and complete cost. Complete or build expert data, and your distributor. Model 180 in kit form. Available in kit form or LMB kit diagram projects. If he does not have them write LMB.

LMB
1011 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles 15, Calif.
HOW to SAVE MONEY on LOUDSPEAKERS and MIKE STANDS

Fill in coupon and find out how ATLAS proves that better know-how can produce better products at lower cost to you. Depend on world-famous ATLAS - the complete quality line with specialist know-how since 1930.

ATLAS SOUND CORP.
1443 - 9th St., Brooklyn 18, N.Y.

Send FREE Buyer's Guide to save me money on public address Loudspeakers, Microphone Stands and accessories.

Name_________________________Title_________________________

Form

Type of Business_________________________

Address

City______Zone______State______

ATLAS SOUND CORP.

1443 - 39th Street, Brooklyn 18, New York


TRY THIS ONE (Continued)

and MIKE

tune in station B. Now the bandspread capacitor is handling station A. And your miniature variable with duplex switch closed will take care of station B. Actually, this same switching can be done with relays operated by the carriers. When station A cuts its carrier, station B is automatically switched over.

Remember that frequency lowers as capacitors mesh. Therefore it is advisable when spotting your stations on the dial to allow sufficient down-frequency coverage so that the complete spectrum of the phone band being used may be covered on the miniature. It sometimes takes practice to become accustomed to this new method of lining up your stations. But soon you will be more than satisfied with the ease with which you will be able to switch quickly from one side of the QSO to the other.

As might be expected, additional wire and other capacitances effect a slight change in the receiver oscillator settings. This may be amply compensated for by readjusting the receiver oscillator trimmer.

So long as the part of the band to be covered when using duplex positioning is below 50 mc, there is only slight rf loss in the receiver when, for instance, station B is a bit down the band from station A. Phone bands are comparatively narrow and the rf circuits are fairly broad so tracking and sensitivity will not suffer too much. This method of tuning works best when both stations are ST or better. -George D. Philpott

TRANSISTOR SHIPPING TUBE MAKES A HANDY INSULATOR

If the negative terminal of an electrolytic capacitor -its outer case-is connected to the chassis, there is no problem of insulation except for the positive lead. However, in many applications the positive terminal is grounded, leaving the capacitor case "hot." This occurs frequently in transistorized portables.

The photograph shows a use for the plastic case in which many transistors are shipped. Punch a hole in its bottom for the pigtail lead and put the capacitor in it. If your transistors have different type cases or subminiature capacitances are employed, a plastic pill tube may be obtained from the drugstore.

If the shipping tube does not hold the capacitor snugly, a piece of tape or cardboard will do the trick. The cardboard from a match cover can be used to wedge it tightly.-Lawrence Show

TRIAD'S VERSATILE SERIES OF SUB-MINIATURE HERMETICALLY SEALED AUDIO TRANSFORMERS ARE SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR AUDIO USE, TRANSISTOR APPLICATIONS AND PRINTED CIRCUITS, FEATURING EXTREMELY SMALL SIZE, THEY INCORPORATE ALL THE CONSTRUCTION FEATURES THAT HAVE MADE TRIAD THE SYMBOL OF QUALITY IN TRANSFORMERS.

TRIAD
SUB-MINIATURE AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

The table below gives a. complete line of quality Transformers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Impedance - Ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IZ-1</td>
<td>$15.65</td>
<td>600/250/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZ-2</td>
<td>20.20</td>
<td>30/12/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZ-3</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>30/12/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZ-4</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZ-5</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>20000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZ-6</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IZ-7</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write for Catalog TR-56F, listing TRIAD'S complete line of quality Transformers.

4005 REDWOOD AVE., VENICE, CALIF.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS

www.americanradiohistory.com
Merchandising and Promotion
Perma Power Co., Chicago, Ill., de-
signed a new three-dimensional dis-
play, shown in the photo above, for
to garage-door opener.
Telematic Industries, Brooklyn,
N.Y., is promoting its new line of TV
color extensions and service aids
through the use of a new counter dis-
play.
Rek-O-Kut Co., Long Island City,
N.Y., has prepared a recording table
for standard and microgroove
discs. It is available from Rek-O-Kut
for $25.
Futuramic Co., Chicago, has prepared
a series of lab lessons for TV trade
schools. The lessons show photographi-
cally how to use voltmeter probes for
troubleshooting by means of signal-
tracking techniques.
ORRadio Industries, Opelika, Ala., de-
signed a new self-service package dis-
played its most popular Irish
brand recording tapes.
Sylvania Electric Products, New
York, will sponsor a TV film adventure
series, "The Buccaneers," this fall,
according to an announcement by Terry
P. Cunningham, director of advertising
and sales promotion. Sylvania has re-
linquished its sponsorship of "Beat The
Clock" after 5½ years.
Production and Sales
RETMA reported production of 2,-
862,177 TV sets and 5,585,290 radios for
the first 5 months of 1956 compared to
3,238,820 TV sets and 5,853,954 radios for
the 1955 period. It also announced retail
sale of 2,428,888 TV sets and
2,551,272 radios, exclusive of automo-
bile sets, for the 1956 period. This com-
pares with 2,722,648 TV sets and 2,-
2,551,272 radios, exclusive of automo-
ble sets, for the 1955 period. This com-
pares with 2,722,648 TV sets and 2,-
2,551,272 radios, exclusive of automo-
ble sets, for the 1955 period. This com-
pares with 2,722,648 TV sets and 2,-
2,551,272 radios, exclusive of automo-
ble sets, for the 1955 period. This com-
pares with 2,722,648 TV sets and 2,-
2,551,272 radios, exclusive of automo-
ble sets, for the 1955 period. This com-
pares with 2,722,648 TV sets and 2,-
2,551,272 radios, exclusive of automo-
ble sets, for the 1955 period. This com-
pares with 2,722,648 TV sets and 2,-
2,551,272 radios, exclusive of automo-
ble sets, for the 1955 period. This com-
pares with 2,722,648 TV sets and 2,-
BUSINESS (Continued)

007,831 radios sold in the first 5 months of 1955.

New Plants and Expansions

Sylvania Electric Products completed a 50,000-square-foot addition to its picture-tube plant in Fullerton, Calif.

P. R. Mallory & Co. moved its New York district sales office to Teaneck, N. J.

Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. opened a new San Francisco branch in Berkeley, Calif. George Ksander, Hickok sales engineer, was named West Coast manager. Bert Clintsman, manager of the new office, and Bill Cotie, manager of the Los Angeles branch, will work with him.

Raytheon Manufacturing Co. purchased a 15-acre site in Goleta, Calif., where it will erect a new engineering laboratory for airborne electronics and infra-red equipment.

Alliance Manufacturing Co., Alliance, Ohio, leased an additional building which will provide 80,000 square feet of floor space for expanded production facilities.

Hycon Electronics Inc., Pasadena, Calif., has realigned its organization to provide for an increase in production and sales. Its engineering facilities will be increased by drawing skilled personnel from the parent company, Hycon Manufacturing Co. Hycon Electronics will also market many products developed by other divisions. Hycon Eastern Inc., Cambridge, Mass., also a subsidiary of Hycon Manufacturing Co., acquired an additional 7,000 square feet.

Olympic Radio & Television, Long Island City, N. Y., purchased Presto Recording Corp., Paramus, N. J. George J. Salla, president of Presto, will continue to direct operations as vice president and general manager. David Bogen Co., New York City, another Olympic subsidiary, will transfer part of its manufacturing activities to a plant adjoining the Presto factory. END

CORRECTIONS

Mr. Queen points out that the ferrite rod antenna used in his shirt-pocket radio (July) is a type MS-204 rather than the MS-166 specified in the article and that the now-available MS-272 ferrite loop provides better tracking and is highly recommended. Do not remove turns from this unit. Just cut enough of the wire so it fits snugly in the case like the original unit. He also advises that the type MS-126 if transformer has been discontinued and replaced by the MS-268. Headphones should have an impedance of 3,000 ohms or higher.

There are two errors in the signal-tracer diagram on page 81 of the June issue. The switch connected to the second 6BA6's grid is part of the band-switch and should be ganged to the other three sections. The top lead of the secondary of the output 550-1650-kc transformer goes directly to the band-switch fixed contact and should not be connected to tuning capacitor and diode plates.
Exclusive at TERMINAL...UNHEARD OF SAVINGS!

ALL BRAND NEW FACTORY SEALED

SYLVANIA TEST EQUIPMENT

Never Before! Never Again! Such SENSATIONAL LOW PRICES!

Type 620 SYLVANIA TUBE TESTER

New, portable tube tester tests all common receiving tubes, transmitting and industrial tubes, regardless of biasing—also "600 ma" series string television tubes. In-line controls speed efficiency. Reads shorts and leakage directly in ohms—easy-to-read roll chart—gas tester, easy switching for all tube bases. Best dollar buy. Regular Price: $149.50.

NOW ONLY $89.50

Type 301 SYLVANIA POLYMER

Features an inherently stable circuit from use of 2 Type T7T tubes in Sylvania-patented circuit. 1 Ma meter movement, 6 AC and DC ranges read up to 1,000 volts and up to 30,000 volts. DC with Sylvania Type 225 Volts Multiplier Probe. Resistance measurements to 10,000 meg. True peak-to-peak volt ranges up to 2,800 volts. 17 meg. input impedance. Illuminated meter and square-on connectors. Shielded AC lead provides AC measurements from 20 cps to 500,000 cpm with 2.7 meg. impedance. Measures DC current up to 10 amps. Regular Price: $109.50.

NOW ONLY $69.50

Type 302 SYLVANIA POLYMER

6 AC and DC volt ranges 0-3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000, 6 peak-to-peak volt ranges. 0 R/F volt ranges from 0 to 300. Ma in 6 ranges from 0 to 1000. 0-10 amp. DC. Ohms in 6 ranges to 1000 nect and db measurements in 6 ranges from -20 db to +61.4 db. Features new 7" Sylvania meter movement, patented linearity circuit, IF probe, high input impedance, shielded leads. Regular Price: $129.50.

NOW ONLY $82.50

Type 403 SYLVANIA TV SERVICE OSCILOSCOPE

High quality 7" instrument with identical high-gain dc amplifiers on horizontal and vertical axes, plus advanced features of higher priced models of special value for TV service. Type 403 permits dc signal level measurements and phase relationship study. 2 preset TV sweeps. Vertical sensitivity 10 millivolts per inch rms. Freq. response flat to 500 ke within 2 db. Regular Price: $249.50.

NOW ONLY $159.50

All Items Subject to Prior Sale...FIRST COME...FIRST SERVED! ORDER TODAY!

Terminal Radio Corp.
85 Cortlandt Street, New York 7, N.Y. • Worth 4-3311

SEPTMBER, 1954

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
All Prices F.O.B. New York City.
Please send full remittance or 25% deposit, balance C.O.D.

LIMITED QUANTITIES! ACT NOW!
Radio-TV Service Men—Industry—Laboratories
This is your once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to acquire the world's finest test equipment at a fraction of its original cost.
GUARANTEED Brand new in original Sylvania factory sealed cartons, complete with detailed instruction sheets. Look at the amazing savings!

Type 506 SYLVANIA COLOR TV DOT GENERATOR

NOW ONLY $69.50

Type 501 SYLVANIA MARKER GENERATOR
Provides 2 separate signals for marking an oscilloscope trace of response curves. Accurate trap adjustment, freq. spotting, bandwidth measurement and adjustment of popular 4.5 mc. intercarrier sound circuits. VFO covers 15 to 240 mc. range. Regular Price: $129.50.

NOW ONLY $69.50

Type 600 SYLVANIA LABORATORY TUBE TESTER

NOW ONLY $369.50

Model 402 SYLVANIA SYNCHROSCOPE
Continuously variable sweep speed, 0.2 volt to 0.010 volt. Internal trigger generator with rep. rate of 500, 1000, 2000, 4000 p.p.s. Positive pulse trigger output range of 500 volts peak in 0.4 sec. at amplitude of 100 volts for 3 sec. Adjustable output trigger delay from 75 before to 25 usec. after sweep start. Fixed sweep trigger delay at 90 usec. Regular Price: $709.75.

NOW ONLY $499.00

Model 402A SYLVANIA SYNCHROSCOPE
Identical with model 402 but with an r-f detector and wide-band amplifier. Regular Price: $878.74.

NOW ONLY $540.00

Model 402B SYLVANIA SYNCHROSCOPE
Regular price $896.23.

NOW ONLY $662.00

Type 228 SYLVANIA C.R.T. TESTING ADAPTER
Use with any Sylvania tube tester to check 85% of picture tube troubles without removing tube. Checks electro-magnetically deflected types for emission, phase, wave, and electron filaments. Regular Price: $74.60.

NOW ONLY $55.95

Type 255 SYLVANIA TV HIGH-VOLTAGE PROBE
In conjunction with Sylvania types 301 and 302 polymeters this probe permits measurement of DC voltages up to 30 kv. Regular Price: $122.95.

NOW ONLY $69.95

www.americanradiohistory.com
HUGE EXPANSION SALE!
UNTIL SEPT. 30TH ONLY!
ANY ITEM IN THIS AD FOR
ONE DOLLAR!

Many New Items, Kits, Larger Quantities!

Reg. $8

IHOW

35

KV. Wt.

I. less

Wt.

1.1

EARN FREE

ANY

HUGE EXPANSION SALE!

12 Famous Makes.

Famous Make.

Huge Expansion Sale!

IN105.

MOBILE.

Micro.

Rotary.

V.M.

PREAMP

Reg. $5

Wires, plastic case.

61

KV. Wt.

IN

50 Values: .005 ohms to 600 ohms.

Tempered coils, slug insulated.

$1

Coil

Frame.

$1.15

VAC MOTOR

$1.25

Screw
downs.

$1.80

MICA CONDENSERS.

$2.00

COIL FORMS.

$2.50

DUAL-TONE VOLUME

$2.75

KIT.

$2.85

MINIATURE KITS.

$3.00

CRYSTAL RADIO

$3.75

MINIATURE.

$4.50

SUN DOLLAR!

$5.25

SUN DOLLAR.

$5.75

DUAL-TONE VOLUME

$7.50

MINIATURE.

$8.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$9.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$9.75

SUN DOLLAR.

$10.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$10.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$11.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$11.25

SUN DOLLAR.

$11.75

SUN DOLLAR.

$12.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$12.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$13.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$13.25

SUN DOLLAR.

$13.75

SUN DOLLAR.

$14.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$14.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$15.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$15.25

SUN DOLLAR.

$15.75

SUN DOLLAR.

$16.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$16.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$17.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$17.25

SUN DOLLAR.

$17.75

SUN DOLLAR.

$18.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$18.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$19.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$19.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$20.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$20.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$21.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$21.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$22.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$22.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$23.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$23.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$24.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$24.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$25.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$25.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$26.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$26.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$27.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$27.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$28.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$28.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$29.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$29.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$30.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$30.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$31.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$31.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$32.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$32.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$33.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$33.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$34.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$34.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$35.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$35.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$36.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$36.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$37.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$37.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$38.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$38.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$39.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$39.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$40.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$40.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$41.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$41.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$42.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$42.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$43.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$43.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$44.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$44.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$45.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$45.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$46.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$46.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$47.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$47.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$48.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$48.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$49.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$49.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$50.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$50.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$51.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$51.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$52.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$52.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$53.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$53.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$54.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$54.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$55.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$55.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$56.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$56.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$57.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$57.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$58.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$58.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$59.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$59.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$60.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$60.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$61.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$61.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$62.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$62.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$63.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$63.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$64.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$64.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$65.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$65.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$66.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$66.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$67.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$67.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$68.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$68.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$69.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$69.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$70.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$70.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$71.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$71.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$72.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$72.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$73.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$73.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$74.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$74.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$75.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$75.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$76.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$76.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$77.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$77.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$78.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$78.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$79.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$79.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$80.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$80.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$81.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$81.50

SUN DOLLAR.

$82.00

SUN DOLLAR.

$82.50

SUN DOLLAR.
OCCUPATION ADULTS

Rates—$1 per word (including name, address and
includes) Minimum ad 10 words. As this must accompany all ads except those placed by accredited agents.
Discount. 10% for 12 consecutive issues. Mis-"description or objectionable ads not inserted. Copy for new issue must reach us by Sept. 15, 1956.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS, 154 West 14 St., New York 11, N. Y.

HIGH-PURITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
Amplifier Service, 70 Vesey St., New York 7, N. Y.

"Asia Trade Inquire". Listing manufacturers, ex-
porters, importers, Japan, Hong Kong, Ceylon, Malaya, etc. Philippine Fine Tools, AMILA TRADE IN-
QUIRES, 426-3rd Ave., Box 729, Seattle 4, Wash.

104 Mail order plans—$2 BERNZOTT, 310 East 16 St.,

HIGH-FI. SPEAKERS REPAIRED. Amprite

RULE OTHERS LABORATORY.

PONENTS CORP., Albany, Hydrofeed

REPAIR ROAD- MAP to success In

Broadway.

Hempstead, Free literature.

Ohio.

ment. Top Dollar!

WANTED:

Antonio, Texas.

ARC literature Free.

PROFESSIONAL Electronic

sis.

recorders DIAGRAMS! Repair

TRANSISTOR Kits. Free information. TRANSIT ELEC-

MONEY made servicing television sets

Calif. etc.!

FOREIGN Kings Mountain, 

etc.

Havertown, Pa.

Crystal Set

Magnets.

FIRST..REPAIR

-3856. R. L.

-45c YOU.

Fast

Crystal Set—Over 1000
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STAN-BURN SPARKS

CATHODE RAY TUBE SPECIALS
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

G.E. Type BURN G.E. Type BURN
16.00 101Pi 11.70 201Pi
15.75 102Pi 15.50 202Pi
15.75 103Pi 15.50 203Pi
15.25 204Pi 14.00 214Pi
28.75 210Pi 27.75 212Pi
31.25 214Pi 31.25 215Pi
31.25 216Pi 31.25 217Pi
31.25 218Pi 31.25 220Pi
31.25 221Pi 31.25 222Pi

STAN-BURN CRT TUBES RCL-LICENSED-MF'D BY LINCOLN

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

320 WORTH OF ELECTRONIC PARTS IN GRAZ-AG

BAMPS - Radiator, Breaker or Points, Relays, Speaker, Distributors, Resistors, condensers, etc.

ONLY $1.98 (plus 50c postage)

TAPE RECORDER—Famous Brand

Linc. No. 8249. $149.99 Lincl. No. 8197. $199.95

Write for complete illustrated details.

KITS: We stock the following manufacturers and manufacturer's trade names. EICO...see pages 31, 32. ARKAY...see pages 130, 131. Quartz. EICO. See above precision. see page 166. All domestic orders will be shipped postpaid. Specify Order by Manufacturer and Model Number only.

TRANS-ATOMIC Transistor Radio—KIT $4.95, WIRED $1.75

SCHSENING EAMPHONES—Single $5.95, Double $10.95

GERMANIUM DIODE Loopstick Radio Kit $3.50

AM-FM-SW AUTO RADIO

BRAG: Price $199.95; $179.95 Home Owner. For button $174.95. For Signal Seeker. $149.95. Includes Antenna, Electro Magnet, Mounting Bracket, and Wiring Kit. Specify: A.C., D.C., 12 Volt. 6 Volt. 9 Volt. or 24 Volt. (All for car.)

VW A SPEED HI-FI CHANGER—Model 1320 with Multi-Speed Selector. Available in 8-Point or 10-Point System.

ROGGS 4-Speed Column, Brand-new, Special. $299.95

SPIN-DLE—$299.95

WEBSTER Model 140-3.5-Speed Automatic with Turntable and Adjustable Tilt-Table Unit.

$224.49

3 SPEED PORTABLE RECORD PLAYER with Moog Liner—Volume Control. $219.95

45 RPM SPINDEL—$1.85

TV MONARCH $299.95

CARTON UNIT Only. $199.95

PEERLESS PORTABLE BATTERY OPERATED RADIO—Complete. White or Black $299.95

BATTERY KIT for above. $14.95 less batteries.

JEWEL—Model $200.00 TUBE $12.50

HALLICRAFTERS TV

17" Portable TV—Model 200. Retailers net $109.95

Model 210-600—Talker Model—Retailers net $199.95

SCHENDEL-CARLSON 17" PORTABLE TV...$119.95

Hi-Fi PACKAGE DEAL

Includes JENSEN N110 SPEAKER, MONARCH AUTO-DEALER SPECIALISTS. Selectors for all 1959 series. 100, 150, 200, 205. For button $179.95. Includes Matching Plug for Changing Car. $179.95; $169.95. Two Wires at 50c extra each. $104.95; $79.95. MINT Complete, ready to Play. A complete Hi-Fi System at a small fraction of the cost. $299.95. For your Hearing. Don't pay retail. Price. Write for prices.

DEALERS: Write for low cost prices and catalogs.

HALLICRAFTERS, SUPERIOR, GENERAL, PHILMORE, TOWNE, NATIONAL, MECHANICAL, TIMING, PRECISION, PICKUP, TECHMASTER, PROFIT, DODGE, DELCO, GENERAL MOTORS, O.P.O., Word, MARCH, DOUGLAS, WIDING, MURRAY, DECO. blasting from our sale alert offices. Complete HIGH FIDELITY DEPARTMENT. SEND US YOUR LOWEST QUOTATIONS ON ANY ITEM. We invite expert quotations and orders. Our expert staff is prepared to handle orders in any foreign country at minimum commissions. We are constantly in contact with dealers, all over the world. We are the manufacturers of many of the world's leading Hi-Fi radio, phonograph, amplifiers, transmitters, etc. We are always ready to quote prices on all of the standard Hi-Fi models. Write for our full line of Hi-Fi equipment and prices. Write for our latest price list and Hi-Fi Catalog. Consult.

STAN-BURN RADIO and ELECTRONICS CO.

538 Coney Island Ave. • Bklyn 18, N. Y.

STAN-BURN SPARKS

PEOPLE

John R. Ward, appointed controller of Pyramid Electric Co., North Bergen, N. J., comes to the company from CBS-Columbia, where he held a similar position, at the age of 76.

Cecil C. Agate, director of advertising for Sonotone Corp., at his home in Orange, N. J., at the age of 68.

Brig. Gen. Stephen H. Sherrill, at Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, D. C., following a heart attack. Awarded the Legion of Merit for supervising the training of 64,000 radar specialists during World War II, he was later commandant of the Eastern Signal School Training Center, Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Col. George P. Dixon, USA (Ret.), at Georgetown University Hospital, Washington, D. C., at the age of 67, executive vice president of the Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Assoc, and former director of communications for the Army Air Forces in Europe. A vice president of IT&T before joining the Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Assoc, he was editor of the association's journal, Signal.

Obituaries

Frank A. Poor, founder and vice chairman of Sylvan Electric Products, at Huggins Hospital, Wolfsboro, N. H., after a brief illness, at the age of 76.

For the full text, please refer to the source provided.
The use of transistors in the detector tube breaks the rule. High quality, high sensitivity, and small size are achieved.

Hard wired: 200-400 volts
Sensitivity: 3-5 millivolts per volt in
Input: 2-5 volts
Output: 100 milliamps
Bias: 100-200 volts
Harmonic: 2 volts
Image: 100 milliamps
Color: Gray

578 AM/FM Filter and drive transformer
Audio and interconnections

The trouble with commercial radios, Type 60 or Domestic Type 602 (modulated to radio), radio and audio boxes are of the right kind for the job.

APPLICATIONS OF GENIAC

1. SIMPLE ELECTRIC CIRCUITS, AND HOW TO MAKE THEM, 24 page experiment manual. 2. MINDS AND MACHINES ... 200 page text on computers, automation and cybernetics. 3. WIRING DIAGRAMS FOR BASIC CIRCUITS. 4. BEGINNERS MANUAL 5. GENIAC study guides... the equivalent of a full course in computer fundamentals, lists additional readings.

1. Over 400 parts and components with platings "PARTS TRAY".

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Oliver Garfield Co., Dept. RE-96
26 Lexington Avenue, New York 16, New York
Please send me:
• WRIST RADIO
• 102.99 Postpaid

You may also order the following:
1. GENIAC Electric Brain Construction Kit and Manuals:
   • 179.95 (East of New Jersey)
   • 120.95 (South of the United States)
   • 317.95 (Outside the United States)

Returnable in seven days for full refund if not satisfied. Any name and address are attached.
**NEW RECORDDING DRIVE**

New, for the first time a hydraumatic-synchronous direct drive, giving smoothness and 4 smooth positive standard speeds, plus double-access double-duty, plus special speeds. Recommended for all direct-drive disc recorders and players using automatic wide-range equipment. 10-day delivery. Write for particulars.

**DAMON RECORDING STUDIOS INC.**

117 W. 14 St., Kansas City (5), Mo.

**NEW! For the First Time!**

**CHECK CAPACITORS UNDER WORKING CONDITIONS!**

Quickly, accurately checks:

- Paper, micro, ceramic capacitors
- Electrolytics
- Continuity
- AC/DC voltages
- Flashbulbs

Satisfaction guaranteed or return within ten days for refund

**CAPACITEST**, the result of months of research and development. A compact portable instrument that does a giant job to save you time and money. It will check capacitors in 10 seconds, and most are in 10. It has all ranges, special voltages and interminable capacities and makes other capacimeters obsolete. Compact, lightweight, for bench or tool kit.

**FREE** Special Introductory Offer (while stocks last)

Order direct today! Complete catalog, 93 pages, free. 5 sets for only $5.00, send $10.95 & we'll pay postage.

**TECHNICAL MANUAL, Sylvania Tubes.** Sylvania Electric Products Co., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. 5½ x 9½ inches, loose-leaf binding, pages not numbered. $2.

Intermediate in price as well as content between the cheapest tube handbooks and the elaborate affairs selling for more than $10, this manual contains a surprising number of features found in the more expensive books. The purchaser obtains for 1 year supplements to increase this book, thus keeping up-to-date with the newer tubes. (Incidentally, tube tester settings for users with Sylvania tube testers are included. No doubt these could be converted to other testers, solving the problem of new tubes without checking data.)

A tube-data section of abridged information on obsolete and discontinued types as well as on a number of more popular tubes is very useful. Other sections cover picture tubes, special tubes (including crystal diodes but not transistors), resistance-coupling data and an appendix of useful information.

Resistance-coupled amplifier data is given for two sets of input signal values—representing high and low input levels, and the percentage of distortion is given for each.


Compatible color TV has been accomplished only through the intensive efforts of many scientists. In 1950, the NTSC (National Television System Committee) was organized by the TV industry for the purpose of setting up standards for color. At that time, several systems were being proposed and confusion was beginning to mount. No existing system could provide a satisfactory and compatible color picture. The NTSC went to work to determine the problems and how to solve them. By the middle of 1953, a final report was forthcoming, and this forms the basis of our present-day color system. This book covers the activity of the NTSC, details of the final standard signals, latest types of color films and processes and definitions relating to color TV.

As examples of the contents, one committee report describes in very simple language the features of a compatible color signal. Another panel was given a questionnaire regarding...
BOOKS (Continued)

the subjective factors of color TV. These questions (and the panel's answers) form a very interesting report on such topics as: depth of field, fidelity, surrounding room brightness and other characteristics of a color picture. Still another group was assigned the task of making field tests of the finally standardized color signal. Their results appear in the book.—IQ


A tape recorder is mechanical as well as electronic and therefore needs description from both viewpoints. This introductory book makes a good job of it. Prospective buyers will find here which important factors differentiate one recorder from another. Hi-fi fans will be interested in the discussions on wow and flutter and also how noise and hum are reduced. Technicians will note especially the typical schematics and the hints on maintenance and lubrication.

The book begins with a history and brief theory of magnetic recording. The transport mechanism receives considerable attention and there is data on motors. Several exploded views show the insides of a few recorders. As for the electronic end, chapters appear on volume indicators, bias oscillators, equalizers and amplifiers. There is a chapter on tape characteristics and another (very, very brief) on test procedures.


The 10th edition of an internationally known listing of broadcast and TV stations of the world. Prepared mainly for the shortwave listener but lists long and medium-wave stations (151-1875 kc) as well. Shortwave stations are listed by country and by frequency. The listings by country also include mailing addresses, hours of operation, QSL'ing information and a few bars of the stations' identifying musical themes.
ADVERTISING INDEX

Radio-Electronics does not assume responsibility for any errors appearing in the index below.
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INVENTORS

Send for PATENT INFORMATION
FREE EDUCATIONAL
INVENTORS RECORD
without obligation

GUTMEE MILLER
S56 EMMANUEL BLDG.
WASHINGTN D. C.

INVENTORS BROOKLYN REGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEY
ASSOCIATE EXAMINER
U.S. NAVY DEPT. 1922-1929
U.S. NAVY DEPT.
PATENT ATTORNEY & ADVISER
U.S. NAVY DEPT.
PATENT LAWYER
LEARN TV
"At the most practical school in the west"

Learn and earn with American Radio History School, the oldest school of its kind. The school has trained thousands of radio men. Write for free literature. Dept. IA11 for correspondence.

V. S. I. TELEVISION SCHOOL
4570 Firestone Blvd., South Gate, California

Complete Radio Engineer Approved for veterans. Day and night classes.

ENGINEERING DEGREES
(under and postgraduate)
E. E. Mailer in Electronics
Earned Through Home Study.
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Residential Courses also Available
Box 27724(MI.), HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIF.

GET INTO ELECTRONICS

You can enter this growing interesting field. Demand expanding quickly as improved design and increasing use of electronic equipment is making for increased opportunities. Write for information.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS

Admissions. Write Dept. AD10. Approved for veterans.

ELECTRONIC REPAIRMAN
EARN TOP MONEY!

In just 12 months, complete TV service training, including color TV. Streamlined course gives you all essentials for a good job as service technician. Graduates in great demand; jobs are plentiful in the growing field. Other electronic courses in radio operation and maintenance, Day or evening classes. Opportunity for employment in local industry. Approved for Korean veterans. Write for free literature.

INDIANAPOLIS ELECTRONIC SCHOOL
312 E. Washington, Indianapolis, Ind.

ENGINEERING

Prepare for B.S. degree in 27 mos.

No classes to attend. Easy spare-time training covering all major subjects. Friendly instructors. Standard tests. Full credit for previous schooling. Diploma awarded. Write now for free catalog.

WAYNE SCHOOL
Catalog HKE-5
2527 Sheffield Ave., Chicago 14, Ill.

MORE DEGREES

Earned Through Home Study.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
1596 E Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Ind.

ELECTRO-VISION

Prepare for B.S. degree in 27 mos.

No classes to attend. Easy spare-time training covering all major subjects. Friendly instructors. Standard tests. Full credit for previous schooling. Diploma awarded. Write now for free catalog.

RECS, INC.

Our school is now introducing a correspondence course in Radar. Microwave, and Linear. Get your own equipment, high paying job in industry as a radar technician. Special introductory course.

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE
P. O. Box 27764
Los Angeles 27, Calif.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

A service of Radio Corporation of America
393 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

OFFERS COURSES IN ALL TECHNICAL PHASES OF RADIO, TELEVISION, ELECTRONICS

Approved for Veterans

Write Dept. RE-56 for Catalog

TELEVISION

PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB!

BROADCAST ENGINEER
ELECTRONICS
RADIO SERVICING

Television Servicing

(For veterans) Build, repair, adjusted send for free literature.

Baltimore Technical Institute
1425 Fall River Place, Baltimore 7, Md.

LEARN TV SERVICING

UHF-COLOR-VHF

Master the latest, up-to-the-minute TV and Color TV developments. You can earn $5,000-$10,000 a year in TV servicing after a few months. Brand new or very old equipment. Waste no time with Non-Essentials. Write for free literature. Dept. E-596. Approved for veterans. Free Placements Service.

WESTERN TELEVISION INSTITUTE
341 W. 18th St., Los Angeles, Calif.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Radio

TELEVISION

Become an ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
or an ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN at

MSOE in Milwaukee

Choose from courses in:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING Bachelor of Science degree, in 36 to 42 months with a major in electronics or electrical power.
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY Engineering Technician certificate in 12 months in electronics, radio, or electrical power.

TECHNICAL SERVICE Service certificate in 6 months in electronics, in 12 months in radio and television.

MSOE — located in Milwaukee, one of America's largest industrial centers — is a national leader in electronics instruction — with complete facilities, including the latest laboratory equipment, visual aid theater, amateur radio transmitter — offers 93 subjects in electrical engineering, electronics, radio, television, electrical power, and electricity.

Advisory committee of leading industrialists. Courses approved for veterans. Over 50,000 former students. Excellent placement record.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Radio

TELEVISION

TERMS OPERATE SEPT.-SEP.

Choose wisely — your future depends on it. Write for more information today!

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Dept. RE-956, 1235 N. Milwaukee St.
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

Send FREE career booklets on:
□ Electrical Engineering □ Radio-Television
□ TV-

1 am interested in ______ (Name of course)

Name ____________________________ Age ______

Address ____________________________ City ____________________________ State __________

If veteran, give discharge date ___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
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IN COMPLETELY WIRED TEST EQUIPMENT
at LESS than the PRICE of KITS!

NEW POCKET AC-DC VOM MULTITESTER
2,000 ohm per volt sensitivity on both AC and DC.

FULL SCALE RANGES:
AC Volts: 0-0.050; 0-0.100; 0-10.000; 0-100.000; 0-1000.000
DC Volts: 0-0.050; 0-1.000; 0-10.000; 0-100.000; 0-1000.000
AC Current: 0-0.050; 0-1.000; 0-10.000; 0-100.000; 0-1000.000

RESISTANCE: 0-10K; 0-100K; 0-1 Meg; 0-10 Megs

NEW LAFAYETTE SIGNAL GENERATOR
NEVER BEFORE HAS A COMPLETELY WIRED AND TESTED INSTRUMENT OF SUCH ACCURACY AND QUALITY BEEN OFFERED AT SUCH A PRICE!

- FREQUENCY 120 KC TO 260 MC
- OUTPUT 120 KC TO 1000 MC
- LABORATORY ACCURACY AND QUALITY

A completely wired and tested instrument not to be confused with unit sold in kit form. A fine audio instrument, this generator can be used for all audio servicing and testing. Manual of operating and servicing instructions included. An addition to any high-fidelity system, or a test instrument where high accuracy is required. Complete! To ship complete, pack includes: Generator, battery, AC cord, rear panel, instructions. Order today and SAVE money! Only $22.50

NEW LAFAYETTE CAPACITANCE-RESISTANCE TESTER WITH "IN-SET QUICK CHECK"
COMPLETELY WIRE AND TESTED

- TWO INSTRUMENTS IN ONE
- CHECKS ELECTROLYTIC, PAPER, MICA AND CERAMIC CONDENSERS
- DIRECT AC CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS
- INTERMITTENT MEASUREMENTS
- DIRECT AND INDUCTIVE MEASUREMENTS

New! Lafayette-Capacitance-Resistance Tester. Completely wired and tested. Two instruments in one, with a built-in null indicator. Simply insert the leads in terminals and the test is complete. Complete instructions with every unit. A fine test instrument with added features and accuracy! Only $35.00

LAFAYETTE LSG-10 SIGNAL GENERATOR
22.50

LAFAYETTE CAPACITANCE-RESISTANCE TESTER
COMPLETELY WIRE AND TESTED

- CHECKS ALL TYPES OF CONDENSERS
- CHECKS CAPACITY, LEAKAGE, OPEN SHORT, INTERMITTENT CONDITION
- DIRECT READING FROM .0001 TO 1000 MF TO 10 MEGOHMS

A stable and accurate bridge type capacitance and resistance instrument in ranges of .0001 to 1000 MF, and 1 to 10000 MFD with 10 Megohms. This instrument is ideal for servicing and testing all types of condensers, both electrolytic and paper. Complete. Only $34.50

NEW LAFAYETTE CAPACITANCE-RESISTANCE TESTER COMPLETELY WIRE AND TESTED

- SIMPLIFIED DETAILED INSTRUCTION MANUAL
- MEETS FCC REQUIREMENTS FOR RADIATION AND GROUNDED CIRCUIT ELECTRICAL SAFETY
- ARMSTRONG FM CIRCUIT WITH FOSTER-SEELEY DISCRIMINATOR
- AFC DEFECT CIRCUIT WITH FRONT PANEL CONTROL

The excellent design and quality of its components combine to provide this instrument at a greatly reduced price. Features Armstrong FM circuit with Foster-Seeley discriminator and AFC defect circuit combined with a solid-state flyback and flyback-counterweighted mechanism. Complete. Only $21.50

SLIM HIGH OUTPUT DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
Reg. Price $16.00 Net 9.95

A pencil-slim design, high output PA Dynamic microphone of exceptional quality. A microphone that is 1/2 of the price of any comparable microphone. Its frequency response is flat ±1 db from 50 to 15,000 cycles. Omnidirectional, lightweight, affordable. Ideal for weekenders, PA and small stage applications. A real bargain at an amazing price. Only $9.95

BUILD YOUR OWN TRANSISTOR RADIO
FREE

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS FOR MICROPHONE AND TRANSISTOR RADIO CONSTRUCTION

LAFAYETTE RADIO JAMAICA 33; N. Y. 165-08 Liberty Ave., Write for FREE Bargain Packed Catalog

DEPT. J-1

1006 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK, N. Y.
BOSTON, MASS., 110 Federal St.
CHICAGO, ILL., 200 Wabash Ave.
NEWARK, N. J., 24 Central Ave.
BRONX, N. Y., 542 E. Fordham Rd.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
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only LAFAYETTE can do it!
OUR DIRECT IMPORTATIONS
YOU SAVE IMPORTERS PROFIT!

NEW! NEW! NEW!

LAFAYETTE Mail Order Center

NEW!
12 HI-FI COAX. SPEAKER
• FREQUENCY RANGE 30-15,000 CPS
• HANDLES 20 WATTS OF POWER
• COMPLETE WITH LEVEL CONTROL
• POWERFUL 7SK-S MAGNETS
• SPECIAL SHEEPSKIN-EDGED CONE

A Lafayette exclusive import and exceptional value. Consists of a 12" woofer, especially processed 2½" tweeter and a built-in crossover network. The specially processed fiber cone has a sheepskin edge to suppress unwanted nodal vibrations and insure beautiful tonal quality. Highly efficient 7SK-S magnets, level control provides variation for different speakers, and a 6 ohm impedance. Designed for 80 watts. Insulated all metal frame. It made in this country, would cost at least $49.50. Shpg. wt., 11 lb.

SK-58 Net 29.50

FREE! LAFAYETTE CATALOG

ONLY LAFAYETTE can do it!
OUR DIRECT IMPORTATIONS
YOU SAVE IMPORTERS PROFIT!

PROFESSIONAL TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE AND VISCOUS-DAMPED TONE ARM
* THE FINEST TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE AND TONE ARM FOR THE PROFESSIONAL USER AND THE AUDIOPHILE

PK-100A TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE

New 3-speed instrument with built-in strobecope and viewer for exact speed determination, and magnetic brake for instantaneous speed variation. Precision engineered to meet professional standards for wow, flutter and flutter correction. Heavy 12° cast aluminum rim-driven turntable. Variable speed control permits adjustment of each speed within ± 0.5% using efficient frictionless magnetic brake. Heavy-duty constant speed 4-pole induction motor freely suspended and isolated by shock-mountings to eliminate vibration transfer. B-C filter network suppresses "pop" in speaker. Truly a delight for the hi-fi enthusiast. 13½" x 11⅝" and may be mounted at any point on the motorboard. For 510-1310 and 60-50 cycle AC. Power consumption 12 watts. Handsome hammertone gray finish. Shpg. wt., 20 lbs.
PK-100A Net 49.50

PK-90 VISCOUS-DAMPED TONE ARM

This transcription arm assures independence and stable operation, utilizing the "floating action" principle of viscous-damping. The arm is supported at a single point by a pivot and jewel bearing having negligible friction. Damping is accomplished by a silicone fluid occupying the gap between a ball and socket. This damping control permits high efficiency and negligible tracking error, and prevents the record or stylus should the tone arm be accidentally dropped. Low frequency response, skipping and groove jumping are likewise minimized. The tone arm accepts all record or cartridge types and all but eight cartridges by means of precisely engineered adapters which simplify installation and provide proper stylus pressure.

This tone arm is a quality companion to the PK-100 with matching finish. Shpg. wt., 2½ lbs.
PK-90 Net 19.50

HIGH FREQUENCY TWEETER
WITH ACOUSTIC LENS
DIRECT IMPORTATION MAKES THIS PRICE POSSIBLE!

14.95

FREQUENCY RESPONSE FROM 2000 CPS TO BEYOND AUDIBILITY
LOUVERED ACOUSTIC LENS FOR UNIFORM SOUND DISPERSION
HANDLES 20 WATTS OF POWER
PRICED EXCEPTIONALLY LOW

New high frequency tweeter featuring a louvered acoustic lens for uniform sound dispersion and capable of handling up to 20 watts of distortion-free power. The directional tendency of high frequency notes is overcome by the natural width dispersion angle of the short-throw and the acoustic lens which directs the cone and radiates the high notes smoothly throughout the entire listening area. The lens is detachable for panel mounting; or for the tweeter to be mounted for external mounting, where desired. Aluminum voice coil has 16 ohms impedance, 4½" long x 3" diameter, less than 0.3% distortion and requires a crossover network, preferably one with a level control in the LN-2, with full instructions. Shpg. wt., 5 lbs.

HW-7 Net 14.95

ELECTRONIC CATALOG PACKED WITH MONEY SAVERS
Packed with the largest selection of Electronic, Radio and TV. Parts, and equipment, PA, Hi-Fi systems, tubes, antennas, Transformers, etc. New, build your own kit, tools, books, Microscope, dailng equipment, Binoculars, Telescopes, All Radio, TV and Ham supplies - ALL AT GREAT SAVINGS - for the economy minded servicemen, dealer, engineer and technicion. CHUCK FULL OF BUYS! SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TO-DAY.

LAFAYETTE RADIO

165-08 Liberty Ave.
JAMAICA 33; N. Y.

SEND FREE LAFAYETTE CATALOG

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ____________________________
ZONE ____________________________
STATE ____________________________

CUT OUT AND MAIL TODAY!
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TEST 5 TUBES in 4 SECONDS EACH...ACCURATELY!
WITH THE NEW ADVANCED ENGINEERED

preci
e

MODEL 116

Gm. & Em. ULTRAFAST TUBE & TRANSISTOR TESTER

Precise Development Corp. Oceanside, New York, U.S.A.

Precise Model 116K in kit form $69.95
Precise Model 116W factory wired $119.95
(Incl. carrying case and cover)

Servicemen know the Precise Model 111 (the winner in an independent survey) easily rates "the finest tube tester in the field" at any price, BUT FOR AN ON THE JOB QUICK-TEST...the fastest, most accurate is the PRECISE Model 116. What's more you test tubes the fool-proof method inherent in the famous Precise Model 111.

Did you ever wish you could plug in 5 of the same type tubes at once and check each one individually by rotating a switch? YOU CAN WITH THE PRECISE MODEL 116—Plug in 5 IF tubes and let them heat up at once and then check each one separately by rotating the TUBE BANK switch. ACTUALLY CHECK 5 TUBES IN 20 SECONDS, 4 SECONDS PER TUBE.

The Precise Model 111 taught the lesson that IF amplifier tubes (like the 68C5 or 6AU6) should be tested for Gm (mutual transconductance) while the power amplifiers (like the 6L6) should be tested for Em (emission)—that's ULTRAFAST Model 116 test! It checks each section of each tube separately...by rotating the FUNCTION SWITCH...each triode of a dual triode is checked individually...each diode and the triode of a duo-diode-triode is separately tested and not lumped as in other testers...and a pentode is tested as a pentode—not a diode. TRANSISTORS, SHORTS, GAS, LIFE, Em, Gm etcetera can be tested with the PRECISE Model 116.

You can inexpensively extend the Precise Model 116 to test filament current, etc. The Model 116 gives an accurate, ultra-fast (3 basic knobs for testing) check of television tubes!

No Surplus—An etched panel—beautiful Moleskin covered wood carrying case and cover and specially simplified instructions makes the PRECISE MODEL 116 THE FINEST FAST-CHECK TUBE TESTER AND DOLLAR EARNING TRAVELING COMPANION A TV SERV/CEMAN EVER HAD.

Not yet at your distributor. Order NOW to insure early delivery.

SEE YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR PROOF OF WHAT WE OFFER—OR WRITE US FOR DOCUMENTARY RESULTS OF AN INDEPENDENT SCIENTIFIC SURVEY.


Model PC2 Music Control Center. Serves as control for line amplifiers. Controls include Playing Selector, Bass, Treble, Phono-Selector, Volume and Power. Self-contained, shielded, low-noise power supply. Net, $67.00

Model A15 Circlotron Amplifier. Power output: 15 watts rated, 30 watts peak. Response = ± .5 db 20-60,000 cps. Net, $69.50

Model A20 Circlotron Amplifier. Power Output: 20 watts rated, 40 watts peak. Response = ± .5 db 20-60,000 cps. Net, $85.00

Model A30 Circlotron Amplifier. Power Output: 30 watts rated, 60 watts peak. Response = ± .5 db 20-75,000 cps. Net, $108.00

Model A50 Circlotron Amplifier. Power Output: 50 watts rated, 100 watts peak. Response = ± .5 db 20-75,000 cps. Net, $169.00

Model A100 Circlotron Amplifier. Power Output: 100 watts rated, 200 watts peak. Response = ± .5 db 20-50,000 cps. Net, $261.00

Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies.

Featuring the new, vital PRESENCE CONTROL

With the thrilling new PRESENCE CONTROL, you take the leader's baton and conduct the orchestra to suit your own listening pleasure in the ELECTRO-VOICE MUSIC CONTROL CENTER. Balances vocals to orchestra and room acoustics for true high fidelity. Just like the network and recording studios, the PRESENCE CONTROL gives mid-range program equalization never before available in home systems. Low-boy styling is skillfully blended with mocha, satin brown, and brushed brass trim for a beautiful appearance that matches blonde or mahogany cabinets.

With ELECTRO-VOICE CIRCLOTRON AMPLIFIERS, you come closer than ever to perfection in high-fidelity reproduction. The famous Circlotron Circuit provides unity coupling between output tubes; eliminates switching transients and removes DC from output transformer. The exclusive Variable Damping Control greatly reduces loudspeaker low-frequency distortion and voice-coil override. Permits matching amplifier, speaker and enclosure to room...for the closest approach to reality of reproduction.

See your E-V High Fidelity Distributor or write for Bulletin 222-W09

ELECTRO-VOICE® Producers of famous E-V High-Fidelity Speaker Enclosures and Systems

Export: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, U.S.A.
Cables: ARLAB

www.americanradiohistory.com
A receiving tube that delivers, and keeps on delivering at maximum performance levels doesn't just happen—*it has to be made to happen*!

Stringent quality control checks govern each part and each process in the manufacture of all RCA Receiving Tubes. Take the RCA-6AU6, for instance: The control grid is silver-plated to minimize grid emission and to give low contact potential; carefully processed cathode materials minimize leakage and mica support is specially treated to insure low inter-electrode leakage; result—Long Life! To insure noise-free performance—is “receiver-tested.” Avoid costly callbacks—standardize on RCA. Tell your distributor to fill your tube order with *RCA Tubes* only.